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Summary

I performed my thesis work in Particle Physics at the laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet of

the Ecole Polytechnique. I have been involved in the analysis of the data produced in

the proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (CERN) and collected by the

CMS experiment. Particle physics is a scientific field which is currently undergoing very

important breakthroughs. The discovery of the Higgs boson is a major step forward as

the mass of vector bosons are explained through their interactions with the corresponding

field. I worked on the newly discovered heavy boson analysis. As its direct coupling to

fermions remained to be exhibited, I focused on the search for the Higgs boson decaying

in tau lepton pairs. The Higgs decay into tau pairs is the most promising decay channel

to measure the couplings between the Standard Model Higgs boson and the fermions.

Indeed, this decay channel benefits from a large expected event rate compared to the

other leptonic decay modes. The Higgs boson decaying to tau lepton analysis is partic-

ularly challenging at the trigger level because the selection of tau leptons relies on its

decay into electron and muon whose energy spectrum is relatively soft because of the two

neutrinos in the decay chain. The higher threshold on single physics objects has thus a

severe impact on the signal acceptance. I investigated this crucial aspect and I worked to

implement a cross trigger using the missing transverse energy to lower the threshold on

the single lepton. This approach allows the recovery of 41% of the signal events. Events

with large missing transverse momentum were selected in order to control the trigger

rate. My personal contribution consisted in a thorough characterization of such a trigger

and the evaluation of the associated uncertainty. The results of this approach lead to an

amelioration of 2% in the exclusion limits computed in the Higgs to taus semileptonic

channel. In the Run 2, the centre-of-mass energy of the LHC collisions has been increased

to 13 TeV and the instantaneous luminosity will reach 2 · 1034 cm�2s�1. To guarantee a
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successful and ambitious physics program under this intense environment, the CMS Trig-

ger and Data acquisition system must be consolidated. During the first long shutdown

of the LHC, the L1 Calorimeter Trigger hardware and architecture have been upgraded,

benefiting from the recent microTCA technology allowing the calorimeter granularity to

be better exploited with more advanced algorithms. Thanks to the enhanced granularity

provided by the new system, an innovative dynamic clustering technique has been devel-

oped to obtain an optimized tau selection algorithm. I took the responsibility to develop

a complete new tau trigger algorithm at Level-1 (L1, hardware based first level of the

CMS trigger system). This original approach is aiming at producing the first hardware

tau lepton trigger e�cient at a hadron collider. I had the opportunity to present the

results of my work at the ICHEP-2014 conference, in Valencia and the proceedings were

published in Nuclear Physics B afterwards. During my last year of PhD I focused again

on the Higgs decays into di-taus analysis, initiating the very first matrix element (ME)

approach in this channel, starting with the most sensitive final state: the semileptonic de-

cay mode of the Higgs boson produced through Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) mechanism.

No ME-based analysis using tau leptons has ever been published. The aim is to increase

the sensitivity of the analysis to the SM Higgs boson, with respect to the conventional

methods such as cut-based and multi-variate analyses. The novelty of my work is the

treatment of the tau decay through transfer functions. In addition to the computation of

the transfer functions, my contribution consisted also in the full characterization of the

method and its validation using Monte Carlo samples. Subsequently, I evaluated its per-

formance in the context of the CMS Higgs into di-taus search. The application of the ME

method lead to an amelioration of the analysis significance of ⇠ 8% in the semileptonic

channel (⇠ 30% considering only the VBF-tag categories) and to an observation of the

decay H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h with a significance of 3.1�.



Résumé

J’ai e↵ectué ma thèse en physique des particules au laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet à l’École

Polytechnique. J’ai participé à l’analyse des collisions proton-proton à 8 TeV produites

par le Large Hadron Collider (LHC) et collectées par le détecteur CMS. La découverte

du boson de Higgs a été un événement majeur pour la physique des hautes énergies car

la masse des bosons vecteurs provient de leur interaction avec le champ de Higgs. Le

couplage du boson de Higgs avec les leptons n’ayant pas encore mis en évidence, mon

travail de thèse s’est articulé autour du canal de désintégration en pair de taus, car c’est

le seul qui permet de mettre ce couplage en évidence. Le ddésintdégration du boson de

Higgs en paires de tau constitue le canal le plus favorable pour mesurer le couplage du bo-

son de Higgs aux fermions. En e↵et, ce canal bdéndéficie d’un rapport d’embranchement

important compardé aux autres leptons.

Cette analyse est di�cile au niveau du déclenchement. En e↵et, l’important bruit de

fond impose d’appliquer des seuils en énergie élevés. Un critère de déclenchement util-

isant l’énergie transverse manquante pour abaisser le seuil sur les leptons a été introduit

à la fin de la prise de données. Cette approche permet de récupérer 41% d’événements

en plus. J’ai e↵ectué une caractérisation exhaustive de ce déclenchement, et en partic-

ulier étudié les erreurs systématiques associées au niveau de l’analyse. Ce déclenchement

a permis d’améliorer de 2% la limite d’exclusion dans le canal Higgs en tau-tau semi-

leptonique. Au Run 2, l’énergie des collisions a été portée à 13 TeV et la luminosité

va augmenter. Pour garantir un déclenchement e�cace pour la physique, le premier

niveau du système de déclenchement (L1) a été remplacé en se basant sur la technolo-

gie microTCA. Ce nouveau système permet un accès à des informations plus détaillées

en provenance du détecteur. J’ai développé, pour ce nouveau système, un algorithme de
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sélection des taus basé sur un algorithme d’agrégation dynamique exploitant au maximum

la granularité du calorimètre. J’ai mesuré ses performances en terme d’e�cacité et de taux

de déclenchement, et pour la première fois auprès dun collisionneur hadronique, CMS dis-

posera en 2016 d’un déclenchement e�cace sur les taus au L1 avec un taux raisonnable.

J’ai présenté ce travail sous forme de poster à la conférence ICHEP 2014. Dans la dernière

partie de ma thèse, je me concentre sur la recherche du boson de Higgs se désintégrant

dans une paire de leptons taus, en me concentrant sur le canal semi-leptonique et en

introduisant pour la première fois la méthode des éléments de matrice (MEM) qui per-

met d’améliorer la sensibilité par rapport aux méthodes traditionnelles. Aucune analyse

utilisant la MEM avec des taus n’a jamais été publiée auparavant. L’innovation dans ce

travail consiste notamment dans le traitement de la désintégration des taus. La réponse

du détecteur est quant-à-elle modélisée par des fonctions de transfert. Puis, j’ai du tenir

compte des limitations numériques intervenants dans l’évaluation des intégrales multidi-

mensionnelles à la base de cette méthode. Enfin, j’ai mesuré le gain en sensibilité apporté

par la méthode sur les données à 8 TeV. J’ai évalué sa performance dans le contexte de

la recherche du boson de Higgs produit par fusion de bosons vecteurs que se désintègre

en paires de taus. L’application de la méthode conduit à une amélioration de la signif-

icance de l’analyse d’environ ⇠ 8% dans le canal semileptonic (⇠ 30% considérant que

les catégories VBF) et à une observation de la désintégration H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h avec une

signification de 3.1�.
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Introduction

“Considerate la vostra semenza:

fatti non foste a viver come bruti,

ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza.”

D. Alighieri, La Divina Commedia - Inferno, XXVI canto (vv. 118-120)

The particle physics represents our deeper, or at least our more fundamental, un-

derstanding of Nature by studying the elementary constituents of the matter and the

fundamental forces acting between them.

The story of particle physics begun with the identification of the electron by J.J. Thomson

et al. in 1897. During the last century, up to the recent discovery of the Higgs boson

in 2012, many other fundamental particles have been found with increasing masses. In

order to correctly describe very small objects moving very fast, both Quantum Mechanic

and Special Relativity are needed. This fusion has been carried out successfully by a

more general theory: the Quantum Field Theory (QFT). Within this theory a particles is

identified as the local excitation of a quantized field, and forces are described through the

exchanges of mediator-particles. The association of a conserved current to a symmetry of

a physical system is the important thesis of the Noether’s theorem, and it is largely used

to describe the interactions between the elementary particles. In particular, it turned out

that the proper geometrical symmetries were found to be local gauge symmetries.

So far, three of the four forces observed in Nature have been successfully described by

local gauge-invariant QFTs: the strong interaction described by the Quantum Chromo-
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dynamic (QCD, responsible of the strong force among the quarks, the constituents of

the protons and neutrons), the weak interaction (responsible of the decays of the atomic

nuclei) and electromagnetic interaction (QED). The gravitational force represents a story

apart, due to di�culties in the quantization of the gravitational field in the context of

the General Relativity. The whole theoretical framework used to describe these forces

is called the Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics. The SM has been developed

taking care of the main experimental discoveries performed in the last century and it is

very successful to describe the large variety of phenomena observed at the subatomic scale.

Searching for new particles often means increasing the energy at which the interactions

between the elementary particles are probed. To do so, during the last century, particles

accelerators have been invented. Such experimental devices, used to test the theoretical

predictions, have also considerably evolved, allowing to explore increasingly high energies.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at CERN, enables to probe physics at unprecedented

energy scales and luminosity regimes. It is designed to collide protons at a center-of-mass

energy of 13 TeV and at an instantaneous luminosity of 10 ⇥ 34 cm2 · s�1. Four exper-

iments of high complexity have been designed and installed to collect and analyse the

corresponding collision data; two of them, ATLAS and CMS, are general-purpose exper-

iments.

However, until the 2012, a mystery of Nature was how elementary particles gain their

mass which is observed but cannot easily be explained by theory. In the frame of the

SM the solution proposed by Higgs, Brout, Englert, Guralnik, Hagen and Kibble in 1964

is that elementary particles gain mass through a dynamical mechanism. This leads to

the prediction of a new elementary particle, called the Higgs boson, then accountable for

elementary particles masses. This particles has been discovered at the LHC on July 4th

2012. Therefore, given the observation of the Higgs boson, to precisely measures its prop-

erties represents one of the LHC major goal in the future. The aura of mystery around

the Higgs boson is far from being dissolved. Indeed,the Higgs boson is, up to now, the

only discovered boson that is not a gauge boson. Moreover, what triggers the spontaneous

symmetry breaking? Is the Higgs boson a fundamental particle or is it a composite one?

Is there are more than one Higgs doublet? All of these are still unanswered questions up

to these days. Recently, the observation of the direct decay of the Higgs boson into a pair

of ⌧ -lepton, represents the first observation of the coupling between the Higgs boson and

the fermions, in particular into a pair of lepton ⌧ .

The H ! ⌧⌧ decay is the most promising channel to measure the couplings between
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the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson and the fermions. During my thesis work I have

been concentrating on various keypoints of this analysis. I have carried out studies related

to both the ⌧ lepton identification at trigger level and on the H ! ⌧⌧ signal extraction.

During the shutdown of the LHC, I have worked in the context of the Run 2 CMS up-

grade. This upgrade is needed to face the new intense hadronic environment generated by

an higher luminosity (2 ·1034 cm�2s�1) and an higher collision energy (13 TeV). Indeed, a

large part of my thesis work was devoted to the development of a complete new ⌧ trigger

algorithm at L1. This project is part of the Phase-1 CMS calorimeter trigger upgrade,

which will be setup by 2015-2016. This original approach is aiming at producing the first

hardware ⌧ lepton trigger e�cient at a hadron collider. These important results were

presented at the ICHEP-2014 conference, and published afterwards in Nuclear Physics B.

The ⌧ physics represents also an excellent testbed to probe the physics beyond the stan-

dard model. This represents one of the LHC major goals in the already started Run 2. In

this context the new ⌧ trigger can play an important role thanks to its large dynamical

range in term of signal e�ciency for a sustainable trigger rate, allows for the usage of

multiple working points suited for di↵erent possible analysis. The studies performed for

the development of the stage 2 ⌧ trigger, represent, in addition, a full scale test-bench for

the upcoming HGCAL trigger.

Despite the discovery of the H ! ⌧⌧ obtained combining the results from ATLAS and

CMS, no standalone observation, by none of the two collaborations, has been claimed yet.

Thus one of the next priority for CMS will be the standalone observation of the Higgs

boson coupling to ⌧ leptons during the Run 2. The vector boson fusion (VBF) Higgs

boson production mode plays a particular role in the analysis. Exploiting the kinematic

of the high energy jets allows the background to be reduced. Thus, the VBF category

contributes significantly to the sensitivity of the analysis. I therefore concentrated to the

VBF production mode and looked for improvement of the signal extraction procedure.

It is in this context that I proposed the very first matrix element (ME) approach in the

H ! ⌧⌧ channel, starting with the most sensitive final state: the semileptonic one. The

aim is to increase the sensitivity of the analysis to the SM Higgs boson, with respect

to the conventional methods such as cut-based and multi-variate analyses. The results

obtained are really promising and the application of such a method can be extended

to all the possible di-⌧ decay channel considered in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis. The Run 1

saw the transition between cut-based analyses and multivariate analyses, and the Matrix

Element Method is one of them. It represents, among all the other multivariate analysis

techniques, the most promising when a search for a physical process is performed within

a defined theoretical model. At the same time, the Matrix Element Method is one of the

most challenging analysis approaches as it requires advanced computing techniques such
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as those I had the opportunity to use during my thesis work. During the LHC Run 2

more and more studies related to the di↵erent exclusive Higgs boson production mode

will be performed. Also in this context, the Matrix Element Method can be applied to

successfully target a particular production mechanism, as it has been done in my thesis

work for the higgs produced through the vector boson fusion.
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Chapter 1
The Standard Model of Particle Physics and

the Higgs Boson

1.1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of electroweak (EWK) and strong interactions is the outcome

of one century of interplay between experimental measurements and theoretical develop-

ments. Proposed by Glashow, Salam and Weinberg in the middle sixties [1] [2], it has

been later extensively tested over a wide range of energies. The discovery of the neutral

current interactions [3] [4] and the production of intermediate vector bosons (W± and

Z0) at SPS, with the expected properties, increased the confidence in the model. The

EWK parameters have been measured with high precision at the Large ElectronPositron

Collider (LEP), contributing to successfully test the model with sensitivity to EWK ra-

diative corrections [5]. However, a cornerstone of the model, i.e. the invariance of the

theory under gauge transformations, manifestly clashes against the experimental evidence

that some of the gauge bosons (the force-mediators) are massive. Indeed, the gauge sym-

metries of the Standard Model forced all the elementary particles to be massless. In the

’60 a solution was proposed to solve this apparent ambiguity, taking inspiration from

symmetry-breaking phenomena occurring in condensed matter: the gauge symmetry of

the theory is spontaneously broken by the vacuum state being no longer invariant un-

der an arbitrary gauge transformation. This mechanism has gone down in history as

the spontaneous EWK symmetry breaking mechanism, known also as the Brout-Englert-

Higgs-Hagen-Guralnik-Kibble mechanism (BEH) [6][7][8][9][10][11]. The BEH (often sim-

ply named Higgs mechanism) is a fundamental ingredient of the theory, that requires

the existence of a neutral scalar field, generating all the elementary particles masses and

guaranteeing the renormalizability of the theory. The excitations of such a field are inter-

17
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preted as a new elementary particle, namely the Higgs boson that has been experimentally

discovered on July 4th, 2012 by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations [12][13] confirming

the BEH mechanism. One of the historical plot is presented in Fig. 1.1. The study of its

properties represents now one of the main goals of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in

the near future, which, colliding protons at an energy in the center-of-mass of the colli-

sions of 13 TeV , will have direct access to unexplored energies. Both CMS and ATLAS

are general purpose experiments and they have been designed to explore a great variety

of phenomena beyond the SM [14] [15]. The LHC schedule presents many physics goals

that have to be achieved during the machine operation time. According to our current

understanding there seems to be indications pointing towards a unification of the strong

and EWK forces. We know, however, that our picture of the observed forces and particles

is incomplete. The Higgs boson was the last missing ingredient of the SM of particle

physics. However, even if a SM-like Higgs boson has been already found, the SM cannot

be the ultimate theory [16], which is obvious already from the fact that it does not contain

gravity. Another problem in the SM is represented by the so called hierarchy problem. It

is one of the great unsolved fundamental questions of modern physics. It arises from the

fact that there are 16 orders of magnitude between EWK unification scale (⇠ 100 GeV)

and the Plank’s one (1019 GeV), where the strengths of gravity and the other interactions

become comparable. In the last decades, many theories tried to solve this question, and

an ideal candidate might be a string theory. Nevertheless, no experimental evidence of

such a theory has been found up to now. Also Dark Matter represents an experimental

evidence that goes behind the SM. A very attractive possibility of new physics that sta-

bilizes the hierarchy between the EWK and the Planck scale is supersymmetry (SUSY)

[17][18][19][20]. Supersymmetric models predict the existence of superpartners; to each

fermion of the SM associates a scalar particle, to account for the degree of freedom present

in the super-symmetric lagrangian. Supersymmetric theories allow the unification of the

strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions at a scale of about 1016 GeV. In such a the-

ory, the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions can be understood as being just

three di↵erent manifestations of a single fundamental interaction. Probing SUSY scale

represent another goal of LHC [16]. In the same unifying framework lies extra-dimensions

research, that could give a test for string theory answering the question of why the grav-

itational interaction is so much weak compared to other forces. At the Planck scale, in

models that predict the existence of extra-dimensions, the gravitational force shows its

quantum nature and it can be probed at LHC by searching for black holes [21][22]. LHC

represents a unique instrument also to explore cosmological issues, such as the observed

asymmetry of matter-antimatter in the Universe, investigating beauty quark physics and

probing the existence of the quark-gluon plasma. In order to do that LHC is capable to
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collide lead ions to recreate the conditions just after the Big Bang in laboratory: ALICE

is the detector designed to analyse this type of events while LHCb perform b quark physics

analysis.

Figure 1.1: Left: a candidate event for H ! �� as it is shown in the CMS detector. Right: �� invariant

mass plot: to notice, the excess around m�� related to the Higgs boson events over the SM background

[12].

1.2 The Standard Model of particle physics

The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) is the theory that describes our current

understanding of the matter structure and the fundamental interactions occurring in

Nature. The SM is developed as a mathematical theory based on the least number of

axiomes: the principle of least action and gauge symmetries.

• To each physical system is associated a scalar function of its generalized coordinates

(degrees of freedom of the system): the lagrangian. The evolution of the system

will follow the trajectory in the phase-space of the generalized coordinates that

minimizes the variation of the action. The action is defined as the time integral of

the lagrangian.

• The Noether theorem[23] proves that the invariance of the lagrangian of a system

under a given transformation (symmetry) implies a conserved physical quantity.

• In order to describe particles, microscopic objects moving almost at the speed of

light, the simultaneous use of quantum mechanic and special relativity is mandatory.

Quantum field theory successfully realizes the merging of these two theories. It
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describes particles as excitations of fields. Moreover, these fields are operators in

the sense of quantum mechanic satisfying the commutation rules.

The most relevant example of quantum field theory used to describe physics phenomena is

Quantum Electrodynamic (QED). This theory successfully describes the electromagnetic

interaction that occurs between charged elementary particles. The QED lagrangian is

invariant under the Lorentz transformations and global phase transformations; this in-

variance translates into the conservation of the electric charge. The interaction between

charged particles is described as the exchange of a virtual particle that acts as mediator of

the force (a boson, since it is demonstrated to have spin integer). The possibility to infer

the electromagnetic interactions from prime principles, in addition to the huge amount of

experimental confirmations of QED predictions, inspired a generalization of this approach

in order to describe other interactions.

Weak interaction is the mechanism responsible for the weak force, one of the four

known fundamental interactions of nature together with the strong interaction, electro-

magnetism, and gravitation. The weak interaction is responsible for the radioactive decay

of subatomic particles, and it plays an essential role in nuclear fission. In the Standard

Model of particle physics, the weak interaction is described by the exchange of a W and

Z bosons. The mass of the W and Z gauge boson is such that the range of the weak

force is very short (⇠ 10�18 m). All known fermions interact through the weak interac-

tion. The force is termed weak because its field strength over a given distance is typically

several orders of magnitude less than that of the strong nuclear force and electromagnetic

force. The model of the EWK interactions [1, 2, 24] is a quantum field theory based on

the gauge symmetry group SU(2) ⌦ U(1) of weak left-handed isospin and hypercharge.

The gauge bosons Wµi
, i = 1, 2, 3 and Bµ are associated to the SU(2) and U(1) factors

respectively, and the corresponding gauge coupling constants are named g and g0. This

theory, together with Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [25, 26], the theory explaining

the strong forces between quarks, described in terms of a SU(3) gauge theory, yields to

the Standard Model of particle physics: a quantum field theory having as a group of

symmetry: SU(3)
N

SU(2)
N

U(1). The SM provides a unified framework to describe

three of the four fundamental forces currently known.
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Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and Higgs boson phenomenology

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Feynman diagrammatic representation of the electromagnetic electron-electron scat-
tering. (left) The unique diagram at leading order and (right) example of a higher order diagram
where the closed loop leads to an ultraviolet divergence.

some of their properties are shown in figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Elementary particles of the Standard Model: fermions (“particles of matter”) and
bosons (“force carriers”).

There are 4 bosons in the electroweak sector. The massless photon is the mediator of the
electromagnetic interaction. The three massive W±,Z0 bosons carry the weak interaction. The
strong interaction is mediated by eight massless gluons. The existence of all these vector bosons
are direct results of the SM gauge symmetries.

6

Figure 1.2: The constituents of the SM, both for matter and forces fields. The SM Higgs boson is

represented. The graviton is put aside as it is not included in the SM, and has not been observed.

The SM has two kinds of fields. The fundamental matter fields are quarks and leptons.

They have spin 1/2 and appear in three generations. Gauge fields correspond to the spin-1

bosons that mediate the interactions (Fig. 1.2). In this section, we will go a bit more into

the details of the EWK unification. Starting from the Fermi lagrangian and taken as done

all the experimental milestone about weak interaction experienced in the last century, it

is possible to describe the weak interaction as a non-abelian gauge theory. This is also

enforced by the fact that only a non-abelian gauge theory could resolve the problem of the

non-unitarity of the scattering matrix and at the same time ensure the renormalizability

of the theory as requested by a correct quantum field theory. The starting point is the

experimentally observed charged current:

J+
µ = ē�µ

✓
1 � �5

2

◆
⌫ J�

µ = ⌫̄�µ

✓
1 � �5

2

◆
e

After defining the isospin doublet in the following way:

 L =

 
⌫

e

!

L

(1.1)

it is possible to write the expression above in a unique way, similarly to that of electro-

magnetic current:

J± =  ̄L�µ⌧±W⌥
µ  L (1.2)
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where ⌧+ =

 
0 1

�1 0

!
and ⌧� =

 
0 0

1 0

!
. If we want to identify the matrix ⌧ as

the generator of the transformation of the SU(2) Lie group, ⌧ must obey the commutator

relations of the corresponding SU(2) Lie algebra:

⇥
⌧+, ⌧�⇤ = ⌧ 3 (1.3)

where ⌧ 3 =

 
1 0

0 �1

!
is diagonal in this representation. If two generators of a non-

abelian group exist, the commutator of them is also a generator of the same group. The

importance of this fact is that the third matrix was not requested a priori but is a direct

consequence of imposing a description in term of a gauge theory. In addition, a conserved

current is associated to ⌧ 3: J3 = ⌫̄L�µ⌫LW 3
µ � ēL�µeLW 3

µ . If a conserved current exists, it

implies that the spatial integral of this current over all the 3D space is also a conserved

charge. For the current J3, the quantum number that is associated to the conserved

charge is defined as the hypercharge and its symbol is Y. If the generator are written in

an Hermitian mode, the ⌧ matrices are exactly the Pauli matrices and the gauge fields

become W 1 = W++W�
p

2
, W 2 = iW

+�W�
p

2
, W 3. The J3 is a neutral current but could

not be identified with the electromagnetic one mainly because of two reasons:

• The electromagnetic current couples left-handed and right-handed spinors;

• The electromagnetic current does not couple neutrinos.

A possible solution to recover the electromagnetic current is to extend the gauge symmetry

SU(2) �! SU(2) ⌦ U(1), leaving the EWK lagrangian invariant. The gauge field associ-

ated to new symmetry group is Bµ and it must couple with the same coupling constant to

each member of the isospin doublet. Also introducing the right-handed component, the

isospin singlet: eR, ⌫R, the lagrangian becomes:

LEW�free =  ̄L /@ L + ēR /@eR + ⌫̄R /@⌫R +
g

2
 ̄L�µ⌧i LW µ

i +
g

2
 ̄L�µ⌧

3 LW µ
3 +

g0

2
Bµ
⇥
YL ̄L�µ L + Y⌫R

⌫̄R�µ⌫R + YeR
ēR�µeR

⇤

in this case, the index i = 1, 2. This interaction term arises after replacement of the

derivative operator with the covariant derivative operator:

/@ =) /D = �µ


@µ � i

2
gW µ

i ⌧ i � i

2
g0Y Bµ

�
(1.4)

The lagrangian can take the more concise form:

L =  ̄L /D L + ēR /DeR + ⌫̄R /D⌫R (1.5)
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It is possible to further reduce the form of the lagrangian introducing the multiplet:

⇠ =

0

B@
 L

⌫R

eR

1

CA (1.6)

So that:

L = ⇠̄ /D⇠ (1.7)

To obtain the fundamental relationship of the SM, it is mandatory to consider the neutral

current interaction part of the lagrangian:

LNC =
g

2
⇠̄�µ⌧3⇠W

µ
3 +

g0

2
⇠̄�µY ⇠Bµ. (1.8)

Since the ⌧3 matrix acts in a di↵erent way on the Left-Handed (LH) and Right-Handed

(RH) spinors (in fact it assumes the values ±1 on the doublet elements but 0 on right

handed fermions), it is natural that also Y takes di↵erent values when acting on di↵erent

type of spinors. Since Y it is always coupled with g0 is possible to arbitrarily fix its

values on one field. The common practice consists in fixing Y in order to recover the

electromagnetic current. The first step is to perform the Weinberg rotation (✓W is called

the Weinberg angle): 8
<

:
Bµ = Aµ cos ✓W � Zµ sin ✓W

W µ
3 = Aµ sin ✓W + Zµ cos ✓W

(1.9)

Making this substitution, in order to recover the electromagnetic current, one should have:

⌧3

2
g sin ✓W +

Y

2
g0 cos ✓W = eQ (1.10)

Thus, it is possible to fix the hypercharge value on the left-handed electron field:

Y (eL) = �1

g sin ✓W = g0 cos ✓W = e (1.11)

From Eq. 1.11 and 1.10 results an other important relation of the SM known as the

Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula, which relates the electric charge to the isospin and the

hypercharge:

T3 +
Y

2
= Q (1.12)

In Tab. 1.1 there are summarized all the relevant information in terms of the EWK

quantum numbers.

As already pointed out, the electromagnetic interaction is only a part of the neutral
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field Q T3 Y

⌫L 0 +1
2 -1

eL -1 �1
2 -1

⌫R 0 0 0

eR -1 0 -2

uL +2
3 +1

2 +1
3

dL �1
3 �1

2 +1
3

uR +2
3 0 +4

3

dR �1
3 0 �2

3

Table 1.1: The most relevant quantum number of the SM for the matter fields. Note that are presents

also the quarks.

current interaction lagrangian. The missing term is made of weak neutral current:

⇠̄�µ


g
⌧3

2
cos ✓W � g0 Y

2
sin ✓W

�
⇠Zµ. (1.13)

Using again equations 1.11 and 1.12, it is possible to obtain the third important relation

of the SM, that express the strength of the coupling to Z0 intermediate boson:

QZ =
1

sin ✓W cos ✓W

⇥
T3 � Q sin2 ✓W

⇤
. (1.14)

The last part concerning the electroweak unification topic regards the auto-interaction

between the gauge bosons. As a matter of fact this peculiarity is typical of non-abelian

gauge theories and directly derives from the non-vanishing commutation rules between

the vector gauge bosons present in the theory. As a consequence, the kinetic therm in the

lagrangian has got an extra term:

LB = �1

4
Bµ⌫(x)Bµ⌫(x) where Bµ⌫(x) = @µB⌫(x) � @⌫Bµ(x) (1.15)

LG = �1

4
Gi

µ⌫(x)Gµ⌫
i (x) where Gi

µ⌫(x) = @µW
i
⌫(x) � @⌫W

i
µ(x) + g"ijkW

j
µ(x)W k

⌫ (x)

(1.16)

leads to the couplings shown in Fig. 1.3
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(  ) (  ) (  ) 

Figure 1.3: Gauge bosons autointeraction: trilinear and quadrilinear terms.

To conclude this section, the full EWK lagrangian is thus summarized:

LEW =  ̄L /@ L + ēR /@eR + ⌫̄R /@⌫R
g

2
 ̄L�µ⌧i LW µ

i +
g

2
 ̄L�µ⌧

3 LW µ
3

+
g0

2
Bµ
⇥
YL ̄L�µ L + Y⌫R

⌫̄R�µ⌫R + YeR
ēR�µeR

⇤
� 1

4
Bµ⌫(x)Bµ⌫(x)

�1

4
Fiµ⌫(x)F µ⌫

i (x) + g"ijkWiµ(x)Wj⌫(x)@µW ⌫
k (x)

�1

4
g2"ijk"i`mW µ

j (x)W ⌫
k (x)W`µ(x)Wm⌫(x)

(1.17)

1.2.1 Generation of masses and Higgs mechanism

Gauge theories are incompatible with gauge boson mass terms because these will violate

the local gauge invariance and the renormalizability of the theory. The most accepted

model that can confer mass on the gauge bosons without violating the local gauge invari-

ance and at the same time preserving the renormalizability is known as Higgs Mechanism

[8]. In the SM the Higgs mechanism consists in applying the already known phenomena

of the spontaneous symmetry breaking [27] [28] to the SU(2)L

N
U(1)Y local gauge sym-

metry of the SM. A spontaneous symmetry breaking can occur if there exists a field with

a degenerate vacuum state. That is, a field that shows a potential having multiple ground

states (state with the minimum of the potential energy) with a vacuum expectation value

di↵erent from zero (see Fig. 1.4).
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Figure 1.4: Higgs potential representation. The infinite-degeneracy of the vacuum state describe a circle

of local minima.

Moreover, if a symmetry exists in the theory, this state is necessary degenerate. The

existence of a quantum vacuum state is very important because it allows a perturbation

theory to be carried on. Small excitations of the field can be possible in the neighbourhood

of the ground state (identifiable with the vacuum state). Once the system is forced to

assume a ground state there exist multiple possibilities (due to the symmetry of the theory

the ground state is, indeed, degenerate). Once the system takes the state with the lowest

possible potential energy a choice is performed and the symmetry is naturally broken. As

a consequence, Goldstone bosons arise in the theory, so many as the degree of freedom

that preserve their original symmetry. The Higgs mechanism adds something more: if the

symmetry is a local gauge one, then it is possible, performing a gauge transformation, to

remove all Goldstone bosons. This particular choice of the gauge is known as the unitary

gauge. Moreover, in a lagrangian that is invariant under local gauge transformation the

covariant derivative operator replace the usual one. This peculiarity allows the mass terms

for the vector bosons occurring from the coupling between the covariant derivative and

the Higgs field. In some way the Goldstone bosons degree of freedom are replaced by the

vector bosons mass terms. In particular, the Higgs mechanism in the SM should fulfill

the following requirements:

• It breaks the SU(2)L

N
U(1)Y symmetry but preserves the U(1)EM one (the gauge

group of the electromagnetism);

• It preserves the Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian;
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From these requirements follows that a complex isoscalar doublet with one neutral com-

ponent has to be introduced in the theory. Moreover, from Gell-Mann’s formula 1.11, two

choices are possible for the Higgs doublet hypercharge: ±1:

Y = 1 � =

 
�+

�0

!

L

(1.18)

Y = �1 �̃ =

 
�0

���

!

L

(1.19)

Now it is possible to insert in the EWK lagrangian the Higgs field terms, kinetic | /D�|2

and potential V (�) = ��
⇣

⌫2

2 � |�|2
⌘
, and perform the choice of the vacuum state:

�0 =
1p
2

 
0

⌫

!
(1.20)

Performing small oscillations ⌘i(x) i = 1, 2, 3, 4 around this ground state is possible to

identify the Higgs field with:

� =
1p
2

 
⌘1(x) + i⌘2(x)

⌫ + h(x) + i⌘3(x)

!
=) � =

1p
2
(⌫ + h(x)) · e

i
⌫

⇠̄·⌧̄

 
0

1

!
(1.21)

The above equation is true for ⇠1 = ⌘2, ⇠2 = ⌘1 and ⇠3 = �⌘3 and the ⌧̄ are the isospin

matrices. The next step consists in performing a local gauge transformation of the type

e� i
⌫

⇠̄·⌧̄ in order to recover the unitary gauge. In this gauge the Higgs doublet takes the

simpler form:

� =
1p
2

 
0

⌫ + h(x)

!
(1.22)

Considering the covariant derivative applied to the Higgs field:

Dµ� =


@µ � i

2
g⌧Wµ � i

2
g0Y Bµ

�0

@
0

⌫ + h (x)p
2

1

A =

=
1p
2


@µ � i

2
g
�
⌧1W 1

µ + ⌧2W 2
µ + ⌧3W 3

µ

�
� i

2
g0Y Bµ

� 
0

⌫ + h (x)

!
=

=
1p
2
@µ

 
0

⌫ + h (x)

!
� i

2
p

2

 
gW 3

µ + g0Bµ g
�
W 1

µ � iW 2
µ

�

g
�
W 1

µ + iW 2
µ

�
g0Bµ � gW 3

µ

! 
0

⌫ + h (x)

!

Computing the kinetic term |Dµ|2:
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1

2
{@µH}2 +

1

8

" 
gW 3

µ + g0Bµ g
p

2W+
µ

g
p

2W�
µ g0Bµ � gW 3

µ

! 
0

⌫ + h (x)

!#2

=

1

2
{@µH}2 +

1

8

 �p
2gW+

µ

�
(⌫ + h (x))�

g0Bµ � gW 3
µ

�
(⌫ + h (x))

!2

=

1

2
{@µH}2 +

1

8

h�
2g2W�

µ W+
µ

�
(⌫ + h (x))2 +

�
g0Bµ � gW 3

µ

�2
(⌫ + h (x))2

i

1

2
{@µH}2 +

1

4

�
g2W�

µ W+µ
�
(⌫ + h (x))2 +

1

8
ḡ2ZµZµ (⌫ + h (x))2

Comparing the quadratic terms, the masses of the vectors bosons can be deduced:

mW+ = mW � =
⌫g

2
(1.23)

mZ0 =
⌫
p

g2 + g02

2
(1.24)

This quantities yield to another fundamental relation in the SM:

m2
W

m2
Z0

= cos2(✓W ) (1.25)

The Weinberg angle ✓W , encountered already in Eq. 1.9, is the angle that parametrises the

rotation of the original W and B vector boson plane, producing as a result the physical Z0

boson, and the photon �. From the potential term is obtained the mass of the Higgs boson:

mH =
p

2�⌫2 (1.26)

In the lagrangian other terms are present and are represented in Fig. 1.5 and 1.6 respectively:

m2
W

⌫2
W�

µ Wµ+h2 +
m2

Z

2⌫2
ZµZµh2

| {z }
quadrilinear terms

+
2m2

W

⌫
W�

µ Wµ+h +
m2

Z

⌫
ZµZµh

| {z }
trilinear terms

(1.27)

� �⌫h3
| {z }

trilinear autointeraction

� �

4
h4

|{z}
quadrilinear autointeraction

(1.28)

H 
W-(Z) 

W+(Z) 

W-(Z) 

W-(Z) 
H 

H 

Figure 1.5: Higgs coupling to vector boson in trilinear and quadrilinear modes.
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Figure 1.6: Higgs autointeractions.

From the above equations, it is possible to deduce the vacuum expectation value from the

mass of the vector boson W :

⌫ '

s
1p
2GF

⇡ 246.2 GeV (1.29)

where GF = 1.16637 ⇥ 10�5GeV �2 is the Fermi constant. This relation does not give the mass

of the boson as � is a free parameter of the Model.

Fermions masses:

The mass of the fermions of the type m ̄R L + m0 ̄L R could not appear in the lagrangian

without breaking the gauge invariance. This is due to the di↵erent transformation properties

of the Left-Handed (LH) and Right-Handed (RH) spinor fields under gauge transformations.

Nevertheless, it is possible for the fermions to gain mass through their coupling to the Higgs

field. The couplings between fermions and Higgs field are known as Yukawa couplings. Starting

from the double allowed possibilities for the Higgs doublets, both shown in Eq. 1.18 and in Eq.

1.19, corresponding to the ±1 values of the hypercharge, it is possible to show that

�̃ =

 
�0

���

!

L

(1.30)

transforms exactly in the same way as �, thanks to the properties of the Pauli matrices. At

this point is possible to introduce the Yukawa coupling as follows:

� ̄L�eR + �ēR�
† L + �̃ ̄L�̃⌫R + �̃⌫̄R�̃

† L (1.31)

These terms are allowed in the lagrangian because they are singlets under both SU(2)L and

U(1)Y transformations. The final step is represented by the spontaneous symmetry breaking

(described in the unitary gauge) that leads to the fermion mass terms and to the fermion-Higgs

field interaction terms:

�⌫p
2

[ēLeR + ēReL] +
�̃⌫p

2
[⌫̄L⌫R + ⌫̄R⌫L] +

�p
2
ēLeRh(x) +

�p
2
ēR⌫Lh(x) +

�̃p
2
⌫̄R⌫Lh(x) +

�̃p
2
⌫̄L⌫Rh(x)+

(1.32)
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Thus the fermion masses are:

me =
�⌫p

2
m⌫ =

�̃⌫p
2

(1.33)

Moreover, from Eq. 1.34 it is shown that also fermion couplings with the Higgs field are

proportional to the fermion mass itself.

� =

p
2me

⌫
=) me

⌫
[ēLeRh(x)] ... (1.34)

This mechanism represents one possible way to introduce neutrino masses into the SM. Other

models are able to explain theoretically the existence of non-vanishing neutrino masses [29].

Instead, another question regarding fermion masses arises from the quark sector. In fact, in the

lagrangian it is possible to include quark mass terms:

�
ūL, d̄L

�
 
⌫ + h(x)

0

!
uR

�
ūL, d̄L

�
 

0

⌫ + h(x)

!
dR (1.35)

A way to give di↵erent mass to the quarks and allowing flavour-changing through weak inter-

actions has to be found. From the equation 1.35, it is possible to infer that mu and md can

be di↵erent. The mass terms are not diagonal. Thus, it is possible to include uL and dL in a

left-handed doublet and uR and dR in right-handed singlets, for all the quark flavours:

 
uL

dL

!
,

 
cL

sL

!
,

 
tL

bL

!
⌘ Qi

L

uR, cR, tR ⌘ U i
R

dR, sR, bR ⌘ Di
R

(1.36)

Thus, the most general terms (without Majorana masses) are summarized as follow:

Ū i
LMU

ij U i
R + D̄i

LMD
ij Dj

R (1.37)

where the labels D, U represents the flavour eigenstates. Nevertheless, in the weak interactions

with the gauge bosons, the eigenstates are the left or right components of the fields:

Ū i
L /V U i

L Ū i
R /V U i

R D̄i
L /V Di

L D̄i
R /V Di

R Ū i
L /WDi

L
1, (1.38)

where V denotes the field associated either to the charger or neutral vector bosons, while W

denotes the field associated only to the charged vector boson. If the attention is put on the

1The fields UL and DL are independents and transform di↵erently from each others.
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charged current, it is remarkable that interaction eigenstates do not coincide with mass eigen-

states. If the theory requires to diagonalize the masses matrix it is necessary to transform the

fields in the charged current interaction terms:

Ū i
LMU

ij UR = ¯(AUUL)mU (BUUR) (1.39)

where left-handed and right-handed fields transform in di↵erent ways. A and B are unitary

matrices. Defining the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa[30] matrix as:

MCKM ⌘ A†
UBD (1.40)

the charged current flavour-changing the quark masses from the Yukawa couplings become:

mU =
X

i

Ū i
Lmi

uU i
R and mD =

X

i

D̄i
Lmi

dD
i
R (1.41)

1.3 The Higgs boson of the Standard Model

Theoretical constraints on the Higgs boson mass

Comparing the prediction of the SM to the e↵ective lagrangian describing the Fermi interaction,

it is possible to link the coupling constant to the Fermi constant:

From
GFp

2
=

g2
W

8m2
w

and mw =
gW ⌫

2
) ⌫2 =

1p
2GF

) ⌫ ' 246 GeV (1.42)

The intensity of the couplings between the Higgs boson and the fermions (resp. vector bosons)

are given by:

gHff =
mf

⌫
=
⇣p

2GF

⌘1/2
mf (1.43)

gHV V =
2M2

V

⌫
= 2

⇣p
2GF

⌘1/2
M2

V (1.44)

Study of the vector boson scattering gives constraints on the value of the Higgs boson mass

[31]. The Feynman diagrams that describe the processes V V ! V V must show at LO the

presence of the Higgs boson exchange. In that case the unitarity of the scattering matrix impose

M2
H/(8⇡⌫2) < 1/2 ) MH . 870 GeV. In addition the renormalization group equations impose

that the parameter � that appears in the Higgs potential V (�) evolves with the energy scale:

�(Q2) = �(⌫2)


1 � 3

4⇡2
�(⌫2)log

Q2

⌫2

��1

(1.45)

From this equation emerges that a Landau pole at ⇤ = ⌫ ·exp
⇣

2⇡2⌫2

3M2
H

⌘
must exist and represents

the limit of validity of the theory. The parameter ⇤ is defined as the value of the energy scale

for which �(⇤) ! 1. Thus the ⇤ as function of the Higgs boson mass MH defines a region

in the ⇤ � MH plane where the SM is valid. This condition is named triviality condition. The
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value of � at the electroweak scale must be insensitive to the corrections coming from diagrams

involving heavy fermions. This condition is named vacuum stability because if it is not fulfilled

the minimum of the Higgs potential could assume non-finite values. In Fig. 1.7 is shown the

region in the ⇤� MH plane where the SM is valid.1. STRUCTURE DE LA MATIÈRE ET INTERACTIONS FONDAMENTALES 31

Fig. 1.2: Domaine de validité du Modèle Standard dans le plan �,MH . � désigne
l’échelle d’énergie au-delà de laquelle le Modèle Standard n’est plus valide. MH dé-
signe la masse du boson de Higgs. La limite basse correspond à la condition de
stabilité du vide, et la limite haute provient de la condition de trivialité. Ces valeurs
sont obtenues pour une masse du quark top mt = 175± 6 GeV et une constante de
couplage de l’interaction forte –S (MZ) = 0,118± 0,002.

canaux de recherche majeurs. Une fois la masse du boson de Higgs fixée, les largeurs
de désintégrations ne dépendent que de la masse des produits de désintégration,
bosons ou fermions. Le boson de Higgs du Modèle Standard est un scalaire de parité
et de charge JPC = 0++. Cette propriété étant fixée, les largeurs de désintégrations
di�érentielles, en fonction de l’énergie et de l’angle, sont entièrement déterminées.

Le couplage du boson de Higgs aux bosons de jauge massifs V = W,Z est
proportionnel à leur masse au carré m2

V . Dans le cas des fermions f , le couplage au
boson de Higgs est proportionnel à leur masse mf . Ainsi, seules les particules les
plus lourdes bénéficient d’un couplage significatif au boson de Higgs.

Désintégrations fermioniques

Au premier ordre, le couplage du boson de Higgs H aux fermions f vaut [F51] :

gHff̄ Ã
�Ô

2Gµ
�1/2
◊mf (1.22)

Figure 1.7: Region of validity of the Standard Model in the ⇤�MH plane. ⇤ represents the energy scale

beyond which the Standard Model is not longer valid. MH represents the mass of the Higgs boson. The

lower limit corresponds to the vacuum stability condition, while the upper limits is fixed by the triviality

condition. These values are obtained for a top quark mass of 175 ± 6GeV and a strong coupling constant

equal to ↵S = 0.118 ± 0.002 [32].

Higgs boson decays

The behaviour of the total SM Higgs boson width �H as a function of the Higgs boson mass

MH is illustrated in Fig. 1.8. Since the mass of the Higgs boson is measured MH = 125.09 ±
0.21(stat.) ± 0.11(scale) ± 0.01(theor.) ± 0.02(other) GeV/c2 [33], �H is expected to be very

small (�H ⇠ 4 MeV/c2). Recently, constraints have been set on �H by the CMS and ATLAS

collaboration [34][35], using the o↵-shell production of the Higgs boson through gluon-gluon

fusion and its decay to ZZ⇤ in the four-lepton, or two-lepton + two-neutrinos final state. The

result of this analysis, performed over the whole CMS recorded luminosity, consists in an upper

limit on the Higgs boson width of �H < 22 GeV at the 95% confidence level [34].
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38 The Standard Model of particle physics

For mH = 1 TeV it has a total decay width �H ⇠ 700 GeV. The width for mH = 125 GeV
is ⇠ 4 MeV.
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Figure 1.6: Total width �(H ! anything) = �H of the Standard Model Higgs boson in function
of its mass MH , From Ref. [57].

The branching ratio of the channel H ! Xf is given by:

BR(H ! Xf ) =
�(H ! Xf )

�(H ! anything)
(1.37)

In figure 1.7 the branching ratios of the Higgs boson decay are presented in the left
plot. Only the channels kinematically permitted and having branching ratios higher than
10�4 are plotted. The right plot shows the branching ratio times the production cross
section for each mass, for a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. These are computed by the
LHC Cross Section Working Group [57–60].

The “low mass” region, 110 GeV < MH < 130 GeV, is dominated by the decay
H ! bb̄ having a branching ratio between 50 and 75%. Followed by the channels H ! ⌧⌧
(branching ratio between 6 and 9%), H ! gg (branching ratio between 6 and 10%) and
H ! cc̄ (branching ratio between 2 and 3%). The decays H ! �� and H ! Z� are
very rare with branching ratios around the per mille level, and for the decays into muon
pair around 10�4. The branching ratio of the channel H ! WW ⇤ increases from 1% at
MH ⇠ 100 GeV to 30% at MH ⇠ 130 GeV, where the channel H ! ZZ⇤ reaches the
percent level.

Figure 1.8: Total SM Higgs boson width �H = �(H ! anything) as function of the Higgs boson mass

MH [36].

The branching fraction of the channel H ! Xf , where Xf denotes any of the possible final

states, is given by:

BR(H ! Xf ) =
�(H ! Xf )

�H
(1.46)

The prediction of the SM Higgs boson decay branching ratios is one of the main topics that

drive the choice of the major physics analyses performed at the LHC. In the following, the Higgs

boson decays are analysed according to the nature of the final state, either in a pair of fermions

or of bosons [31].
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Figure 1.9: Left: Branching ratios for Higgs boson decays; Right: Higgs cross section times branching

ratios for pp collision at
p

s = 8TeV.

• Decay into fermions

At Born level, the partial decay width of the SM Higgs boson into fermions is:

�Born(H ! ff̄) =
GµNC

4
p

2⇡
MHm2

f�
3
f with �f =

 
1 �

4m2
f

M2
H

!1/2

(1.47)

where NC is the number of colors (3 for the quarks and 1 for the leptons) and �f is the

fermion velocity evaluated in the Higgs boson frame. The decay width is proportional to

m2
f at Leading Order (L.O.) for this reason, the decay of the Higgs boson into a di-⌧ or

bb pair is largely enhanced respect to the H ! �� or other fermionics Higgs boson decays

(for intermediate-low value of the Higgs boson mass, see Fig.1.9 ).

• Decay into bosons

At Born level the partial decay width of the Higgs boson into a couple of massive vector

boson (both of them on-shell) is represented by:

�Born(H ! V V ) =
GµM3

H

16
p

2⇡
�V

p
1 � 4x(1 � 4x + 12x2) where x ⌘ M2

V

M2
H

(1.48)

The decay width is thus proportional to the 3rd power of the Higgs boson mass.

• bosonic Higgs decays through a loop

The Higgs boson does not couple to massless particles such as photons and gluons. Nev-

ertheless, it is possible that processes like H ! ��, H ! �Z and H ! gg proceed through

loops. In that case, the presence of higher orders in the coupling constant has the e↵ect
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to suppress the partial decay width relative to these processes. In particular, in the case

of H ! ��, the loop involves only charged particles:

�Born(H ! ��) =
GµM3

H↵
2

128
p

2⇡3
|
X

f

NCQ2
fAH

1/2(⌧f ) + AH
1 (⌧W )|2 (1.49)

The parameter ⌧i is defined as M2
H/4M2

i where Mi is the mass of the fermion or vector

boson involved and the functions A1/2 and A1 are the form factors associated to fermions

and bosons, respectively. The shapes of the form factors are shown in Fig. 1.10 for the

W boson and the top quark. The Higgs boson decay into �Z proceeds through the same

loop as H ! ��, but a factor proportional to (1 � M2
Z/M2

H) appears in the partial decay

width expression. Finally, the decay into gluons proceeds through quark loops (mainly

involving the top quark with a weaker contribution of the b quark):

�Born(H ! gg) =
GµM3

H↵
2
S

36
p

2⇡3
|
X

Q

AH
1/2(⌧Q)|2 (1.50)
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(a) Facteur de forme du W (b) Facteur de forme du quark top

Fig. 1.4: Facteurs de forme AH1 (·W ) (gauche) et AH1/2 (·Q).

Nous pouvons distinguer sur ces figures trois intervalles de masse : [110; 130]
GeV, [130; 180] GeV, [180; 1000] GeV,

Le premier intervalle, à «basse masse», entre 110 et 130 GeV, est largement
dominé par le canal H æ bb̄, avec un rapport d’embranchement compris entre 50%
et 75%, suivi par les canaux H æ ·· (BR entre 6% et 9%) et H æ gg (BR entre
6% et 10%). Les canaux H æ ““ et H æ Z“ sont très rares (BR de quelques pour
mille). Le canal H æ WW ú augmente rapidement avec la masse du boson de Higgs,
et atteint 30% à 130 GeV, là où le canal H æ ZZú atteint seulement 3%.

L’intervalle de «masse intermédiaire», entre 130 et 180 GeV, est dominé par les
canaux H æ V V ú et H æ bb̄. Dans l’intervalle 2MW < MH < 2MZ , le processus
majeur est clairement H æ WW ú, où il atteint presque 100%. En e�et, dans cet
intervalle, les deux bosons W sont réels, ce qui leur procure une largeur de désinté-
gration favorable, dans une région où au moins un des bosons Z est virtuel, ce qui
supprime fortement le processus H æ ZZú.

Dans l’intervalle de «haute masse», entre 180 GeV et 1 TeV, MH > 2MZ : le
boson de Higgs se désintègre presque exclusivement en bosons massifs W et Z, qui
sont réels dans cette région. Le rapport d’embranchement atteint environ 2/3 pour
WW et 1/3 pour ZZ. À partir de MH > 2mt, la désintégration du boson de Higgs
en deux quarks top devient possible. Cependant, elle reste très limitée, avec un
rapport d’embranchement compris entre 7% et 20%. En e�et, la largeur partielle de
désintégration est proportionnelle à MH dans le cas du canal tt̄ et M3

H dans le cas
des canaux V V ú.

Figure 1.10: Form factor AH
1 (⌧W ) (Left) and AH

1/2(⌧Q) (Right).

1.4 Higgs boson searches before the LHC

1.4.1 LEP exclusion limits

The Higgs boson does not couple directly to photons, and the couplings to electrons, muons and

light quarks are very small. Hence, although it is possible to produce resonantly Higgs bosons

in reactions initiated by these particles, the production rates are very small. Nevertheless,

considering heavier particles, such gauge bosons W±, Z0 or top quark, the coupling with Higgs
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bosons becomes stronger. A search based on this concept has been performed at electron-

positron collider (LEP II) accelerator at CERN. In order to obtain constraints on the mass of

the SM Higgs boson, the analysis is performed exploiting the hadronic vacuum polarization,

at the Z � pole energy [5]. Through radiative corrections evaluated in the framework of the

SM, the Z0 resonance is also used to predict the mass of the top-quark, mt = 173+13
�10 GeV/c2,

while the mass of the W boson has been accurately measured: mW = 80.363 ± 0.032 GeV/c2 [5].

These indirect constraints are compared to the direct measurements, providing a stringent test

of the SM. In fact, LEP II machine reached the maximum energy of 206 GeV, and this energy

is high enough to produce Higgs bosons with masses up to almost 120 GeV/c2 in the associated

production mechanism (Higgsstrahlung, illustrated in Fig. 1.12 (c). This mechanism, at the

LEP II energies, is the dominant one [5]. The data collected by the four LEP collaborations

prior to year 2000 gave no direct indication of the production of the SM Higgs boson [37] and

allowed a lower bound of 107.9 GeV/c2 to be set, at the 95% confidence level, on the mass.

During the last year of the LEP programme (the year 2000), substantial data samples were

collected at centre-of-mass energy exceeding 206 GeV, extending the search sensitivity to Higgs

boson masses of about 115 GeV/c2.

1.4.2 Tevatron exclusion limits

Higgs boson searches have also been carried out at the Tevatron, which is a pp̄ collider with

energy of about 1 TeV per beam, situated at the FNAL laboratory, near Chicago (USA). At

the Tevatron, the searches concentrate on the associated production mechanism. Relationships

between measurable EWK parameters within the SM, in conjunction with direct searches per-

formed at LEP, constrained the Higgs boson mass to be between 114 GeV/c2 and 185GeV/c2 at

95% CL. [38]. With enough data, this entire mass range is accessible to the 1.96 TeV center-of-

mass Tevatron, for either observation or exclusion of the SM Higgs boson. The two multi-purpose

detectors at the Tevatron, CDF and D/0, are able to reconstruct all the final state particles and

topologies resulting from SM Higgs boson production and decay. The Tevatron has delivered

9fb�1 of luminosity to CDF and D/0. Data collection e�ciencies were 85 � 90% for this data,

and an integrated luminosity of up to 6.7 fb�1 has been analyzed for the Higgs boson searches.

• Low Mass Higgs Searches for a low mass (mH < 135 GeV/c2) SM Higgs boson are

performed for H ! bb, H ! ⌧+⌧�, and H ! �� [39]. In this mass region the stronger

coupling of the Higgs is with the b-quarks. Given the high background event rate in

gg ! H ! bb, the couple of bb is most easily identified in events produced via associated

Higgs production, WH and ZH, when the W and Z decay leptonically, into final states

of WH ! `⌫bb, ZH ! ⌫⌫bb̄, and ZH ! ``bb where ` = e or µ. In events with a

reconstructed W or Z boson and two or more additional jets, the di-jet invariant mass is

used to search for a resonance originating from ZH(H ! bb) and WH(H ! bb [39]

• High Mass Higgs The most sensitive channel in this mass range at the Tevatron is
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gg ! H ! WW ! `⌫`⌫, due to the high cross section and well identified final state.

The high mass analysis benefits from separating events into categories according to the

number of jets and the number of leptons in the final state, because of the di↵erence in the

topology and kinematics of the signal production mechanisms and the main background

processes [39]. The exclusion limit as reported by the CDF and D/0 collaborations at the

startup of the LHC is shown in Fig. 1.11.

The results of LEP and Tevatron were of fundamental importance to constrain the mass range

of the Higgs boson. The discovery performed at the LHC shows the complete compatibility

between all experiments (even if two of them provide only an exclusion limit).

Figure 1.11: Observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the Standard Model cross

section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and DØ analyses (2010) [40]. The

limits are expressed as a multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5GeV/c2). The black line

(dashed line) represents the observed (expected) limit. [40] The green and yellow bands represent the

incertitude on the expected limit: 1 sigma and 2 sigma respectively. The mass interval excluded by LEP

and Tevatron are represented by the vertical green and red bands.
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1.5 Higgs boson searches at the LHC

1.5.1 Higgs boson production

Figure 1.12: (a) Gluon-gluon fusion; (b) Vector Boson Fusion (VBF); (c) higgs-strahlung; (d) produc-

tion in association with a heavy quark-antiquark pair.

The coupling between the Higgs boson and the fermions (resp. bosons) is proportional to the

mass of the fermion (resp. squared mass of the boson). Thus the most important production

modes involves heavy particles like the vector bosons W±, Z0 and the top quark. In what follows,

the four main Higgs boson production processes are explained in more details:

• gluon-gluon fusion through a heavy quark loop : gg ! H;

• vector boson fusion (VBF): q1q2 ! V ⇤V ⇤ ! q
0
1q

0
2 + H

• associate production of the Higgs boson with a massive boson (Higgsstrahlung): qq̄ !
V ⇤ ! V + H

• associate production of the Higgs boson with a pair of top quarks: gg ! tt + H

The Higgs boson production modes that dominate at the LHC energies are shown in Fig. 1.12.

Despite a smaller (factor 1/10) production cross section with respect the gluon-gluon process,

the VBF mechanism can be very interesting because of its distinctive topology (more details on

the VBF caracteristic are given in 1.5.1). There exist other minor production modes, like the

double Higgs bosons production.
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Figure 1.13: Higgs boson cross section production as a function of the Higgs boson mass for
p

(s) =

8 TeV [36].

Gluon-gluon fusion

For mH = 125 GeV/c2, the dominant production mechanism at the LHC consists in the gluon-

gluon fusion process gg ! H (see Fig. 1.13). The cross section of this particular Higgs boson

production mechanism is enhanced by the high Yukawa coupling between the Higgs boson and

the heavy quarks present in the loop and by the gluon distribution inside the protons. At leading

order (LO) the gluon-gluon fusion is a QCD process with a cross section proportional to ↵2
S [41]

�̂LO (gg ! H) = �H
0 M2

H�(ŝ � M2
H) (1.51)

with:

�H
0 =

Gµ↵2
S

�
M2

H

�

288⇡
p

2
|3
4

X

q

AH
1/2 (⌧q)|2 (1.52)

where the function AH
1/2 (⌧q) is the form factor reported in Fig. 1.10 with ⌧q = M2

H/4m2
q . The

variable
p

ŝ =
p

x1x2s corresponds to the center-of-mass energy of the interacting partons. The

Dirac delta �(ŝ � M2
H) represents the energy conservation between the incoming gluons and the

produced Higgs boson.

As visible in Fig.1.13, the Higgs boson production cross section through gluon-gluon fusion

decreases rapidly with the Higgs boson mass because of the partonic distribution function for

the gluon which decreases hyperbolically for increasing Bjorken fraction, x. The cross section is

computed at the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy in QCD, using the approxima-
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tion for the infinite top quark mass [42][43][44]. The calculation of the production cross section

takes the QCD radiative corrections at higher orders in the perturbation expansion into account:

the next-to-leading order (NLO) and NNLO evaluated with a re-summation of the logarithmic

divergences appearing with the soft-gluons emissions (NNLL) [45]. Additional improvements in

the calculation include NLO EWK corrections [46][47]. While the QCD radiative corrections

are independent on the mass of the Higgs boson (they mostly depend on the mass of the heavy

quarks), the EWK ones strongly depend on the Higgs boson mass. The major source of theoret-

ical error in the gg ! H production cross section computation arises from the QCD correction

terms not included in the calculation itself and for the missing of the higher orders terms. The

level of incertitude corresponds to a value of ⇠ 10% for 100GeV/c2 < M2
H < 300 GeV/c2 and

⇠ 7% for MH > 300 GeV/c2 [48].

Vector Bosons Fusion

For very large Higgs masses (⇠ 800 GeV/c2 Fig. 1.13), the VBF q1q2 ! V ⇤V ⇤ ! q
0
1q

0
2 + H cross

section and the gg ! H one have the same order of magnitude. For this reason, first calculations

of the VBF Higgs boson production cross section have been carried out in the context of searches

for a very massive Higgs boson [49]. The VBF process, illustrated in Fig. 1.12, involves the

radiation of a heavy vector boson from each incoming parton. Subsequently, the two vector

bosons ”fuse” to produce a Higgs boson. The partonic cross section evaluated at LO, assuming

that the incoming quarks give a small fraction of their energy to the vector bosons, is:

�̂LO (ŝ) =
1

16M2
W

✓
↵

sin2✓W

◆3 ✓
1 +

M2
H

ŝ

◆
log

✓
ŝ

M2
H

◆
� 2 + 2

M2
H

ŝ

�
(1.53)

The VBF cross section increases as the energy in the center-of-mass increases thanks to the con-

tribution from the longitudinally polarized W’s. The behaviour of the cross section as function

of the Higgs boson mass, on the contrary, decreases as the Higgs boson mass achieves higher

values. This feature is, however, less pronounced than in the gluon-gluon-gluon fusion process.

The VBF production is also of major interest in the region of medium Higgs boson masses

because of its relative high cross section (second only to the gluons fusion production one) and

of the special signatures it can provide for the identification of the Higgs boson. Indeed, the

VBF mechanism presents a very particular topology that can be used as handle to optimize

the background rejection. A very important role is taken by the quarks. After the radiation

of an heavy boson, the quarks participating to the interaction scatter with a small angle with

respect to the incident direction of the colliding beams. This fact translates into the presence

of a forward/backward jet pair. As a result, technique exploiting the forward/backward jet

tagging is used to drastically suppress the background. Another important feature typical of

the VBF Higgs boson produced events, is the lack of color exchange between the initial state

quarks. This color coherence between initial and final state quarks leads to a suppression of the

hadronic activity in the central rapidity region and it opens the possibility to use Central Jet
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Veto to select the signal events. In Fig. 1.14 the distributions of the invariant mass of the two

VBF quarks as well as their pseudorapidity are shown.
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Figure 1.14: Distribution of the pseudorapidity of the two outgoing VBF quark (Left) and the distribu-

tion of their invariant mass (Right) obtained from MC simulated VBF H ! ⌧⌧ events.

The cross section in Eq. 1.53 is evaluated at first order in the EWK coupling constant

expansion. In order to increase the precision in the prediction of the VBF cross section, QCD

and EWK corrections have been considered. The NLO corrections in QCD and EWK are

applied to the inclusive VBF cross section, leading to modifications between 5% and 10%.

Finally, QCD NNLO corrections reduce the uncertainty coming from the renormalization and

factorization scale to below 1% [50]. However, from an experimental point of view, the search

for the Higgs boson produced through a VBF mechanism is restricted to a subset of the phace

space. In particular, it is possible to imagine that the application of cuts based on the transverse

momenta of the forward-tagging jets could be subject to important NNLO corrections that are

otherwise non-visible in the fully inclusive cross section [51]. Recently, an important achievement

was reached in the understanding of the NNLO correction in the VBF fully di↵erential cross

section. This was possible thanks to a new technique called projection-to-Born that combines

an inclusive NNLO calculation (using the structure function method) and, an exclusive NLO

order calculation based on the VBF Higgs + 3 Jet process. The results achieved in term of

di↵erential cross section as function of the transverse momenta of the two forward-tagging jets

and the rapidity di↵erence between the same jets can be seen in Fig. 1.15.
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FIG. 2: From left to right, di�erential cross sections for the transverse momentum distributions for the two leading jets, pt,j1

and pt,j2 , for the Higgs boson, pt,H , and the distribution for the rapidity separation between the two leading jets, �yj1,j2 .

interpretation is that since NNLO e↵ects redistribute jets
from higher to lower pt’s (cf. the plots for pt,j1 and pt,j2),
they reduce the cross section for any observable defined
with VBF cuts. As pt,H grows larger, the forward jets
tend naturally to get harder and so automatically pass
the pt thresholds, reducing the impact of NNLO terms.

As observed above for the total cross section with VBF
cuts, the NNLO di↵erential corrections are sizeable and
often outside the uncertainty band suggested by NLO
scale variation. One reason for this might be that NLO
is the first order where the non-inclusiveness of the jet
definition matters, e.g. radiation outside the cone modi-
fies the cross section. Thus NLO is, in e↵ect, a leading-
order calculation for the exclusive corrections, with all
associated limitations.

To further understand the size of the NNLO correc-
tions, it is instructive to examine a NLO plus parton
shower (NLOPS) calculation, since the parton shower
will include some approximation of the NNLO correc-
tions. For this purpose we have used the POWHEG VBF
H+2-jet calculation [20], showered with PYTHIA version
6.428 with the Perugia 2012 tune [35]. The POWHEG part
of this NLOPS calculation uses the same PDF, scale
choices and electroweak parameters as our full NNLO
calculation. The NLOPS results are included in Fig. 2,
at parton level, with multi-parton interactions (MPI)
switched o↵. They di↵er from the NLO by an amount
that is of a similar order of magnitude to the NNLO
e↵ects. This lends support to our interpretation that fi-
nal (and initial)-state radiation from the hard partons
is responsible for a substantial part of the NNLO correc-
tions. However, while the NLOPS calculation reproduces
the shape of the NNLO corrections for some observables

(especially pt,H), there are others for which this is not
the case, the most striking being perhaps �yj1,j2 . Par-
ton shower e↵ects were also studied in Ref. [36], using
the MC@NLO approach [37]. Various parton showers
di↵ered there by up to about 10%.

In addition to the NNLO contributions, precise phe-
nomenological studies require the inclusion of EW con-
tributions and non-perturbative hadronisation and MPI
corrections. The former are of the same order of magni-
tude as our NNLO corrections [13]. Using Pythia 6.428
and Pythia 8.185 we find that hadronisation corrections
are between �2 and 0%, while MPI brings up to +5%
at low pt’s. The small hadronisation corrections appear
to be due to a partial cancellation between shifts in pt

and rapidity. We leave a combined study of all e↵ects
to future work. The code for our calculation will also be
made public.

With the calculation presented in this letter, di↵er-
ential VBF Higgs production has been brought to the
same NNLO level of accuracy that has been available for
some time now for the ggH [38, 39] and VH [40] pro-
duction channels. This constitutes the first fully di↵er-
ential NNLO 2 ! 3 hadron-collider calculation, an ad-
vance made possible thanks to the factorisable nature of
the process. The NNLO corrections are non-negligible,
5–10%, i.e. an order of magnitude larger than the cor-
rections to the inclusive cross section. Their size might
even motivate a calculation one order higher, to N3LO,
to match the precision achieved recently for the ggH to-
tal cross section [41]. With the new “projection-to-Born”
approach introduced here, we believe that this is within
reach. It would also be of interest to obtain NNLO plus
parton shower predictions, again matching the accuracy

Figure 1.15: Di↵erential cross section distribution for the VBF higgs boson production evaluated at the

NNLO as function of the variables: pT,j1 , pT,j2 , pT,H,�⌘j1,j2 [51].

With these recent results, the VBF Higgs production benefits from a precision on the di↵er-

ential cross-section similar to that achieved for the other production modes [51].

Associate production with a heavy vector boson

This production mode is based on the annihilation of a quark couple into a virtual vector boson

(o↵-shell) and the subsequent emission of an Higgs boson and of a real vector boson. The

partonic cross section is thus factorizable and it can be written as:

�̂ (ŝ) =

Z ŝ

0
dp2

V ⇤�
�
p2

V 2

� d� (V ⇤ ! V H)

dp2
V ⇤

(1.54)

This production mode proceeds through the s-channel. The energy in the centre of mass of the

interacting partons must fulfil
p

ŝ � MV + MH. As a consequence, the cross section as function

of MH decreases much more rapidly than in the gluon-gluon fusion or VBF cases. Despite

the smaller cross section compared to other production mechanism, the Higgsstrahlung can be

exploited in the searches for the Higgs boson thanks to its clear signature. Indeed, the vector

boson present in the final state can decay into leptons that are reconstructed very e�ciently.

Associate production with a heavy quarks pair

The measure of the production cross section of an Higgs boson in association to a couple of heavy

quarks (mainly with the top quark) can represent en excellent test of the Yukawa couplings. At

LO this mechanism proceeds through a quark-antiquark annihilation into a couple of top-antitop

quarks (or heavy quark-antiquark pair), where the Higgs boson is radiated from a top quark in
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the final state. As the energy in the center-of-mass increases, the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism

(through a t-channel) becomes also significant.

1.5.2 The Higgs boson discovery

The Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the hypothesized SM Higgs boson

mass for a fixed energy in the center-of-mass of the collisions equal to 8TeV is illustrated in Fig.

1.13. At high mass, the relative fraction of the vector boson fusion mechanism is increasing.

Before the discovery of the Higgs boson, a wide range of possible decay modes has been taken

into consideration, since the decay modes of the SM Higgs boson strongly depend on its mass

mH. For a low mass Higgs boson (110 GeV/c2 < mH < 150 GeV/c2) its natural width is only few

MeV/c2. In this context, the main channels that play an important role are H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4`,

H ! ��, H ! WW ⇤ ! 2`2⌫, H ! bb and H ! ⌧+⌧�. For a given hypothesis for a Higgs boson

mass, the sensitivity of the search depends on the Higgs boson production cross section (reported

in Fig. 1.13), its decay branching ratios into the chosen final state, the signal selection e�cien-

cies, the reconstructed mass resolution, and the level of SM backgrounds in the final state [12].

The H ! ZZ ! 4` and H ! �� channels, providing an excellent mass resolution for the recon-

structed 4-lepton and di-photon final states, played a crucial role in the Higgs boson discovery.

Also H ! WW ! 2`2⌫ is characterized by a high sensitivity [12], but also by a poor mass

resolution due to the presence of neutrinos in the final state. Finally, the bb and ⌧+⌧� channels

provide a lower significance than the channels mentioned previously because of the presence of

large backgrounds and a worse energy resolution [12]. The results presented in July 2012 were

obtained with data collected by CMS corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.1 fb�1

at 7TeV and 5.3 fb�1 at 8TeV . The individual results for the five decay modes mentioned

above are combined. The combination assumes the relative branching fractions predicted by the

SM and takes into account the experimental statistical and systematic uncertainties as well as

the theoretical ones. The 95% confidence level exclusion limits and the corresponding p-value

obtained in the final combination are illustrated in two historical plots in Fig. 1.16.
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7 Combined results
The individual results for the channels analysed for the five decay modes, summarised in Ta-
ble 1, are combined using the methods outlined in Section 4. The combination assumes the
relative branching fractions predicted by the SM and takes into account the experimental statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties as well as the theoretical uncertainties, which are dominated
by the imperfect knowledge of the QCD scale and parton distribution functions. The CLs is
shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis. The observed values are
shown by the solid points. The dashed line indicates the median of the expected results for
the background-only hypothesis, with the green (dark) and yellow (light) bands indicating the
ranges in which the CLs values are expected to lie in 68% and 95% of the experiments under the
background-only hypothesis. The probabilities for an observation, in the absence of a signal, to
lie above or below the 68% (95%) band are 16% (2.5%) each. The thick horizontal lines indicate
CLs values of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001. The mass regions where the observed CLs values are below
these lines are excluded with the corresponding (1 � CLs) confidence levels. Our previously
published results exclude the SM Higgs boson from 127 to 600 GeV [21]. In the search described
here, the SM Higgs boson is excluded at 95% CL in the range 110 < mH < 121.5 GeV. In the
range 121.5 < mH < 128 GeV a significant excess is seen and the SM Higgs boson cannot be
excluded at 95% CL.
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Figure 13: The CLs values for the SM Higgs boson hypothesis as a function of the Higgs boson
mass in the range 110–145 GeV. The background-only expectations are represented by their
median (dashed line) and by the 68% and 95% CL bands.

7.1 Significance of the observed excess

The consistency of the observed excess with the background-only hypothesis may be judged
from Fig. 14, which shows a scan of the local p-value for the 7 and 8 TeV data sets and their
combination. The 7 and 8 TeV data sets exhibit an excess of 3.2 � and 3.8 � significance, re-
spectively, for a Higgs boson mass of approximately 125 GeV. In the overall combination the
significance is 5.0 � for mH = 125.5 GeV. Figure 15 gives the local p-value for the five decay
modes individually and displays the expected overall p-value.

The largest contributors to the overall excess in the combination are the �� and ZZ decay
modes. They both have very good mass resolution, allowing good localization of the invariant
mass of a putative resonance responsible for the excess. Their combined significance reaches
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5.0 � (Fig. 16). The WW decay mode has an exclusion sensitivity comparable to the �� and ZZ
decay modes but does not have a good mass resolution. It has an excess with local significance
1.6 � for mH ⇠ 125 GeV. When added to the �� and ZZ decay modes, the combined signifi-
cance becomes 5.1 �. Adding the �� and bb channels in the combination, the final significance
becomes 5.0 �. Table 6 summarises the expected and observed local p-values for a SM Higgs
boson mass hypothesis of 125.5 GeV for the various combinations of channels.

Table 6: The expected and observed local p-values, expressed as the corresponding number of
standard deviations of the observed excess from the background-only hypothesis, for mH =
125.5 GeV, for various combinations of decay modes.

Decay mode/combination Expected (�) Observed (�)
�� 2.8 4.1
ZZ 3.8 3.2
�� + bb 2.4 0.5
�� + ZZ 4.7 5.0
�� + ZZ + WW 5.2 5.1
�� + ZZ + WW + �� + bb 5.8 5.0
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Figure 14: The observed local p-value for 7 TeV and 8 TeV data, and their combination as a
function of the SM Higgs boson mass. The dashed line shows the expected local p-values for a
SM Higgs boson with a mass mH.

The global p-value for the search range 115–130 (110–145) GeV is calculated using the method
suggested in Ref. [115], and corresponds to 4.6 � (4.5 �). These results confirm the very low
probability for an excess as large as or larger than that observed to arise from a statistical fluc-
tuation of the background. The excess constitutes the observation of a new particle with a mass
near 125 GeV, manifesting itself in decays to two photons or to ZZ. These two decay modes
indicate that the new particle is a boson; the two-photon decay implies that its spin is different
from one [135, 136].

7.2 Mass of the observed boson

The mass mX of the observed boson is determined using the �� and ZZ decay modes, with
the former dominating the precision of the measurement. The calibration of the energy scale

Figure 1.16: The expected and observed 95% CL exclusion limits for the SM Higgs boson hypothesis as

a function of the Higgs boson mass (mH) in the range [110, 145]GeV/c2, obtained combining all the decay

channel analysed (Left). The expected (black dashed line) and observed (continuous lines) local p-value

as a function of the Higgs boson mass (mH). The observed p-value are shown for the 7 TeV data (red),

8 TeV data (blue) and the their combination (black). These plots have been o�cially shown on the July

4th, 2012. [12]

Even if the discovery of the Higgs boson has been announced, the CMS experiment continued

to record pp collision data until the end of the LHC Run 1, in the beginning of 2013. The total

integrated luminosity collected by CMS amounts to ⇠ 20 fb�1. In what follows, a general

overview concerning the state of the art of the analyses carried out by the CMS collaboration

in the five main Higgs boson decay channels is provided.

1.5.3 H ! ZZ⇤

• H ! ZZ(⇤) ! 4` [52]: In this golden channel, a search has been performed for a four-

lepton mass peak over a small continuum background. To further distinguish signal from

background, a particular kinematic discriminant based on Matrix-Elements has been de-

veloped. It is used to disentangle the signal from the main ZZ continuum background.

Five observables are su�cient to describe the kinematics of the decay: the masses of

di-lepton pairs and fives angles that completely define their configuration in the center-

of-mass frame. The 4e, 4µ, and the 2e2µ sub-channel are analysed separately since the

4`-mass resolution for each sub-channel is di↵erent [12].

• H ! ZZ ! 2`2⌫ [53]: the events selection consists in requiring events with a lepton

pair (ee, µµ), with invariant mass consistent with that of the Z boson, and large missing

transverse energy.

• H ! ZZ(⇤) ! 2`2q [54]: The basic request for selecting signal events is the presence of

2` and two jets. The jets are required to form an invariant mass consistent with that of
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the Z boson. The purpose is to search for a peak in the invariant mass distribution of the

di-lepton + di-jet system. The background is estimated using data-driven techniques.

• H ! ZZ ! 2`2⌧ [52]: One of the two Z bosons is required to be on-shell and to decay to

a lepton pair (ee or µµ). The other Z boson is required to decay through a ⌧⌧ pair to one

of the four final state eµ, µµ, e⌧h, µ⌧h. In this channel analysis, the goal is to search for

an excess in the distribution of the di-lepton + di-tau mass. The dominant background

originates from non-resonant ZZ production [12]

In order to further discriminate the Higgs boson signal lfrom the dominant non-resonant ZZ⇤

background, CMS implied a likelihood approach based on the matrix element method [55]. The

CMS experiment observe an excess at mH = 125.8 GeV/c2 with a observed (expected) significance

of 6.7� (7.2�) [56]. The four-lepton invariant mass distribution obtained only for the 4` final

state is illustrated in Fig. 1.17.

9

6 Results
The reconstructed four-lepton invariant-mass distribution for the 4`, combining the 4e, 4µ, and
2e2µ channels, is shown in Fig. 2 and compared with the expectation from SM background
processes. The observed distribution is in good agreement with the expectation. The Z !
4` resonance peak at m4` = mZ is observed with normalization and shape as expected. The
measured distribution at higher mass is dominated by the irreducible ZZ background. A clear
peak around m4` = 126 GeV is seen, confirming the results reported in [10].
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Figure 2: Distribution of the four-lepton reconstructed mass in the full mass range for the sum
of the 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ channels. Points represent the data, shaded histograms represent the
background and the unshaded histogram the signal expectation. The expected distributions
are presented as stacked histograms. The measurements are presented for the sum of the data
collected at

p
s = 7 TeV and

p
s = 8 TeV. No event is observed for m4` > 800 GeV.

The reconstructed visible mass distribution after Z2 scaling for the 2`2� selection, combining
all the `+`��+�� final states, is shown in Fig. 3. The measured distribution is well described
by the SM background expectation.

The number of candidates observed as well as the estimated background are reported in Ta-
ble 1, for the selection in the full mass measurement range for the SM-like Higgs boson search,
100 < m4`, m2`2� < 1000 GeV. The expected number of signal events is also given for several
SM-like Higgs boson mass hypotheses. The observed event rates for the various channels are
compatible with SM background expectation.

The distributions of the kinematic discriminant KD versus the four-lepton reconstructed mass
m4` are shown for the selected events and compared to SM background expectation in Fig. 4.
The distribution of events in the (m4`, KD) plane is seen to agree well with the SM expectation

Figure 1.17: Distribution of the four-lepton reconstructed mass in the full mass range for the sum of the

4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ channels. Points represent the data, shaded histograms represent the background and the

unshaded histogram the signal expectation. The expected distributions are presented as stacked histograms.

The measurements are presented for the sum of the data collected at
p

s = 7TeV and
p

s = 8TeV [56].

1.5.4 H ! ��

The H ! �� analysis [57] is focused on the search for a narrow peak in the invariant mass

distribution of two high pT photons. The main background in this channel originates from

prompt ��, �+jet and di-jet processes. In order to increase the sensitivity of the analysis, the

event sample is split into several mutually exclusive categories [58]:

• di-� events with high pT leptons, di-jet, missing transverse energy compatible with the W

or Z bosons decay enters in the VH production category;
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• di-� events with two energetic jets separated by a high pseudorapidity gap enter in the

VBF production category;

• all the remaining events (⇠ 99% of the total) are grouped in the gluon-gluon production

category.

The events remaining untagged are further subdivided into classes based on the output of a

multivariate (MVA) discriminant that assigns a high score to signal-like events. The MVA is

trained using the following discriminating variables:

1. an event-by-event estimate of the di-photon mass resolution;

2. a photon identification score for each photon;

3. kinematic information about the photons and the di-photon system

The photon identification also follows a multivariate approach that uses shower information in

order to discriminate prompt photons from those coming from a jet. The functional form of the

background has been estimated through a fit to the full di-photon invariant mass distribution

(m��) in each category. The signal extraction has been performed through a simultaneous fit

to m�� in all the categories. The CMS experiment observed an excess at mH = 124.70 GeV/c2

with an observed (expected) significance of 5.7� (5.2�) [59]. The distribution of m�� for the

combination of all the categories is illustrated in Fig. 1.18.
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Table 5: Values of the best-fit signal strength, µ̂, when mH is treated as an unconstrained pa-
rameter, for the 7 TeV, 8 TeV, and combined datasets. The corresponding best-fit value of mH,
�mH, is also given.

µ̂ �mH (GeV)
7 TeV 2.22+0.62

�0.55 124.2
8 TeV 0.90+0.26

�0.23 124.9
Combined 1.14+0.26

�0.23 124.7

section times the relevant branching fractions, relative to the SM expectation. In Fig. 20 the
combined best-fit signal strength, µ̂, is shown as a function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis,
both for the standard analysis (left) and for the cut-based analysis (right). The two analyses
agree well across the entire mass range. In addition to the signal around 125 GeV, both analyses
see a small upward fluctuation at 150 GeV, which is found to have a maximum local significance
of just over 2 � at mH = 151 GeV—slightly beyond the mass range of our analysis.

The best-fit signal strength for the main analysis, when the value of mH is treated as an un-
constrained parameter in the fit, is µ̂ = 1.14+0.26

�0.23, with the corresponding best-fit mass being
�mH = 124.7 GeV. The expected uncertainties in the best-fit signal strength, at this mass, are
+0.24 and �0.22. The values of the best-fit signal strength, derived separately for the 7 and
8 TeV datasets, are listed in Table 5. For the cut-based analysis the corresponding value is
µ̂ = 1.29+0.29

�0.26 at �mH = 124.6 GeV, and for the sideband background model analysis the value
measured is µ̂ = 1.06+0.26

�0.23 at �mH = 124.7 GeV. These values are shown in Table 6 together with
the expected uncertainty, and the corresponding values for the main analysis.

The uncertainty in the signal strength may be separated into statistical and systematic con-
tributions, with the latter further divided into those having, or not, a theoretical origin: µ̂ =

Figure 1.18: The diphoton mass spectrum weighted by the ratio S/(S + B) in each event class, together

with the background subtracted weighted mass spectrum. The black dots represent the data, the red dashed

line represent the background and the continuous line represent the fit performed in the signal + back-

ground hypothesis. The measurements are presented for the sum of the data collected at
p

s = 7TeV and
p

s = 8TeV [59].

1.5.5 H ! WW ⇤

This channel o↵ers the possibility to study directly the Higgs boson couplings to the W vector

bosons. The study of the angular distributions are good handles to measure the spin and

CP quantum numbers of the Higgs boson. Even if the branching fraction for this SM Higgs

boson decay channel is large, due to the large mass of the W vector boson, the search for the

H ! W+W� is complicated by the presence of neutrinos in the W decay products. For this

reason the mass resolution is quite poor, and the search is reduced to a counting experiment of

the event yield in broad bins of mH

• H ! WW ⇤ ! `⌫`⌫ [60]: This analysis searches for an excess of events with two leptons of

opposite charge, large /ET and up to two jets. For events without jets, the main background

arises from non-resonant WW production; for events with 1 jet, the dominant background

comes from WW and top-quark production. The 2-jets category is optimized to exploit the

clearer signature of VBF production and the main background for this channel originates

from the top quark production. All background rates are estimated using data-driven

techniques, with the exception of the small contributions from WZ, ZZ, and W�.
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• H ! WW ⇤ ! `⌫2q [61] [62]: This analysis searches for an excess of events with one

electron (or muon), /ET and two or three jets. The dominant background is from W + jets

events and has been estimated from data. Because only one neutrino is produced in

this channel, both W bosons can be fully reconstructed, and a four-body mass peak can

be reconstructed for WW and WZ pairs. A kinematic fit is performed to improve the

resolution. In this fit procedure, the /ET of the lepton is constrained to the W on-shell

mass [12].

• WH ! WWW ⇤ ! 3`3⌫[63]: In this channel, a search for an excess of events with three

leptons, electrons or muons, large missing transverse energy, and low hadronic activity, is

performed. The main background is from WZ ! 3`3⌫ production. This can be reduced

requiring that all same-flavour oppositely charged lepton pairs have a di-lepton mass away

from mZ [12], and oppositely charged leptons are required not to be back-to-back.

• V H ! WW ! 2`2⌫2q: The research for this type of events produced in association with

a vector boson (V ) decaying into a couple of jets [64] is carried out by selecting events with

two oppositely charged leptons, large /ET and two jets with an invariant mass around the

W/Z pole. The most important backgrounds are the top quark and Z + Jets production

[12].

Thanks to the spin quantum number conservation in the H ! WW ⇤ decays, the angular cor-

relation between the two leptons direction and the direction of the missing transverse energy

can be exploited as handle to improve the signal to background separation. In addition, di↵er-

ent categories are defined in function of the number of reconstructed jets in the event in order

to further increase the sensitivity of the analysis: 0-jet, 1-jets and 2-jets. In particular, the

analysis performed by the CMS collaboration in the 0-jet and 1-jet categories, using all flavour

leptons combinations, brought evidence of an excess at mH = 125.4 GeV/c2 with an observed (ex-

pected) significance of 4� (5.2�) [60]. The transverse mass distribution mT for data, simulated

background and simulated signal events is illustrated in Fig. 1.19.
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Figure 5: Distributions of the transverse mass in the 0-jet (left) and 1-jet (right) categories, in the
different-flavor final state for a mH = 125 GeV SM Higgs boson and for the main backgrounds.
The cut-based H ! W+W� selection, except for the requirement on the transverse mass itself,
is applied.

in data using the events passing all selection requirements, except that here the two leptons
must have the same charge; this sample is dominated by W + jets and W� events.

The number of events observed and the expected number of events from all processes after the
W+W� selection, taking into account the data driven estimates, are summarized in Table 2.

The templates for the two-dimensional analysis are mainly taken from the simulation and
cross-checked in control samples in data. For the W + jets background the nominal shape is
derived from the same control sample used to determine the normalization.

7 Efficiencies and systematic uncertainties
The signal efficiency is estimated using simulations. All Higgs production mechanisms are
considered: the gluon fusion process, the associated production of the Higgs boson with a W
or Z boson, and the VBF process. Early phenomenological work on Higgs boson production
and decay can be found in Refs. [45–47]. The SM Higgs boson production cross sections are
taken from [32, 48–70].

Residual discrepancies in the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies between data
and simulation are corrected for by data-to-simulation scale factors measured using Z/�⇤! `+`�

events in the Z peak region [71], recorded with dedicated unbiased triggers. These factors de-
pend on the lepton pT and |�|, and are typically in the range (0.9-1.0).

Experimental effects, theoretical predictions, and the choice of Monte Carlo event generators
are considered as sources of uncertainty and their impact on the signal efficiency is assessed.
The impact on the kinematic distributions is also considered for the shape analysis. The experi-

Figure 1.19: The transverse mass (mT ) distribution in the 1-jet category summed over all lepton

flavours for all the simulated SM background and Higgs boson signal with mH = 125GeV/c2, as well as

for the data (black dots). The bottom plot shows the agreement between the data and the simulation [60].

1.5.6 H ! bb

This channel is the only one that gives direct access to the Higgs boson coupling to down-type

quarks. The dominant Higgs boson production mode gg ! H and its decay into a bb pair is

overwhelmed by the inclusive production of pp̄ ! bb + X via the strong interaction. The Higgs

boson associate production allows use of the leptonic decays of the vector bosons to reject the

QCD background and, thus, purify the signal. For this reason, the H ! bb search concentrates

on Higgs boson production in association with a W or a Z boson. Attention is put, in particular,

on the following decay modes: W ! e⌫ and Z ! ee/µµ/⌫⌫. In order to improve the sensitivity,

the events are categorized in function of the pT of the Higgs boson candidate(low- and high-

boost topologies). The presence of missing transverse energy and/or leptons in the final state is

used to select the events. In particular, Z ! ⌫⌫ is identified by requiring large /ET . The Higgs

boson candidate is reconstructed by requiring two b-tagged jets [65] and the search is divided

into events where the vector bosons have medium or large transverse momentum and recoil away

from the candidate Higgs boson. Events with higher transverse momentum bosons have smaller

backgrounds and a better di-jet mass resolution. A multivariate analysis technique, based on

Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs), trained on simulated signal and background events for several

di↵erent values of the Higgs boson mass, is used to separate signal and background events. The

main background consists of W/Z + jets and top-quark events. Results are obtained through a
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binned likelihood fit to the shapes of the BDT discriminants. An example of such a distribution

is given in Fig. 1.20, where the distribution of the BDT output is shown in the case of the

Z ! µµ decay channel. The CMS experiment observed an excess of events above the expected

background with a significance of 2.6� [65].

32 A Post-fit BDT distributions
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Figure 13: Post-fit BDT output distributions for Z(``)H in the low-boost region (left) and high-
boost region (right), for 8 TeV data (points with error bars), all backgrounds, and signal, after
all selection criteria have been applied. Top: Z(µµ)H, bottom: Z(ee)H. The bottom inset in
each figure shows the ratio of the number of events observed in data to that of the Monte Carlo
prediction for signal and backgrounds.

Figure 1.20: Post-fit BDT output distribution for Z ! µµ events in the high-boost region for
p

s =

8 TeV data [65].

1.5.7 H ! ⌧+⌧�

The results provided by the ATLAS and CMS experiments strongly suggest that there is at least

one isospin doublet Higgs field. Even if this fact can be explained in the context of the SM, there

still a number of open questions regarding the Higgs field. In particular, the structure of the

Higgs sector is not completely understood. The recent observation of the coupling between the

Higgs boson and the ⌧ leptons [66], obtained through the combination of the ATLAS and CMS

results in the H ! ⌧⌧ searches, constitutes another step forward in the understanding of the

nature of the Higgs boson. However, at the present time, there are not independent observations

by either of the two experiments. Thus, the H ! ⌧⌧ search will continue to play a leading role

in the future.

Once observed that the Higgs boson decays into fermions, precise measurements of the Higgs-

fermions couplings must be carried out in order to verify that they are proportional to the

fermion masses, as predicted by the SM. An hint in this direction is provided by the fact that

no excesses have been observed in the H ! µµ and H ! ee decay channels [67]. Indeed, any

deviation of the Higgs-fermions couplings from the values predicted by the SM could represent

an hint of new physics. In addition, a complete characterization of the tensor structure of the
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trilinear coupling [68][69] still to be performed. In particular, among the various analyses that

can have access to the spin-parity properties of the Higgs boson, there is the possibility to probe

these quantum numbers via the jet kinematics in the vector boson fusion Higgs production pro-

cesses [69]. Also in this case the H ! ⌧⌧ will play a central role, since the VBF categories

largely drive the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis sensitivity. For the reasons mentioned above, the H ! decay

channel represents a major testbed to investigate the properties of the Higgs sector.

A Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV/c2 decays almost entirely to bb pairs (see Fig. 1.9)

and, secondly, to ⌧+⌧� pairs. Much of the phenomenology of the low mass Higgs boson search

is focused on identifying b quarks and ⌧ lepton. Moreover, an advantage of the H ! ⌧+⌧�

channel, in particular if compared to the dominant H ! bb mode, is the lower background from

QCD processes. In fact, the H ! ⌧+⌧� channel o↵ers the best prospects for a direct measure-

ment of the Higgs boson’s couplings to fermions [70], and the fact that an excess have been

seen in this channel [71], increases the importance of the results coming from the analyses on

this decay mode. As already pointed out in the previous subsection, the most important Higgs

boson production modes are gg ! H, qq ! qqV V ! qqH, and V H. The first one has the

largest cross section by almost one order of magnitude, there are substantial QCD backgrounds

but few handles to distinguish them from the signal. Events coming from V BF produced Higgs

contain additional information in the observable jets. In fact these jets are separated by a big

pseudorapidity gap [72]. Techniques like forward jet tagging can then be exploited to reduce

the backgrounds. Another feature of the V BF signal is the lack of color exchange between the

initial-state quarks. Color coherence between initial- and final-state gluon bremsstrahlung leads

to suppressed hadron production in the central region, between the two tagging-jet candidates of

the signal [73]. This is in contrast with most of background process that contain large hadronic

activity in the central region.

Also topics beyond the SM could be investigated with ⌧ probe. In fact some attention has been

given to A/H ! ⌧+⌧� searches at the LHC in the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric

Standard Model (MSSM), where the increased couplings of A/H to ⌧ predicted for tan� > 1

lead to higher production rates. However, the great variety of ⌧ decay modes represent, surely,

a challenge for the correct reconstruction of the ⌧ object in the CMS expertiment but at the

same time allow a good compromise between trigger e�ciencies and background rejection since

also leptonic decay mode are allowed. For all these reasons the analysis of the H ! ⌧+⌧� decay

channel is one of the most promising to determine the Higgs properties and couplings and ei-

ther to discover if the new particle seen by LHC experiments [12] is a SM particle or a MSSM one.

In this context ⌧ object characterization and identification plays a key rule and the improv-

ing of this represent a very challenge. Moreover, ⌧ is the only lepton that could decay into

hadrons because of its mass. The branching ratio for the ⌧ ! hadrons is 64% [74] (for more
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details see Tab. 3.1) and overcome that for all the other decay mode. Indeed, a study of the

H ! ⌧⌧ ! ⌧h⌧h decay mode, in addition to the other di-⌧ final states initially exploited by

CMS in the H ! ⌧⌧ search, i.e. ee, µµ, eµ, e⌧h and µ⌧h, further increased the sensibility in the

H ! ⌧⌧ analysis. At the same time, it is a challenging path to follow by an experimental point

of view because of both the variety of the di↵erent hadronic decay modes and the considerable

QCD background activity present at LHC that could a↵ect ⌧ identification (see section 3.4.1).

Finally, the fact that the ⌧ is the only lepton decaying into hadrons (as already pointed out)

could be exploited in order to discriminate Higgs boson signal events from those coming from

the main background (Z ! ⌧⌧) using the ⌧ polarization [75]. Moreover, this information may be

used to identify charged and neutral Higgs bosons and can also provide information about the

spin of the new particle [75]. In order to reach this goals the ⌧ hadronic decay modes play a key

role. In fact the decay of the tau involving hadronic final states allows an e�cient measurement

of its polarization [75].

In the H ! ⌧⌧ search [71] ⌧ lepton can decay into electrons, muons and hadrons ⌧h. The

di-⌧ invariant mass m⌧⌧ is reconstructed through a kinematic fit of the visible decay products

and the missing transverse energy measured in the event. Due to the presence of neutrinos in

the final state the di-⌧ invariant mass resolution is quite poor, of the order of 10% � 20%. The

analysis is performed searching for an excess of events over the expected SM background in

the m⌧⌧ distribution. The main sources of background in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis arise from the

Drell-Yan Z ! ⌧⌧ , Z ! ee, QCD multijet production, W+jets, di-boson and tt production. In

all the channels analysed, a complex categorization, based on the number of energetic jets in

the event and the pT of the di-⌧ system, is exploited to improve the analysis sensitivity.

The most sensitive category is the VBF one, in which the topology of the VBF Higgs bo-

son production mechanism is exploited to separate the Higgs boson signal from the various

background, in particular the Drell-Yan Z ! ⌧⌧ . In the VBF categories at least two energetic

jets with a large pseudorapidity gap and a high di-jet invariant mass are required. The observed

boost of the Higgs boson candidate is used to improve the mass resolution, especially in the 1-jet

categories. The 0-jet categories are used to constrain the background normalization and to mea-

sure the energy scales. The major background contributions are estimated through data-driven

techniques. The final signal extraction is obtained performing a simultaneous binned maximum

likelihood fit to the m⌧⌧ distribution in all the categories and channels analysed (more details

in Section 3.4). The search for H decays produced in association with a W or Z boson [76]

is conducted in events with three or four leptons in the final state. The WH analysis selects

events which have two electrons or muons with the same sign and a hadronically decaying ⌧

(e±e±⌧⌥
h and µ±µ±⌧⌥

h ). The ZH analysis is performed in events with an identified Z ! ee

or Z ! µµ decay and a Higgs boson candidate with one of the following final states: eµ, µµ,
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e⌧h, µ⌧h. The main irreducible backgrounds to the WH and ZH searches are WZ and ZZ

di-boson events, respectively [12]. The irreducible backgrounds are estimated using simulation,

corrected by control samples in data. The m⌧⌧ distribution combining all the non-VH categories

is illustrated in Fig. 1.21. The CMS collaboration observed an excess of with a significance of

3.2� at mH = 125GeV/c2 [71]. 25
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Figure 11: Combined observed and predicted m�� distributions for the µ�h, e�h, �h�h, and eµ
channels. The normalization of the predicted background distributions corresponds to the re-
sult of the global fit. The signal distribution, on the other hand, is normalized to the SM pre-
diction (µ = 1). The distributions obtained in each category of each channel are weighted
by the ratio between the expected signal and signal-plus-background yields in the category,
obtained in the central m�� interval containing 68% of the signal events. The inset shows the
corresponding difference between the observed data and expected background distributions,
together with the signal distribution for a SM Higgs boson at mH = 125 GeV. The distribution
from SM Higgs boson events in the WW decay channel does not significantly contribute to this
plot.

95% CL upper limit obtained using the modified frequentist construction CLs [90, 91] together
with the expected limit obtained for the background-only hypothesis for Higgs boson mass hy-
potheses ranging from 90 to 145 GeV. The background-only hypothesis includes the expected
contribution from H ! WW decays for mH = 125 GeV. The difference between evaluating
this contribution at mH = 125 GeV or at the corresponding mH value for mH 6= 125 GeV is
less than 5%. An excess is visible in the observed limit with respect to the limit expected for
the background-only hypothesis. The observed limit is compatible with the expected limit ob-
tained in the signal-plus-background hypothesis for a SM Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV
(figure 14 right). The excess is quantified in figure 15 which shows the local p-value as a func-
tion of mH. For mH = 125 GeV, the expected p-value is smallest, corresponding to a significance
of 3.7 standard deviations. The expected p-value is slightly smaller when including the ` + L�h

Figure 1.21: Combined observed and predicted m distributions for the µ⌧h, e⌧h, ⌧h⌧h, and eµ channels.

The normalization of the predicted background distributions corresponds to the result of the global fit. The

signal distribution, on the other hand, is normalized to the SM prediction. The distributions obtained

in each category of each channel are weighted by the ratio between the expected signal and signal-plus-

background yields in the category, obtained in the central m⌧⌧ interval containing 68% of the signal

events. The inset shows the corresponding di↵erence between the observed data and expected background

distributions, together with the signal distribution for a SM Higgs boson at mH = 125GeV/c2 [71].



Chapter 2
Experimental apparatus

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment is a general purpose detector operating at

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the Organisation Européenne pour la Recherche Nucléaire

(CERN). The LHC project was approved by the CERN Council in December 1994 and in

December 1996 the same council approved the construction of a proton-proton collider capable

to reach the centre-of-mass energy of 14TeV. The decision to build the LHC at CERN was

mostly influenced by the possibility to re-use the tunnel and the injection chain already built for

the LEP. It was decided to equip four of the eight possible interaction regions. Out of the four

chosen to host the experiments, two were equipped with new underground caverns, where the

ATLAS and CMS experiments were placed [14]. In this chapter I give a brief description of the

collider machine and a summary of its performance showed during the first period of data taking

(LHC Run 1). In section 2.2, I present the CMS apparatus focussing on some subdetectors. In

the final part of the chapter a brief description of the CMS data acquisition system is given.

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a two-ring-superconductive-hadron accelerator and collider

installed at the European Organization for Nuclear Research - CERN (Geneve) and located ⇠
100 m underground inside a tunnel 27 km long. The main physics motivation for the develop-

ment of the LHC project was the investigation of the fundamental interactions at the TeV scale

and this requirement drove the LHC design. The target centre-of-mass energy of the collisions

is reachable only through circular accelerators. This choice has a direct impact on the type

of particles to be accelerated. Indeed, particles bended in a circular trajectory loose energy

through synchrotron radiation. Since the power emitted by synchrotron radiation is propor-

tional to ⇠ 1/m4 (where m is the mass of the accelerated particle), the choice to accelerate

protons (or heavy ions) instead of electrons follows as a natural consequence. The LHC uses

1232 superconductive dipole magnets (14 m long and about ⇠ 35 t) in order to bend the particle

54
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trajectory and keep it in the 27 km circular orbit. Quadrupole magnets (392 along the whole

accelerator ring) are used to collimate the beams and more than 7000 magnets of di↵erent na-

ture are used to apply fine tuning corrections to the beam parameters. To bend ultra relativistic

protons with a kinetic energy of ⇠ 7 TeV and keep them along the LHC circular trajectory, a

magnetic field of 8.33 T is required. The LHC dipoles magnets work at a temperature of 1.9 K

and are supplied through superconductive cables made of a particular alloy of NbTi [14] able to

support a current intensity of 11850 A [14]. The di�culties in producing antiprotons lead to the

choice to build a pp collider instead of a pp̄ one. For this reason, two distinct beams pipes are

required to accelerate beams in opposite directions. Because of the space limitation inside the

tunnel, the two proton beam pipes with the corresponding magnets are hosted together in the

same cryostat as it is shown in Fig.2.1. One of the major di�culties in the conception of the

LHC magnets structure relies, indeed, in the fact that the magnetic flux circulate in opposite

side in the two beam channels.

Figure 2.1: LHC dipole section.

The LHC parameters

The LHC beam is made of up to 2808 bunches. Each bunch contains ⇠ 1.15 · 1011 protons [14].

The LHC is designed to accept protons with an energy of 450 GeV and accelerate them up to the

nominal collision energy. After a first operational period with a beam energy of 3.5/4 TeV, the

LHC undertook a first long shut-down. Recently beams are back in the LHC with an energy that

already reached the new record of 6.5 TeV. Bunches are spaced by 50 ns and, at the interaction

point, their longitudinal length is 7.55 cm while their transversal size is designed to be 70.9 µm
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[14]. One of the most important features of a collider is its instantaneous luminosity. This

physical quantity is completely determined by the parameters of the machine:

Linst =
�fNBN2

p

4⇡"T�⇤ F (2.1)

where, in the nominal proton beam operation conditions, "T = 3.75 µm is the transverse emit-

tance, �⇤ = 0.55 m is the betatron function evaluated at the interaction point, � = Ebeam/mp

is the Lorentz factor for the accelerated particle, f is the revolution frequency and F = 0.8361

is a reduction factor that takes into account the crossing angle at the interaction point between

the two beams. A summary of the main LHC parameters is provided in Tab. 2.1.

Parameter Symbol Nominal

Energy per nucleon E ( TeV) 7

Luminosity L (cm�2s�1) 1 ⇥ 1034

Bunch separation (ns) - 25

Number of bunches kB 2808

Number of particles per bunch Np 1.15 ⇥ 1011

�⇤ at IP �⇤ (m) 0.55

Number of collision per bunch crossing nc 19

Table 2.1: Summary of the most relevant LHC parameters.

CERN acceleration chain

The acceleration up to such high energies could not be performed in one go. Protons are actually

accelerated up to 6.5 TeV in di↵erent steps, accomplished in di↵erent accelerators, as it is shown

in Fig. 2.2. Protons are firstly obtained from hydrogen atoms ionisation and accelerated linearly

by the LINAC-2 until they reach an energy of 50 MeV . The beam is then injected into the

Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), which accelerates the protons up to 1.4 GeV, followed by

the Proton Synchrotron (PS), which pushes the beam to 25 GeV. Protons are then sent to the

Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) where they are accelerated up to 450 GeV. The protons are

finally transferred to the two beam pipes of the LHC, where they are accelerated to the maximal

energy. The LHC makes use of 8 radio-frequency cavities operating at a frequency of 400 MHz

to accelerate protons in the final stage. The gradient of the electric field delivered is of the

order of 5 MV/m. LHC is designed to collide protons versus protons (or protons versus ions or

1The geometric luminosity reduction factor depends on the total crossing angle at the interaction

point: F = 1/
q

1 +
�

✓c�z
2�⇤

�
. The quoted number in assumes a total crossing angle of 285 µrad as it is

used in experimental insertion region (IR) 1 and 5.
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Figure 2.2: The CERN accelerator complex.

ions versus ions) with a maximum energy in the centre-of-mass of the collision equal to 14 TeV

(2.76 TeV per nucleon [14]) and with a design luminosity of 1·1034cm�2s�1. As a matter of facts,

CERN changed the LHC machine operation parameters di↵erent times since its first collisions.

In the very beginning of the LHC operations, the centre-of-mass energy of the collisions has

increased from 900 GeV to 2.36TeV in 2009. Subsequently it reaches
p

s = 7TeV in 2010 and
p

s = 8 TeV in 2012. The instantaneous luminosity Linst has also continuously increased over

the running period. Indeed, Linst passed from 1029 cm�2s�1 in 2009 to 3 · 1033 cm�2s�1 at the

end of 2011 and to a peak of 7 · 1033 cm�2s�1 during 2012. During the whole LHC Run 1 the

total integrated luminosity delivered by the machine is about 30 fb�1.

In April 2015, the LHC, after its first long shut-down, started the Run 2 operations, cir-

culating beams at the energy of 6.5 TeV with a bunch spacing of 25ns. Beams collided at the

record-breaking energy of 13 TeV for the first time on the 21st of May 2015.
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2.2 The CMS detector

The prime motivation for the LHC is to elucidate the nature of the electroweak symmetry-

breaking. The LHC physics programme is really wide and extends from the study of the property

of b-mesons, to the search of new physics signals like supersymmetry, extra dimensions, Dark

Matter particles [14]. Several detectors are positioned along the accelerator ring to exploit the

LHC collisions and the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is one of them. The CMS detector is a

multi-purpose apparatus: it is a cylindrical, 21.6 m long detector, with a diameter of 15m and

weights about 14000 t. CMS is composed by di↵erent subdetector units disposed in a radially

cylindrical geometry. The central part, called barrel, is completed by two endcaps that make

the detector almost hermetic. A sketch of the CMS detector is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Section of the CMS detector.

The di↵erent CMS subdetectors provide complementary measurements as to identify and

measure the momenta of di↵erent types of stable particles (as illustrated in Fig. 2.4):

• Tracker : identifies the charged particles, measure their momenta and their charge exploit-

ing the bending of the trajectory in the magnetic field

• Electromagnetic calorimeter : measures the energy, the direction of the electrons and pho-

tons and provide information for their identification
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Figure 2.4: A slice of the CMS detector. The di↵erent subdetectors can be seen. The typical behaviour

of di↵erent particles in the various subdetectors is also represented.

• Hadronic calorimeter : measures the energy of the hadrons

• Muon detectors: identifies muons, measure their momenta and their charge exploiting the

bending of the trajectory in the magnetic field

One of the experimental challenge imposed by the LHC collisions lies in the event complexity

generated by hadron collisions that can result in hundreds of particles propagating through the

detector. Moreover, in the same bunch crossing, additional inelastic collisions may occur giving

rise to pile-up interactions. Therefore, the detector and the reconstruction algorithms have the

di�cult task to detect, reconstruct and disentangle the particles produced in the hard process.

In addition, this process should already be partially carried out online, in the trigger system.

The detector requirements for CMS to meet the goals of LHC physics programme can be

summarized as follows:

• Good muon momentum identification and resolution (1% for muons up to 100GeV in

transverse momentum), and identification of the muon charge until muon pt < 1 TeV [15]

• Excellent charged particle momentum resolution and reconstruction e�ciency in the inner

tracker [15]. E�cient triggering and o✏ine tagging of b-jets impose a pixel detector close

to the interaction point [15]

• Excellent electromagnetic energy resolution, good di-photon and di-electron mass resolu-

tion (⇡ 1% at 100 GeV), wide geometric coverage, e�cient lepton and photon isolation at

high luminosity [15]

• Good /ET and di-jet mass resolution. This last requirement impose an hadron calorimeter

with a wide geometric coverage [15]
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One of the main performance criteria for CMS is to optimize the resolution for charged parti-

cles. The magnetic field bends the trajectory of charged particles: the curvature radius provides

a value of the particles momenta. The bending, moreover, increases with the magnetic field

intensity, allowing a larger separation between the di↵erent charged particles and an improved

precision on their momentum measurement. The CMS detector is equipped with a powerful

magnet. The presence of a magnet between the tracker and the calorimeters would mean a con-

sequent layer of inactive material budget where particles could interact. Particles could interact

with this material loosing part of their energy before reach the calorimeters. For this reason,

CMS opted for a compact detector design, placing the calorimeters inside the magnet. This

choice presented, however, big challenges because of the requirements that the magnet must

satisfy. Indeed, the magnet should be big enough to host the tracker system and the calorime-

ters but at the same time must produce a very intense magnetic field both in the center of the

detector as well as outside the magnet. Indeed the muon detectors are placed inside the return

yoke of the magnet. The solution was to make use of the superconductive technology.

2.2.1 The solenoid magnet

The CMS magnet is a superconducting solenoid of cylindrical shape: 12.9 m long with a diameter

of 5.9 m. It is able to produce a magnetic field of 3.8 T in the middle of the detector. This feature

make the CMS solenoid the biggest solenoid in the world. It is capable to produce an axial

magnetic field of 3.8T inside its volume [14]. The magnet is composed of a superconducting coil

housed in a vacuum tank and of a return yoke. Such an intense magnetic field has the function

to allow a good measure of the momentum of the charged particles until |⌘| = 2.4. Moreover the

high magnetic field does not allow low energy charged particles to reach the ECAL detector, and,

in some way, contribute to reduce the e↵ect of the pile-up. In particular, given the magnetic field

of 3.8 T , all particles with pT . 0.75 GeV do not reach the ECAL surface. The superconducting

coil is cooled down by liquid helium. It is supported by a steel structure that plays the role

of a return yoke and simultaneously host the muon chambers. The return yoke magnetic field

reaches ⇠ 2 T , and is used to reconstruct the muon track momentum in dedicated detectors.

Some of the most important operation parameters of the CMS solenoid are summarized in the

Tab. 2.2.

Magnet parameters

Magnetic field in the interaction point 3.8T (4T nominal)

Coil length 12.48 m

Stored energy 2.70 ⇥ 109 J

Circulating current 20000 A

Table 2.2: Main properties of the CMS solenoid.
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2.2.2 The CMS coordinate system

The coordinate system of CMS is chosen with the z axis in the direction of the tangent to the

ideal LHC circumference and the beam direction, with the y axis perpendicular to z one and

pointing to the center of the ring, and the x axis perpendicular to both z and y and directed

to the surface. Nevertheless, since the detector has a cylindrical geometry, it is more convenient

to use the coordinate system (r,�, ⌘). Where r is the distance from z (beam axis), � is the

azimuthal angle and ⌘ is the pseudorapidity, which is the ultra-relativistic approximation of the

rapidity and can be written as:

⌘ = � ln

✓
tan

✓

2

◆
(2.2)

where ✓ is the polar angle with respect the beam direction z. Using ⌘ instead of ✓ is justified

by the two reasons:

• the production of particles is flat in pseudorapidity

• the di↵erences of rapidity is invariant in a boost along z

A more detailed description of the CMS coordinate system can be found in [77]

2.3 The CMS subdetector

2.3.1 The tracking system

The tracker [14] [78] is the sub-detector nearest to the interaction point, positioned inside the

3.8 T magnetic field generated by the superconductive solenoid. At the LHC luminosity of 1034

cm�2s�1 there will be on average ⇠ 1000 particles from more that 20 overlapping proton-proton

interactions traversing the tracker for each bunch crossing (every 25�50 ns). Therefore a detector

featuring high granularity and fast response is required, such that trajectories can be identified

reliably and attributed to the correct vertex. Searching for dilepton resonances requires good

momentum resolution for transverse momenta (pT) of up to 1 TeV. At the same time, e�cient

reconstruction of tracks with very low pT of order 300 MeV is needed to obtain optimal jet

energy resolution with the particle flow reconstruction (see Section 3.1). In addition, the hard

radiation environment will also cause severe damage to the tracking system. The main challenge

in the design of the tracking system was to develop detector components able to operate in this

harsh environment for an expected lifetime of 10 years. These requirements, together with the

attempt to keep the amount of material minimal as to limit the particle interactions, lead to

a tracker design entirely based on silicon detector technology. The tracking system is further

divided into three main regions according to incident particle flux and to the distance to the

beam axis r.
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• The pixel detector: The pixel detector lies in the high flux region (⇠ 107neutrons

s�1, r ⇠ 10 cm) and is composed by 3 concentric layers positioned at distances r = 4.4

cm, r = 7.3 cm, r = 10.2 cm respectively from the interaction point (red modulus in

Fig.2.5). Each barrel layer is 53 cm long. This region is complemented by two endcaps

made of two disks positioned respectively at |z| = 34.5 cm and |z| = 46.5 cm from the

interaction point and having a 6 cm < r < 15 cm radius. These elements, made of silicon

pixel detectors with dimensions: 100 µm ⇥ 150 µm ⇥ 250 µm, compose the inner pixel

detector. This region of the tracking system allows the detection from two to three hits

per track inside the geometrical region |⌘| < 2.2 for particles coming from a region inside

2�z from the interaction point (�z represents the bunch longitudinal dimension at the

interaction point).

3

2 The CMS tracker
The CMS collaboration uses a right-handed coordinate system, with the origin at the centre
of the detector, the x-axis pointing to the centre of the LHC ring, the y-axis pointing up (per-
pendicular to the plane of the LHC ring), and with the z-axis along the anticlockwise-beam
direction. The polar angle � is defined relative to the positive z-axis and the azimuthal an-
gle � is defined relative to the x-axis in the x-y plane. Particle pseudorapidity � is defined as
� ln[tan(�/2)].

The CMS tracker [5] occupies a cylindrical volume 5.8 m in length and 2.5 m in diameter, with
its axis closely aligned to the LHC beam line. The tracker is immersed in a co-axial magnetic
field of 3.8 T provided by the CMS solenoid. A schematic drawing of the CMS tracker is shown
in Fig. 1. The tracker comprises a large silicon strip tracker with a small silicon pixel tracker
inside it. In the central pseudorapidity region, the pixel tracker consists of three co-axial barrel
layers at radii between 4.4 cm and 10.2 cm and the strip tracker consists of ten co-axial barrel
layers extending outwards to a radius of 110 cm. Both subdetectors are completed by endcaps
on either side of the barrel, each consisting of two disks in the pixel tracker, and three small
plus nine large disks in the strip tracker. The endcaps extend the acceptance of the tracker up
to a pseudorapidity of |�| < 2.5.
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Figure 1: Schematic cross section through the CMS tracker in the r-z plane. In this view, the
tracker is symmetric about the horizontal line r = 0, so only the top half is shown here. The
centre of the tracker, corresponding to the approximate position of the pp collision point, is
indicated by a star. Green dashed lines help the reader understand which modules belong to
each of the named tracker subsystems. Strip tracker modules that provide 2-D hits are shown
by thin, black lines, while those permitting the reconstruction of hit positions in 3-D are shown
by thick, blue lines. The latter actually each consist of two back-to-back strip modules, in which
one module is rotated through a ‘stereo’ angle. The pixel modules, shown by the red lines, also
provide 3-D hits. Within a given layer, each module is shifted slightly in r or z with respect to its
neighbouring modules, which allows them to overlap, thereby avoiding gaps in the acceptance.

The pixel detector consists of cylindrical barrel layers at radii of 4.4, 7.3 and 10.2 cm, and two
pairs of endcap disks at z = ±34.5 and ±46.5 cm. It provides three-dimensional (3-D) position
measurements of the hits arising from the interaction of charged particles with its sensors. The
hit position resolution is approximately 10 µm in the transverse coordinate and 20–40 µm in

Figure 2.5: Schematic cross section through the CMS tracker in the r-z plane. In this view, the tracker

is symmetric about the horizontal line r = 0, so only the top half is shown here. The centre of the tracker,

corresponding to the approximate position of the pp collision point, is indicated by a star [14].

• The inner tracker: The inner tracker is positioned in the medium flux region (20 cm

< r < 55 cm) and it is composed by silicon microstrip detectors with dimensions: 10

cm ⇥ 80 µm ⇥ 300 µm. They are organized in 4 barrel layers (the most inner two are

double-faced. All the barrel layer are named TIB in Fig.2.5.) and in 3 endcap for each

side (TID+ and TID- in Fig.2.5).

• The outer tracker: The outer tracker detector is positioned in the low flux region and

it compounds also by silicon microstrip detectors of dimensions 25 cm ⇥80 µm ⇥500 µm.

They are organized in 6 barrel concentric layers (TOB in Fig.2.5) and in 9-layer endcap

for each side (TEC+ and TEC- in Fig.2.5).
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Particle interaction with tracker material

The ensemble of tracker detectors represents a non negligible quantity of material budget if

one considers not only the active volume of the sensors but also the read-out electronic, the

electronic supplies, the cables that provide the data information flux with the outside, the

mechanical support and cooling. In Fig. 2.6 the material budget as a function of |⌘| is shown:

the contribution coming from each single tracker subsystem (also the beam pipe) is detailed

in units of radiation length, in Fig.2.6 (Left), as well in units of nuclear interaction length, in

Fig.2.6 (Right). The particles interact with the material, loosing, as consequence, a fraction of

their energy through Bremsstrahlung radiation, photon conversion and nuclear interaction [79].
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Figure 2.6: Simulation of the tracker material budget (in addition also the beam pipe is material budget

is shown) coming from the di↵erent tracker subsystem and expressed in units of radiation length (Left)

as well in units of nuclear interaction length (Right) [80].

Tracker performance

The CMS silicon tracker has been designed to provide precise hit measurements in order to allow

for very e�cient tracking and vertex reconstruction in the dense environment of the proton-

proton interactions at the LHC. Here performance results of the pixel and strip trackers are

summarized. The results are obtained with proton-proton collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV [80].

Resolution: The hit resolution in the pixel and strip barrel sensors has been studied by

measuring residuals, defined as the di↵erence between the measured and the expected hit position

as predicted by the fitted track [80]. One can then translate the width of the residual distribution

into the intrinsic resolution after unfolding it from the beam width [80]. The obtained result

for the resolution of the transverse coordinate, for track with pT > 12 GeV/c is 10.4 µm. The
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resolution in the longitudinal direction depends on the angle between the track and the sensor. In

the strip tracker the resolution in the barrel is measured using hits on tracks passing overlapping

modules. The di↵erence between the measured and expected (from the track) hit position are

compared. The width of this di↵erence is a measure of the hit resolution [80]. The measured

values range between 14 µm (for a 80 µm sensor pitch) and 36 µm (for a 83 µm pitch).

E�ciency: The hit finding e�ciency in the pixel detector is measured by using well recon-

structed, isolated tracks with a pT > 1 GeV/c, originating from the primary vertex. The hit

e�ciency is calculated from the present and missing hits on and near the track (within 0.5 mm

of the predicted position). The average hit e�ciency is measured to be > 99%. In case of the

strip tracker the hit finding e�ciency is measured using tracks reconstructed with at least eight

hits and not passing near the sensors edges. The average hit finding e�ciency is measured to

be 99.7% [80].

Tracking and Vertexing Performance

Once the tracks are reconstructed with the approach described in the next Chapter 3, the vertices

can be reconstructed as follows:

1. selection of the tracks to be used;

2. clustering of the tracks, i.e. decide the tracks which originate from the same interaction

vertex;

3. fit of the position of each vertex using its associated tracks.

The estimation of the resolution in the main muons track parameters, the transverse (d0) and

longitudinal (Z0) impact parameter and the track transverse momentum (pT), as function of the

reconstructed muon pT, is performed using simulation and it is illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

The measured e�ciency and resolution of the primary vertex reconstruction are shown in

Fig. 2.8 where it can be seen that as soon as there are three tracks, the vertex reconstruction

e�ciency is about 99.8%.

2.3.2 The electromagnetic calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) [81] measures the energy of electrons and photons.

The energy resolution of photons and electrons constitutes a crucial aspect for many physics

analysis. In particular for the analysis searching for the Higgs boson in the H ! �� channel

or in the H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` (with 2 or 4 electrons in the final state). In this context, the energy

resolution for the di-photons and di-electron invariant mass should be of the order of ⇠ 1%

at 100GeV [14]. In addition, since ECAL is positioned inside the solenoidal magnetic field,

the geometrical constraints force it to be very compact. ECAL is an homogeneous calorimeter,
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Figure 15: Resolution, as a function of pT, in the five track parameters for single, isolated muons
in the barrel, transition, and endcap regions, defined by � intervals of 0–0.9, 0.9–1.4 and 1.4–
2.5, respectively. From top to bottom and left to right: transverse and longitudinal impact
parameters, �, cot � and pT. For each bin in pT, the solid (open) symbols correspond to the
half-width for 68% (90%) intervals centered on the mode of the distribution in residuals, as
described in the text.
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Figure 2.7: Resolution, as a function of pT, of the transverse (upper left) and longitudinal (upper right)

track parameter as well as transverse momentum resolution (bottom) for single, isolated muons in the

barrel, transition, and endcap regions, defined by ⌘ intervals of [0, 0.9], [0.9, 1.4] and [1.4, 2.5], respectively

[80].

composed by 75848 lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals, 61200 of which are in the barrel and the

others in the two endcaps. The ECAL geometrical coverage extends up to |⌘| = 3. Each crystal

is a scintillator, and the choice of the PbWO4 as scintillator material was guided mainly by the

following needs [81]:

• longitudinal containment of electromagnetic showers: PbWO4 density is approximately

8.28 g/cm3 and its radiation length is X0 = 0.89 cm [81]
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Figure 23: Primary-vertex reconstruction efficiency as a function of the number of tracks in a
cluster, measured in minimum-bias data and in MC simulation.

tracks, where the efficiency is expected to be lowest. The sets of tag and probe tracks are
then clustered and fitted independently to extract the vertex reconstruction efficiency. While
each event is not entirely reclustered, the contribution to the efficiency from such clustering
is not neglected, as the possibility still remains that a new cluster, using the reduced set of
tracks following splitting, will not be formed. The effect of pileup on the measurement of the
vertexing efficiency has been checked in simulation, and found to be small.

The efficiency is calculated based on the number of times the probe vertex is reconstructed and
matched to the original vertex, given that the tag vertex is reconstructed and matched to the
original vertex. A tag or probe vertex is considered to be matched to the original vertex if the
tag or probe vertex position in z is within 5� from the original vertex. The value of � here is
chosen to be the larger of the uncertainty in the fit to a vertex for the tag or probe tracks and
the uncertainty in the original vertex.

Figure 23 shows the efficiency of the primary-vertex reconstruction as a function of the number
of tracks clustered in z. The results are obtained using the splitting method described above,
applied to both minimum-bias data and to MC simulation, and show agreement between the
two samples. The primary-vertex efficiency is estimated to be close to 100% when more than
two tracks are used to reconstruct the vertex. The effect of pileup on the efficiency is checked
using simulated minimum-bias events, with and without added pileup, and the loss of effi-
ciency is found to be < 0.1% for the pileup with a mean value of 8.

6.2 Track and vertex reconstruction with the pixel detector

CMS has an independent reconstruction of tracks and primary vertices based purely on pixel
hits. The pixel track reconstruction is extremely fast, because only three tracker layers are used,
and the low occupancy and high 3-D spatial resolution of the pixel detector make it ideally
suited to track finding. Such reconstructed pixel tracks and primary vertices can be found
extremely fast, hence making them valuable tools for the HLT.

Pixel tracks are formed in the same fashion as the pixel triplets, described in Section 4.1, requir-
ing pT > 0.9 GeV. Vertex finding using pixel tracks provides a simple and efficient method for
measuring the position of the primary vertex. The clustering of tracks is performed using a gap
clustering algorithm, with vertex candidates having at least two tracks fitted using an adaptive
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each event to have a reconstructed jet with transverse energy ET > 20 GeV. The tracks in these
events have significantly higher mean pT, resulting in higher resolution in the track impact
parameter and consequently better vertex resolution. For minimum-bias events, the resolutions
in x and z are, respectively, less than 20 µm and 25 µm, for primary vertices reconstructed using
at least 50 tracks. The resolution is better for the jet-enriched sample across the full range of
the number of tracks used to fit the vertex, approaching 10 µm in x and 12 µm in z for primary
vertices using at least 50 tracks. The primary-vertex resolution for the minimum-bias data
from pp collisions has also been compared with simulated minimum-bias events (PYTHIA 6,
Tune Z2 [54]), and found to be in excellent agreement.
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Figure 22: Primary-vertex resolution in x (left) and in z (right) as a function of the number of
tracks at the fitted vertex, for two kinds of events with different average track pT values (see
text).

The difference between the measured vertex positions, divided by the sum of the contributions
to the uncertainty from the fit, taken in quadrature, is referred to as the “pull.” The standard
deviation of the Gaussian function fitted to the pull distribution is roughly independent of the
number of tracks at the vertex and is found to be approximately 0.93 in data and 0.90 in simu-
lation, indicating that the position uncertainty from the fit to a vertex is slightly overestimated
for both. This is consistent with the slightly overestimated track uncertainties observed in MC
studies.

6.1.2 Efficiency of primary-vertex reconstruction

Given an input set of reconstructed tracks, the primary-vertex reconstruction efficiency is eval-
uated based on how often a vertex is reconstructed successfully and its position found con-
sistent with the true value. Neither the tracking efficiency nor the probability to produce a
minimal number of charged particles in a minimum-bias interaction is considered in the ex-
traction of the efficiency for reconstruction of the vertex.

Just as in the measurement of the resolution, the efficiency for primary-vertex reconstruction
depends strongly on the number of tracks in the cluster. The same splitting method described
in the previous section can be used to also extract the reconstruction efficiency as a function
of the number of tracks in the vertex cluster. In this implementation of the method, the tracks
used at the vertex are sorted first in descending order of pT and then split into two different
sets, such that two-thirds (one-third) of the tracks are randomly assigned as tag (probe) tracks.
The asymmetric splitting is used to increase the number of vertices with a small number of

Figure 2.8: Vertex reconstruction e�ciency in data and simulated events (Left). Vertex resolution for

clean (MinBias) and Jet (pT > 20GeV) enriched event (Right) plotted as a function of the number of

tracks used in the vertex reconstruction [80].

Figure 2.9: Slice of the electromagnetic calorimeter - ECAL [81]

• transversal containment of electromagnetic shower: PbWO4 has got low values of Moliere

radius RM = 21.9 mm; [81]

• fast response: approximately 80% of the total scintillation light is emitted in less than 25

ns
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• high resistance to radiations

The ECAL crystal layout follows a pseudo-projective geometry: the crystal points toward the

center of the detector (that is also the nominal interaction point) with an additional angle

of 3� (in the endcap this angle may vary between 2� and 8�). This arrangement allows the

measurement of the energy of photons and electron coming from the interaction point avoiding

that the particles could end up in inactive regions between the crystals. The ECAL barrel covers

a region |⌘| < 1.479 and has an inner radius of 129 cm. It is structured in 36 supermodules (in

Fig. 2.10 it is the crystals which are in blue), each one containing 1700 crystals and covering an

angle of � = 20�. Each supermodule is subdivided along ⌘ in four modules that, are composed

by di↵erent submodules, each one made of a group of 5 ⇥ 2 crystals. The barrel crystals show

a frontal section of 22 ⇥ 22 mm2 and have got a length of 220 mm, corresponding to ⇠ 25.8X0

[81]. The barrel granularity in the ⌘ � � plan is of 0.0175 ⇥ 0.0175. The endcaps (highlighted

in grey in Fig. 2.10) cover the region 1.48 < |⌘| < 3.0 and allow precision measurements up to

|⌘| < 2.5. The endcap crystals have dimensions 28.6 ⇥ 28.6 ⇥ 220 mm3 and are structured in

groups of 5 ⇥ 5 units, named supercrystal.

Figure 2.10: Slice of the electromagnetic calorimeter - ECAL [81]

The preshower detector (highlighted in red in Fig. 2.10 ) is a system of solid state detectors

placed in front of the ECAL endcaps: the main purpose of the preshower is the prompt photon

⇡0 disambiguation in the region 1.653 < |⌘| < 2.6. This could be of capital importance to obtain

a correct isolation for photon coming from ⇡0 ! ��. The active elements of the preshower

are two layers of silicon strips detectors lying between lead discs which are 2X0 and 1X0 thick

respectively. The dimensions of the strips are 5 cm ⇥ 1.2 mm and they are positioned in two

orthogonal orientation in the two layers.
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ECAL calibration

The calibration is a technical challenge for the operation of CMS ECAL. In fact many small

e↵ects need to be taken into consideration as the level of precision of a few per mille is sought

[81]. The energy calibration must deal with both absolute energy scale and a channel-to-channel

intercalibration. The essential issue are the energy response uniformity over the whole ECAL

subdetector and in time. In this way, showers in di↵erent ECAL positions, at di↵erent times,

could be accurately compared to each other. The main source of channel-to-channel response

variation in the barrel is the crystal-to-crystal variation of scintillation light (⇡ 8% within

supermodules and ⇡ 15% in all barrel [82]). The final goal is to achieve the most accurate

energy measurements for electrons and photons. In order to take into account conversions

and bremsstrahlung radiation in the tracker material it has been very important to perform

calibration with real data. The ECAL inter-calibration is carried out combining several methods

[83]. The absolute ECAL calibration is obtained with Z ! e+e� events and Z ! µ+µ�� events

[82].

The laser-monitoring system

The ECAL PbWO4 crystals feature a rapid loss of optical transmission under irradiation due

to the production of colour centres which absorb a fraction of the transmitted light [84]. In

the di↵erent LHC working condition, the result is a cyclic transparency behaviour between LHC

collision run and machine refills [14]. The magnitude of the induced transparency change is dose-

rate dependent (from 1% in the barrel at low luminosity to 30% in endcap at high luminosity

[14]) and lead to unacceptably degraded performance. The evolution of crystal transparency

is monitored using laser pulses injected into the crystals via optical fibres. Because of the

di↵erent optical paths and spectra of the laser pulses and the scintillation light, the change of

the transparency cause a change in the response to the laser light which is not necessary equal

to the change in response to scintillation light. The relationship between the variations can be

expressed by the following empirical power low:

S (t)

S (t0)
=


R (t)

R (t)

�↵

(2.3)

where S (t) represent the response to scintillation light, R (t) is the response to the laser pulses

and ↵ is a parameter characteristic of the crystal. The test-beam value of ↵ is 1.52 [14]. The

relationship expressed in Eq. 2.3 is valid in the barrel both for low and high luminosity. The

relative response to laser light measured by ECAL is illustrated in Fig.2.11.

Energy Resolution

The ECAL energy resolution has been parametrized as:
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Figure 2.11: Relative response to laser light (440 nm) measured by the ECAL laser monitoring system,

averaged over all crystals in bins of pseudorapidity, for the 2011 and 2012 data taking periods [85].

where the parameters S, N and C are respectively the stochastic term, the noise term and the

constant term.

• Stochastic term: There are three main contribution to the stochastic term:

1. event-to-event fluctuations in the lateral shower containment, expected to be 1.5 ÷
2.0%

2. photostatistics contribution of 2.1%

3. fluctuations in the energy deposited in the preshower absorber (where present) with

respect to what is measured in the preshower silicon detector

• Noise term: There are two contributions to the noise term:

1. electronic noise and digitization noise ⇡ 40 MeV/channel

2. Pile-Up noise

• Constant term: The most important contribution to the constant term are:

1. non-uniformity of the longitudinal light collection (a↵ecting high energy particles)
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2. intercalibration errors

3. rear leakage of showers

Taking into account all contribution, the fit to the energy resolution performed during the test

beam with the parametric function reported in Eq. 2.4 yield the following values for each

contributions in the barrel [86]

⇣ �
E

⌘2
=

✓
2.8%p

E

◆2

+

✓
0.12%

E

◆2

+ (0.30%)2 (2.5)

In the 7TeV data, the calibration of the absolute energy is determined from Z ! e+e�

decays to a precision of 0.4% in the barrel and 0.8% in the endcaps [87].

2.3.3 The hadron calorimeter

� Barrel    (HB)     0<|�|<1.3
� Endcap (HE)     1.3<|�|<3.0
� Forward (HF)     3.0<|�|<5.2
� Outer barrel (HO)

R=1.777m

R=2.8765m

z=11.2m
z�4m

HCAL

Figure 2.12: Longitudinal size of HCAL detector

The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL), positioned behind the ECAL, measures the energy de-

posited through hadronic interactions. In practice, it is the instrument used to measure the

energy of hadrons. It is a sampling calorimeter and is made of di↵erent layers of brass alter-

nated with plastic scintillator [88][14]. The HCAL consists of 4 main regions (Fig. 2.12):

- Barrel Detector (HB) (|⌘| < 1.3) - 1.806 m 6 r 6 2.950 m - cylindrical geometry

- Endcap Detector (HE) (1.3 < |⌘| < 3.0) - disk-shaped geometry
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- Outer Detector (HO) (|⌘| < 1.3) 3.82 m (1� layer) 6 r 6 4.07 m (2� layer) - cylindrical

geometry

- Forward Detector (HF) (3.0 < |⌘| < 5.2) - cylindrical geometry

The barrel is divided into 2 halves barrel each one consisting of 18 identical azimuthal wedges.

A cross section of a wedge is reported in Fig. 2.13. Each wedge is segmented into 4 azimuthal

angle (�) sectors. Wedges are composed by brass absorber plates, combined in a staggered

geometry. All this system of substructures have the purpose to minimize the dead material

in the transverse direction. The absorbing material is made of brass plates with a density of

8.53g/cm3, and a radiation length of �l = 16.42cm [14]. The active medium consists exactly in

17 layers of 9 mm plastic scintillators [89] Bicron BC408 and 3.7 mm Kuraray SCSN81. The

scintillation light is carried along WaveLenght Shifters (WLS) to HPD’s (Hibryd Photodiode)

that perform the readout of the signal [89]. As shown in Fig. 2.12, the HCAL coverage is extended
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Figure 2.13: Cross size of an HCAL wedge

up to |⌘| = 5 by two forward calorimeters, capable to measure the electromagnetic and hadronic

part of the showers initiated by interacting particles, to enable identification and reconstruction

of very forward jets and improve the measurement of the missing transverse energy /ET . The

forward hadronic calorimeter exploits the Cherenkov e↵ect to detect particle. This kind of

detector allows also a basic disambiguation between electromagnetic and hadron showers [89].

The most stringent requirement for the HF is the resistance to high fluence (1011 cm�2s�1) and

to high absorbed radiation dose (100 Mrad/year). Another important goal of the HCAL is to

minimize the non-Gaussian tails in the energy resolution. For these reasons HCAL design has

to maximise the material inside the magnet in terms of radiation length. Nevertheless, in the

barrel region, the radiation length allowed by the geometrical constraint is approximately 8 �I

(ECAL+HCAL) [89], and this could be limiting in completely absorbing an hadronic shower

started by very energetic particles or by particles that interact in the middle of the calorimeter.

In order to correct this deficiency an additional layer of HCAL is positioned outside the coil:
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the Outer Hadronic (OH) calorimeter. The design of this subdetector is very simple, in fact it is

composed by sheets of scintillator material arranged in a cylindrical geometry with 12 identical

�-sectors. The dimensions and the position of OH is constrained by the muon system. In the

end, the outer calorimeter improves the jet energy resolution acting as tail catcher in a way that

is possible to see in graph reported in Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 10: Energy resolution as a function of incident ⇡+ energy at ⌘ = 0 for measurements with and without the
outer hadron calorimeter.

Incident Energy Without HO With HO
(GeV) Mean (GeV) � (GeV) Mean (GeV) � (GeV)
10 8.12 2.42 8.16 2.42
20 17.50 3.87 17.65 3.83
40 37.49 6.82 38.10 6.49
70 67.69 10.33 69.41 10.33
100 96.82 15.08 99.94 12.21
200 201.0 29.2 209.1 21.5
300 298.6 40.6 310.3 30.0

Table 2: Mean and RMS of measured energy without and with the outer hadron calorimeter for pions with different
incident energies at ⌘ = 0.0
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Figure 11: Fraction of events with measured energy 3 ·� below the mean value as a function of incident energy for
pions at (a) ⌘ = 0.0 and (b) ⌘ = 0.8. The measurements with and without the outer hadron calorimeter are shown
separately.

8

Figure 2.14: Hadron calorimeter jet energy resolution without and with outer detector.

According to the test-beam results, the expected energy resolution for single pions interacting

in the central part of the calorimeter is:

�E

E
=

94%p
E

� 4.5% (2.6)

where the energy is measured in GeV.

The jet energy resolution are further improved by using a Particle Flow technique, as explained

further in Chapter 3.1. For this reason the jets and the /ET are by default reconstructed by the

Particle Flow algorithm.

2.3.4 The muon system

In the CMS detector, the particles produced in the interaction are stopped in the calorimeters,

except the muons (and the neutrinos). The muons constitute a pure signal without particular

physics background contamination. The muons play a major role in di↵erent research channels

(H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4µ(2e2µ), H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h, b physics,...). This is one of the main reason to develop

a muon detector with the maximal ⌘ coverage. The return yoke houses the muon system, the

outermost subdetectors, composed of various detectors, arranged according to four concentric

layers hosted in special compartments of the detector structure. The main goals of the muon
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Figure 2.15: View in the plane (y, z) of a fourth of the muon detector system of CMS. The barrel region

extends up to |⌘| < 1.2 while the endcaps extend the detector coverage up to |⌘| < 2.4. Three di↵erent

types of detectors are used to detect the passage of a muon: the drift tubes (DT, in green), the cathode

strip chambers (CSC, in blue) and the resistive plate chambers (RPC, in red).

detectors are the triggering and the identification of muons and a precise measurements of their

momenta, with the help of the tracking system.

The muon detector is organised in a central part (the barrel) that covers a pseudorapidity

region |⌘| < 1.2 and two endcaps that extend the pseudorapidity coverage until |⌘| < 2.4. In

Fig. 2.15 the muon detectors system of CMS is shown in a (y, z) view. The barrel contains

four concentric layers made of 250 muon chambers. These layers are further divided in 5 rings

along the z axis of CMS: each ring contains 12 sectors covering 30� in �. These sectors are

equipped by drift tube detectors (DT) allowing the measurement of the (r,�) position and the

z one of the crossing muon. The endcaps cover a region where the activity, in term of particles

crossing the surface unit per second, is higher than in the barrel and the magnetic field is

not uniform (because of the bending of the magnetic flux lines from the center of the solenoid

towards the return yoke). Each endcap contains 468 cathode strip chambers (CSC) detectors.

These chambers are perpendicular to the beam axis and provide an excellent spatial resolution

and are able to make precision measurement of the (r,�) and ⌘ position of the crossing muon.
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These detectors, thanks to their good timing and a finer granularity with respect to DT are

suited to handle the higher activity in this region of the detector. A complementary set of

subdetectors is placed in the barrel and in endcaps regions: the resistive plate chambers (RPC).

They are arranged in 6 di↵erent layers in the barrel and in 3 layers in each endcap. Thanks to

their excellent timing they are used as timing reference for the muon reconstruction and for the

trigger. The large muon detector surface, with several layer of measurements, their redundancy

and the combination with the tracker results in excellent muon reconstruction performance.

Muon momentum resolution

The resolution of the muon transverse momentum obtained using only the muon detectors, only

the tracker and a combination of the tracker and muon detectors is shown in Fig.2.16. For

a transverse momentum lower then 100 GeV the measure is dominated by the central tracker

measurement. However, for muons with an higher transverse momentum, the most precise

measurement comes from the muon detectors.
88 2.2. Le détecteur CMS

(a) 0 < |÷| < 0,8 (b) 1,2 < |÷| < 2,4

Fig. 2.19: Résolution de l’impulsion transverse des muons, mesurée avec le détecteur
de muons seul (courbe noire), le trajectomètre seul (courbe bleue), la combinaison
des deux (courbe rouge). La figure de gauche (resp. droite) montre la performance
dans le tonneau (resp. dans les bouchons).

complète constitue le facteur limitant du système de déclenchement. Cependant, le
HLT sélectionne jusqu’à 600 évènements par seconde supplémentaires, et stocke ces
données non prioritaires pour une reconstruction qui débutera après le traitement
du flux de données principal.

Premier niveau de déclenchement

Le premier niveau de déclenchement utilise les informations en provenance des
calorimètres et du détecteur de muons. La figure 2.20 résume l’architecture du L1 ;
deux sous-systèmes fonctionnent en parallèle : le déclenchement calorimétrique et le
déclenchement sur les muons.

Le principe de base du L1 consiste à produire des candidats L1 électromagné-
tiques (L1 EG), muoniques (L1 Mu), jets (L1 Jets) et · (L1 Tau), assortis d’in-
formations de base telle qu’une mesure de leur énergie transverse et des variables
d’isolation. D’autre part, des quantités globales sont également mesurées dès le L1 :
l’énergie transverse totale dans le ECAL, dans le HCAL, et l’énergie transverse

Figure 2.16: Transverse momentum (pT) resolution for muons detected in the barrel region (Left) and

in the endcaps region (Right). The di↵erent lines indicates the di↵erent detectors used to measure the

muon pT: only the tracker (dashed blue line), only the muon detectors (dashed black line) a combination

of the tracker and the muon detectors (red line) [90].
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2.3.5 The trigger system

The event trigger represents the first step of a physics analysis. The trigger, indeed, defines

the nature of the objects and the events recorded, and defines also the phase-space available to

study any final state. The search for rare signals at the LHC need both a high collision rate

(delivered by the machine) and a very e�cient and very fast online selection of the interesting

events. At the nominal LHC luminosity, the expected event rate, limited by the crossing rate, is

about 20 MHz. Given a typical raw event size of O(1) MB, it is not possible to store all collision

events. In fact, the event rate is largely dominated by soft pp interactions (see Fig. 2.17), which

are not interesting for the CMS Physics program. Therefore, a trigger system [91] has been

devised with the purpose of providing a large rate reduction factor, whilst maintaining a high

e�ciency on potentially useful events. The total output rate is reduced by about five order of

magnitudes to O(100) Hz thanks to a two-level system: a Level-1 (L1) Trigger, which consists

of custom-designed, largely programmable electronics, and a High-Level Trigger (HLT), which is

a software system implemented in a farm of about one thousand commercial processors. These

two levels are briefly described in the next of this section.

Figure 2.17: Proton-(anti)proton cross section as function of the centre of mass energy [92].

The Level-1 trigger

The L1 trigger reduces the rate of selected events down to O(100) kHz. The full data are stored

in pipelined-memories of processing elements, while waiting for the trigger decision. The allowed
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trigger latency, between a given bunch crossing and the distribution of the trigger decision to the

detector front-end electronics, is 3.2 µs [91][14]. If the L1 accepts the event, the data are moved

to be processed by the High Level Trigger. To deal with the LHC high bunch crossing rate,

the L1 trigger has to take a decision in a time too short to read data from the whole detector,

therefore it employs the calorimetric and muons informations only, since the tracker algorithms

are too slow for this purpose. The L1 trigger is organized into a calorimeter and a muon trigger,

whose information is transferred to the global trigger which takes the accept-reject decision.

The basic purpose of the L1 trigger is to produce electromagnetic candidate (L1-EG), muon

candidate (L1-Mu), jet candidate (L1 Jet) and tau candidate (L1 Tau) together with a measure

of their transverse energy and isolation variables. In addition, global quantities are measured at

L1 trigger level such as the /ET and the total transverse energy deposited in ECAL and HCAL.

The calorimeter trigger is based on the trigger towers (TT) read-out: arrays of 5 ⇥ 5 crystals in

ECAL which match the granularity of the HCAL towers [14]. During the LHC Run 1 the L1

decisions were taken in three step. Firstly, the trigger primitive were identified starting from

the TT. Then the trigger towers were grouped in calorimetric regions (RCT) of 4 ⇥ 4 TT. The

calorimeter trigger identifies the best four candidates of each of the following classes: electrons

and photons, central jets, forward jets and ⌧jets, identified from the shape of the deposited

energy. The information of these objects is passed to the global trigger (GT), together with

the measured /ET . The muon trigger is performed separately for each muon detector. The

information is then merged and the best four muon candidates are transferred to the global

trigger, which takes the accept-reject decision exploiting both the characteristic of the single

objects and their combination. The scheme of the Run 1 L1 trigger logic adopted by CMS is

represented in Fig. 2.18.
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Figure 2.18: The CMS Level-1 trigger architecture adopted during the LHC Run 1 data-taking period.

The calorimeters and the muon detector constitute two parallel selection chains. Each subdetector provides

the 4 best candidate and pass them to the Global Muon/Calorimeter Trigger. In a last step the candidates

selected by the calorimeters and muon detector chain were merged in the Global Trigger to take the final

decision to accept or reject the event.

L1-⌧ calorimeter trigger

For the purpose of this thesis, more details on the Level 1 jet and ⌧ trigger algorithms used

during the LHC Run 1 are provided. The jet trigger uses the transverse energy (ET) sum found

in ECAL and HCAL computed in a calorimeter region. A calorimeter region is a set of 4 ⇥ 4

trigger towers and a trigger tower is defined as the output of 5 ⇥ 5 ECAL crystals and the

corresponding HCAL output in the same ⌘�� area. The dimension of the trigger towers varies

in function of the ⌘, as illustrated in Fig.2.19.
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Figure 2.19: A schematic view of the tower mapping of the CMS calorimeters in r-z plane.

The jet trigger uses a 3 ⇥ 3 calorimeter region sliding window technique which spans the

complete (⌘,�) coverage of the CMS calorimeters. The ET deposits in the central region is

required to be higher than the 8 neighbour regions (see Fig. 2.20). The jets candidates are

labelled by (⌘,�) of the central calorimeter region. Jets in the forward and backward HF

calorimeters are sorted and counted separately to prevent more background susceptible high ⌘

region from masking central jets [91].

Figure 2.20: Scheme of the CMS Level-1 jet and ⌧ trigger algorithm.

The Level 1 ⌧ trigger exploits a generic jet trigger based only on the calorimetric information

[91]. A loose isolation criteria is applied requiring active tower patterns to be made of neighbour

towers as shown in Fig. 2.20 and called ⌧ -veto. For each calorimeter region a ⌧ -veto bit is set
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ON if there are more than two active ECAL or HCAL towers in the 4 ⇥ 4 region whose shape

is identified as one of those illustrated in Fig. 2.20. A jet is defined as ⌧ -like if none of the 9

calorimeter region ⌧ -veto bit is on. The desired rate at the Level 1 is reached with a further cut

on the calorimetric energy requiring a transverse energy greater than 92GeV for one ⌧ jet and

64 GeV for two jets. The reconstructed jets that are not identified as ⌧ ’s are labelled as central

jets. The four highest energy central and forward jets, and central ⌧s in the calorimeter are

selected. Jet and ⌧ ’s showing up in a calorimeter region where an electron is identified are not

considered.

In order to decrease the ET threshold keeping a good e�ciency and an acceptable rate, a

logic OR has been made between the ⌧ and jet trigger. The performance in term of the turn on

curves obtained during the Run 1 are illustrated in Fig. 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Turn on curves for the L1 ⌧ algorithm (Left) and the L1 ⌧ algorithm in logic OR with

the jet one.

The Level 1 ⌧ trigger shows an intrinsic limitation of its e�ciency (60% at plateau) due to

the ⌧ veto shapes. Using the L1 ⌧ algorithm combined with the jet one, the e�ciency is restored

to 100%.

The High-Level Trigger

The HLT reduces the output rate down to O(100) Hz [14]. The idea of the HLT software is the

regional reconstruction on demand, that is only the objects in the useful regions are reconstructed

and the uninteresting events are rejected as soon as possible. This leads to the development of

three virtual trigger levels: at the first level only the full information of the muon system and

of the calorimeters is used, in the second level the information of the tracker pixels is added

and in the third and final level the full event information is available. The use of a processor

farm for all selections beyond Level-1 allows maximal benefit to be taken from the evolution of
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computing technology. Flexibility is maximized since there is complete freedom in the selection

of the data to access, as well as in the sophistication of the algorithms, usually referred to as

HLT paths.

CMS performance during LHC Run 1

The CMS experiment has recorded 24.6 fb�1 of integrated luminosity during the whole LHC

Run 1 data taking period. In particular, 4.9 fb�1 have been recorded during 2011 with a collision

energy of
p

s = 7 TeV and 19.7 fb�1 have been recorded during 2012 with
p

s = 8 TeV. From

Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 it is possible to observe respectively the total integrated luminosity

recorded by CMS during the Run 1 and the peak instantaneous luminosity recorded per day.

Figure 2.22: The total integrated luminosity recorded by the CMS experiment during the whole LHC

Run 1 data taking period [93].
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Figure 2.23: The peak instantaneous luminosity per day recorded by the CMS experiment during the

whole LHC Run 1 data taking period [93].

2.4 Data Organization: The CMS Data Hierarchy

CMS Data is organised into a hierarchy of data tiers. Each physics event is written into each

data tier, where the tiers each contain di↵erent levels of information about the event. The three

main data type written in CMS are:

1. RAW: Contains all the information from the detector. This kind of data are not useful

for analysis;

2. RECO: Is the result of the first-pass processing of the raw data. At this level of recon-

struction, the events remain too much ”heavy”;

3. AOD: Is a ”pruned” version of the RECO data. This kind of data are used for most

analysis.

RECO data contains objects from all stages of reconstruction. AOD data are derived from the RECO
information to provide data for physics analyses in a convenient, compact format. Typically, physics analyses
don't require you to rerun the reconstruction process on the data. Most physics analyses can run on AOD data.

RECO

RECO is the name of the data-tier which contains objects created by the event reconstruction program. It is
derived from RAW data and provides access to reconstructed physics objects for physics analysis in a
convenient format. Event reconstruction is structured in several hierarchical steps:

Detector-specific processing: Starting from detector data unpacking and decoding, detector calibration
constants are applied and cluster or hit objects are reconstructed.

1. 

Tracking: Hits in the silicon and muon detectors are used to reconstruct global tracks. Pattern
recognition in the tracker is the most CPU-intensive task.

2. 

Vertexing: Reconstructs primary and secondary vertex candidates.3. 
Particle identification: Produces the objects most associated with physics analyses. Using a wide
variety of sophisticated algorithms, standard physics object candidates are created (electrons, photons,
muons, missing transverse energy and jets; heavy-quarks, tau decay).

4. 

The normal completion of the reconstruction task will result in a full set of these reconstructed objects usable
by CMS physicists in their analyses. You would only need to rerun these algorithms if your analysis requires
you to take account of such things as trial calibrations, novel algorithms etc.

Reconstruction is expensive in terms of CPU and is dominated by tracking. The RECO data-tier will provide
compact information for analysis to avoid the necessity to access the RAW data for most analysis. Following
the hierarchy of event reconstruction, RECO will contain objects from all stages of reconstruction. At the
lowest level it will be reconstructed hits, clusters and segments. Based on these objects reconstructed tracks
and vertices are stored. At the highest level reconstructed jets, muons, electrons, b-jets, etc. are stored. A
direct reference from high-level objects to low-level objects will be possible, to avoid duplication of
information. In addition the RECO format will preserve links to the RAW information.

The RECO data includes quantities required for typical analysis usage patterns such as: track re-finding,
calorimeter reclustering, and jet energy calibration. The RECO event content is documented in the Offline
Guide at  RECO Data Format Table.

AOD

Data Tiers: Reconstructed (RECO) Data and AnalysisObject Data (AOD) 3



Chapter 3
Object reconstruction in CMS

One challenge of a physics analyses at high-energy colliders often consists in reconstructing

basic objects like tracks, electrons, muons, photons and higher level objects like jets, taus (⌧)

and missing transverse energy (/~ET ), so as to achieve a description of the collision in terms of

the original particles of the underlying physics process (namely quarks, gluons, leptons, pho-

tons, hadrons and neutrinos). Various reconstruction algorithms allow the identification of the

physics objects used in the CMS analyses. Thanks to the detector design (strong magnetic field,

large tracker, granular calorimetry), the CMS detector is well suited for Particle Flow (PF)

reconstruction and is widely used in the analyses. In the following chapter a description of the

PF, as it is implemented in CMS, is provided together with a more detailed description of the

basic objects reconstruction like tracks, interaction vertices, muons and electrons. Afterwards,

this chapter treats the reconstruction of the charged and neutral hadrons as well the photon

identification performed using the PF algorithm and thus the jet and missing transverse energy

reconstruction. The PF is also crucial to properly identify the lepton ⌧ . Given the importance

of the ⌧ lepton in my whole thesis work, this topic is treated in more details at the end of the

chapter in the Section 3.4. The performance of the PF algorithm in terms of reconstruction

e�ciency and energy resolution of the considered objects are evaluated both in the simulation

and the data.

As described in Chapter 2 the organization of the CMS subdetectors, starting from the

interaction point outwards, consists in i) a tracker, ii) an electromagnetic calorimeter, iii) a

hadronic calorimeter, iv) a muon detector. In order to maximize the performance for a given

amount of integrated luminosity, an experiment such CMS, must provide as much as possible

a comprehensive description of the final state, i.e. to detect the largest fraction of particles

produced in the hard interactions. The visible particles that are stable over the typical detector

length scale (⇠ 1 m) are electrons, muons, photons, charged and neutral hadrons. The energy

and direction of the stable particles coming from a collision can be traditionally measured in

two ways: using the tracker that allows to reconstruct the track of the charged particles in

the least invasive way, and through the calorimeters. In the latter case, the estimation of the

82
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particle energy come from the energy released by the particle in its destructive interaction with

the calorimeter medium.

3.1 Particle Flow

Many analyses rely on the measurement of the jets to assess the momenta of the quarks or gluons;

and on the measurement of the missing transverse energy to access the neutrino momenta.

Traditionally, these quantities have been measured by the calorimeters. The jet momentum

measure could be enhanced by improve the calorimetry in the following ways:

• exploiting the calorimeter granularity to attempt a statistical separation between the

hadronic and electromagnetic components of the shower. This approach, named energy

flow, was historically adopted by the H1 experiment at DESY [94], and was proved to

significantly improve the jet energy resolution (from 15% up to 30%);

• an other solution consists in changing of paradigm and reconstruct the particles of the jets

individually and cluster them into jets. Considering the particles one-by-one allows the re-

dundancy of the subdetectors to be exploited and to combine their measurements: charged

particles measured by the tracker, photons measured by the electromagnetic calorimeter,

neutral hadrons measured by the hadronic calorimeter. In this way ⇠ 90% of the jet en-

ergy can be measured with the superior resolution of the tracker and the electromagnetic

calorimeter, leaving to the hadronic calorimeter, notably performing with a worse reso-

lution, the estimation of the energy carried by the remaining ⇠ 10% of neutral hadrons.

This approach to improve the jet energy resolution is called particle flow algorithm.

One of the first implementation of the particle flow algorithm was due to the Aleph collaboration

at LEP [95].

3.1.1 The Particle Flow with the CMS detector

The particle-flow event reconstruction aims at reconstructing and identifying all stable parti-

cles in the event, with a thorough combination of all CMS sub-detectors towards an optimal

determination of their direction, energy and type. The set of individual particles is then pro-

cessed, as if it came from a Monte Carlo event generator, to build jets, to determine the missing

transverse energy /ET (which gives an estimate of the direction and energy of the neutrinos and

other invisible particles), to reconstruct and identify ⌧s from their decay products, to quantify

charged lepton isolation with respect to other particles, to tag b jets, etc. The CMS detector

appears to be almost ideally suited for this purpose. With its large silicon tracker immersed in

a uniform axial magnetic field of 3.8 T provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil, charged-

particle tracks can be reconstructed with large e�ciency and enough small fake rate down to

a pT of 150 MeV/c, for pseudorapidities as large as ±2.6 [96]. Most stable particles produced
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in proton-proton collisions have a rather low pT, even in collisions involving a large momentum

transfer. As an example, in a quark or gluon jet with a total pT of 500 GeV/c, the average pT

carried by the stable constituent particles is of the order of 10 GeV/c [96]. This value reduces to

a few GeV/c in jets with a total pT below 100GeV/c. To be able to distinguish the production of

particles coming from physically relevant events from the dominating SM background processes,

it is therefore essential to accurately reconstruct and identify as many of the final stable particles

as possible, some of them with small pT and energies. The PF algorithm uses as basic ingredient

tracks collected in the tracker, energy depositions measured in the calorimeter and sophisticated

algorithms that link in the best way tracks to energy depositions.

3.1.2 Track reconstruction

The momentum of charged hadrons is measured in the tracker with a much better resolution

respect to that of the calorimeters for pT up to several hundreds of GeV/c [96]. For higher

energies, however, the calorimeters (in particular ECAL), are more performing in measuring the

energy of the particles. Indeed, the resolution on hadron energy measurement is ⇠ 100%/
p

E

for calorimeters, while the relative resolution of the tracker for 100 GeV pions is of the order of

a couple of percent, hence still better than the calorimeter measurement [97]. Tracks are used

to measure the momentum of the charged particles and to determine the production vertex of

each of them. Given the multiplicity of particles produced by an LHC pp collision, an e�cient

track reconstruction in CMS is of primary importance. Moreover a good separation between

reconstructed tracks is required to separate the charged constituents inside a jet. In order to

reach this goal the CMS experiment is equipped with a performant tracker, described in Chapter

2 and a superconducting coil providing with an intense magnetic field. To optimally exploit the

performance of the tracker, a sophisticated track reconstruction algorithm has been conceived.

CMS uses an iterative tracking algorithm with subsequent steps picking up ine�ciencies from

previous steps. The main tracking algorithm is based on pixel seeds and uses a Kalman filter

method [80] for track finding. The basic idea of iterative tracking is that the initial iteration

searches for tracks easy to find (e.g. tracks with relatively large pT). After each iteration, the

hits associated to tracks are removed, simplifying the subsequent iteration. The seeding criteria

are made looser and looser across the iterations. Each iteration could be summarized in 4 steps:

• A track seed is generated (using 2 or 3 hits) and it defines the initial estimate of the track

trajectory

• Track finding algorithm, based on the Kalman filter, extrapolates the seed trajectory along

the expected path of a charged particle, searching for additional hits to associate with the

track

• A fit of the track provide the best estimation of the track parameters

• Track selection sets quality flags and discards tracks that fail some criteria
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The tracking e�ciency is excellent for muons and exceeds 99%. For pions it is smaller

because of hadronic interaction in the material of the detector: 95% in the barrel and 80-90%

in the encaps, while the fake rate (also depending on ⌘ and pT is around ⇠ 1.5% [79]. The

tracking e�ciency numbers given above are measured directly from data using the tag-and-

probe technique in Z/�⇤ ! µ+µ+ events. The Tag is defined by a muon reconstructed both by

in the tracker and in the muon chambers, while the Probe muon is required to be reconstructed

only in the muon detectors. In addition, the dimuon invariant mass must be within 50-130 GeV

range centred around the value of the Z boson mass [90]. In Fig. 3.1 the measured e�ciency,

defined as the fraction of the Probe muons associated with a track reconstructed in the tracker,

is shown as a function of the muon pseudorapidity and the number of the reconstructed primary

vertices, both for data and simulated events.

5.2 Resolution in the track parameters 35

must be done separately for µ+µ� candidates in which the probe is associated (or not) with a
track in the tracker.
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Figure 13: Tracking efficiency measured with a tag-and-probe technique, for muons from Z
decays, as a function of the muon � (left) and the number of reconstructed primary vertices in
the event (right) for data (black dots) and simulation (blue bands).

The results of fits using the tag-and-probe method are shown for data and simulation in Fig. 13
as a function of the � of the probe, as well as the number of reconstructed primary vertices in
the event. The measured tracking efficiency is >99% in both data and simulation. The data
displays a .0.3% drop in tracking efficiency with increasing pileup, which is not reproduced
in the simulation. This may originate from the dynamic (pileup dependent) inefficiency of the
pixel detector, discussed in Section 3.3, which is not modelled in the simulation. The structure
in the tracking efficiency when shown as a function of � is caused by inactive modules and
residual misalignment of the tracker. As the figure shows, these detector conditions are well
reproduced in simulation.

5.2 Resolution in the track parameters

In the context of the reconstruction software of CMS, the five parameters used to describe a
track are: d0, z0, �, cot �, and the pT of the track, defined at the point of closest approach of the
track to the assumed beam axis. This point is called the impact point, with global coordinates (x0,
y0, z0). Thus d0 and z0 define the coordinates of the impact point in the radial and z directions
(d0 = �y0 cos � + x0 sin �). The azimuthal and polar angles of the momentum vector of the
track are denoted by � and �, respectively.

The resolution in the parameters is studied using simulated events, and estimated from track
residuals, which are defined as the differences between the reconstructed track parameters and
the corresponding parameters of the generated particles. For each of the five track parameters,
the resolution is plotted as a function of the � or pT of the simulated charged particle. In every
bin of � or pT, the distribution in track residuals defines the resolution as the half-width of the
interval that satisfies both of the following requirements.

• The width contains 68% of all entries (including underflows and overflows) in the
distribution of the residuals.

• The interval is centred on the most probable value (mode) of the residuals, where
this value is taken from the peak of a double-tailed Crystal Ball function [49] fitted
to the residuals. The function must provide different parametrizations of the tails on

Figure 3.1: Tracking e�ciency measured with tag-and-probe technique, for muons coming from Z decays,

as function of the muon ⌘ (Left) and the number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event (Right)

for data (black dots) and simulation (blue bands) [79].

The agreement between the data and the simulation is good and the small discrepancies

observed are due to limitations in the tracking modelling. The measured e�ciency is ⇠ 99%

over the whole pseudorapidity region and it is found to be almost insensitive to the pile-up

activity.

3.1.3 Calorimeter Clustering

In addition to the tracks, another key ingredient of the PF algorithm is the energy deposition

of the particles in the calorimeters. As the energy of the particles is always deposited in several

crystals and most of the time in more than HF module, a clustering of the energy in the cells is

needed. In the context of the PF, the purpose of the clustering is threefold [96]:
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• detect and measure the energy and direction of stable neutral particles such as photons

and neutral hadrons

• separate these neutral particles from energy deposits from charged hadrons

• help the energy measurement of charged hadrons for which the track parameters were not

determined accurately, which is the case for low-quality, or high-pT tracks

To reach this goal is possible only adopting calorimeters with enough granularity to provide an

e�cient energy collection in a wide pseudorapidity region together with an acceptable angular

resolution. As a consequence, algorithms capable to exploit in the best way the calorimeters

granularity are needed. In what follows are listed the most important steps adopted by the

calorimeter clustering procedure for the particle flow algorithm developed in CMS [96]:

1. If an energy deposition in a calorimetric cell exceeds a fixed threshold it is identified as

cluster seed. A seed is local maximum above a given threshold

2. topological clusters are grown from the seeds by aggregating cells with at least one side in

common with a cell already in the cluster, and with an energy in excess of a given threshold:

2�ECAL electronic noise ' 80 MeV (in the barrel) or 2�HCAL electronic noise ' 800 MeV ;

3. A topological cluster gives rise to as many PF clusters as seeds

4. At the end, the calorimeters granularity is exploited to disentangle overlapping showers:

• The energy of a cell can be shared between two clusters, the fraction of a cell energy

contributing to a cluster is proportion to ⇠ exp(�d2/R2) where d is the distance to

the cluster barycentre and R is 5 cm (resp. 10 cm) in the ECAL (resp. HCAL).

• As the position of the cluster is calculated depends on the energies (or fraction of

energies) of the cells, an iterative procedure is applied. In practice, ⇠ 4 iterations

are su�cient.

3.1.4 Link algorithm

As mentioned earlier, the signatures of a particle in the di↵erent subdetectors should be combined

for an optimal identification and measurement. It implies properly connecting together the so-

called particle flow elements reconstructed in the di↵erent subdectors, i.e: tracks with clusters,

ECAL clusters with HCAL clusters, etc. The link algorithm is tentatively performed for each

pair of elements in the event and defines a distance between any two linked elements to quantify

the quality of the link 1 [96]. The linking algorithm produces blocks of elements linked directly

1The link distance is defined as the distance in the (⌘,�) plane between the extrapolated track position

and the cluster position
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Figure 1: An event display of a simple hadronic jet in the (x, y) view (a) and in the (�, �) view,
where � stands for pseudo-rapidity and � for the azimuthal angle, on the ECAL surface (b) and
the HCAL surface (c). (These two surfaces are represented as two circles centred around the
interaction point in the first view.) The K0

L, the �� and the two photons from the �0 decay are
detected as four well separated ECAL clusters (b). The �+ leaves no energy in the ECAL. The
two charged pions are reconstructed as charged-particle tracks, appearing as vertical solid lines
in the (�, �) views and circular arcs in the (x, y) view. These tracks point towards two HCAL
clusters (c). In all three views, the cluster positions are represented by dots, the simulated
particles by dashed lines, and the position of their impact on the calorimeter surfaces by various
open markers.

Figure 3.2: An event display of a simple hadronic jet in the (x, y) plain [96].

or indirectly. Thanks to the granularity of the CMS detectors, blocks typically contain only

one, two or three elements, and constitute simple inputs for the particle reconstruction and

identification algorithm. The smallness of the blocks ensures the algorithm performance to be

essentially independent of the event complexity. The link algorithm proceeds as follow:

1. The track is first extrapolated from its last measured hit in the tracker to:

• the preshower

• the ECAL, to the expected barycenter of an electromagnetic shower

• the HCAL, at a depth corresponding to one interaction length, typical of an hadron

shower

2. The track is linked to any given cluster if the extrapolated position in the corresponding

calorimeter is within the cluster boundaries

3. Similarly, a link between two calorimeter clusters, i.e., either between an HCAL and an

ECAL cluster, or between an ECAL and a ES (preshower) cluster, is established when

the cluster position in the more granular calorimeter (ES or ECAL) is within the cluster

envelope in the less granular calorimeter (ECAL or HCAL)

4. link between a charged particle track in the tracker and a muon track in the muon system

is established (and is called a global muon) when a global fit between the two tracks

returns an acceptable �2 2. For deeper details see the analysis note [96] and [98] for

2This �2 defines the link distance in that case
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analysis performed with real data.
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(b) The (�, �) view on ECAL
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(c) The (�, � ) view on HCAL

Figure 1: An event display of a simple hadronic jet in the (x, y) view (a) and in the (�, �) view,
where � stands for pseudo-rapidity and � for the azimuthal angle, on the ECAL surface (b) and
the HCAL surface (c). (These two surfaces are represented as two circles centred around the
interaction point in the first view.) The K0

L, the �� and the two photons from the �0 decay are
detected as four well separated ECAL clusters (b). The �+ leaves no energy in the ECAL. The
two charged pions are reconstructed as charged-particle tracks, appearing as vertical solid lines
in the (�, �) views and circular arcs in the (x, y) view. These tracks point towards two HCAL
clusters (c). In all three views, the cluster positions are represented by dots, the simulated
particles by dashed lines, and the position of their impact on the calorimeter surfaces by various
open markers.

Figure 3.3: An event display of a simple hadronic jet in the (⌘,�) view, where ⌘ stands for pseudo-

rapidity and � for the azimuthal angle, on the ECAL surface (Left) and the HCAL surface (Right). (These

two surfaces are represented as two circles centred around the interaction point in the Fig. 3.2). The K0
L,

the ⇡� and the two photons from the ⇡0 decay are detected as four well separated ECAL clusters (Left).

The ⇡+ leaves no energy in the ECAL. The two charged pions are reconstructed as charged-particle tracks,

appearing as vertical solid lines in the (⌘,�) views and circular arcs in the view of Fig. 3.2. These tracks

point towards two HCAL clusters (Right). In all three views, the cluster positions are represented by dots,

the simulated particles by dashed lines, and the position of their impact on the calorimeter surfaces by

various open markers [96].

Once the links between all the elements have been established, one obtains blocks of elements

which are connected one with each other. By definition, two blocks are completely independents.

Ideally, one would have a bijection between a particle and a block. In practice, due to the

overlaps, several particles can end up in a block.

The second part of the particle flow acts on one block at a time and is able to identify the

following particle:

• muons: Each global muon fulfilling a set of optimized identification criteria [90] gives rise

to a PF-Muon, if its combined momentum is compatible with that determined from the

sole tracker within three standard deviations [96];

• electrons: The reconstruction of the electrons is a di�cult task in CMS, and is even more

di�cult with the particle flow. Many Bremsstrahlung photons can be emitted because of

the tracker material, and they can then convert. With the large magnetic field, they im-

pinge the ECAL in large region along � but narrow along ⌘. Each of the particles of the
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shower thus initiated in the tracker gives, most of the time, rise to an individual cluster.

These clusters must absolutely be recollected and identified as coming from the electron,

otherwise their energy will be double-counted with that of the track. A dedicated recon-

struction, able to follow the trajectory of the electrons despite the changes of curvature,

and making use of the Gaussian Sum Filter Algorithm is used and a Boosted Decision

Tree (BDT) is finally used to disentangle electrons from pions

• charged hadrons: A track can be directly connected to a number of ECAL and HCAL

clusters. The detection of the neutral particles in the block (photons and neutral hadrons)

involves a comparison between the momentum of the tracks and the energy detected in

the calorimeters [98]. For this comparison to be reliable, the ECAL and HCAL cluster

energies, from which the expected muon energy deposits are subtracted, must undergo

the calibration procedure, as reported in [96]. The energy of charged hadrons is obtained

from a combination of the tracker and calorimeter measurements, when the two values

are found to be compatible, in order to prevent the energy of charged hadrons from being

counted twice (from the momentum of the track measured in the tracker and from the

energy deposited in the calorimeters) [98]. If the energy measured in the calorimeters

is small compared to the track momentum, a cleaning procedure to remove potential

spurious or mis-reconstructed tracks is invoked [96]. If, instead, the calorimeter response

is too large,at more than one sigma of the expected resolution, the particle-flow algorithm

assigns the energy excess to a photon and possibly a neutral hadron

• photons: As mentioned, photons can be created when comparing the amount of calibrated

calorimeter energy with the momentum of the corresponding track(s). But photons are

also built from isolated ECAL clusters. Similarly, isolated clusters in the HCAL give rise

to neutral hadrons.

The electron and muon reconstruction is of main importance in many physics analysis, such

as standard model precision measurements, characterization of the Higgs sector and searches

for physics beyond the standard model. In particular the electron reconstruction, as the muon

one, played a leading role in the analysis of the H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` that provided one of the major

contribution to the discovery of the new boson in 2012 [12]. The main requirement of such

analysis is an excellent electron and muon reconstruction and selection e�ciency over a large

phase-space, an excellent electron and muon momentum resolution together with the smallest

as possible misidentification probability.

3.1.5 Muon reconstruction

The CMS detector has been designed to have an excellent muon identification e�ciency and

momentum (for muons you measure tracks) resolution. Muons have a long life-time (c⌧ = 659

m) and do not interact through nuclear force and, contrary to electrons, the bremsstrahlung
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2012 JEC status Approval Plots Conclusions Jet Corrections

Jet Composition Cross-check vs ⌘

Jet composition shows increasing di�erences in the forward region
consistent with residuals corrections of 2-13%.
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Figure 3.4: Jet energy fraction as a function of ⌘ (Left) and pT (Right). This plot are obtained with

data collected by CMS at
p

s = 8TeV [99].

emission along their trajectory in the detector material is weak. Compared to electrons it is

reduced by a factor (me/mµ)2. For this reason, muons are capable to traverse the whole CMS

detector before decaying via weak interaction. In CMS di↵erent approach to reconstruct the

muons are adopted [90]:

• Global muon reconstruction (outside-in): From a standalone muon reconstructed in

the muon chambers a matching to a track reconstructed in the tracker is required. If this

track exists, a fit to the muon trajectory is performed using the hits in the tracker and

the hits/segments in the muon system with the Kalman filter technique [100][101][102].

At large transverse momenta (pT > 200 GeV/c) the global muon fit can improve the

momentum resolution respect to the sole tracker measurement

• Tracker muon reconstruction (inside-out): In this approach, all tracker tracks with

pT > 0.5 GeV/c and total momentum p > 2.5 GeV/c are considered as possible muon

candidates. The selected tracks are thus extrapolated to the muon system taking into

account the expected energy loss and the uncertainty coming from multiple scattering. If

at least one muon segment made of DT or CSC hits is matched, the track is classified as

tracker muon track. The advantage of this reconstruction algorithm is that it allows a

higher muon identification e�ciency (since it requires only one muon segment in the muon

detectors) and a better energy resolution for low momentum (pT < 5 GeV/c) muons

• Standalone muon: This procedure is dedicated to reconstruct the muons that fails the

global muon and tracker muon reconstruction. Only ⇠ 1% of the total reconstructed

muons from collisions enter this category. However, higher contamination from cosmic

rays leads to a misidentification rate (cosmic-muons/collision-muon) that is 104 � 105

higher than the one observed using the other muon reconstruction techniques
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Thanks to the di↵erent algorithms implemented in CMS to reconstruct muons, di↵erent cate-

gories are defined in order to identify genuine muons with increasing purity:

• Soft Muon Selection: The muon candidate is required to be reconstructed as tracker

muon with the additional requirement that a muon segment is matched both in x and y

coordinate with the extrapolated tracker track.

• Tight Muon Selection The muon candidate must be reconstructed as global muon with

a track �2/d.o.f. < 10 and at least one muon chamber hit included in the global-muon

track fit. In addition, its correspondent tracker track is required to match a muon segment

in at least two muon stations and using more than 10 inner-track hits (including at least

one pixel hit) and has an impact parameter less then 2mm respect to the primary vertex.

The tight identification criteria are used in the analysis to select muon candidate coming from

the leptonic decay of ⌧ lepton. The muon reconstruction and identification e�ciency is measured

using real data applying the tag-and-probe technique on dimuon resonances (e.g. J/ ! µµ

and Z! µµ decays) [90]. Events are selected using tight requirements to define the tag and

looser selection to identify the probe. In addition a dimuon invariant mass window, centred to

the mass of the resonance, is imposed. Figure 3.5 shows the muon e�ciency as function of the

muon pT and it is possible to see that the e�ciency value at the plateau of the distributions

for both soft muon and tight muon category is higher than 98% and a good agreement between

data and simulation is observed.

The resulting collections of candidates are used as input for the identification of the PF

muons. The PF algorithms starts by muons because of the high purity in the muon reconstruc-

tion. Thus an additional collection is available:

• Particle Flow Muon: This collection is made of all global muons reconstructed with

at least one hit in the muon system and with the transverse sum of all the neighbouring

tracks and calorimetric cells around a cone of R = 0.3 centred on the muon itself is less

then 10% of the muon pT. This additional requirement assures that candidates entering

in the PF muon collection provide a sample of very high purity real muon

3.1.6 Electron reconstruction

One of the main challenge in the electron reconstruction lies in the fact that the electron tra-

jectories, bended by the magnetic field, cross multiple layers of the tracker material with the

consequent loss of an important fraction of their energy, irradiated through bremsstrahlung

radiation. Electrons are reconstructed associating a track with a cluster of energy in the elec-

tromagnetic calorimeter [83]. The electron energy is spread out over several ECAL crystals.

The number of crystals depends on the amount of bremsstrahlung and of the position of the

photon emission. The fraction of energy loss could vary from ⇠ 33%, in the central barrel region

up to ⇠ 86% in the region where the material budget is maximal. To have a correct estimate
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5.1.2 Results

Figure 11 shows the muon efficiency �rec+id given that a tracker track exists, measured using
J/� ! µ+µ� and Z ! µ+µ� events. The results obtained from the data collected in the 2010
LHC data-taking period are compared with those from simulated events.

For comparisons with Z ! µ+µ� events, an unweighted sample of simulated events corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of ⇡330pb�1 is used: the simulated samples are Z !
µ+µ�, W+jets, and muon-enriched QCD (see Section 2). For studies at the J/� peak, separate
samples of prompt J/� ! µ+µ� and B ! J/� + X ! µ+µ� + X are used, simulated as de-
scribed in Section 2. All MC samples used for the results in this section included simulation of
pile-up. Simulation of the background processes is not included for the J/� case, as it would be
impractical to simulate a sufficient number of inclusive muon-plus-track events. For studies of
systematic uncertainties described below, samples of background events have been generated
according to the background invariant mass spectra determined from fits to the J/� ! µ+µ�

events in the data, and added to the simulated signal events.
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Figure 11: Tag-and-probe results for the muon efficiency �rec+id in data compared to simulation.
Given that a tracker track exists, the plots show the efficiency as a function of muon pT for Soft
Muons (left), Particle-Flow Muons (middle), and Tight Muons (right) in the barrel and overlap
regions (top), and in the endcaps (bottom). The measurement is made using J/� ! µ+µ�

events for pT < 20 GeV/c and Z ! µ+µ� events for pT > 20 GeV/c. For pT < 3 GeV/c, to reduce
the background, only tracks with MIP signature are considered.

The tag-and-probe results in data and in simulation agree within the statistical uncertainties of
the measurement almost everywhere. The only significant discrepancy is in the barrel around
the turn-on of the efficiency curves, where the efficiency in data is systematically higher than
in the simulation. This discrepancy arises from a small difference in the widths of the track-to-
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The tag-and-probe results in data and in simulation agree within the statistical uncertainties of
the measurement almost everywhere. The only significant discrepancy is in the barrel around
the turn-on of the efficiency curves, where the efficiency in data is systematically higher than
in the simulation. This discrepancy arises from a small difference in the widths of the track-to-

Figure 3.5: Muon e�ciency as function of the muon transverse momentum for soft (Left) and tight

(Right) muon categories evaluated in data using the tag-and-probe-technique (black dots) and compared

to simulation (red dots) for two di↵erent region (barrel and endcap) of the muon detectors [90].

of the electron energy is thus mandatory to recover the energy carried by the bremsstrahlung

photons, that mainly spread in the � direction because of the bending of the electron in the

CMS magnetic field.

Cluster reconstruction

The electron reconstruction algorithm exploits the ECAL granularity and properties relative to

electron shower shape to collect the electron energy. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the energy

deposits of the electrons located in a narrow band in ⌘, and spread in � must be recollected to

form a super-cluster (see Fig. 3.6).
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102 Experimental setup : Large Hadron Collider and CMS apparatus

The two collections of seeds (ECAL-driven and tracker-driven) are then combined and
used to seed the GSF algorithm. Each GSF track is linked to the Particle Flow cluster that
matches its extrapolation to the calorimeters. The GSF algorithm takes into account the
energy loss at each layer and the bremsstrahlung photons are recovered by extrapolating
the track tangents to the ECAL. Moreover tracks from converted bremsstrahlung photons
are also recovered in this procedure by a dedicated algorithm. In figure 3.17 a cartoon
imaging the electron reconstruction is displayed.

Figure 3.17: Electron radiating bremsstrahlung photons in CMS.

E-p combination

The electron momentum is estimated by combining the ECAL super-cluster energy
and the associated track momentum. The track momentum estimation becomes more
precise than the single ECAL measurement at low pT (typically lower than 15 GeV). A
regression technique is used to obtain the best estimate of the momentum by linearly
combining the supercluster energy and the estimated track momentum. The resolution is
improved typically by 25% for electrons with pT around 15 GeV in the barrel region.

Electron identification

Di↵erent types of variables are used to identify electrons in CMS: variables related to
the ECAL-track matching, shower shape variables and purely tracking variables. A cut-
based and an MVA-based identification have been deployed in order to identify electrons.

The MVA discriminator is based on a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) (see section 4.4)
which has been trained to separate electrons from jet ! e fakes. The training was
performed on data by selecting candidates using a sample of Z ! ee. The pair of
oppositely charged electrons closest to the Z mass are considered as “signal” while the
other electron candidates reconstructed in the event (likely to be due to jet ! e fakes)
as “background”. The BDT was trained using the following quantities:

ECAL-track matching variables:

• The distance in ⌘ and in � between the reconstructed super cluster and the track
position evaluated at the primary vertex.

Figure 3.6: Electron radiating bremsstrahlung photons in CMS.

Two di↵erent approaches are used. The first one is purely ECAL-driven, and is progressively

aggregating energy, starting from a side, and moving along phi in one direction and then in the

other, thus forming a supercluster. The other approach is using the information of the electron

track, and is emulating the emission of bremsstrahlung photon for each tracker layer by making

a straight line extrapolation tangent to the trajectory and up to the ECAL inner surface. The

individual clusters matching these extrapolations constitute a supercluster. The latter approach

is done within the particle flow algorithm, but in the end the electron object results from a

merging of the two.

Track reconstruction

The tracking plays an important role in the electron reconstruction and identification but the

large radiative losses for electrons in the tracker material compromise the performance of the

general track reconstruction algorithm described in section 3.1.2. A dedicated algorithm, the

Gaussian Sum Filter [103], has been instead developed to reconstruct the electron tracks. Since

this algorithm is very computing time-consuming, the pattern recognition procedure starts only

on preselected track seeds. There exist two algorithm to select the tracks to be processed by the

GSF:

• ECAL driven method: The ECAL-driven methods uses the superclusters reconstructed

with the sole ECAL information. As these superclusters are supposed to collect the entire

electron energy deposit, two back-propagations (q = ±e) are carried out to find tracker

seeds compatible with the supercluster energy and position. This algorithm is applied to

superclusters fulfilling ESC
T < 4 GeV and relatively isolated, i.e. H/E < 0.15 where H is

the HCAL energy in a �R = 0.15 cone behind the supercluster

• Tracker driven method: This method is developed as part of the PF algorithm and

aims to recover the limitation of the ECAL-based seeding, especially for low electron pT.

Indeed, electrons inside jets could not be covered by the ECAL-driven track seeding since

the hadronic veto. In addition, low pT electrons are heavily deflected by the magnetic
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fields and the supercluster may not be able to collect properly all its energy irradiated

along the � direction

The two collections are thus merged and used to seed the GSF algorithm. More details regarding

the electron tracking procedure can be found in [83]. The track building provides electron

trajectory that can be extrapolated to the ECAL surface. The fraction of the energy lost via

bremsstrahlung radiation is then estimated using the formula: fbrem =
pin � pout

pin
, where pin

and pout are respectively the momentum of the electron measured by the tracker at the closest

point to the beam spot and at the closest point to the ECAL. The fraction of bremsstrahlung

(fbrem) is measured using Z ! e+e� and Z + jet enriched data and compared to the simulation

for di↵erent ⌘ region as shown in Fig. 3.7. As it is possible to infer from the shape distributions,

fbrem is a quantity that could be used to discriminate the pure electrons from the misidentified

ones. Indeed, jets misidentified as electrons are composed by charged hadrons whose tracks fake

electron ones, but, because of the greater hadrons masses compared to the electron one, the

emission of bremsstrahlung radiation is highly suppressed.

4.3 Electron particle-flow clustering 13

efficiencies extracted from Z ! e+e� events, as discussed in Sections 4.8.4 and 6.
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Figure 7: Distribution of fbrem for electrons from Z ! e+e� data (dots) and simulated (solid
histograms) events, and from background-enriched events in data (triangles), in a) the central
barrel |�| < 0.8, b) outer barrel 0.8 < |�| < 1.44, c) endcaps 1.57 < |�| < 2, and d) endcaps
|�| > 2. The distributions are normalized to the area of the Z ! e+e� data distributions.

4.3 Electron particle-flow clustering

The PF clustering of electrons is driven by GSF tracks, and is independent of the way they are
seeded. For each GSF track, several PF clusters, corresponding to the electron at the ECAL
surface and the bremsstrahlung photons emitted along its trajectory, are grouped together. The
PF cluster corresponding to the electron at the ECAL surface is the one matched to the track at
the exit of the tracker. Since most of the material is concentrated in the layers of the tracker, for
each layer a straight line is extrapolated to the ECAL, tangent to the electron track, and each
matching PF cluster is added to the electron PF cluster. Most of the bremsstrahlung photons are
recovered in this way, but some converted photons can be missed. For these photons, a specific
procedure selects displaced KF tracks through a dedicated MVA algorithm, and kinematically

4.3 Electron particle-flow clustering 13

efficiencies extracted from Z ! e+e� events, as discussed in Sections 4.8.4 and 6.
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Figure 7: Distribution of fbrem for electrons from Z ! e+e� data (dots) and simulated (solid
histograms) events, and from background-enriched events in data (triangles), in a) the central
barrel |�| < 0.8, b) outer barrel 0.8 < |�| < 1.44, c) endcaps 1.57 < |�| < 2, and d) endcaps
|�| > 2. The distributions are normalized to the area of the Z ! e+e� data distributions.

4.3 Electron particle-flow clustering

The PF clustering of electrons is driven by GSF tracks, and is independent of the way they are
seeded. For each GSF track, several PF clusters, corresponding to the electron at the ECAL
surface and the bremsstrahlung photons emitted along its trajectory, are grouped together. The
PF cluster corresponding to the electron at the ECAL surface is the one matched to the track at
the exit of the tracker. Since most of the material is concentrated in the layers of the tracker, for
each layer a straight line is extrapolated to the ECAL, tangent to the electron track, and each
matching PF cluster is added to the electron PF cluster. Most of the bremsstrahlung photons are
recovered in this way, but some converted photons can be missed. For these photons, a specific
procedure selects displaced KF tracks through a dedicated MVA algorithm, and kinematically

Figure 3.7: Distribution of fbrem for electron coming from the Z boson decays in data (black dots) and in

simulation (solid histograms) for di↵erent region in ⌘: central barrel and forward endcap. The di↵erences

between data and simulation, arising especially in the high-⌘ regions, are due to imperfect modelling of

the material in the simulation [83].

Estimation of the electron momentum

The electron momentum is estimated by combining the ECAL supercluster energy and the

momentum measured by the tracker, in a formula that results:

pcomb = w · p + (1 � w) · ESC (3.1)
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where ESC is the energy of the supercluster, p is the momentum evaluated from the track and

w is a weight that is computed using a multivariate analysis regression technique [104]. It is

possible to see in Fig.3.8 the relative energy resolution from the simulation for two category of

electrons: Golden electron and Showering electron. The first are electrons that irradiate a very

small quantity of their energy via bremsstrahlung and the latter are electrons that irradiate a

consistent fraction of their energy along their trajectory. The combination of the tracker and
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or the electron momentum after combining ESC and p estimates (solid dots) [9].
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Figure 12: a) Effective resolution in electron momentum after combining ESC and p estimates
(solid circles), compared to those using the corrected SC energy (triangles), and the track mo-
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Figure 3.8: Relative energy resolution as function of the generated electron pT for Golden and Showering

electron categories estimated with the ECAL only and after the combination between ECAL and track

informations [83].

ECAL information lead to an improvement of ⇠ 25% in the relative energy resolution for electron

of ⇠ 15 GeV.

3.2 PF jet reconstruction and performance

In CMS the jets are reconstructed using the anti�kT algorithm [105] [106] with di↵erent distance

parameters, in a fiducial region that extends until |⌘| = 4.7. The PF jets are reconstructed using

the total set of particle already reconstructed by the PF [96][98] and described in the previous

section of this chapter. Using the PF algorithm the jet momentum and spatial resolution are

significantly improved with respect to the so-called calo-jet, where only the information coming

from the calorimeters are exploited. This is due to the use of the tracker and high granularity of

the ECAL to reconstruct the charged constituents of the jet. The jet energy is carried by three

main components: charged particles, photons and neutral hadrons, respectively components of

the jet for the 65%, 25% and 10% [98], Fig. 3.4. These fractions ensure that 90% of the jet is

reconstructed with good precision by the PF algorithm, both in energy and direction, while only

10% of the energy is a↵ected by the poor hadron calorimeter resolution [14] [89].
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Figure 9: Jet-energy resolutions as a function of pT for corrected calo-jets (open squares) and for
particle-flow jets (upwards triangles) in the barrel (a) and in the end-caps (b). The resolution
curves are fit to the sum of a constant term, a stochastic term and a noise term.

pT’s below 100 GeV/c. This observation results from the fact that only 10% of the jet energy is
carried by neutral hadrons, hence subject to energy corrections.

Figure 10: Response variation for particle-flow jets when the energy corrections needed for
hadrons are wrong by ±50% (presented here in the barrel).

Similarly, and although the combined ECAL–HCAL test-beam data will allow an uncertainty
smaller by an order of magnitude to be obtained, the parameterization of the calorimeter en-
ergy resolution shown in Fig. 2a was drastically changed from 50%/

p
E � 3% to 150%/

p
E �

9%. This parameterization is used for the identification of fake tracks, muons, merged photons
and merged neutral hadrons. It is therefore important to understand its impact on the particle-
flow performance. The consequence of this change on the jet response is shown in Figs. 11a
and b to be smaller than half a per cent over the full pT spectrum.

To account for a uniform modification by a factor three of the electronics noise in the calorime-
ters, the cell thresholds were changed from 40 to 120 MeV in the ECAL and from 400 MeV
to 1.2 GeV in the HCAL. These threshold variations ought to be accompanied by the corre-
sponding calibration coefficient adjustment, but their impact, shown in Figs. 11c and d, was
conservatively estimated with the same calibration coefficients. Changes in jet response of the

Figure 3.9: Jet energy resolution as a function of pT for calo-jets (open squares) and for particle-flow

jets (upwards triangles) in the barrel (a) and in the end-caps (b). The resolution curves are fit to the sum

of a constant term, a stochastic term and a noise term [96]

Jet reconstruction: The performance of PF jets are evaluated using a Monte Carlo

QCD-multijet event sample and the reconstructed jets are then matched to the closest jet at

generator level within a cone of �R < 0.5 in the (⌘,�) plane. The matching jet e�ciency, i.e.,

the fraction of generated jets that give rise to a matched reconstructed jet, and the mismatched

jet rate, i.e., the fraction of reconstructed jets that do not have a matched generated jet, are

shown in Fig. 3.10 as a function of the jet pT, in the barrel and in the endcaps. An e�ciency

larger than 80% is obtained for jets with a pT > 20 GeV/c. The 100% plateau is reached above

40 GeV/c, at which point the mismatched jet rate is negligible.
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Figure 3.10: Jet matching e�ciency (a,b) and mismatched jet rate (c,d) as a function of the jet

pT, as obtained for calo-jets (open squares) and particle-flow jets (triangles) reconstructed in the barrel,

|⌘| < 1.5 (a,c) and in the endcaps, 1.5 < |⌘| < 2.5 (b,d), with a matching distance of 0.1 in the ⌘ � �

plane. E�ciencies and fake rates are fit to exponential functions of pT [96].

Jet energy resolution : A good jet energy and angular resolution is important to

obtain a good resolution on the determination of the di-jet invariant mass:

m2
inv = 2pTjet1pTjet2 · (cosh (⌘jet1 � ⌘jet2) � cos (�jet1 � �jet2)) (3.2)

The distributions presented in Fig. 3.16 compare the jet reconstructed momentum with the

corresponding MC generated one: �
prec
T � pgen

T

�

pgen
T

(3.3)

and are fit by a Gaussian in each (⌘, pT) bin, with central value µ and width �. As it is possible

to observe in Fig. 3.16 the response defined in equation (3.3) is much more close to zero using

PF jets instead the calo jets, this means that the estimation of the jet energy performed with the

PF algorithm is closer to the one expected from the simulation. Also the energy resolution of

the PF jets as function of the true jet pT is significantly improved compared to the one obtained

using the calo-jets, as it is shown in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 6: Distributions of (prec
T � pgen

T )/pgen
T for pgen

T between 40 and 60 GeV/c (a,b) and be-
tween 300 and 400 GeV/c (c,d), as obtained from calo-jets (open histogram) and from particle-
flow jets (solid histogram) pointing to the barrel (a,c) and to the end-caps (b,d). A Gaussian is
fit to all distributions, to determine the response and the resolution.

5.1.3 Systematic uncertainties

Six kinds of systematic effects were studied so far: (i) the effect of a poor modelling of the
calorimeter response to hadrons; (ii) the effect of a poor parameterization of the calorimeter
energy resolution; (iii) the effect of a poor knowledge of the noise in the calorimeter cells, hence
of the change of energy thresholds; (iv) the effect of a global reduction of the tracking efficiency;
(v) the effect of a poor modelling of the tracking efficiency in high-energy, dense, jets; and (vi)
the effect of the flavour of the jet-initiating parton. In all these cases, the relevant parameter
values were purposely scanned over ranges much larger than the resolution expected on these
parameters at the beginning or after a few months of collision-data taking. The result of these
studies is presented here on the jet response in the barrel, but effects of the same order are seen
in the end-caps. No sizeable effects on the jet resolution were observed in any of these cases.

To estimate the consequence of the modelling of the calorimeter response to hadrons, the en-
ergy correction needed for hadrons in the data was assumed to be different from that derived
from the simulation by ±50%, both in the ECAL and the HCAL. Looking at Fig. 2, it would
correspond to correct calorimeter clusters with an energy of 100 GeV by 10% or 30% instead of
20%. This range is extreme in the sense that the available combined ECAL–HCAL test-beam
data will reduce the uncertainty on the correction to a few percent well prior to the first colli-
sion data. The consequence of such an over-conservative change on the particle-flow jet energy
scale is shown in Fig. 10 to be limited: the scale changes only by ±3% at large pT, and ±1% for

Figure 3.11: Energy resolution for pTgen between 40 and 60 GeV/c (a,b) and between 300 and 400

GeV/c, (c,d) as obtained from calo-jets (open histogram) and from particle-flow jets (solid histogram)

pointing to the barrel (a,c) and to the endcaps (b,d). A Gaussian distribution is fit to all the histograms,

to determine the mean value of the response and its resolution [96].

Jet energy corrections

By construction, the PF jets have thus an energy scale already very close to unity with respect

to the corresponding jet made of the stable visible generated particles, hence they would need

only small residual corrections, see Fig. 3.12. These corrections are derived, however, through a

complex procedure [107]. The purpose of the jet energy calibration is to relate, on average, the

energy measured for the reconstructed jet to the energy of the originating parton. corresponding

true particle jet. The correction is applied as a multiplicative factor C to each component (µ)

of the raw jet four-momentum vector:

pcorr
µ = C · praw

µ (3.4)

The correction factor C is composed of the o↵set correction Coffset (or L1 correction), the Monte

Carlo calibration factor CMC (L2 and L3) , and the residual calibrations Crel and Cabs for the
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Figure 7: Jet Response as a function of � integrated over all pT’s below 750 GeV/c (a) and as
a function of pT, in the barrel (b) and in the end-caps (c). The response curves are fit with
exponential functions of pT.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Jet � (a) and � (b) resolutions (RMS) as a function of pT in the barrel. The resolution
curves are fit with exponential functions of pT.

Figure 3.12: Relative jet energy response for calo-jet (blu line) and PF jet (blue line) evaluated in the

barrel (Left) and in the Endcap (right) [96].

relative (L2res) and absolute (L3res) energy scales respectively [107]. A sketch of the jet energy

corrections chain is illustrated in Fig. 3.13.

du titre! 8!

Results for 1-prong & 1-prong + π0(s) decay modes: !

Reconstructed 
jet!

L1 pileup!
MC truth + RC!

L1 pileup!
MC truth!

L2L3 (η, pT) !
MC truth!

L2Res (η)!
Di-jets!
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γ/Z+jet, MJB! L5!
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Calibrated !
jet!

Applied on data !

Applied on MC!

Figure 3.13: Sketch of the various steps that contribute to the full jet energy correction. Di↵erent step

were adopted to correct jet in data and in the simulations.

The L1 correction removes the extra energy due to noise and pile-up, and the Monte Carlo

correction removes the bulk of the non-uniformity in ⌘ (L2) and the non-linearity in pT (L3).

Finally, only in case of reconstructed jet in data, the residual corrections L2Res and L3Res

account for the small di↵erences between data and simulation. The various components are

applied in sequence as described by the equation below:

C = Coffset(p
raw
T ) · CMC(pT0, ⌘) · Crel(⌘) · Cabs(pT00) (3.5)

where pT0 is the transverse momentum of the jet after applying the o↵set correction and pT00 is

the pT of the jet after all previous corrections. The L1 and the Monte Carlo L2L3 jet energy

correction factor as function of the jet ⌘ is shown in Fig. 3.14 for di↵erent pile-up scenario and

for di↵erent reconstructed jet pT respectively [108].
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Figure 3.14: L1 jet energy correction (JEC) factor as a function of jet ⌘ for di↵erent pile-up scenario,

evaluated in data and in the simulation (Left). Monte Carlo L1L2 jet energy correction as a function of

jet ⌘ for di↵erent value of the jet pT: 30GeV, 100GeV and pT = 300GeV (Right) [99].

The uncertainties associated to the full energy scale correction shown in Eq. 3.5 have been

evaluated on data and they are shown in Fig. 3.15.

In collisions with a large number of pile-up interactions, fake jets can be reconstructed from

the accidental clustering of many neighbouring particles, or from the superposition of soft jets

from di↵erent vertices. In order to distinguish between jets coming from the production vertex

and those arising from soft interactions a multivariate analysis technique is applied. The input

variables of the Boosted Decision Tree [104] implemented for this purpose are the compatibility

of the tracks of the jet constituent with the primary vertex, the jet shape variables and the

multiplicity of charged and neutral components within the jets. The jet pT resolution as function

of the jet pT for jets reconstructed in the central barrel region is shown in Fig. 3.16. From the

same plots it can be seen that a good agreement between the data and the simulation is achieved.

Also the jet reconstruction e�ciency is evaluated directly from data selecting Z/�⇤ ! µµ +

jets events with a jet pT > 25 GeV/c and it is shown in Fig. 3.17 as function of the number of

reconstructed primary vertices and the jet transverse momentum. It is possible to see that the

reconstruction e�ciency is pile-up and pT independent.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the PF jets are used as inputs to the b-tagging algo-

rithms. In particular, b-hadrons are identified as jet presenting a reconstructed vertex shifted

respect to the primary vertex because of the long lifetime of this particles.
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Figure 3.15: Total jet-energy-scale uncertainty, as a function of jet pT for various jet ⌘ values: ⌘ =0,

2, 2.7, 4.2. Di↵erent contributions are shown with markers of di↵erent colors, and the total uncertainty

is shown with a grey band [107].
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Figure 34: Bias-corrected data measurements, compared to the generator-level MC (denoted as
MC-truth) pT resolution before (red-dashed line) and after correction for the measured discrep-
ancy between data and simulation (red-solid line) for CALO (top left), JPT (top right), and PF
jets (bottom) in |�| < 0.5.
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Figure 34: Bias-corrected data measurements, compared to the generator-level MC (denoted as
MC-truth) pT resolution before (red-dashed line) and after correction for the measured discrep-
ancy between data and simulation (red-solid line) for CALO (top left), JPT (top right), and PF
jets (bottom) in |�| < 0.5.

Figure 3.16: Jet transverse momentum relative resolution measured with data recorder in 2010 with a
p

s = 7TeV (black dots) compared to Monte Carlo simulation (red line) as function of jet pT for calo-jets

(Left) and PF jets (right) [107].
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Figure 3.19: Jet transverse momentum resolution measured with the data recorded in 2010 atp
s = 7 TeV (dots) and in Monte Carlo simulation (red line) as function of the jet transverse

momenta for calo-jets (left) and Particle Flow jets (right). From Ref. [132].
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Figure 3.20: Data to simulation comparison of the MVA (loose working point) pileup jet identi-
fication e�ciency versus the number of primary vertices (left) and the jet transverse momentum
(right) on the Z/�⇤ ! µµ+jets sample for PF jets with pT > 25 GeV. From Ref. [133].

useful to create performant b-tagging algorithms [134]. The so-called Combined Secondary
Vertex (CSV) algorithm, based on a likelihood discriminator is used [135] to distinguish
jets from b-quarks and those from charm or light quarks and gluons.

Figure 3.17: Data to simulation comparison of the MVA (loose working point) pile-up jet identification

e�ciency versus the number of primary vertices (Left) and the jet pT (Right) evaluated using Z/�⇤ !

µµ + jets events for jets with pT > 25GeV/c [107].

3.3 PF- ~/ET reconstruction and performance

The CMS detector has an almost hermetic structure (excluding the region close to the beam

pipe and the gaps between the various subdetectors and between the di↵erent modules of each
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subdetectors), but the detection of a particle depends largely on what kind of interaction this

particle has with the material of the detector. There are some particles that interact so weakly

with matter that can be practically considered invisible. Such particles can be neutrinos or

even new neutral, weakly interacting, exotic particles. One important aspect in the complete

understanding of an event produced in a pp collision is to have the most precise as possible

measure of the particles escaping the detector, e.g. neutrinos, both in direction and momentum.

The azimuthal angle and transverse momentum of all the invisible particles present in the

final state can be inferred from the total momentum imbalance in the plane orthogonal to the

beam axis (transverse plane): the so-called missing transverse momentum ( ~/ET ) and its module

(/ET ), named missing transverse energy. Several algorithms to measure the missing transverse

momentum presents in the event have been developed in CMS [109]. Among them, it worth

to cite at least the PF- ~/ET used at the analysis level and the calo- ~/ET that is no longer used in

the analyses but it is still used in some triggers. The PF- ~/ET is the opposite of the vectorial

sum of all the visible momenta of the object reconstructed by the PF algorithm projected in

the transverse plane. The calo- ~/ET , instead, is computed using the energies collected by the

calorimeter towers and the azimuthal angle is estimated from their direction with respect to the

center of CMS.

The ~/ET is a complex object and it depends strongly on the other particles reconstruction,

as well as on the detector calibration and malfunctions, the non-compensating nature of the

calorimeters and the detector misalignment. Because of all this reasons, the measure of ~/ET

could be not precise and di↵ers from the real transverse momentum carried by all the invisible

particles. To make ~/ET a better estimate of the true energy carried by undetected particles,

di↵erent corrections have been studied [110] and applied:

• Type-0 correction: The Type-0 correction is a mitigation for the degradation of the
~/ET reconstruction due to the pile-up interactions. This correction can only be applied in

the case of PF- ~/ET . This correction aims to remove the charged hadrons identified with

the PF algorithm originating from the vertices of pile-up interactions. In addition, the

Type-0 correction removes an estimate of neutral pile-up contributions.

• Type-I correction: The Type-I correction is a propagation of the jet energy correc-

tions (JEC) to the reconstructed ~/ET quantity. It consists in replacing the vector sum of

transverse momenta of particles which can be clustered as jets with the vector sum of the

transverse momenta of the jets to which JEC is applied (~pJEC
T ):

~/ET

corr
= ~/ET �

X

jets

�
~pJEC

T,jet � ~pT,jet
�

(3.6)

• xy-shift correction: The xy-Shift correction reduces the /ET � modulation. This cor-

rection is also a mitigation for the pile-up e↵ects. In principle the distribution of true

/ET is independent of � because of the rotational symmetry of the collisions around the
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beam axis. However, a dependency of the reconstructed /ET on � is observed. The possi-

ble causes of the modulation include anisotropic detector responses, inactive calorimeter

cells, the detector misalignment and displacements of the beam spot. The amplitude of

the modulation increases roughly linearly with the number of the pile-up interactions.

Missing transverse momentum scale and resolution

The performance of the ~/ET are determined using Z ! µµ and Z ! ee Monte Carlo generated

events. In this events there is no real missing transverse energy and the /ET resolution is

dominated by the hadronic activity since the lepton resolution is very good (�pT/pT ⇠ 1%� 6%

fro muons and �E/E ⇠ 1% � 6% for electrons).The response and resolution of the ~/ET are

measured comparing the response of the hadronic recoil system ~uT to the transverse momentum

of the vector boson ~qT (see Fig. 3.18 )

3.3. Object reconstruction in CMS 109

Missing transverse momentum scale and resolution

The performance of the
�!
/ET is determined using Z ! µµ, Z ! ee or events triggered by

photons. In these events the resolution of the
�!
/ET is dominated by the hadronic activity

as the photon and lepton resolutions are very good (�pT
/pT ⇠ 1 � 6% for muons and

�E/E ⇠ 1 � 6% for electrons and photons). In these events there is no real missing
transverse energy, but it is induced by removing the reconstructed Z or photon from the
event.

Then the scale and resolution of the
�!
/ET are measured by comparing the response of

the hadronic recoil system �!uT to the transverse momentum of the vector boson �!qT . We
have then the momentum conservation equation:

�!qT + �!uT +
�!
/ET = 0 (3.10)

In figure 3.21 the di↵erent vectors are illustrated.

Figure 3.21: Z ! ll kinematic system in the transverse plane. The vector ~qT is the Z transverse
momentum, ~uT the vectorial sum of all particles except for the two leptons from the Z decay and
~/ET is the transverse missing momentum.

The hadronic recoil is then decomposed to the parallel uk and perpendicular u? com-
ponents with respect to the axis defined by �!qT . The response is thus defined as �uk/qT

(because ~/ET is supposed to be null in these events) and the resolutions following the
two projections �(uk) and �(u?) are taken from the full width at half maximum of the
Voigtian (convolution of a Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian distributions) uk + qT and u?
distributions.

Figure 3.22 shows the response curves for the PF
�!
/ET as a function of the vector boson

transverse momentum. The response converges to unity for boosts higher than ⇠ 40 GeV
for Z events and the data is well modeled by the simulation. The photon events have
slower response due to the hadronic activity in the recoil because of the presence of a
sizable background from QCD multi-jets events.

In figure 3.23 the comparison between the Calo
�!
/ET and PF

�!
/ET resolution of the per-

pendicular and parallel components is showed as a function of the reconstructed vertices.
The resolution improves when using the Particle Flow particles. Anyhow, the dependence
on the pile-up is high which justifies the need of pile-up mitigation algorithms.

Figure 3.18: Z ! `` kinematic system in the transverse plane. The vector ~qT represents the Z transverse

momentum, ~uT the vectorial sum of all particles except the two leptons from the Z decay and the ~/ET is

the missing transverse momentum vector.

Starting from the vectorial equation:

~qT + ~uT + ~/ET = 0 (3.7)

and projecting the hadronic recoil along the parallel (uk) and perpendicular u? components

with respect to the axis identified by the direction of ~qT , it is possible to define the response

of the missing transverse energy as �uk/qT ( ~/ET is supposed to be null in these events). The

response of the PF-/ET is illustrated in Fig. 3.19. It can be seen that after 50 GeV the response

is quite flat, even if a small overestimation in the response of the order O(1%) is present in

the 50 � 350 GeV range. A good agreement is found between the data and the simulation. The

resolution in the parallel (�(uk)) and perpendicular (�(u?)) direction to qT are thus evaluated as

the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Voigtian function (Breit-Wigner convoluted

with a Gaussian distribution) of the uk + qT and u? distributions and shown in Fig. 3.20 where

it can be seen that a good agreement is found between the data and the simulation.
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14 6 Missing transverse energy scale and resolution

Z ! e+e�, and direct-photon events. Deviations from unity indicate a biased hadronic recoil383

energy scale. The agreement between data and simulation is reasonable for each channel. The384

curves fit to Z data indicate that the PF~E/T is able to fully recover the hadronic recoil activity385

corresponding to a Lorentz boosted Z-boson with qT ⇠ 40 GeV. Below 40 GeV, the uncor-386

rected unclustered energy contribution (energy not contained within jets or leptons) starts to387

be significant compared to the corrected energy of the recoiling jets, leading to an underesti-388

mation of the response. The curves fit to � + jets data are 2–3% lower than those fit to Z data at389

qT < 100 GeV. This effect primarily stems from the large contribution of QCD multijet events390

to the qT < 100 GeV region of the selected photon sample. In these QCD multijet events, the391

hadronic recoil of the photon candidate tends to have a higher contamination of gluon jets.392

As the calorimeter response to gluon jets is characteristically lower than for quark jets due to393

difference of jet composition and collimation, the overall average response is reduced for the394

photon sample in this region.395
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Figure 8: Response curves for PF~E/T in events with a Z-boson or direct photon. Results are
shown for Z ! µ+µ� events (full blue circles), Z ! e+e� events (open red circles), and
direct-photon events (full green squares). The upper frame shows the response in data; the
lower frame shows the ratio of data to simulation with the grey error band displaying the sys-
tematic uncertainty of the simulation, estimated as the maximum of each channel systematic
uncertainty. The qT value for each point is determined based on the average qT value in data
contributing to each point.

The resolution curves, �(u�) and �(u�) versus qT, are shown in Fig. 9. The resolution increases396

with increasing qT, and the data and simulation curves are in reasonable agreement for each397

channel. As the hadronic recoil is produced in the opposite direction of the Z boson or direct398

photon, �(u�) scales linearly with qT while �(u�) is less impacted by the value of qT.399

The Z-boson and � + jets qT spectra differ from one another, and comparison of resolution400

curves between the Z and � + jets channels may be affected by their dependence on the qT401

spectrum. Thus, for the remaining resolution curves where direct comparisons between the402

Figure 3.19: Response for the PF-/ET estimated from Z ! µµ (blue dots), Z ! `` (red dots) and

� + jets (green dots) events [110].6.1 Measurement of PF E/T scale and resolution 15
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Figure 9: Resolution curves of the parallel recoil component (left) and perpendicular recoil
component (right) versus Z/� qT for PF~E/T in events with a Z-boson or �. Results are shown
for Z ! µ+µ� events (full blue circles), Z ! e+e� events (open red circles), and direct-photon
events (full green squares). The upper frame of each figure shows the resolution in data; the
lower frame shows the ratio of data to simulation with the grey error band displaying the
systematic uncertainty of the simulation, estimated as the maximum of each channel systematic
uncertainty. The qT value for each point is determined based on the average qT value in data
contributing to each point.

Z-boson and � + jets channels are shown, both Z-boson and � + jets events are required to403

satisfy qT > 100 GeV, and event-by-event reweighting of both Z data and simulation is applied404

to make their qT spectra similar to that of � + jets data. Figure 10 shows the resolution of405

the PF~E/T projections along the x and y axes as a function of PF � ET. The PF � ET is the406

scalar sum of ET of all the particles reconstructed by the particle-flow reconstruction, except for407

the selected direct photon or the selected dileptons from the decay of the Z-boson candidate.408

Resolution curves are found to be in agreement when comparing different channels and are409

well described by the simulation. The resolution curves for the components of PF~E/T can be410

parametrized by a linear relationship,411

�(E/ x, E/ y) = �0 + �s

q
� ET, (6)

where �0 is the intrinsic detector noise resolution and �s is the ~E/T resolution stochastic term.412

Since the fit only contains data with PF � ET above 300 GeV, the �0 parameter is not well con-413

strained in the fits, and has sizable uncertainties. The uncertainties of the �0 parameter are414

smaller in � + jets data than in Z data due to a larger data-sample in the former case. The415

stochastic term is �s ⇠ 0.6 and is compatible for different channels, as shown in Table 2.416

Figure 11 shows the resolution curves �(u�) and �(u�) versus the number of primary vertices417

Nvtx, for both Z-boson channels and the � + jets channel. The offset of the curve is related to418

the resolution in Z or � + jets events without pileup and the dependence on Nvtx indicates how419

much the pileup degrades the ~E/T resolution. Since the hard-scatter interaction and each addi-420

tional collision are uncorrelated, these resolution curves can be parametrized by the function,421

Figure 3.20: Parallel (Left) and perpendicular (Right) recoil component resolution for the PF-/ET as a

function of the Z/� boson transverse momentum for di↵erent processes selected from data: Z ! µµ (blue

dots), Z ! ee (red dots), and � + jets (green dots) [110].
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The corrections applied to the missing transverse energy reported below in this Section take

care of the Pile-Up dependence. Since the majority of the pile-up events do not have significant

/ET and, in addition, the mean value of the /ET projection along any axis is zero, the /ET response

is not significantly a↵ected by the pile up. Contrarily, the resolution is strongly dependent on

the number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event. CMS developed two algorithms to

mitigate this e↵ect on the PF- ~/ET and calo- ~/ET . The general strategy is to separate the PF-
~/ET in di↵erent contributions: particles coming from the production vertex (PV) and particles

originated by the pile-up interactions (PU). The first algorithm implemented is called No-PU

PF- ~/ET and exploit the PF algorithm to recover the charged particles momentum coming from

the production or pile-up vertices. Then it apply a reduction factor to the missing transverse

momentum sum from the particles originated by the pile-up interactions:

SF =

P
PV,charged pTP

PV,charged pT +
P

PU,charged pT
(3.8)

The second algorithm developed is based on two consecutive multivariate regressions that pro-

vide an improved measurement of the /ET in the presence of high pile-up. This algorithm, in

particular, plays an important role in physics analyses sensitive to moderate missing transverse

energy value, like the H ! ⌧⌧ . The MVA is used to evaluate two corrections. The first one

is a correction to the direction of the ~uT vector and it is obtained training a BDT to match

the true hadronic recoil direction in Monte Carlo Z ! µµ simulated events. The second one

returns the best value of the magnitude of the ~uT vector. Finally, the corrected ~uT is added

to qT in order to estimate the MVA PF- ~/ET . More details about the algorithm implemented to

compute No-PU PF- ~/ET and MVA PF- ~/ET can be found in [109]. The results on the resolution

�k and �? as function of the reconstructed primary vertices are shown in Fig. 3.21 where a

significant improvement of the resolution using the MVA PF- ~/ET can be observed as well as a

reduced dependency on the pile-up.

3.4 Tau lepton reconstruction

The ⌧ is the heaviest lepton with a mass of 1776.82 ± 0.16 MeV and a lifetime c⌧ ⇠ 87 µm [74].

Due to its large mass, the ⌧ is the only lepton that can decay into hadrons. The ⌧ leptons are

expected to play a significant role in discovering new physics phenomena at LHC [14]. Many

physics analyses are expected to benefit from an e�cient reconstruction of ⌧ leptons which should

be complemented by a good performance in rejecting possible background contaminations. In

about two thirds of cases ⌧ leptons decay hadronically, typically into either one or three charged

mesons (predominantly ⇡+ ⇡�) in presence of up to two neutral pions, decaying via ⇡0 ! ��

(see Tab. 3.1). More details on the ⌧ decay modes are reported in Table 3.1. In Fig. 3.24

the di↵erent Feynman diagrams that contribute at L.0. to the most relevant ⌧ hadronic decays

are shown. The variety of the ⌧ hadronic decay modes results in a complicated signature (the
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8.2 Jet resolutions 27
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Figure 21: Parallel (top) and perpendicular (bottom) recoil component resolution as a function
of the number of reconstructed vertices for PF~E/T (black triangles), No-PU PF~E/T (red squares),
MVA PF~E/T (blue open circles),and MVA Unity PF~E/T (violet full circles) in Z ! µ+µ� (left),
Z ! e+e� (middle), and � + jets events (right). The upper frame of each figure shows the
resolution in data; the lower frame shows the ratio of data to simulation. The Z and direct-
photon sample curves differ as the photon events are required to satisfy qT > 100 GeV.

generated by PYTHIA v6.4.24 [13], with jets propagated through the full simulation of the CMS621

detector; the reconstructed and generated values of pT, �, and � are compared to extract res-622

olution shapes. A full description of a single jet’s Gaussian core resolution is given by the623

covariance matrix,624

U =

✓
�2

pT
0

0 p2
T �2

�

◆
, (12)

in which we assume no correlation between pT and � terms. Both �pT and �� are functions of625

both pT and �. As written, the covariance matrix U is in the coordinate system aligned with the626

jet; in use, all such matrices are rotated by the jet azimuthal angle � into the common CMS xy627

basis: V = R(�)U R�1(�).628

The widths of the core Gaussian functions obtained from simulation as described above are re-629

tuned with data using the Z ! µ+µ� control sample defined in Section 3.2. This is effectively630

a zero-E/T sample and the observed ~E/T is therefore expected to derive primarily from jet reso-631

lution smearing rather than from genuine ~E/T. In this sample, jet activity is modest and the ~E/T632

characteristics are dominated by the largely isotropic features of the unclustered energy. The633

~E/T significance therefore conforms well to the null hypothesis, and we use this fact to optimize634
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of the number of reconstructed vertices for PF~E/T (black triangles), No-PU PF~E/T (red squares),
MVA PF~E/T (blue open circles),and MVA Unity PF~E/T (violet full circles) in Z ! µ+µ� (left),
Z ! e+e� (middle), and � + jets events (right). The upper frame of each figure shows the
resolution in data; the lower frame shows the ratio of data to simulation. The Z and direct-
photon sample curves differ as the photon events are required to satisfy qT > 100 GeV.
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characteristics are dominated by the largely isotropic features of the unclustered energy. The633

~E/T significance therefore conforms well to the null hypothesis, and we use this fact to optimize634

Figure 3.21: Parallel (Left) and perpendicular (Right) recoil component resolution for the di↵erent

corrections applied on top of the PF- ~/ET [110].

final stable particles detectable can be up to 5 per ⌧ giving rise to a low-multiplicity jet) for

the final state. Similar experimental signature is expected for generic, quark and gluon, QCD

jets production. Since the cross section of jet production exceeds the cross section of ⌧ lepton

production by several orders of magnitude, the experimental challenge in reconstructing and

identifying hadronic ⌧ decays is to discriminate e�ciently between genuine ⌧ lepton hadronic

decays (⌧ -jets) and quark/gluon jets misreconstructed as ⌧ candidates [111]. Several algorithms

for reconstruction and identification of hadronic ⌧ decays were studied in CMS and the Hadron

Plus Strip algorithm (HPS) is found the one achieving the best performance and thus vastly used

in the physics analysis. The Hadron Plus Strips (HPS) ⌧ identification algorithm is based on

charged hadrons and neutral electromagnetic objects (photons). The HPS algorithm starts from

a particle-flow jet and searches for ⌧ lepton decay products produced by any of the hadronic decay

modes listed in Table 3.1. The last part of this chapter is completely dedicated to the description

of this algorithm and to the most important results achieved in terms of its performance.
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⌧ decay mode resonance Branching Ratio [%]

leptonic ⌧� ! e�⌫⌧ ⌫̄e - 17.83 ± 0.04

leptonic ⌧� ! µ�⌫⌧ ⌫̄µ - 17.41 ± 0.04

TOTAL leptonic 35.24 ± 0.11

1-Prong ⌧� ! ⇡�⌫⌧ - 10.83 ± 0.06

1-Prong + ⇡0s ⌧� ! ⇡�⇡0⌫⌧ ⇢�(770) 25.52 ± 0.09

1-Prong + ⇡0s ⌧� ! ⇡�⇡0⇡0⌫⌧ a1�(1260) ! ⇢�(770) 9.30 ± 0.11

3-Prongs ⌧� ! ⇡�⇡�⇡+⌫⌧ a1�(1260) ! ⇢0(770)[�0(500)] 9.31 ± 0.06

TOTAL hadronic 54.96 ± 0.82

Table 3.1: Summary of the ⌧ decay modes considered in the analysis.
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of the �� � �⌧���+�� decay.

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams of the �� � �⌧���0�0 decay.

intermediate states improve the behavior of the di↵eren-
tial decay width at small masses of the three-pion sys-
tem and bring the di↵erence between ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡+⇡�

and ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡0⇡0 decays. Their importance has been
pointed out by the CLEO Collaboration [12].

To show what is specific for our model, what di↵ers it
from other existing models of the three-pion decays of the
tau lepton, we have to provide more information. This is
done in the following subsections.

A. Phenomenological a1�� Lagrangian

The interaction Lagrangian among the a1, ⇢, and pion
fields implies the form of the a1⇢⇡ vertex in the Feynman
diagrams. But sometimes a vertex is postulated that can
hardly be related to any e↵ective Lagrangian. In the
literature, one can find several prescriptions for the a1⇢⇡
vertex used in the calculation of the decay rate of the tau
lepton into three pions and neutrino. The simplest one is
X�µ / g�µ, where index ↵ (µ) couples to the a1 (⇢) line.
It can be derived from the interaction Lagrangian among
the a1, ⇢, and ⇡ fields without derivatives. It was used,
e.g., in Ref. [17]. On the opposite pole of complexity is a
two-component vertex used in the IMR model [19]. Both
its components are transversal both to the a1 and ⇢ four-
momenta. The relative weight of the two components can
vary, what gives the IMR model more flexibility. This is
probably the main reason why this model sometimes fits
the data a little better than the KS model [20], see, for

example, [8].
To maintain both the flexibility and the correspon-

dence with the e↵ective field theory, we use a two-
component Lagrangian of the a1⇢⇡ interaction in the
form

La1�⇡ =
ga1�⇡p

2
(L1 cos ✓ + L2 sin ✓) , (1)

where

L1 = Aµ · (Vµ� ⇥ @�P) ,

L2 = Vµ� · (@µA� ⇥ P) ,

and Vµ� = @µV� � @�Vµ. The isovectors Aµ, Vµ, and
P denote the operators of the a1, ⇢ and ⇡ fields, respec-
tively.

Our Lagrangian di↵ers from that derived by Wess and
Zumino, see Eq. (67) in [52], only by notation. We will
consider the mixing angle ✓ a free parameter that has
to be determined by fitting the experimental three-pion
mass distribution. For each ✓, the coupling constant
ga1�⇡ can be determined from the a1 ! ⇢⇡ decay width.
The Lagrangian (1) implies the following a1⇢⇡ vertex

X�µ =
iga1�⇡p

2

�
cos✓

⇥
p�

� pµ
⇡ � (p⇡p�) g�µ

⇤

� sin ✓
⇥
p�

� pµ
a1

� (pa1p�) g�µ
⇤�

,

where p’s denote the four-momenta of the corresponding
mesons (incoming a1, outgoing ⇢ and ⇡).

Lagrangian (1) has recently been used [53, 54] in a
model of the electron–positron annihilation into four pi-
ons. Value of the mixing parameter sin ✓ was obtained
by fitting the excitation function (dependence of the an-
nihilation cross section on the invariant collision energy).
From the ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� channel the value of 0.460 ± 0.003
has been obtained [53]. In [54], a combined fit to
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� and ⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 channels has provided the
value of 0.466 ± 0.005.

B. Other e�ective Lagrangians and their
parameters

The Lagrangian describing the interaction of the a1

triplet with strange pseudoscalar and vector mesons is
not required when calculating the amplitudes of the
three-pion decays of the ⌧ , see Figs. 1 and 2. It is needed
for evaluating the strange channel contribution to the to-
tal decay width of the a1(1260). The latter enters the a1

propagator discussed below. The Lagrangian is chosen
in a form analogous to Eq. (1)

La1K⇤K =
ga1K⇤Kp

2
(L�

1 cos ✓ + L�
2 sin ✓) ,

with

L�
1 = @�K†AµK⇤

µ� + H.c. ,

L�
2 = K†@µA�K⇤

µ� + H.c.
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams of the �� � �⌧���0�0 decay.
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tial decay width at small masses of the three-pion sys-
tem and bring the di↵erence between ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡+⇡�

and ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡0⇡0 decays. Their importance has been
pointed out by the CLEO Collaboration [12].

To show what is specific for our model, what di↵ers it
from other existing models of the three-pion decays of the
tau lepton, we have to provide more information. This is
done in the following subsections.

A. Phenomenological a1�� Lagrangian
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where p’s denote the four-momenta of the corresponding
mesons (incoming a1, outgoing ⇢ and ⇡).
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model of the electron–positron annihilation into four pi-
ons. Value of the mixing parameter sin ✓ was obtained
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nihilation cross section on the invariant collision energy).
From the ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� channel the value of 0.460 ± 0.003
has been obtained [53]. In [54], a combined fit to
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� and ⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 channels has provided the
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Figure 3.22: Feymann diagram for ⌧ 1-Prong + ⇡0 hadronic decay at LO.
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probably the main reason why this model sometimes fits
the data a little better than the KS model [20], see, for

example, [8].
To maintain both the flexibility and the correspon-

dence with the e↵ective field theory, we use a two-
component Lagrangian of the a1⇢⇡ interaction in the
form
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Our Lagrangian di↵ers from that derived by Wess and
Zumino, see Eq. (67) in [52], only by notation. We will
consider the mixing angle ✓ a free parameter that has
to be determined by fitting the experimental three-pion
mass distribution. For each ✓, the coupling constant
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where p’s denote the four-momenta of the corresponding
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Lagrangian (1) has recently been used [53, 54] in a
model of the electron–positron annihilation into four pi-
ons. Value of the mixing parameter sin ✓ was obtained
by fitting the excitation function (dependence of the an-
nihilation cross section on the invariant collision energy).
From the ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� channel the value of 0.460 ± 0.003
has been obtained [53]. In [54], a combined fit to
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� and ⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 channels has provided the
value of 0.466 ± 0.005.
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The Lagrangian describing the interaction of the a1
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not required when calculating the amplitudes of the
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for evaluating the strange channel contribution to the to-
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams of the �� � �⌧���0�0 decay.
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and ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡0⇡0 decays. Their importance has been
pointed out by the CLEO Collaboration [12].
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from other existing models of the three-pion decays of the
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done in the following subsections.
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the a1, ⇢, and ⇡ fields without derivatives. It was used,
e.g., in Ref. [17]. On the opposite pole of complexity is a
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its components are transversal both to the a1 and ⇢ four-
momenta. The relative weight of the two components can
vary, what gives the IMR model more flexibility. This is
probably the main reason why this model sometimes fits
the data a little better than the KS model [20], see, for
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where p’s denote the four-momenta of the corresponding
mesons (incoming a1, outgoing ⇢ and ⇡).

Lagrangian (1) has recently been used [53, 54] in a
model of the electron–positron annihilation into four pi-
ons. Value of the mixing parameter sin ✓ was obtained
by fitting the excitation function (dependence of the an-
nihilation cross section on the invariant collision energy).
From the ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� channel the value of 0.460 ± 0.003
has been obtained [53]. In [54], a combined fit to
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� and ⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 channels has provided the
value of 0.466 ± 0.005.
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not required when calculating the amplitudes of the
three-pion decays of the ⌧ , see Figs. 1 and 2. It is needed
for evaluating the strange channel contribution to the to-
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Figure 3.23: Feymann diagrams for ⌧ 1-Prong + ⇡0 hadronic decay at LO.
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of the �� � �⌧���+�� decay.

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams of the �� � �⌧���0�0 decay.
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tial decay width at small masses of the three-pion sys-
tem and bring the di↵erence between ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡+⇡�

and ⌧� ! ⌫⌧⇡�⇡0⇡0 decays. Their importance has been
pointed out by the CLEO Collaboration [12].

To show what is specific for our model, what di↵ers it
from other existing models of the three-pion decays of the
tau lepton, we have to provide more information. This is
done in the following subsections.

A. Phenomenological a1�� Lagrangian

The interaction Lagrangian among the a1, ⇢, and pion
fields implies the form of the a1⇢⇡ vertex in the Feynman
diagrams. But sometimes a vertex is postulated that can
hardly be related to any e↵ective Lagrangian. In the
literature, one can find several prescriptions for the a1⇢⇡
vertex used in the calculation of the decay rate of the tau
lepton into three pions and neutrino. The simplest one is
X�µ / g�µ, where index ↵ (µ) couples to the a1 (⇢) line.
It can be derived from the interaction Lagrangian among
the a1, ⇢, and ⇡ fields without derivatives. It was used,
e.g., in Ref. [17]. On the opposite pole of complexity is a
two-component vertex used in the IMR model [19]. Both
its components are transversal both to the a1 and ⇢ four-
momenta. The relative weight of the two components can
vary, what gives the IMR model more flexibility. This is
probably the main reason why this model sometimes fits
the data a little better than the KS model [20], see, for
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dence with the e↵ective field theory, we use a two-
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and Vµ� = @µV� � @�Vµ. The isovectors Aµ, Vµ, and
P denote the operators of the a1, ⇢ and ⇡ fields, respec-
tively.

Our Lagrangian di↵ers from that derived by Wess and
Zumino, see Eq. (67) in [52], only by notation. We will
consider the mixing angle ✓ a free parameter that has
to be determined by fitting the experimental three-pion
mass distribution. For each ✓, the coupling constant
ga1�⇡ can be determined from the a1 ! ⇢⇡ decay width.
The Lagrangian (1) implies the following a1⇢⇡ vertex
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where p’s denote the four-momenta of the corresponding
mesons (incoming a1, outgoing ⇢ and ⇡).

Lagrangian (1) has recently been used [53, 54] in a
model of the electron–positron annihilation into four pi-
ons. Value of the mixing parameter sin ✓ was obtained
by fitting the excitation function (dependence of the an-
nihilation cross section on the invariant collision energy).
From the ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� channel the value of 0.460 ± 0.003
has been obtained [53]. In [54], a combined fit to
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� and ⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 channels has provided the
value of 0.466 ± 0.005.

B. Other e�ective Lagrangians and their
parameters

The Lagrangian describing the interaction of the a1

triplet with strange pseudoscalar and vector mesons is
not required when calculating the amplitudes of the
three-pion decays of the ⌧ , see Figs. 1 and 2. It is needed
for evaluating the strange channel contribution to the to-
tal decay width of the a1(1260). The latter enters the a1

propagator discussed below. The Lagrangian is chosen
in a form analogous to Eq. (1)

La1K⇤K =
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Figure 3.24: Feymann diagrams for ⌧ 3-Prongs hadronic decay at LO.
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3.4.1 Hadron Plus Strips (HPS) algorithm for ⌧ lepton identi-

fication

This algorithm is the most performing, in terms of energy resolution and fake rate rejection

[112], implemented by CMS as ⌧ reconstruction algorithm. Since neutral pions appear regularly

in hadronic ⌧ decay modes, one of the main goal of the HPS algorithm is a correct reconstruction

of the ⇡0. Even though a photon conversion reconstruction exists and used within the PF, its

e�ciency is limited. Therefore, in the HPS algorithm, photons, electrons and positrons are

treated equally. Special attention is given to photons converting in the CMS tracker material

[112]. A photon conversion typically results in broader calorimeter signatures for neutral pions

in the azimuthal direction, due to the bending of the electron/positron trajectories. The possible

broadening of calorimeter signatures by photon conversions is accounted for in the HPS algorithm

by reconstructing photons in strips, objects which are built out of electromagnetic particles.

Intro Particle Flow TauRec Z� �� measurement and tau-ID W� �� observation Summary

Hadron Plus Strips Algorithm (HPS) CMS PAS TAU-11-001

1 Cluster photons within the PFJet into
strips accounting for possible broadening
due to photon conversions

2 Combine charged particles in the jet with
strips and reconstruct individual �h decay
mode: �±�⌧ ,�±�0�⌧ , (���)±�⌧

3 Require charged and strips to be contained
within a cone �R = 2.8/P⌧

T

4 Most isolated decay “hypothesis” with
compatible visible mass is given preference

9 / 30

Figure 3.25: Exemple of a strip in HPS algorithm in the (⌘,�) plain.

Algorithm steps:

• The strip reconstruction starts by centering one strip on the most energetic electromag-

netic particle reconstructed by the PF algorithm within the jet
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• The algorithm then searches for other electromagnetic particles within the window of size

�⌘ = 0.05, �� = 0.20 around the strip center, see Fig. 3.25

• In case other electromagnetic particles are found within that window, the most energetic

one of these particles gets associated to the strip and the strip center position is recal-

culated to match the sum of four-vectors of all particle-flow particles associated to the

strip;

• The next highest energetic electromagnetic particle is then searched for within the �⌘ =

0.05, �� = 0.20 window around the new strip center until no further particles are found

which can be associated to the strip. In this case the algorithm creates a new strip centred

around the most energetic particle not associated to any strip

• Strips satisfying a minimum transverse momentum requirement of Estrip
T > 1 GeV/c are

finally combined with the charged hadrons to reconstruct individual hadronic ⌧ lepton

decay modes

The decay modes which are considered by the HPS tau identification algorithm are:

1. Single hadron: This signature reconstructs ⌧± ! h±⌫ decays and ⌧± ! h±⇡0⌫⌧ (⌫̄⌧ )

decays in which the neutral pions have too little energy to be reconstructed as strips

2. One hadron + one strip: This signature aims to reconstruct the decay mode ⌧± !
h±⇡0⌫⌧ (⌫̄⌧ ) in events in which the impact position of the photons from ⇡0 decays are close

together on the calorimeter surface. The size of the strip in � direction is large enough to

account for the possibility that one or both of the photons have converted

3. One hadron + two strips: This signature aims to reconstruct the decay mode ⌧± !
h±⇡0⇡0⌫⌧ (⌫̄⌧ ) and ⌧± ! h±⇡0⌫⌧ (⌫̄⌧ ) in events in which the impact positions of photons

from ⇡0 decays are well separated on the calorimeter surface;

4. Three hadrons: This signature aims to reconstruct the decay mode ⌧± ! h±h⌥h±⌫⌧ (⌫̄⌧ ).

The three charged hadrons are required to have charge |
P

q| = 1. In addition, the three

charged tracks are refitted and required to be originated by the same secondary vertex,

reconstructed by the Kalman vertex fit algorithm.

All charged hadrons and strips are required to be contained within a narrow cone of size

�R = 2.8/pT⌧ [112], where pT⌧ is computed by summing the four-vectors of reconstructed

charged hadrons plus strips. The hypothetical visible ⌧ momentum ~p⌧ is required to match the

(⌘,�) direction of the original jet within a maximum distance of �R = 0.1 [112]. Particle-flow

jets with di↵erent numbers of reconstructed charged hadrons or strips with respect to those listed

above are not considered as potential ⌧ candidates. The 4-momenta of the hadrons and strips

are recomputed to assign masses compatible with the reconstructed decay channel. Besides, the

total invariant mass of the visible decay products is required to match that of the intermediate
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resonance (the intermediate resonances considered are listed in Tab. 3.1). In case of the one

hadron + one strip signature the four-vectors reconstructed from the strip energy and position

is set to match the nominal ⇡0 mass and the invariant mass of charged hadron plus strip is

required to be in the range 0.3 � 1.3 GeV/c2. In case of the hadron + two strips signature a

massless four-vectors is reconstructed for each strip and the invariant mass of the two strips is

required to be within 50 MeV/c2 and 200MeV/c2. The invariant mass of hadron plus strips

is required to be in the range 0.4 � 1.2 GeV/c2. The signature of three charged hadrons is not

a↵ected by photon conversions and can be well identified. The invariant mass of the three tracks

is expected to be in the range 0.8 � 1.5 GeV/c2. In case more than one hypothesis for possible

⌧ decay signatures exist the hypothesis leading to the lowest ET sum of jet constituents not

associated to ⌧ decay products is given preference.

3.4.2 HPS performance

The performance of the HPS algorithm are evaluated in terms of energy response, resolution

and e�ciency in the ⌧ decay modes reconstruction. This study has been performed using Monte

Carlo Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ simulated events. The energy response and resolution are defined respectively

as the mean value of the distribution of the ratio between the energy of the ⌧ reconstructed by

the HPS and the true energy at generator level (simulated ⌧) and the width of this distribution.

From Fig.3.26 it is possible to see that the HPS provides a good energy resolution, between 3%

and 10% depending on the decay mode and that these values are almost independent from the

pile-up.

Another figure of merit used to evaluate the performance of the ⌧ reconstruction consists

in the capability of the HPS algorithm to identify the correct ⌧ decay mode. In Fig. 3.27 the

correlation between the reconstructed and Monte Carlo generated decay modes for three di↵erent

pile-up scenario is shown. The ⌧ decay channel is correctly reconstructed in a percentage that

varies from ⇠ 85% up to 95% and it is stable with the pile-up.

As already mentioned in the introduction to the ⌧ reconstruction, one of the main goal to

provide a good identification of the tau lepton is to keep the contamination from QCD jets as

low as possible. This goal is reached requiring that the ⌧ lepton candidate is isolated. Indeed,

⌧ lepton is colorless and its decay occurs purely through weak interaction. As a consequence,

the ⌧ decay products are emitted in a relative clean environment contrary to the quark/gluon

jets. Two kind of isolation algorithm have been developed in CMS, a cut-based approach and

an algorithm based on a multivariate analysis technique. In what follows a deeper description

of the cut-based isolation algorithm and its performance is provided. This isolation method is,

indeed, vastly used in the search for the SM H ! ⌧⌧ . In order to compute the isolation of

the ⌧h, the electromagnetic or charged particles found in a cone of R = 0.5 with pT > 1.0 GeV

(> 1.5 GeV for photons) around the ⌧h candidate are treated as isolation particles. In addition,

the charged isolation particles must be associated to a track that pass the following requirements:
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4.3. ⌧h reconstruction 127
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Figure 4.5: Ratio between the reconstructed and the generated transverse momentum of the
visible pT of the ⌧h using simulated Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ events for di↵erent generated decay modes:
⌧� ! h�⌫⌧ (top left), ⌧� ! h�⇡0⌫⌧ plus ⌧� ! h�⇡0⇡0⌫⌧ (top right) and ⌧� ! h�h+h�⌫⌧

(bottom). 5 distributions are displayed for di↵erent pile-up scenarios. Nvtx denotes the number
of reconstructed vertices in the event. From [140].

Figure 3.26: The ⌧ energy response distribution for di↵erent ⌧ reconstructed decay mode 1-prong (top

left), 1-prong+⇡0s (top right) and 3-prongs (bottom) for 5 di↵erent pile-up scenarios [113].

pT > 0.5, �2 < 100, d0 < 0.03 cm, dZ < 0.2 cm and Nhits > 3 (d0 and dZ are the transverse and

longitudinal component of the impact parameter evaluated with respect to the vertex closest to

the leading track of the ⌧ candidate). In order to maintain the isolation performance stable with

the pile-up activity, only the charged particles with their track matched to the ⌧h production

vertex are considered. An event by event estimation of the photons energy (also named ��)

is computed by summing the transverse momenta of all the charged particles whose direction

match the ⌧h candidate within �R < 0.8 and which are not matched to the ⌧h production vertex

(dZ > 0.2 cm); they are therefore coming from pile-up vertices. This sum is then scaled by a

constant mostly accounting for the ratio between the neutral and charged pile-up contribution
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128 ⌧ -lepton trigger and reconstruction

show that the correct decay mode is reconstructed in ⇠ 90% of the cases for taus from
Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ decays. For high pT taus, the probability to reconstruct 3-prong decay modes
decreases. This is due to three e↵ects: the reconstructed hits in the pixel detector are
merged due to the high momenta of the system, tracks are lost due to the cuts applied
in the Particle Flow algorithm and tracks are rejected by the d0 < 0.03 cm quality cut
applied in the ⌧h reconstruction (c.f. table 4.3).
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Figure 4.6: Correlation between generated and reconstructed decay modes of ⌧h in simulated
Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ events for di↵erent pile-up scenarios. From [140].

4.4 Introduction to multivariate analyses

A multivariate analysis (MVA) is a statistical tool able to simultaneously use the infor-
mation provided by many variables. It is based on machine learning methods able to

Figure 3.27: Correlation between the generated and reconstructed ⌧h decay modes in simulated Z/�⇤ !

⌧⌧ events for di↵erent pile-up scenario [113].

(⇠ 0.46). Finally, the isolation variable assumes the form:

I⌧ =
X

pcharged
T (dZ < 0.2 cm) + max(

X
p�
T ���, 0) (3.9)

with

�� = 0.46 ·
X

pcharged
T (dZ > 0.2 cm) (3.10)

Thresholds on the value of I⌧ of 2.0, 1.0, and 0.8 define respectively the loose, medium and

tight working point for the cut based isolation. Tau isolation e�ciency as function of the p⌧
T,

shown in Fig.3.29, is estimated from data, using the tag-and-probe technique and compared

to simulation. A good agreement between data and simulation can be observed in the whole
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Figure 3.28: Tau isolation cone structure used in the definition of the standard cut-based isolation

variable.

transverse momentum range considered and e�ciencies of ⇠ 45%, ⇠ 55%, ⇠ 63% are found

respectively for the tight, medium and loose working point.

The ⌧ energy scale

The HPS algorithm can sometimes miss some of the visible decay products of the ⌧ decay and

thus, produce a ⌧ candidate with an underestimation of its true energy. The opposite scenario

is also possible, where an additional particle coming from the pile-up can be mis-identified as

being part of the ⌧h. Then the reconstructed momenta will be overestimated. Other possible

reasons that could lead to an energy mis-reconstruction are the tracker mis-calibration and the

calorimeters energy response. In order to estimate the ⌧ energy scale a likelihood fit is performed

to the distribution of the the visible tau mass in Z ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h events from Monte Carlo sample.

In Fig. 3.30 the distribution of the visible invariant mass, defined as the invariant mass of all

the visible ⌧ decay products, is shown for data, Z ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h simulated events and all the

other SM backgrounds (also simulated with Monte Carlo). The distribution of the visible tau

mass depends on the ⌧ decay mode: for the 1-prong ⌧ ’s it is peaked exactly at the value of the

⇡± mass, while for 1-prong + ⇡0s and 3-prongs ⌧ ’s it is spread out in a larger mass interval

because of the presence of the intermediate resonances ⇢(770) and a1(1260).

The likelihood fit adjusts the shape of the simulated visible mass distribution to match the

one from data keeping the ⌧ energy scale as a free parameter of the fit. The central value of

the ⌧ energy scale obtained from the fit is ⇠ 1% for all the 3 decay modes. The systematic

uncertainty related to this measure is found to be ⇠ 3% and represent a very important shape

systematic for many physics analysis that make use of the ⌧ lepton in the final state, like the
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Figure 4.18: ⌧h identification e�ciency as a function of the candidate transverse momenta
measured in data and in Monte Carlo simulation for the cut-based isolation (left) and the MVA-
based isolation (right). From [140].

of the reconstructed tau energy can be caused by mis-calibration of the tracker and the
calorimeters energy response. All these e↵ects need to be well modeled by the simulation,
then a correction to the tau energy scale (⌧ -ES) is needed.

As in section 4.5.3, Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h events are used in order to access these
corrections. The measurement is done via the modeling of the visible ⌧h mass shape or
via the visible µ⌧h pair mass shape. A data to Monte Carlo simulation scale factor is
determined by comparing those shapes in a Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ dominated sample.

The scale factors are obtained for the di↵erent reconstructed decay modes from the
HPS algorithm. The visible ⌧h mass is defined only for the one prong plus strips or three
prongs decay modes. The ⌧ -ES for single hadron candidates is measured only by using
the mµ⌧h

observable as the visible ⌧h mass is the one of the ⇡ resonance.
The shape templates for the samples containing simulated ⌧ -leptons are produced for

di↵erent values of the ⌧ -ES varying between �6% and +6% in steps of 0.1%. In figure 4.20
the visible ⌧h mass distribution is presented for the Three Hadrons decay mode with the
central and extreme variations on the ⌧ -ES. The best value of the ⌧ -ES is extracted
via a likelihood ratio comparing two hypotheses: the null hypothesis where the ⌧ -ES=0%
(meaning no correction of the simulation) and the tested hypothesis where the ⌧ -ES=X%.
The likelihood for each hypothesis is computed by comparing the data to the predicted

Figure 3.29: Data and Monte Carlo simulation comparison for the ⌧ isolation e�ciency as function

of the ⌧ candidate transverse momentum for the three di↵erent working points: loose, medium and tight

[113].

searches for the SM H ! ⌧⌧ .

3.4.3 The di-⌧ invariant mass reconstruction

An important topic related to the ⌧ object reconstruction is the evaluation of the di-⌧ invariant

mass m⌧⌧ in di-⌧ events. This quantity is used in most of the analyses that search for a resonance

decaying into a ⌧ lepton pair in order to discriminate the signal from the various backgrounds.

In particular, in the search for SM H ! ⌧⌧ , m⌧⌧ is used to discriminate the events coming

from the Z ! ⌧⌧ decay from those originating from the Higgs boson decays. It is also used to

discriminate from other background. However, the estimation of the true m⌧⌧ invariant mass is

a real challenge since the hadronic and leptonic ⌧ decays present neutrinos in the final state. For

this reason the invariant mass evaluated only with the ⌧ visible decay products four-momenta

presents a limited discrimination power, since the exact amount of momenta carried by neutrinos

is unknown. Among the various methods that have been developed by the CMS Collaboration

to reconstruct the di-⌧ invariant mass, it worth to mention the most used:

• Collinear approximation: In this approach the ⌧ lepton kinematics is simplified assum-
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Figure 3.30: Comparison between data and Z ! ⌧⌧ + backgrounds simulated events containing ⌧h

candidates reconstructed in all the decay mode after the likelihood fit [71].

ing that all its decay products are emitted collinearly with the ⌧ -lepton momentum and

that all the missing energy originates from the neutrinos. In the case of a di-tau event,

this assumption implies that the projection of the /~ET along each visible tau direction

is interpreted as the associated neutrino(s) transverse momentum. This approximation

works properly in the limit where the ⌧ -lepton energy in the laboratory frame (E⌧ = �m⌧ )

is much larger than the ⌧ mass (1.777GeV). The collinear approximation drawback is that

it has no solution for topologies presenting two back-to-back ⌧s [114]. Indeed, in this con-

figuration, there is only one available projection for the /~ET , leading to an infinite number

of solutions for the neutrinos transverse momenta.

• Secondary Vertex Fit3 (SVfit) algoritm [115]: it is a likelihood-based mass recon-

struction technique where all the allowed configuration for the neutrinos momenta are

weighted by a probability density function obtained by a completely analytical approach.

3In the current implementation of the SVfit algorithm, the secondary vertices of the ⌧ leptons are not

used to determine the ⌧ momenta, even if the algorithm was originally designed to with this functionality.
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SVfit invariant mass reconstruction algorithm

The ⌧ pair mass is totally determined by the two four momenta of the ⌧ leptons. Each ⌧ four

momentum is, in turn, completely determined by the visible and invisible four momenta of its

decay products. The main experimental challenge is to reconstruct the four momenta of the

invisible particles. They can be constrained by the /~ET and the ⌧ -lepton mass m⌧ which is

known with great precision. As shown in Tab. 3.1 and in Fig. 3.24 (Section 3.4) the leptonic ⌧

decays leads to two neutrinos in the final state, while a hadronic ⌧ decay with the emission of

one neutrino. This implies that the invisible system is massive for the leptonic decays (resulting

from m2
⌫⌫ = (p⌫1 + p⌫2)2) and massless for the hadronic decays (m2

⌫⌫ = p2
⌫ = 0). The ⌧ decay

can then be parametrized via:

• the opening angle ✓, defined as the angle between the boost direction of the ⌧ -lepton and

the momentum vector of the visible decay products in the rest frame of the ⌧

• �̄, the azimuthal angle of the ⌧ in the CMS detector frame4, i.e. the angle between

(~pvis
⌧ , ~p⌧ ) and (~pvis

⌧ , ~uz)5.

• the invariant mass of the invisible momentum system m⌫⌫ , in the case of leptonic ⌧ decays.

The energy and momentum of the visible decay products in the rest frame of the ⌧ are given by:

Evis
⌧ =

m2
⌧ + m2

vis � m2
⌫⌫

2m⌧
, pvis

⌧ =
q

(Evis
⌧ )2 � m2

⌧ , (3.11)

where mvis is the visible ⌧ mass, defined as m2
vis = (⌧ vis)2 (⌧vis is the four-momentum of the

visible ⌧ decay products) with m⌫⌫ = 0 for the hadronic decays. The opening angle in the CMS

detector frame ✓̄ is related to the corresponding quantity in the ⌧ rest frame via the Lorentz

invariant component of the visible momentum perpendicular to the ⌧ -lepton direction:

pvis
?,⌧ = p̄vis

?,⌧ ) sin✓̄ =
pvis

⌧ · sin✓

p̄vis
⌧

. (3.12)

The energy in the laboratory frame Ē⌧ is given by Ē⌧ = �m⌧ , by determining the Lorentz

boost factor � of the component of the visible momentum parallel to the ⌧ vector direction from

equations 3.11 and 3.12:

p̄vis
⌧ = ��Evis

⌧ + �pvis
⌧ cos✓, (3.13)

where:

� =
Evis

⌧

⇥
(Evis

⌧ )2 + (p̄vis
⌧ cos✓̄)2

⇤ 1
2 � pvis

⌧ cos✓ · p̄vis
⌧ cos✓̄

(Evis
⌧ )2 � (pvis

⌧ cos✓)2
. (3.14)

4Symbols with an overline refer to quantities defined in the laboratory frame
5~uz is the unitary vector aligned with the beam axis
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The energy of the ⌧ in the laboratory frame, as function of the visible momentum p̄vis
⌧ , only

depends on two of the three parameters: the angle ✓ and the invariant mass of the neutrino

system m⌫⌫ . The ⌧ -lepton direction is within a cone of opening angle ✓ around the axis defined

by the visible momentum. The direction of the four momentum is determined by the third

parameter �̄, the azimuthal angle of the ⌧ -lepton with respect to the visible momentum vector.

Figure 3.31 shows the relation between p⌧ , pvis
⌧ , ✓̄ and �̄.

204 H ! ⌧⌧ analysis strategy

And the energy in the laboratory frame Ē⌧ is given by Ē⌧ = �m⌧ , by determining the
Lorentz boost factor � of the component of the visible momentum parallel to the ⌧ direc-
tion from the equations 6.21 and 6.22:

p̄vis cos ✓̄ = ��Evis + �pvis cos ✓

) � =
Evis[(Evis)2 + (p̄vis cos ✓̄)2 � (pvis cos ✓)2]1/2 � pvis cos ✓p̄vis cos ✓̄

(Evis)2 � (pvis cos ✓)2

(6.23)

So the energy of the ⌧ in the laboratory frame as a function of the visible momentum
p̄vis depends only on two of the three parameters: the angle ✓ and the invariant mass
of the neutrino system m⌫⌫ . The ⌧ -lepton direction is within a cone of opening angle ✓
around the axis defined by the visible momentum. The direction of the four momentum
is determined by the third parameter �̄, the azimuthal angle of the ⌧ -lepton with respect
to the visible momentum vector. Figure 6.14 shows the relation between p⌧ , pvis, ✓̄ and
�̄.

sub title
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θ
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uvis

_ _

φ
_

SV

Figure 6.14: Parametrization of the ⌧ decay used in the SVfit algorithm.

It is useful to make a transformation of the parameters space (✓, �̄, m⌫⌫) into the
alternative (x̄, �̄) parametrization, where x̄ is the energy fraction carried by the visible
decay products. They are related by the visible energy in the laboratory frame Ēvis, as a
function of pvis =

p
E2

vis � m2
vis and � =

p
�2 � 1/�2:

cos ✓ =
Ēvis � �Evis

��pvis

��1��! cos ✓ =
2x̄ � 1 �

m2
vis(⌫⌫)

m2
⌧

1 �
m2

vis(⌫⌫)

m2
⌧

(6.24)

for leptonic (hadronic) ⌧ -lepton decays.

6.5.3 SVfit algorithm likelihood approach

The mass of the di-⌧ system is under constrained and its kinematics is controlled by 4 to
6 parameters depending on the leptonic or hadronic decays: the angles ✓1, �̄1 and ✓2, �̄2

Figure 3.31: Parametrization of the ⌧ decay used in the SVfit algorithm. The parameter ✓̄ represents the

angle between the boost direction of the ⌧ -lepton and the momentum vector of the visible decay products

in the laboratory frame, �̄, the azimuthal angle of the ⌧ in the laboratory frame and yvis is the unitary

vector aligned with the visible ⌧ direction in the laboratory frame.

It is useful to make a transformation of the parameters space (✓, �̄, m⌫⌫) into the alternative

(x̄, �̄) parametrization, where x̄ is the energy fraction carried by the visible decay products.

They are related by the visible energy in the laboratory frame Ēvis
⌧ , as a function of pvis

⌧ =p
(Evis

⌧ )2 � (mvis
⌧ )2 and � =

p
�2 � 1/�2:

cos✓ =
Ēvis

⌧ � �Evis
⌧

��pvis
⌧

�!1���! cos✓ =
2x̄ � 1 � (mvis

⌧ )2

m2
⌧

1 � (mvis
⌧ )2

m2
⌧

(3.15)

for leptonic (hadronic) ⌧ -lepton decays.

The mass of the di-⌧ system is under constrained and its kinematics are controlled by 4 to

6 parameters depending on the leptonic or hadronic decays: the angles ✓1, �̄1 and ✓2, �̄2 as

well as the masses m1,2
⌫⌫ in the leptonic decays. The two components of the missing transverse
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momentum /Ex and /Ey provide two further constraints. The total number of free parameters is

then 3 ⇥ N(⌧lep) + 2 ⇥ N(⌧h) � 2. It is possible to define the likelihood function f (~z, ~y, ~a1, ~a2)

describing the probability to reconstruct z = (/Ex, /Ey), given the unknown parameters of the

two ⌧ decays taking the values a1 = (✓1, �̄1, m⌫⌫,1), a2 = (✓2, �̄2, m⌫⌫,2) and the four momenta of

the visible decay products corresponding to the reconstructed values ~y =
�
pvis
1 , pvis

2

�
. The mass

of the di-⌧ system m⌧⌧ (~y, ~a1, ~a2) is a well defined function of ~y, ~a1 and ~a2. The SVfit algorithm

strategy to find the best estimation of ~a1 and ~a2 is to test a series of di-⌧ mass hypotheses by

computing the probability:

P
�
mi

⌧⌧

�
=

Z
�(mi

⌧⌧ � m⌧⌧ (~y, ~a1, ~a2))f (~z, ~y, ~a1, ~a2) d ~a1d ~a2 (3.16)

The integration is performed numerically using the VEGAS [116][117] algorithm (see Section

6.3).

The ⌧ lepton decay width

The matrix element model for unpolarized ⌧ -leptons decays are used to model the leptonic

decays:

L⌧,lep =
d�

dx̄dm⌫⌫d�̄
/ m⌫⌫

4m2
⌧

⇥�
m2

⌧ + 2m2
⌫⌫

� �
m2

⌧ � m2
⌫⌫

�⇤
(3.17)

within the physically allowed region 0  x̄  1 and 0  m⌫⌫  m⌧
p

1 � x̄, taken from

equation 3.15 (1  cos✓  1 condition). While a model based on the two-body phase space for

the hadronic decays gives:

L⌧,had =
d�

dx̄d�̄
/ 1

1 � m2
vis

m2
⌧

(3.18)

within the physically allowed region m2
vis/m2

⌧  x̄  1. The comparison of the kinematic

distributions with respect to the detailed simulation, as illustrated in Ref. [118], shows that the

two-body phase space model is well suited to describe the hadronic ⌧ decays.

Missing transverse energy

Assuming that the only source of missing transverse energy are the neutrinos from the ⌧ decays,

then the sum of the neutrino momenta should match the reconstructed /~ET obtained from the

particle flow reconstructed objects. To take the resolution e↵ects that cause the di↵erences

between the sum of the neutrino’s pT and the reconstructed missing transverse energy into

account, a Gaussian resolution model is considered. It is possible to write a likelihood L⌫( /Ex, /Ey)

for observing /Ex,y given a true value of missing energy, where /Ex,y are the component x, y of

the measured missing transverse energy. This approach is better described in [115] and it is also

used to model the response of the missing transverse energy in Chapter 6.
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Full likelihood

The full likelihod in Eq 3.16 is the result of the product of the previous terms:

f(~z, ~y, ~a1, ~a2) /
X

i,j

L⌧,i · L⌧,j · L⌫( /Ex, /Ey) (3.19)

where i, j denotes the possible ⌧ decay mode. At this point, P (m⌧⌧ ) (Eq. 3.16) is computed for

all the mass hypothesis and the value of m⌧⌧ that maximize the probability is interpreted as the

di-⌧ invariant mass.

SVfit performance

In Fig. 3.32 the distributions of the visible invariant mass and the SVfit mass are shown for

simulated Z ! ⌧⌧ and SM H ! ⌧⌧ events.
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of the ⌧ pair visible mass (left) and the mass reconstructed by the
SVfit algorithm (right) for simulated Z ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h background events and for the Standard
Model Higgs boson signal H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h with mH = 125 GeV.

di↵erent Higgs signals (Standard Model Higgs with mH = 125 GeV on figure 6.15 and
di↵erent mass hypothesis of MSSM Higgs signals on figure 6.16). This allows to compare
the separation power of the two observables.

A better separation is achieved by the SVfit algorithm, increasing the analysis capa-
bilities to find resonances on the background tails and to discriminate the overwhelming
Z ! ⌧⌧ background. It brings an improvement in the final expected significance of ⇠ 40%
with respect to the visible di-⌧ mass observable.

The relative resolution on m⌧⌧ has been estimated from simulation to be about 10%
for double hadronic ⌧h⌧h decays, 15% in the semi-leptonic ⌧h⌧l decays, and 20% in the
fully leptonic ⌧l⌧l decays, increasing with the number of neutrinos in the ⌧ decay final
states. Also the SVfit algorithm ensures a very high e�ciency, with a failure rate at the
per-mill level, even if it is a CPU-intensive algorithm with an average computing time on
the order of O(1s)/event.

6.6 Statistical tools

In this section, I will present the statistical procedure used in both the Standard Model
and MSSM Higgs boson searches. The signal extraction is performed by a binned maxi-
mum likelihood fit on the SVfit mass distribution previously described for the signal plus
background (H1) and background only (H0) hypothesis. The fit is done simultaneously
over all the categories and channels. The statistical approach used is a modified frequen-
tist CLS method [199], as recommended by the LHC Higgs Combination Group [200,201].
This approach is di↵erent from the ones used before for Higgs searches at LEP and Teva-

Figure 3.32: Distribution of the ⌧ pair visible invariant mass (Left) and the mass reconstructed by the

SVfit algorithm (Right) for simulated Z ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h background events (white) and for the SM Higgs

boson signal H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h with mH = 125GeV [115].

It is possible to appreciate the increase of the discrimination power obtained using the SVfit

mass algorithm with respect to the visible invariant mass. The adoption of the SVfit algorithm

brings an improvement in the final expected significance of the SM H ! ⌧⌧ analysis of ⇠ 40%

with respect to the expected significance obtained using, as observable, the visible di-⌧ mass.

The relative resolution on m⌧⌧ has been estimated from simulation to be about 10% for double

hadronic ⌧h⌧h decays, 15% in the semi-leptonic ⌧h⌧` decays, and 20% in the fully leptonic ⌧`⌧`
decays, increasing with the number of neutrinos in the ⌧ decay final states [115]. The SVfit
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algorithm also ensures a very high e�ciency, with a failure rate at the per-mill level, even if it

is a CPU-intensive algorithm with an average computing time on the order of O(1s)/event.



Chapter 4
Study of the Missing Transverse Energy

reconstructed at L1 in the context of the

H ! ⌧⌧ ! `⌧had analysis with soft leptons

An overview on the main analyses that lead to the Higgs boson discovery, the measurement of its

mass, followed by the bounding of its width has been presented in Chapter 1. During the LHC

Run 1, the analyses performed in the main channels (ZZ, ��, WW , bb̄ and ⌧⌧) were aiming

an optimal sensitivity to the SM Higgs boson. To do so, inclusive selections of the production

mechanisms were adopted for each of the major final states. At the time I began my thesis

work, the Higgs boson had just been discovered in the bosonic decay channels. An intensive

work focussing on the measurements of its properties had started. In particular, first measure-

ments of its spin-parity have been carried out [56]. All the measurements were (and still are)

compatible with a Standard Model Higgs boson. The ⌧⌧ channel plays a particular role, as it

is the only way to check if the Higgs couples to leptons as predicted by the Standard Model.

Indeed, the H ! µµ channel sensitivity is limited by the small branching ratio because of the

weak coupling between the Higgs boson and the muon. In the context of the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis,

the main e↵orts concentrated in the increase of the analysis sensitivity in order to reach the

first standalone observation of the Higgs boson decaying into fermions. Several approaches have

been pursued,

for example the subdivision into categories, the inclusion of new decay channels (⌧h⌧h) and

the improvement of the object reconstruction. It has also been tried to improve the trigger

strategy during the data taking. The work I have done at the very beginning of my thesis

and that is described below took place in the context of this last approach and dealt with the

characterisation of the new trigger; the analysis itself is described in 7. The ⌧ lepton can decay

123
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both into hadrons and leptons with the presence of neutrino(s) in the final state. The fraction

of the ⌧ momentum carried by the neutrinos translates into a missing transverse energy in the

detector, especially for the semileptonic channels (H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h, H ! ⌧⌧ ! e⌧h) and the

fully leptonic ones (H ! ⌧⌧ ! µµ, H ! ⌧⌧ ! ee). In these cases the pT distribution of the

leptons in the final state is characterized by a soft spectrum: e.g. the 53% of the H ! ⌧⌧ events

produced through gluon-gluon fusion have a pT < 20 GeV. With the triggers available during

the largest period of the Run 1 data taking, the low pT spectrum of the lepton represented a

severe limitation. As already pointed out in the Section 2.3.5, a trigger system at a hadron

collider is designed to provide the highest e�ciency in selecting the most interesting events,

keeping the rate of the events not interesting for physics (background events that could fake the

signal) as low as possible. The hardware data and acquisition system impose severe limitation

on the total bandwidth of triggered events. In order to control the trigger rate, relatively high

thresholds (⇠ 20 GeV) on the lepton pT were mandatory at trigger level with a consequent loss

in the signal acceptance (⇠ 53% of the signal events have leptons with pT < 20). Hence the

idea to develop a new trigger capable to perform e�ciently with lower thresholds on the lepton

pT. It allows improving the sensitivity of the analysis by increasing the signal acceptance. To

control the trigger rate, a threshold on the L1 missing transverse energy was applied. The main

challenge in this approach was to characterize the missing transverse energy reconstructed at

Level 1, and it represented my direct contribution in the analysis. The application of this trig-

ger has been fully analysed in the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h channel [119]. Indeed, emphasis had been

logically been put on this channel, as among the semileptonic channels, it is the most sensitive.

It was not tested in the fully leptonic channel, as they represent decay modes with smaller signal

yields because of the ⌧ into leptons decay branching ratio and because di-lepton trigger had low

threshold.

4.1 Introduction to the Run 1 H ! ⌧⌧ trigger strat-

egy

The search for the Higgs boson decaying ⌧⌧ is carried out in five independent final states:

µ⌧h + X, e⌧h + X, eµ + X,⌧h⌧h + X and µµ + X, where ⌧h denotes a hadronic decay of a

tau. Di↵erent categories in function of the number of jets in the final state and the pT of the

reconstructed hadronic ⌧ are defined in order to exploit the di↵erent production modes. Despite

the moderate branching ratio of the ⌧ into electron or muon (17% each), the ` + ⌧h channel is

particularly interesting as it allows a cleaner event selection, both online and o✏ine. However,

It should be noted that a fraction of the ⌧ energy is taken by the two neutrinos. The electron or

muon have a relatively low pT. For a 125 GeV/c2 Higgs boson produced by gluon fusion, only

47% of the muons have a pT larger than 20GeV/c, as required in the “standard” analysis [71]

and trigger selection and illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Hence, the idea to consider in addition muons
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with 10 < pT < 20 GeV/c which represent 29% of the events.

5. RECHERCHE DU BOSON DE HIGGS SE DÉSINTÉGRANT EN PAIRES DE LEPTONS
TAU 215

57% le nombre d’évènements de signal disponible pour l’analyse, après application
d’une sélection inclusive.

Afin de maîtriser le taux de déclenchement de l’algorithme sélectionnant les don-
nées expérimentales, une coupure sur ��EL1

T est utilisée. Celle-ci réduit le nombre
d’évènements de signal dans le canal µsoft·h. Après son application, le canal µsoft·h
augmente de 41% le nombre d’évènements de signal. Cet apport significatif est pro-
metteur pour l’analyse des états finaux semi-leptoniques, comme nous le verrons
dans la suite.
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Fig. 5.14: Distribution de l’impulsion transverse des muons dans l’échantillon si-
mulé de fusion de gluons produisant un boson de Higgs de masse 125 GeV : sans
(resp. avec) coupure sur ��EL1

T à gauche (resp. droite). La zone orange indique la ré-
gion du canal µsoft·h (entre 9 et 20 GeV) et l’histogramme bleu (hachuré en vert)
désigne la région du canal µ·h (au-delà de 20 GeV).

5.6.3 Catégories exclusives

La répartition des évènements en catégories exclusives permet d’évaluer précisé-
ment la contribution des bruits de fond, et de contraindre les paramètres de nuisance
de l’analyse (e�cacités de déclenchement et de sélection, échelle d’énergie des · et
des jets...), tout en caractérisant le signal dans des catégories spécifiques au mode
de production du boson de Higgs.

Les distributions de masse invariante des évènements de bruit de fond et de signal
sont ajustées simultanément dans toutes les catégories et tous les canaux (voir §5.9).
Les catégories majoritairement composées de bruits de fond contraignent fortement
les paramètres libres de cet ajustement, et le signal est extrait des catégories très
pures. Ce procédé permet d’optimiser l’utilisation des données observées, et améliore
la limite d’exclusion sur la section e�cace de production du boson de Higgs, ainsi
que la signification statistique d’un éventuel excès d’évènements compatible avec
une nouvelle résonance (voir §5.9).

Figure 4.1: pT distribution for muon coming from simulated H ! ⌧⌧ events produced via

gluon fusion: without (Left) and with (Right) the cut on the missing transverse energy.

The orange area in the the plots represent the contribution given to the µsoft⌧h channel

(pT between 9 and 20 GeV) while the blue-green-dashed histogram represents the pT region

for the µ⌧h channel.

To do so, new triggers with a low pT lepton threshold have been introduced. To keep the

Level 1 trigger rate at a manageable level, it turned out to be necessary to introduce a cut on

the missing transverse energy at Level 1. In this chapter, I will first describe the new triggers,

before concentrating on the computation of the missing transverse energy at Level 1, hereafter

called L1ETM. The data-simulation agreement for L1ETM is then studied demonstrating the

need to apply corrections in the simulation. A procedure to correct L1ETM is then proposed

and its performance are assessed. The systematic uncertainties on the trigger e�ciency are then

discussed before presenting the trigger turn-on curves. Finally, the impact on the analysis will

be summarized.

4.2 New trigger for soft-lepton analysis

Two new triggers dedicated to the soft lepton analysis have been introduced in Fall 2012. For

the muon channel, the pT threshold for the muon is 8GeV/c while that of the ⌧ is 20 GeV/c,

leading to the HLT_IsoMu8_eta2p1_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM26 trigger path: an isolated muon

with pT > 8 GeV with |⌘| < 2.1 and a loose isolated PF ⌧ with a pT > 20 GeV are re-

quired together with a missing transverse energy larger then 26 GeV. This HLT filter is ac-

tually seeded by L1_Mu7er_ETM26 or L1_Mu7er_ETM20, that require a muon with a pT >

7 GeV and a missing transverse energy larger then 26GeV or 20 GeV, depending on the in-

stantaneous luminosity. Since the probability for a jet to fake an electron is larger than for
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Trigger name L1ETM threshold Total luminosity

HLT_IsoMu8_eta2p1_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM26 26 GeV 4.9 fb�1

HLT_IsoMu8_eta2p1_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM20 20 GeV 2.4 fb�1

HLT_Ele13_eta2p1_WP90Rho_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM36 36 GeV 4.9 fb�1

HLT_Ele13_eta2p1_WP90Rho_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM30 30 GeV 2.4 fb�1

Table 4.1: Integrated luminosity collected with each trigger and the di↵erent L1 seeds

a muon, for the equivalent electron triggers, the pT thresholds are higher, resulting in the

HLT_Ele13_eta2p1_WP90Rho_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM36 path, that require an electron with a

pT > 13 GeV and |⌘| < 2.1 and a loose isolated PF ⌧ with a pT > 20 together with a missing

transverse energy smaller then 36 GeV. This HLT filter is seeded by L1_IsoEG13er_ETM36 or

L1_IsoEG13er_ETM30, that require an electron with a pT > 13 GeV and a missing transverse

energy smaller then 36 GeV or 30GeV. The integrated luminosity collected with the triggers is

7.3 fb�1, the sharing between the di↵erent seeds is presented in Table. 4.1.

As these new triggers are not present in the simulation, the trigger e�ciency is decomposed

in the muon channel as the product of the tau-trigger, muon-trigger and L1ETM e�ciencies as

shown in Eq. 4.1. A similar decomposition can be done for the electron trigger. In the rest of

the document, only the muon channel is considered.

✏HLT = ✏LoosePFTau20 ⇥ ✏IsoMu8 ⇥ ✏(L1ETM>20) (resp. 26) (4.1)

4.3 Samples, datasets and event selection

Since the muons that cross the calorimeters are at the minimum of the ionization, the re-

sponse of the calorimeters does not depend on the muon transverse momentum. Therefore, the

HLT_IsoMu17_eta2p1_LooseIsoPFTau20 path is seeded by a L1 muon requiring a muon with

pT > 17 GeV/c and requires a ⌧ candidate with pT > 20 GeV/c at HLT, and with no requirement

on L1ETM, and it can be safely used to study the

HLT_IsoMu8_eta2p1_LooseIsoPFTau20_L1ETM26 trigger even though the minimal muon pT is

higher.

The following samples simulated with a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and with a pile-up

scenario of ⇠ 20 reconstructed primary vertices in the event are used: Z ! ⌧+⌧�, W±+jets, tt,

multiboson and Higgs boson signal.

Unless specified in the text, all the events considered in the study described in this chapter

pass the HLT_IsoMu17_eta2p1_LooseIsoPFTau20 trigger. In addition, o✏ine selection criteria,
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described in Ref. [71] are applied to the muon and the tau. Both the muon and the tau are

required to have pT > 20 GeV/c and |⌘| < 2.1; in addition they must have opposite charge.

With this simple event selection, the sample thus obtained is dominated by Z ! ⌧⌧ , W+jets,

QCD multijet events, and to a smaller extent of tt events. As it is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, where

the muon pT and tau pT spectra are shown, the normalization obtained as in Ref. [71], is rather

good.

The multijets background (QCD), which appears in several plots of this chapter, is evaluated

from data by taking same-sign events (the ⌧ ’s reconstructed for signal events is must be of

opposite sign, while, in QCD events both ⌧ ’s can have the same charge sign), relaxing the lepton

isolation, imposing a transverse mass cut mT < 40 GeV/c2; and subtracting the contribution of

the W±+jets background. More details on the QCD estimation through data-driven method

can be found in Ref. 7.5.

Figure 4.2: Left: muon transverse momentum. Right: tau transverse momentum. The

data are shown in black dots, and the various contributions of background and signal are

represented in a stacked histogram.

4.4 Calorimeter ~Emiss
T at L1

The Missing transverse energy reconstructed at the Level 1 is computed in the Global Calorime-

ter Trigger (GCT) from the Level 1 trigger regions [120], which roughly represents �⌘ ⇥�' =

0.348, i.e. 4⇥4 towers including the ECAL and the HCAL detectors. Since the GCT is emulated

in simulation, the L1ETM quantity is computed during the digitization process of the simulation

and available at the AOD level.

The trigger e�ciency directly depends on the e�ciency of the cut on L1ETM applied at

Level 1, it is therefore of utmost of importance to study the agreement between the data and
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the simulation for this quantity. Indeed, discrepancies between data and simulation can a↵ect

the event yields estimation. As can be seen in Fig.4.3, L1ETM tends to be overestimated in

the simulation. This means, unfortunately, that the increase of acceptance brought by this new

trigger will be smaller in the data with respect to what anticipated from the simulation. The

understanding of the cause of the observed discrepancy is beyond the scope of this thesis. It

is however interesting to study in parallel the Emiss
T reconstructed o✏ine, for which corrections

improving the data-simulation agreement exist (see Chapter 3). To ensure apple-to-apple com-

parisons, the o✏ine Emiss
T is computed in the same acceptance as L1ETM, i.e. with ECAL and

HCAL barrel and endcaps, without the HF detector and is therefore called CaloMetNoHF.

The same trend as for L1ETM can be observed for the CaloMetNoHF distribution in Fig.4.4-

left. The strategy to correct the L1ETM in the simulation results from the assumption that

the data-simulation di↵erences for L1ETM and CaloMetNoHF have a common origin. In a first

Figure 4.3: Missing transverse energy as reconstructed with the calorimeters at Level 1

(L1ETM).

step, the corrections applied to CaloMetNoHF are applied to L1ETM as explained below.

4.4.1 Leading Order correction

The large sample of Z ! µµ+jets events allows, through the study of the pT-balance, precise jet

energy corrections to be derived for the data and the simulation, thus equalizing the response

of the jets in the data and in the simulation. The absolute energy correction applied to each jet

by these Jet Energy Scale Corrections (JEC) in the simulated samples is applied to the Emiss
T

(more details are given in the Section 3.4.3). As visible in Fig. 4.4 , the JEC corrections restore

a good agreement between the simulation and data for CaloMetNoHF.
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Figure 4.4: E↵ect on caloMEtNoHF of the JEC corrections: before (Left) and after

(Right).

Even if the JEC corrections are applied on a jet-by-jet basis, the global factor applied to

the Emiss
T can be obtained by making the ratio of CaloMetNoHF after and before the JEC

corrections. As explained above, this correction factor is then applied to L1ETM as follows:

L1ETMLOCorr = L1ETM ·
✓

CaloMETNoHFCorr

CaloMEtNoHF

◆

The results of this ”leading-order” correction is presented in Fig.4.5 where the corrected L1ETM

for simulation has been superimposed to data. As expected, and comparing with Fig.4.3, the

agreement is improved but not at the level of that obtained with CaloMetNoHF. As a result,

additional corrections are needed on top of L1ETMLOCorr and are described in the next section.

4.4.2 Residual corrections

The strategy to further correct L1ETM in the simulation to improve the agreement with data is

done two steps. In a first step, scale corrections are derived; and in a second step, a smearing is

applied to adjust the resolution of L1ETM in the simulation to that of the data. The corrections

are derived as function of CaloMetNoHF, but the dependency on the global event activity,

measured by SumET , i.e. the sum of the transverse momenta of all the Particle Flow candidates,

is also investigated. Indeed, since the Emiss
T resolution is known to depend on SumET , a possible

dependency of data or simulation on the global activity cannot be neglected. In this section,

the data-driven multijet component is subtracted from the data and the resulting histograms

are compared to the sum of the simulated samples.
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Figure 4.5: The inclusive distribution of the L1ETM after the application of the leading

order correction.

The procedure consists in defining 10 bins in CaloMetNoHF between 0 and 80 GeV and and

9 bins in SumET between 0 and 1300 GeV. The size of the bins in SumET has been adjusted

so that the statistics are similar among the di↵erent bins. For each bin, the L1ETMLOCorr

distribution is fitted with a gaussian; the behavior of mean value and sigma, taken from the fit

parameters, have been plotted as functions of SumET . An example of the L1ETM distribution

in a particular bin of CaloMetNoHF and SumET together with the gaussian fit can be found in

Fig.4.6. The procedure is repeated for all the bins of SumET , and the result is shown in Fig.4.7

where the ratio of fitted mean values in the data and in the simulation is shown as function of

SumET for a given CaloMetNoHF bin. No dependency of the response nor of the resolution on

SumET can be observed. Concentrating on the left plot of Fig.4.7, one can see that the Emiss
T

in the data is on average about 7% lower than in the simulation. Repeating the procedure in

the various bins of CaloMetNoHF results in the left plot of Fig. 4.8, where it can be observed

that the di↵erence on the scale does not depend on CaloMetNoHF either. Therefore a constant

fit provides the numerical factor, R, of about 0.93 to be applied to L1ETMLOCorr to correct the

scale. One thus gets L1ETMScaleCorr=L1ETMLOCorr · R.

Once this numerical multiplication factor, R, is applied and the procedure repeated, the

right plot of Fig. 4.8 is obtained. As expected, the response is correctly brought back to unity.

It becomes therefore relevant to compare the resolution between data and simulation. The same

procedure as before, making bins of SumET and CaloMetNoHF is carried out considering the

Gaussian width. Similarly to what was observed with the scale, the data-MC discrepancy is

found to be independent of SumET but exhibits a non-negligible dependency on CaloMetNoHF

as illustrated in Fig. 4.9-left. On the same plot, the log-shape function used to parametrize this

dependency is shown. This function is used to adjust the resolution of L1ETM in the simulation
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Figure 4.6: Example of Gaussian fit to L1ETM distribution in the data (Left) and in

the simulation (Right) for CaloMEtNoHF between [25-30GeV] and in SumET between

[588-672GeV].
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Figure 4.7: Example of the behavior of the mean and sigma values as function of sumEt,

obtained from the gaussian fit in the slice of CaloMEtNoHF between 25 � 30GeV as a

function of SumET .
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Figure 4.8: Behavior of the average mean values ratio between data and MC as function

of caloMEtNoHF. Left: before scaling; Right: after scaling.
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Figure 4.9: Sigma ratio between data and MC distribution as function of caloMEtNoHF.

Left: before resolution correction; Right: after resolution correction.
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according to the following formula:

L1ETMfinal = L1ETMScaleCorr+


L1ETM ·

✓
CaloMEtNoHFCorr

CaloMEtNoHF

◆
· R � K · CaloMEtNoHF

�
·H(CaloMetNoHF)

(4.2)

where the R factor is the scale correction factor applied to L1ETMLOCorr, H is the log-

shape function parametrizing the dependency of the resolution disagreement. The term K ·
CaloMEtNoHF provides an expectation, in the simulation, of the mean value of L1ETM cor-

responding to a measured value CaloMetNoHF. Thus, the procedure will not a↵ect the mean

value, the mean value of L1ETMfinal will be close to that of L1ETMScaleCorr. The K factor

is obtained from a linear fit to the 2D distribution of L1ETMScaleCorr�x/CaloMetNoHFx as a

function of CaloMetNoHF (see Fig.4.10). The use of the projection on the x-axis allows the tails

of the ratio to be equally distributed between the positive and negative values and to cancel

when doing the fit.
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Figure 4.10: Response of L1ETM relative to CaloMetNoHF as a function of CaloMet-

NoHF. The linear fit of the scatter plot is also shown.

After applying the resolution correction, the ratio of the resolution in the data and in the

simulation is changed from Fig. 4.9-left to Fig. 4.9-right where it can be observed that except in

the first bin of CaloMetNoHF which, as far as L1 trigger e�ciency is concerned, does not play

any role, a fair agreement is obtained.

4.4.3 Summary and results

At this point, the final correction applied to Level-1 missing transverse energy is of the form:
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8
>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>:

L1ETMfinal = L1ETM · CaloMEtNoHFCorr

CaloMEtNoHF
· R+

+ H ·

L1ETM ·

✓
CaloMEtNoHFCorr

CaloMEtNoHF

◆
· R � K · CaloMEtNoHF

�

R = 0.932 ± 0.001

H = � (0.117 ± 0.004) + (0.050 ± 0.008) · log (CaloMEtNoHF)

K = 0.67 ± 0.02

(4.3)

The full chain of corrections is summarized in the plot presented in Fig. 4.11 where the

data and several steps of the corrections are presented for a given bin of CaloMetNoHF and

SumET . The comparison of the data (pink curve) and the L1ETM, as present in the simulation

without any correction (blue curve) demonstrates the need for a correction. The Leading Order

correction and the scale correction are applied together and give the red line. As can be seen

from the parameters of the fit, the mean value of the corrected simulated L1ETM matches the

data but the down-scaling simultaneously reduces the sigma of the distribution which is now

too slightly small. The resolution correction gives the red curve which matches well the data

curve both for the mean and the sigma. The performance of the full-fledged corrections can
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Figure 4.11: Di↵erent steps of the L1ETM correction scheme for a given bin of CaloMEt-

NoHF [25-35 GeV ] and SumET [588-672 GeV ].
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also be observed on the inclusive distribution, comparing the L1ETM distribution for data and

simulation before correction (Fig.4.3) and after correction (Fig.4.12).

Figure 4.12: Level-1 missing transverse energy inclusive distribution after full-fledged cor-

rection.

4.5 Systematic uncertainties

Setting up a series of correction scheme for the simulated L1ETM is important because it

has a direct impact on the trigger e�ciency; it however implies also estimating the associated

systematic error. Several sources of systematic errors have been identified and are discussed

below.

The JECs come with an associated error in the form of an upper and a lower value for the

correction factors. The impact on the Emiss
T measurement is obtained by applying the upper

and lower corrections to the jets and propagating them to the Emiss
T . One thus get an upper and

lower value of the Emiss
T . The Emiss

T correction being the first ingredient of the L1ETM correction

procedure, the JEC systematic is consequently a direct source of systematics. The e↵ect is illus-

trated in Fig. 4.13 where the inclusive L1ETM distribution is plotted, in the simulation, after

correction, for the central value, the upper and lower corrections. The impact on the trigger

e�ciency of the JEC corrections highly depends on the shape of the L1ETM distribution, and

therefore on the sample composition. With the inclusive selection used throughout this chapter,

the e↵ect is of order 8% (resp. 5%) with a 26 GeV (resp. 21GeV) threshold. These numbers

cannot be used as such in the analysis; they however give an idea of the magnitude of the e↵ect.

The actual impact should be evaluated re-running the analysis feeding the formula 4.3 with the

upper and lower values of the corrected CaloMetNoHF and quantify the impact on the event
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Figure 4.13: Impact of the JEC uncertainties on L1ETM in the simulation.

yield.

The other sources of systematic errors are found to be negligible compared to the one which

originates from the JEC uncertainty. In particular, the propagation of the errors related to the

fit procedure turns out to be more than one order of magnitude smaller than the error resulting

from the JEC uncertainty. Similarly, the spread of the points obtained after the scale corrections

(Fig. 4.8-right) above the region of interest of the trigger threshold, i.e. above 20 GeV, is at the

percent level or below and is therefore negligible with respect to the error induced by the JEC.

4.6 Trigger e�ciency curves

The proper behavior of the L1ETM corrections already demonstrated in Fig. 4.12 can be rep-

resented on the so-called turn-on curve showing the trigger e�ciency as a function of an o✏ine

reconstructed quantity. In the present case, the CaloMetNoHF variable is used as it is the

o✏ine quantity which is most correlated with L1ETM. The turn-on curves for a 20 GeV and a

26 GeV threshold, respectively, are shown in Fig.4.14 and 4.15. In these plots, the same inclusive

selection as before is used, but the QCD contribution (which is taken from data, and therefore

without any correction) is counted together with the simulated samples and no longer subtracted

from the data. The red dashed line represents the trigger e�ciency obtained directly from the

simulated L1ETM quantity. The e�ciency after correction is represented by a continuous red

line which is hard to distinguish from the data dashed black line. These curves are the fitted erf

functions of the e�ciency plots. The error associated to the fit is represented by a green band.

To be visible, the height of this band has been magnified 7 times, which is a good indication
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that the erf function is well adapted. Finally, the impact of the systematic errors described in

Section 4.5, dominated by the error associated to the JEC, is represented by a yellow band.

Figure 4.14: Turn on as a function of corrected CaloMEtNoHF: comparison using cor-

rected and uncorrected L1ETM in MC samples for a trigger threshold fixed at 20 GeV.

4.7 Conclusion

The use of a L1ETM cut to control the rate in the new triggers introduced in the context of

the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis in the `+ ⌧ -hadronic channel with low pT leptons, requires the agreement

between data and simulation to be studied. A set of corrections to be applied in the simulation

has been proposed and was demonstrated to perform well. The associated systematic uncertainty

has been studied and is found to be dominated by the JEC uncertainty. A method to evaluate

this systematic error for given selections has been proposed. Finally, turn-on curves comparing

the trigger e�ciency in the data and in the simulation have been obtained and have proven the

corrections to perform well. In order to investigate the contribution of the soft lepton analysis

in the o�cial H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h analysis we can compare the exclusion limits carried out with

and without the contribution of the soft lepton analysis [119]. They are illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

The µ⌧h channel can exclude at �
�SM

⇠ 4.4 at 120GeV. Combining the soft-lepton with the

standard µ⌧h analysis, there is an improvement of the 2% in the expected 95% C.L. exclusion

limit [119]. This result is very promising considering that only a fraction of the total luminosity

has been used and it is one research line to improve the trigger strategy in ⌧ channels for the

Run 2. It is however not the only one. Indeed, as will be explained in the next Chapter, an

important upgrade of the L1 system has been achieved and allows substantial progress on the ⌧
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Figure 4.15: Turn on as function of corrected CaloMEtNoHF comparison using corrected

and uncorrected L1ETM in MC samples for a trigger threshold fixed at 26 GeV.

identification at L1. It might thus turn out to be more e�cient to design soft lepton + hadronic

⌧ triggers that will be easier to commission.
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Figure 4.16: Exclusion limits for the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h evaluated for the ”standard analysis”

(Left) and for the combined ”standard+Soft analysis” (Right). From [119].



Chapter 5
A new L1-⌧ trigger algorithm for the CMS

stage-2 upgrade

The CMS experiment implements a sophisticated two-level online selection system that achieves

a rejection factor of nearly 105. For the Run 2, the centre-of-mass energy of the LHC collisions

has been increased to 13TeV and the instantaneous luminosity will increase reaching 2 · 1034

cm�2s�1. To guarantee a successful and ambitious physics program under this intense environ-

ment, the CMS Trigger and Data acquisition system are being consolidated. In particular the L1

calorimeter Trigger hardware and architecture are upgraded, benefiting from the recent µTCA

technology allowing sophisticated algorithms to be deployed, better exploiting the calorimeter

granularity and opening the possibility of making correlations between di↵erent parts of the

detector. Given the enhanced granularity provided by the new system, I have developed an

optimized ⌧ algorithm for the new, stage-2, L1 system. This algorithm is implementing an

innovative dynamic clustering technique that has been primarily developed to trigger on elec-

trons and photons. The selection of a hadronically decaying ⌧ ’s, giving multiple decay channels,

represents a real challenge for an electronic trigger system. In addition, to satisfy both physics

performance, and hardware constraints, the L1 ⌧ algorithm requires specific adaptation of the

electron/photon algorithm, also completely redesigned for the CMS stage-2 upgrade. The per-

formance of this ⌧ trigger will be demonstrated, both in terms of e�ciency and rate reduction.

The di↵erent handles to control the rate in di↵erent pile-up scenario will be described. Finally,

the plans for the commissioning with the first Run 2 data will be presented and the expected

impact on the physics potential assessed.

5.1 Introduction

The search of new particles, in particular, in the context of the supersymmetry is a major goal

of the LHC Run 2. However, so far no signs of supersymmetric particles have been found at the

140
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LHC or anywhere else. The higher energies but also the higher luminosities will allow searching

for processes with small cross sections and for particles of higher masses. The detailed study of

the properties of the Higgs boson as well as precision measurement of the Standard Model will

be carried on simultaneously and require to keep trigger energy thresholds as low as possible.

The trigger is therefore a key item for the success of the Run 2. As cross sections generally rise

with energy, this change by itself will result in an interaction rate increase of roughly a factor

one to two (respectively for minimum bias events and for the Higgs boson production). At the

same time, the luminosity will increase from the value of 0.7 ⇥ 1034cm�2s�1 reached in 2012 to

2⇥1034cm�2s�1 in 2015. With the expected LHC performance, the trigger rate will increase ⇥2

due to the energy increase, and ⇥3 due to the luminosity increase. Hence, for a given algorithm

and given thresholds, the rate will increase by a factor of 6. In order to maintain an acceptable

event rate for the µ + ⌧ cross trigger, letting the L1-µ algorithm unchanged, it is mandatory

to reduce the rate by a factor ⇠ O(6) acting on the L1-⌧ requirement. However, with the L1-⌧

trigger algorithm available during Run 1, the threshold on the ⌧ leg would have to be set too

high. Moreover, in these conditions, one of the additional challenge for the LHC experiments is

to deal with the increased pile-up (see Fig. 5.1) even if a 25 ns bunch spacing will mitigate the

amount of pile-up.

2014 JINST 9 C08002

Figure 1. Pileup — the number of individual proton-proton collisions in each event — is getting of growing
concern as the LHC ramps up its luminosity. The figure shows an event with a large number of reconstructed
vertices.

Further upgrade work on the LHC will take place during Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) scheduled
for 2019.

A third Long Shutdown (LS3) of the LHC is planned for 2023–2025. During this period, the
LHC should be modified to allow for attaining a luminosity of over 5 ⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1. CMS will
make use of this period for major reconstruction projects. The most important item will be the
complete replacement of the silicon tracker (strips and pixel detectors). This will allow the exper-
iment to withstand the much higher radiation levels expected at the HL-LHC. At the same time,
this will offer an opportunity to include the tracker into the first-level trigger of the experiment.
This “Phase-2 Upgrade” will allow for much better background suppression already at the hard-
ware level. Obviously, technical solutions for Phase 2, which will happen in almost a decade from
now, are not quite as concrete as for Phase 1 yet. However, the complexity of the work to be done
requires long-term planning, and a detailed Technical Proposal for the CMS Phase 2 upgrade (with
an important chapter on the trigger) is in preparation [2].

3 The existing CMS trigger system

CMS relies on a two-level trigger system. The Level-1 (L1) Trigger is implemented in hard-
ware (ASICs and programmable logic chips (FPGAs)) and serves to reduce the data rate from
the 40 MHz of the LHC bunch crossing rate down to 100 kHz [3]. In case of a positive Level-1 de-
cision (“L1 Accept (L1A)”) all data for the corresponding bunch crossing time is read out from the
CMS detector and transferred to the High-Level Trigger (HLT), which consists of a large computer
farm. The HLT performs a full reconstruction of events and writes data out to permanent storage at
a typical rate of several hundred Hz [4].

– 3 –

Figure 5.1: Pileup the number of individual proton-proton collisions in each event is getting of

growing concern as the LHC ramps up its luminosity. The figure shows an event with a large number of

reconstructed vertices

In Run 1, CMS had to deal with about 20 individual proton-proton collisions in each bunch

crossing (each event). In the long term this number may go up to 100 or more individual colli-

sions. Identifying a given type of particle within such a busy environment is a major challenge,

and it should be stressed that the Run 1 Level 1 ⌧ trigger could not be used as such in the

Run 1 analyses. Indeed, as the energy of the ⌧ was estimated from the energy collected in large
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region, jets were easily giving rise to ⌧ candidates and shape vetoes and isolation criteria had

to be introduced to limit the rate. As a side-e↵ect they significantly reduced the e�ciency,

especially at high energy. Therefore joint L1 ⌧+jet triggers had to be used to recover e�ciency,

in particular at high pT.

5.2 Phase-1 L1-trigger upgrade

Nowadays, the LHC is running with a collision energy of 13 TeV and a luminosity constantly

increasing in order to reach the nominal value of 2 · 1034 cm�2s�1. The LHC ended its Run

1 operations early 2013 when the ”Long Shutdown 1” (LS1) started. The CMS collaboration

has been using this period for initiating the first phase of the detector upgrade, named Phase-1

Upgrade. Certain detector parts, e.g. outer muon chambers in the forward region, have been

added and parts of the trigger and data acquisition electronics have been replaced. This work

will continue in parallel with the data taking. Some of the new electronics will be run in parallel

for commissioning purposes through 2015 and CMS will switch over to using these new systems

in production mode during LHCs annual technical stop at the beginning of 2016. The detailed

upgrade plans for Phase 1 have been documented in a Technical Design Report [121].

With LHC collision rates rising, the goal of the upgraded trigger is to keep the rates for data

to be recorded at a manageable level while conserving a high e�ciency for the individual physics

processes. The relatively low mass of the observed Higgs boson makes it mandatory to keep low

energy thresholds in the trigger in order to remain sensitive to the Higgs decay products and

be able to carry out precision studies of Higgs parameters. Several approaches will have to be

combined to reach this goal:

• better resolution of the transverse momentum (pT) or transverse energy (ET) and better

precision in the geometrical coordinates (azimuth � and pseudorapidity ⌘) of trigger ob-

jects; access to the trigger tower information and thus to a finer granularity compared to

Run 1;

• more complex operations at an early level, such as pileup subtraction in the calorimeter

trigger;

• combination of various subdetector data (such as data from redundant muon systems) at

an early stage;

• more sophisticated trigger algorithms capable to exploit the correlations between di↵erent

types of trigger data, calculation of invariant masses or transverse masses of pairs of trigger

objects;

The present CMS trigger electronics consists largely of custom-built VME modules. The VME

standard will be replaced by the new µTCA (Micro Telecommunications Computing Architec-

ture, see Fig. 5.2). Optical links will provide increased bandwidth and less space will be needed
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for bulky connectors. Use of new generations of electronics components, in particular of larger

FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) will allow to achieve higher performance with a

smaller number of electronics modules. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a generic µTCA board

using a single powerful FPGA.

2014 JINST 9 C08002

Figure 3. A µTCA crate equipped with HCAL trigger (“µHTR”) modules. The “MCH” is a commercial
crate controller module. The “AMC13” will be used as standard interface for trigger data readout in CMS.

Figure 4. The MP7 µTCA board built by Imperial College for the calorimeter electronics will also be
used for some muon trigger systems and the Global Trigger. The big heat sink visible in the photograph
is necessary due to the high performance and resulting significant power dissipation of the Xilinx Virtex 7
FPGA on the board.

replaced for the Phase-2 upgrade around the year 2022, this pipeline length will be substantially
increased (to 10–20 µs, according to present plans). All modifications before that date will have to
fit into the limited present latency budget. While the time needed for calculations can be speeded up
by newer electronics components, serial optical links require some extra time for the serialization
and deserialization (SerDes) steps.

– 6 –

Figure 5.2: The MP7 µTCA board.

5.2.1 Architecture of the upgraded calorimeter trigger

The calorimeter trigger architecture implemented during the LHC Run 1 is presented in Section

2.3.5 of Chapter 2. In the context of the phase-1 trigger upgrade, the calorimeter trigger upgrade

is of crucial importance. A two-layer system has been built, adopting a strategy based on the

time multiplexing. For a given bunch crossing, all the information from the detector are sent to

a single FPGA wired on a main processor board (MP7) (see Fig. 5.3). The subsequent bunch

crossing are processed in a similar way by others FPGA’s [122] [123]. There are in total 8 MP7

boards processing events at this layer. This upgrade is known as phase-1 stage-2 calorimeter

trigger upgrade. The stage-2 architecture will be used for the data-taken from 2016 and, until

that time, it will be running in parallel to an upgraded version of the trigger system used during

the Run 1 (phase-1 stage-1 trigger upgrade). The stage-1 algorithms are going to be used from

August 2015 to the end of 2015 and it represents an intermediate step to get to the stage-2

architecture.

Layer 1

The first layer will consist of custom boards and a custom backplane to receive the trigger

primitives (TPG) via optical fibre from the calorimeters and prepare data for Layer 2. At

this stage it is possible to compute already some basic quantities, e.g. the ratio of the energy

deposited in the ECAL and in HCAL, in addition to the energy and position of the TPGs.
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Figure 1. Effects of some of the planned improvements on the isolated electrons. Left, the improvement in
the trigger rate vs. threshold for isolated electrons. Right, the trigger efficiency for isolated electrons at a
threshold of 30 GeV, the turn on for the upgrade is sharper due to the improved resolution.

Figure 2. Diagram of the pipelined trigger (left) and the time-multiplexed trigger (right). Layer 1 is boxed
for each figure. Not shown for the time-multiplexed trigger is a de-multiplexing stage before the trigger
decision is made at the global trigger.

crossings. In this case several FPGAs handle the data round-robin style so that the overall latency
is not affected. A demonstrator has been built and it is described in reference [5].

The flexibility of modern FPGAs and links makes it possible to reconfigure the architecture
during a LHC technical stop. Of the two layers, the first, to be built by the University of Wisconsin
— Madison, is described in section 3. The second, to be built by CERN and a number of U.K.
groups: Imperial College, Bristol, RAL, and Iceberg Technologies is described in section 4. A
graphic of the architectures and layer divisions is shown in figure 2.

3 CTP-6 and VadaTech 894 — layer 1

The first layer will consist of custom boards and a custom backplane to receive the trigger primi-
tives via optical fiber from the calorimeters. It will either create 2x2 tower clusters with half-tower

– 3 –

Figure 5.3: Diagram of the time-multiplexed trigger

The layer 1 implements 36 Calorimeter Trigger Processor (CTP7) boards. Each CPT7 covers

a portion of the detector. The output of all the 36 CPT7 for a given bunch crossing number is

sent to 1 MP7 board. Di↵erent MP7 boards process the information coming from all the CPT7

for the subsequent bunch crossing.

Layer 2

The second layer will consist of a set of custom multi-purpose cards (MP7) to receive the time-

multiplexed trigger towers via optical fibre from the processing boards of the first layer. At this

level the various algorithms run to reconstruct the di↵erent physics objects and the outputs are

sent to the global trigger that takes the final decision.

5.3 Dataset and event selections

The new ⌧ trigger algorithm development and its performance were obtained using both simu-

lated samples and real data coming from the LHC Run 1 dataset. The Monte Carlo samples used

for this study belong to the Summer12 campaign, that means
p

s = 8 TeV and < PU >⇠ 20.

The process name and the event generator, are listed in Tab. 5.3.

The data come from the LHC Run 1 D-dataset during which an integrated luminosity of

7.3 fb�1 of pp collisions at
p

s = 8 TeV has been collected by the CMS detector. For Monte

Carlo studies, very loose request have been applied at the event selection level, just a pT > 5 GeV

and |⌘| < 5 of the reconstructed ⌧ ’s. In addition, a matching between the MC reconstructed ⌧
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process (
p

s = 13 TeV) subprocess generator N. of events

gg ! H(MH = 125) � AODSIM H ! ⌧+⌧� powheg+pythia6 478041

V BF ! H(MH = 125) � AODSIM H ! ⌧+⌧� powheg+pythia6 462681

SUSY BBH(MH = 160) � AODSIM H ! ⌧+⌧� pythia6+tauola 96611

DY Jets(MH > 50) � AODSIM Z ! ⌧+⌧� pythia6 994899

NeutrinopT2to20gun � GENSIM � RAW background pythia6 45716756

Table 5.1: MC sample used in the ⌧ trigger studies.

and the generated ⌧ has been imposed. In the data I select the events triggered at L1 by the

single µ trigger and at the HLT triggered by the presence of an hadronic ⌧ with pT > 24 GeV

and |⌘| < 2.2 and a global muon with pT > 24 GeV and |⌘| < 2.1. The events are required to

contain an isolated hadronic ⌧ and an isolated muon. Furthermore the hadronic ⌧ is requested

to pass the identification criteria and to be reconstructed in one of the possible decay modes

recognized by the HPS algorithm. In order to identify the ⌧ lepton used as reference to study

the L1-cluster associated to a particular hadronic ⌧ , a tag and probe technique has been used.

In this technique, the tag is a reconstructed isolated muon with pT > 24 GeV and |⌘| < 2.1 and

the probe a medium isolated HPS-⌧ with pT > 20 GeV and |⌘| < 2.2. In addition requirement

on the di-⌧ visible invariant mass are applied (m⌧⌧ 2 [47.5, 72.5] GeV) and an anti-W cut is

also applied on the transverse mass (mT < 40 GeV) in order to improve the purity of the probe

sample. These requirements aim to select a sample enriched in Z ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h events. In order

to emulate the stage-2 trigger tower reconstruction, the so-called RAW information are needed.

The reconstructed quantities were accessed from the AODs.

5.4 Tau energy deposits calorimeter patterns

In order to develop en e�cient algorithm for ⌧ ’s exploiting the finer granularity provided by

the new trigger architecture, the pattern of the ⌧ energy deposits in the calorimeter should be

studied. The variety of the ⌧ hadronic decay modes (up to 5 particles in the final state - not

counting the neutrinos) reflects in a complicated signature for the final state (see Section 3.4).

The di↵erent decay modes as well as the dependency on the initial ⌧ pT spectrum implies that

the pT of the charged hadrons is very spread as can be seen in Fig. 5.4. Thus the experimental

challenge is to collect energy of objects that hit the calorimeters surface at di↵erent positions

but coming from the same ⌧ lepton. The goal of the new trigger architecture for ⌧ lepton is to

identify correctly the true ⌧ leptons with the highest possible e�ciency and provide criteria to

distinguish them from fake ⌧ ’s. To achieve this goal, it is mandatory to estimate the area of the

calorimeter covered by the ⌧ final decay products and to construct an algorithm able to deal

with the di↵erent energy deposit patterns arising from the variety of the decay channels.
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Figure 5.4: Charged pions pT distribution for pions coming from ⌧ ’s decaying 3-prongs derived from

MC sample of H ! ⌧⌧ events produced through the gluon fusion process. The red triangle is the most

probable value of the distribution (⇠ 2.7GeV)

Given the pT spectrum, e.g. of the charged hadrons coming from the 3-prong ⌧ decay, for

⌧ ’s coming from H decays, it is possible to estimate the mean value (⇠ 15 GeV) and the most

probable value (⇠2.7 GeV). Now if we consider the most probable value in the distribution, it

is possible to evaluate the bending radius from the equation:

r =
pT[ GeV]

0.3 · B[T ]
⇠ 2.36 m (5.1)

for a pT = 2.7 GeV/c and a constant magnetic field of 3.8 T. Thus the distance between the

charged hadron and the the straight-line extrapolation of the direction of the initial ⌧ estimated

at the ECAL entrance is:
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It means that the charged hadrons enter in the calorimeter at a distance greater then 3 trigger

towers with respect to the initial direction of the ⌧ . Now if we consider that in the 3 prong decay

there are at least 2 opposite-sign charged hadrons, assuming that they have both the same pT

value fixed to the most probable one in according to the distribution in Fig.5.4, it follows that

the maximum separation between the ⌧ decay products (for the 3-prong decay) could exceed

6 trigger towers. Even though an extreme case has been considered, such a basic calculation

justifies a deeper study concerning ⌧ behaviours, in terms of energy deposition of its daughter

particle(s), in the the calorimeters trigger towers.
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5.4.1 Study of the ⌧ footprint

From the trigger point of view, the basic unit is the trigger tower. In the barrel, each trigger

tower consists in 5 ⇥ 5 ECAL crystal matrix in front of an HCAL cell. In the endcaps, the

definition is intricate but the tower is about of the same size. A RCT region is defined as the

region giving to the trigger system the output of a 4 ⇥ 4 trigger towers region. In Fig. 2.19 of

Chapter 2 a slice of the CMS calorimeters with the definition of all the trigger towers in terms

of ⌘ coverage and position is reported.

The map of the fractions of the tau energy deposited in each calorimeter trigger tower

(considering both energy deposited in ECAL and in HCAL), hereafter called footprint, provides

useful information on the global size of the clusters.

Figure 5.5: Average electron footprint (Left) and average hadronic ⌧ footprint (Right) obtained from

2012 data. For the electron footprint, only the energy deposited in the ECAL has been considered, while,

for ⌧ ’s the energy deposited in both the ECAL and the HCAL has been considered.

In Fig.5.5 global footprints (averaged over several events) are shown in the case of an electron

(left) and of a ⌧ (right) for all reconstructed ⌧h decay mode. For the ⌧ footprint both the

energy deposited in ECAl and HCAL are considered, while for the electron one only the energy

depositions in ECAL are shown. As can be seen the energy fraction coming in the most energetic

cell is ⇠ 85% of the total energy deposited in the 9 ⇥ 9 region in the case of the electron, while

it is just ⇠ 50% in the case of the ⌧ . This means that, on average, the ⌧ footprint is larger and

involves a higher number of trigger towers. Averaged footprints do not, however, give hints on

the optimal shape and topology of the clusters to collect the energy deposited by the ⌧ in the

calorimeter. To get this information, the ⌧ footprint should be obtained individually for each ⌧

and searching for a common pattern, which will guide the design of the algorithm. Moreover,

the clustering algorithm should dynamically be able to adapt to the di↵erent shapes and size of

the ⌧ energy deposits, which depend on the ⌧ decay channel. The ⌧ decay modes reconstructed

o✏ine with the hadron plus strips algorithm (HPS) are: 1-prong, 1-prong + ⇡0’s and 3-prongs

[113]. Nearly hundred of ⌧ footprints have been visually scanned for di↵erent decay modes. A
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few examples are presented in Fig.5.6.

Figure 5.6: Individual ⌧ footprints for the di↵erent ⌧ decay modes reconstructed by the HPS-algorithm:

1-prong(Up-Left), 1-prong + ⇡0’s (Up-Right) and 3-prongs (Bottom-Center). The reconstructed Particle-

Flow ⌧ constituents are superimposed to the calorimeters trigger towers in order to emphasize the matching

between the single reconstructed decay product of the ⌧ with a consistent energy deposition in a trigger

tower

The conclusion we get from this study is that the clustering algorithm already applied for the

new e/� trigger for stage-2 [124] could be largely reused as building brick. This is an important

observation in view of the hardware implementation. It implies that the clusterings for e/�

and ⌧ could share resources. Some modifications are however needed in order to define the

geometrical dimension and shape for a cluster of a 1-prong decaying ⌧ . In the case of 1-prong

+ ⇡0’s and 3-prongs, it was observed that the clustering used for the electrons and photons is

not extended enough to contain the entire energy deposited in the calorimeter. More precisely:

in ⇠ 25% of 3-prong decays and in ⇠ 10% of 1-prong + ⇡0’s decays, it happens that a trigger

tower with non-negligible quantity of the ⌧ energy is found outside the 3⇥3 trigger tower region

used as protocluster and a second cluster could be built. The treatment of these cases is more

complicated and will be described in the Section 5.5.3 dedicated to the cluster merging.
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5.5 A new clustering algorithm for the ⌧

5.5.1 The e/� clustering algorithm

As explained in Section 5.4 the clustering algorithm already developed to identify the e/� clusters

could be adopted with some additional modifications to identify ⌧ clusters in the majority of

the cases.

The e/� clustering algorithm starts searching a trigger tower with a local maximum energy above

a given threshold (2 GeV) within a 3⇥3 trigger tower window. Once a local maximum has been

found, it defines a ”seed” to build a ”protocluster”. A protocluster is a 3⇥3 trigger tower window

centred in the seed and collecting energy from all the trigger towers presenting a deposits above

an energy threshold (1 GeV) in 3⇥3 region around the seed. Once the protocluster is built, it is

trimmed according to the asymmetries in the ⌘ slices around the seed in the energy depositions.

This procedure is needed in order to avoid collecting energy in a larger area, that would increase

the trigger rate. The cluster obtained must pass some shape vetoes and a requirement on the

hadronic energy fraction assigned to the cluster (H/E ratio). Finally, the energy spread in the

� direction because of the electrons bending in the CMS magnetic field, is recovered with an

additional trigger tower positioned either at � + 2 or in the � � 2 with respect to the cluster

(⌘,�) trigger tower position, as illustrated in Fig.5.7. More detailed information regarding the

e/� algorithm can be found in Ref. [124].
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Figure 5.7: Sketch of the e/� dynamic clustering algorithm

5.5.2 The ⌧ clustering algorithm

The modifications required to use the e/� algorithm for ⌧ clusters are related to the presence

of hadron(s) in the final state possibly accompanied by photons. An electron or a photon

deposits almost the totality of their energy inside ECAL but it is not true for a ⌧ . Indeed,

the ⌧ decay always involves at least one charged pion and possibly some ⇡0s. The charged

pions interact either through electromagnetic or strong force with the detector and thus they
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could deposit energy both in ECAL and in HCAL. The ⇡0, instead, decays into a couple of

� that could either arrive directly to the ECAL surface or convert into electrons through the

tracker material. To estimate the fraction of the energy deposited in the two calorimeters, the

EHCAL/(EECAL +EHCAL) ratio is plotted for the di↵erent decay mode and a clear dependency

can be observed, see Fig. 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Fraction of the ⌧ energy deposited in HCAL respect the total ⌧ energy for 1-prong (Left),

1-prong + ⇡0’s (Center) and 3-prongs (Right) obtained from 2012 data.

As can be seen, there is an average dependence of the hadronic energy fraction with the ⌧

decay mode. In the majority of 1-prong + ⇡0’s decaying ⌧ ’s, the energy is mostly deposited in

the ECAL as expected because of the presence of the � coming from the ⇡0 disintegration. For

the majority of the 3-prongs decaying ⌧ ’s, given the presence of 3 charged hadrons, the energy

is mostly collected by HCAL. Nevertheless, a non negligible fraction of the ⌧ ’s, independently

on their decay mode, deposit their energy in both calorimeters. Obviously, the energy recollec-

tion should be carried out in both calorimeters in order to correctly estimate the total ⌧ visible

energy. This is one of the modification component to the e/� algorithm. An other important

modification is related to the di↵erent shapes of the ⌧ clusters compared to clusters from elec-

tromagnetic particles. The study of the single ⌧ footprints revealed that some flexibility should

be added to the clustering algorithm as to accommodate some energy deposit patterns that were

not envisioned in the initial e/� clustering. Indeed, in the e/� algorithm, trigger towers only

connected to the others by a corner are not allowed. Two examples of such diagonal topologies

are presented in Fig.5.9.

From the study described above, the minimal set of modification to the e/� clustering

algorithm in order to trigger e�ciently on the ⌧ leptons are summarized in the following items:

• The energy of the cluster is estimated summing the energies deposited both in ECAL and

in HCAL (in the e/� case it was just ECAL);

• Removing of the H/E veto;

• Additional cluster shapes with diagonal contributions are allowed. They are shown in

Fig.5.11;
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Figure 5.9: Example of two tau footprints where diagonal trigger towers are present. The black cross

indicate the position of the charged hadrons and the pink stars indicate the position of the photons at the

ECAL surface. The energy inside each trigger tower is expressed in ADC counts

Figure 5.10: Cluster shapes added to the already existing list of shapes of the e/� clustering algorithm.

5.5.3 Cluster merging algorithm

The strategy followed so far consisted in modifying the e/� clustering for the ⌧ leptons. This

approach has however an intrinsic limitation. In 25% (resp. 10%) of the 3-prong (resp. 1-

prong+⇡0s) decays, a trigger tower with a substantial amount of energy is present outside the

3 ⇥ 3 cluster region and is found to originate from the ⌧ . This is like a secondary seed that

could originate a distinct cluster a la e/� while it is in reality a secondary cluster created by

the same ⌧ . The spread of the energy deposit causing distinct reconstructed clusters is caused

by the opening angle between the particles at the vertex, sometimes amplified by the magnetic

Figure 5.11: Example of some cluster shapes already existing in the e/� clustering algorithm and adopted

also in the ⌧ clustering.
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field. The distribution of the number of reconstructed clusters in a �R < 0.5 cone around the

o✏ine reconstructed ⌧ as function of the true ⌧ transverse momentum is presented in Fig.5.12.

One can conclude that for a pT(⌧) > 20 GeV there is still a non negligible number of ⌧ ’s with

Figure 5.12: Number of clusters per reconstructed ⌧ as function of the true ⌧ reconstructed transverse

momentum for the 1-prong + ⇡0s (Left) and 3-prongs (Right) ⌧ reconstructed decay modes obtained for

data enriched in Z ! ⌧⌧ events.

more than 2 reconstructed clusters corresponding to one HPS-⌧ . In addition, as expected, the

phenomenon is more pronounced in the 3-prongs case than in 1-prong + ⇡0’s due to the fact

that the charged hadrons with opposite sign bend in di↵erent directions under the action of the

magnetic field increasing the probability to give rise to 2 or more distinct cluster a la e/�. It is

important to define an algorithm that is able to take care of two di↵erent clusters belonging to

the same ⌧ in order to recover the energy of the ⌧ ’s that present an important spread of their

final decay products at the ECAL entrance. One of the innovation of the ⌧ clustering algorithm

with respect to the e/� one is its capability to recognize secondary clusters associated to the

same ⌧ lepton and merge them into a unique bigger final cluster. This merging procedure is run

once all the clusters have been reconstructed in a region.

Figure 5.13: �⌘ � �� distribution between the seed of the secondary and the main one for a given

reconstructed ⌧ obtained for data enriched in Z ! ⌧⌧ events. The 3 ⇥ 3 white region in the middle of the

plot represent the dimension of the basic cluster: its size is the same as the e/� one.
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A sample of ⌧ leptons giving rise to two clusters has been constituted in order to define the

merging criteria. For these events, the position of the seed of the less energetic with respect to

the seed of the most energetic has been plotted. The result is shown in Fig. 5.13 where it appears

clearly that the clusters whose seed is the same eta-band but shifted in phi with respect to the

primary cluster are worth considering. More precisely, if the main cluster seed is (i⌘C , i�C),

the good candidates have their seed located at i⌘C � 1, i�C ± 2, i⌘C , i�C ± 2, i⌘C + 1, i�C ± 2,

i⌘C � 1, i�C ± 3. The cluster merging procedure is sketched in Fig.5.14. Basically, if more than

one cluster is found with a seed in the region allowing the merging, the secondary cluster is

merged with the most energetic one giving a unique final cluster that will be identified as the

L1-⌧ candidate.

In practice, the simple merging approach described is not straightforward hardware-wise. Indeed,

due to the timing constraints, the clustering and the merging have to run almost in parallel. The

phase-2 trigger system start to read the output from 2 � slice at a time, starting from the center

of the barrel and proceeding toward the endcaps. So the output of 144 trigger towers is read

simultaneously and basic 3 ⇥ 3 clusters are dynamically built (more information in Ref. [124]).

Once the clusters are built in a given � slice at a fixed ⌘, the algorithm search for each cluster

the presence of a correspondent secondary cluster. An ordering operator between clusters (C1

and C2) has to be defined. It is defined as follows:

• C1 > C2 if ET(C1) > ET(C2):

• if ET(C1) = ET(C2), C1 > C2 if |⌘|(C1) < |⌘|(C2) (priority to more central clusters):

• if |⌘|(C1) = |⌘|(C2) C1 > C2 if �(C1) > �(C2) (arbitrary condition):

The energy of the merged cluster is the sum of the energies of the primary and secondary

clusters. As far as the position is concerned, temporarily the following formula has been used

for the following studies:

⇢ ⌘L1�⌧ =
⌘C1 · EC1 + ⌘C2 · EC2

EC1 + EC2

�L1�⌧ =
�C1 · EC1 + �C2 · EC2

EC1 + EC2

Because of the operations involved, in particular, the division, these formulae are not suitable

in the hardware. It has been shown that the performance are marginally degraded when the

position of the most energetic cluster is taken as the position of the merged cluster.

In Fig. 5.15, the energy response and the position resolution in a sample of 3-prong ⌧ ’s are

shown. The improvement brought by the merging can clearly be seen. As expected the energy

response is smaller than 1, hence the need for an energy calibration.
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Figure 5.14: Scheme of the merging algorithm, from the 2 separate clusters up to the final L1-⌧ can-

didate. The initial cluster is shown on the left. The blue area shows the protocluster surface, while the

green area illustrates the zone where the search for a possible secondary seed is carried out. In the middle

the two clusters found are shown: the main one seeded by the S TT, in red, and the secondary cluster,

seeded by the B3 TT, in yellow. At this stage the trimming procedure has been already carried out The

resulting merged cluster is shown on the right in red

5.6 Calibration

As was seen in Fig.5.8 the ⌧ decay products, mainly ⇡± and � coming from ⇡0, deposit energy

both in ECAL and in HCAL calorimeters. Therefore, a calibration procedure based on a simple

multiplicative factor would be suboptimal since the two calorimeters have di↵erent calibration.

Moreover, the energy response depends also on the position of the cluster (⌘). The proposed

technique to calibrate the ⌧ cluster relies on a complex procedure already tested successfully to

calibrate the charged hadrons in the Particle-Flow algorithm [96].

5.6.1 Energy-dependent calibration

In CMS, the ECAL is calibrated for photons, and the HCAL with 50 GeV pions not interacting

in the ECAL. Because the HCAL response to hadrons is non-linear and because the ECAL

response to hadrons is di↵erent from the response to photons, the ECAL and HCAL cluster

energies need to be substantially recalibrated to get an estimate of the true hadronic energy

deposits in ECAL and HCAL. The calorimetric transverse energy related to the ⌧ cluster is

assumed to have the following form:

ETcalib
= a (ET, ⌘) · ETECAL

+ b (ET, ⌘) · ETHCAL
+ oeh(⌘) (5.3)

ETcalib�had
= c (ET, ⌘) · ETHCAL

+ oh(⌘) (5.4)
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Figure 5.15: Improvement of the energy (Left) and position (Right) resolution using the merging al-

gorithm in the 3-prongs ⌧ ’s giving rise at least to 2 clusters. The distributions were drawn both for the

algorithm with merging and for the algorithm that use only a modified version of the e/� clustering

barrel endcaps

oeh 1.5 GeV 1.5 GeV

oh 0.5 GeV 0.0 GeV

Table 5.2: O↵set values that minimize the energy relative resolution di↵erent ⌘ region for di↵erent type

of cluster

where ETECAL
and ETHCAL

are the transverse energies measured in ECAL and HCAL re-

spectively, ⌘ the pseudo-rapidity of the cluster, and ET an estimate of the true transverse energy,

chosen to be either the total calorimetric transverse energy of the ⌧ . For a given of value of the

o↵set (oeh(⌘),oh(⌘)) the coe�cients a, b and c are obtained by minimizing, in each bin of ET,

the following �2:

�2 =
NX

i=1

⇣
Ei

Tcalib
� Ei

T

⌘2

�2
i (ETcalib

)
(5.5)

where Ei
T and �i are the true transverse energy and the expected calorimetric transverse energy

resolution of the ith single cluster, and where the sum extends over all events, separately in

the barrel and in the endcaps region, and for clusters depositing energy either solely in the

HCAL (Eq. 5.4), or in ECAL and HCAL (Eq. 5.3). The transverse energy resolution �i is

determined iteratively as the Gaussian sigma of the
⇣
Ei

Tcalib
� Ei

T

⌘
distributions in each bin

of true transverse energy. The o↵sets oeh(⌘) and oh(⌘) are chosen to minimize the transverse

energy resolution for each choice of a,b (or c) coe�cients. This coe�cient found are reported in

the Tab. 5.6.1 and each of them can be understood as a constant correction for the thresholds

applied to the calorimetric cell energies in the clustering algorithm.

Since it is impossible to distinguish di↵erent ⌧ decay modes at Level-1 stage, the calibration

has been performed over a sample of 1-prong + ⇡0’s events. Subsequently the calibration factors
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obtained are used to calibrate a ⌧ cluster independently on the ⌧ decay mode. A Monte-Carlo

sample of H ! ⌧⌧ events produced through gluon fusion has been used in order to derive the

calibration coe�cients. The ⌧ clusters that have been reconstructed by the new trigger algorithm

have been selected and matched to the MC-truth ⌧ using a �R criteria with a radius fixed at

0.5 and are required to have a ET > 20 GeV and |⌘| < 2.2. In Fig. 5.16 the distribution of

the transverse energy resolution as function of the o↵set values are shown, both for barrel and

endcaps and for clusters that deposit energy only in HCAL or in ECAL+HCAL:

Figure 5.16: Transverse energy relative resolution as function of di↵erent values for the o↵set in

di↵erent ⌘ region, Barrel (Blue) and Endcap (Red), for cluster depositing in ECAL+HCAL (Left) and

in HCAL only (Right)

In Fig.5.17 the calibration coe�cients corresponding to the choice of o↵set that minimize

the cluster transverse energy resolution for the di↵erent region of the detector and for clusters

that deposit energy only in HCAL or in ECAL+HCAL are shown.

The coe�cients present values smaller than 1 in the low transverse energy region (ET <

20 GeV) because of the threshold e↵ect on the cluster ET > 20 GeV. The correction factors are

applied to cluster with a corrected ET greater than 20GeV, but the typical threshold used to

trigger a ⌧ lepton is around 30 GeV so the possible bias are minimized. As soon as the ⌧ ET

is greater than 20GeV the coe�cients a and b present a peak in their values that can varies

from 1.4 up to 2.0 depending on the cluster ⌘ that smoothly falls down and stabilize around

1.0 as ET(⌧) increase. This behaviour of the coe�cients could be explained considering that

the energy spread is more important for low energy ⌧ ’s and not all its energy can be collected.

Moreover when a more energetic ⌧ is considered, its decay products are almost collinear and, as

consequence, the clustering algorithm is able to collect the almost totality of its energy and it is

possible to explain in this way a calibration coe�cient closer to 1.0. The c coe�cient presents

a shape in its dependence with respect to the ET(⌧) that is similar to one showed by the a and

b ones, but in this case all the values for the calibration coe�cient are smaller than 1.
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Figure 5.17: The a (Left), b (Middle) and c (Right) coe�cient obtained for the value of the o↵set that

minimize the transverse energy resolution

5.6.2 Calibration as a function of ⌘

Once the energy dependent calibration has been carried out, an ⌘-dependent calibration is then

performed on top of it in order to bring the response flat in ⌘. The response is plotted in

di↵erent ⌘ bin. The ET of the cluster is rescaled by a factor that depends on its ⌘ position.

In Fig.5.18 the ET response versus ⌘ of the cluster (expressed in trigger tower number) before

and after the ⌘-dependent correction are shown. It is possible to summarize the performances
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Figure 5.18: Mean cluster ET response as function of cluster ⌘ before the correction (Left) and after

the correction (Right)

of the cluster calibration procedure and of the achieved energy resolution deriving the ⌧ trigger

e�ciency as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ calorimetric ET (turn on curves). The turn on curves for

clusters reconstructed in the barrel and in the endcaps separately for a L1 threshold of 30 GeV

are illustrated in Fig 5.19. It is worth noting that an e�ciency at plateau of ⇠ 100% is reached
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and the turn on point (50% of e�ciency) is very close to 30GeV. This means that the calibration

procedure restores properly the trigger response ⇠ 1.0 and is also almost ⌘-independent. The

performance of the ⌧ trigger I have developed have been obtained on data and are studied in

more details the next Section. The turn-on curves, comparing the trigger e�ciency as function

of the o✏ine reconstructed ⌧ transverse energy are obtained relaxing the cut on the L1 � ⌧ ET

down to 10GeV.

Figure 5.19: Level-1 ⌧ trigger e�ciency as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ calorimetric ET obtained in the

barrel (black curve) and in the endcaps (red curve) regions.
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5.7 Performance and comparison with Run 1

In this Section a systematic comparison between the performance of the new stage-2 L1-⌧ trigger

algorithm and those obtained with the Run 1 algorithm is performed. The tag and probe tech-

nique described in Section 5.3 has been applied in the Run D 2012 data. The distributions of the

energy response and of the resolution are particularly important as well as the distributions of

the angular resolution. Finally, in order to estimate the e�ciency of the algorithms in triggering

the ⌧ lepton, the turn on curves were obtained for a fixed working point. For the new stage-2

L1-⌧ algorithm multiple turn on curves corresponding to di↵erent working point and di↵erent

detector region are also presented.

In a first step, the performance in terms of energy response and resolution are assessed in Fig.

5.20 where the ratio of the L1 reconstructed pT divided by the o✏ine pT are plotted. The Run

1 energy has been rescaled by a factor ⇠ 0.5. Indeed, in the Run 1 hardware, the ⌧ candidates

undergo the calibration of the jets, which is not adequate. As can be seen, the resolution for the

stage-2 ⌧ ’s is similar to the Run 1 while it is collecting energy in a surface ten times smaller.

A smaller area used to collect energy directly translates directly into a smaller contamination

from the pile-up events.

Figure 5.20: Level-1 ⌧ trigger energy response for ⌧ ’s in the full calorimeters acceptance (Left), in the

barrel (Center) and in the endcaps (Right). The response of the stage-2 upgrade trigger (red) is compared

with that of the Run 1 algorithm (blue). The energy measurement of the latter has been rescaled to match

the former. The stage-2 level-1 trigger upgrade ⌧ reconstruction algorithm performs a dynamic clustering

at the trigger tower level. The energy resolutions of the two algorithms are similar even though the upgrade

algorithm is collecting the energy in a much smaller region

The response and the resolutions are further compared in Fig. 5.21 and 5.22. The response

and the relative distributions respectively defined as the mean and (relative) RMS of the distri-

butions of Fig. 5.20 in given ET bins. The resolution of the stage-2 algorithm is similar to the

Run while using a much smaller surface of the calorimeter.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison between the stage-2 and Run 1 ⌧ trigger algorithm: energy response as

function of the reconstructed ⌧ ET considering clusters reconstructed in |⌘| < 1.5 (Up-Left), in |⌘| > 1.5

(Up-Right) and in |⌘| < 2.2 (Center).

Figure 5.22: Comparison between the stage-2 and Run 1 ⌧ trigger algorithm: energy resolution as

function of the reconstructed ⌧ ET considering clusters reconstructed in |⌘| < 1.5 (Up-Left), in |⌘| > 1.5

(Up-Right) and in |⌘| < 2.2 (Center).

The position resolution in ⌘ and � is then studied in Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24 plotting the
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di↵erence between the ⌘/� position of the cluster and the ⌘/� of the reconstructed ⌧ . The latter

is evaluated at the vertex while the former is at the calorimeter surface, which is causing the �

width to be artificially enlarged as the e↵ect of the magnetic field is not taken into account. The

impact of the use of the single-tower granularity in the new hardware is very well visible and

the position resolution is very much improved. The possibility to evaluate the invariant mass of

the objects directly at L1 will benefit of an increased position resolution.

Figure 5.23: Level-1 ⌧ trigger pseudorapidity resolution for ⌧ ’s in the full calorimeters acceptance (Left),

in the barrel (Center) and in the endcaps (Right). The resolutions of the stage-2 upgrade trigger (red)

is compared with those of the Run 1 algorithm (blue). The improvement in the position resolution with

the upgrade system directly results from the access to the trigger tower granularity allowed by the new

hardware.

Figure 5.24: Level-1 ⌧ trigger phi resolution for ⌧ ’s in the full calorimeters acceptance (Left), in

the barrel (Center) and in the endcaps (Right). The resolutions of the stage-2 upgrade trigger (red) is

compared with those of the Run 1 algorithm (blue). The improvement in the position resolution with

the upgrade system directly results from the access to the trigger tower granularity allowed by the new

hardware.
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The performance in energy response and resolutions directly translate into the sharpness

of the trigger turn-on curves. In Fig. 5.25 the turn-on curves for Run 1 and in the upgrade

algorithms are compared. The Run 1 response is still rescaled and it should be mentioned that

the Run 1 algorithms features shape vetoes and isolation criteria. As can be seen, the e�ciency

of the Run 1 algorithm saturates at ⇠ 70% in the barrel and ⇠ 40% in the endcaps while the

stage-2 algorithm reaches 100%, without isolation. The performance of the isolation will be

assessed further on.

Figure 5.25: Level-1 ⌧ trigger e�ciency as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ calorimetric energy for ⌧ ’s in the

barrel [|⌘| < 1.5] (Left) and in the endcaps [|⌘| > 1.5] (Right), for a level-1 transverse energy threshold

of 30GeV. The performance of the stage-2 upgrade trigger (red) is compared with those of the Run 1

algorithm (black). The energy measurement of the latter has been rescaled to match that of the former.

Multiple turn-on curves for di↵erent thresholds are then presented in Fig. 5.26, Fig. 5.27

and Fig. 5.28.
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Figure 5.26: Level-1 ⌧ trigger e�ciency as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ calorimetric energy, ET, (Left)

and as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ transverse momentum, pT, (Right) for ⌧ ’s in the barrel for di↵erent

level-1 transverse energy thresholds: 20GeV, 25GeV, 30GeV and 35GeV

Figure 5.27: Level-1 ⌧ trigger e�ciency as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ calorimetric energy, ET, (Left)

and as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ transverse momentum, pT, (Right) for ⌧ ’s in the endcaps for di↵erent

level-1 transverse energy thresholds: 20GeV, 25GeV, 30GeV and 35GeV
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Figure 5.28: Level-1 ⌧ trigger e�ciency as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ calorimetric energy, ET, (Left)

and as a function of the o✏ine ⌧ transverse momentum, pT, (Right) for ⌧ ’s in the full calorimeter

acceptance for di↵erent level-1 transverse energy thresholds: 20GeV, 25GeV, 30GeV and 35GeV

As already mentioned in the introduction of this Chapter, a very important figure of merit

for a trigger algorithm is the control of the trigger rate. For both stage-2 and Run 1 algorithms,

the trigger rate has been evaluated using 8 TeV minimum-bias samples with Level-1 µ with

pT > 12 GeV from the Run D data taking period. The trigger rate has been estimated as

the relative fraction of triggered events with at least 1 L1-⌧ candidate. In order to have a

first estimation of the signal e�ciency versus background rejection behaviour between the two

algorithm, a ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve has been obtained and it is shown

in Fig. 5.29. The signal e�ciency on Z ! ⌧⌧ data sample is estimated applying a threshold on

the ET of the L1-⌧ candidate of 10 GeV. The stage-2 algorithm is always more e�cient that the

Run 1 algorithm and has a higher background rejection. This comparison has been carried out

once that a preliminary version of the isolation, detailed in the next Section, has been set up.

The gain on the rate results from the fact that the stage-2 algorithm is collecting the energy in

a region that is much narrower than the Run 1. It is therefore more di�cult for a jet faking a

⌧ to reach the threshold.
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Figure 5.29: Level-1 ⌧ background rejection versus Level-1 tau signal e�ciency evaluated for di↵erent

values of the Level-1 transverse energy thresholds for ⌧ ’s in the [-2.3, 2.3] pseudorapity region (bar-

rel+endcaps). The stage-2 upgrade algorithm (dashed-blue) is compared to the Run 1 algorithm (red) and

two particular working points are shown in the curves for both algorithm: Level-1 transverse energy above

20GeV (black dots) and above 30GeV (white circle). As visible in the turn-on plots above, the Run 1

algorithm e�ciency saturates at 70% e�ciency.

In the ROC curve showed in Fig. 5.29 a preliminary isolation procedure (see next Section) is

applied. It is possible to conclude that the stage-2 L1-⌧ algorithm, if adopted in a cross trigger

path, e.g. with L1-µ, allows keeping the same SingleMu trigger threshold used during the Run 1,

paying a very small price in term of e�ciency reduction (⇠ 5%). In addition, the corresponding

threshold on the ⌧h leg turns out to be quite smaller than 20 GeV, allowing, in principle, to

recover low pT ⌧ ’s. However, this is just one the ultimate goals. Indeed, one of the objective of

the development of a new L1-⌧ trigger would be the possibility to trigger on the single ⌧ object

(SingleTau trigger) and on the di-⌧h pair, with an acceptable e�ciency. The algorithm shows also

that, with fine tuning of the isolation procedure, it is possible to reach impressive performance in

the di-⌧ triggerring in term of signal e�ciency versus background rejection, lowering the trigger

threshold down to 29 GeV. In the next Section, a description of the dynamic isolation procedure

I developed that lead to the plot illustrated in Fig. 5.29 and 5.30, is described. In addition,

the main ideas that brought to a refinement of the isolation procedure, taking into account the

pile-up e↵ects, and obtained after that I left the trigger studies, is also given. This procedure,

allows to even increase the performance of the new stage-2 L1-⌧ algorithm.
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Figure 5.30: Level-1 di-⌧ background rejection versus Level-1 di-⌧ signal e�ciency evaluated for dif-

ferent values of the Level-1 transverse energy thresholds for ⌧ ’s in the [-2.3, 2.3] pseudorapity region

(barrel+endcaps). The stage-2 upgrade algorithm (dashed-blue) is compared to the stage-1 algorithm

(red) and the working points that guarantee a trigger rate not-exceeding the 3 kHz bandwidth are shown

on the curves for both the algorithms. In particular, to notice the low threshold of ⇠ 29GeV needed to

reach the goal with the new stage-2 L1-⌧ , allowing a di-⌧ trigger e�ciency of 57%. The dashed lines

represents the performance of both the algorithm obtained without any isolation requirement.
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5.8 Isolation studies

The isolation energy can be roughly defined as the energy deposited in the calorimeter cells

around those that have been associated to a ⌧ lepton. As processes that can fake a ⌧ are

generally characterized by a large value of isolation energy, while, on the contrary, real ⌧ ’s are

naturally isolated, this variable can be exploited to e�ciently reduce the trigger acquisition rate,

in order to have a better control of background and to improve its rejection. In this Section, the

procedure used for the determination of the isolation energy is explained, and the development

of the algorithms for background rejection are described. The final performance of the Level-1

Stage-2 ⌧ algorithm are shown. In the end of the chapter, a summary of a more advanced

isolation technique, developed after my work on the L1-⌧ algorithm, completes the development

of the new ⌧ trigger algorithm for the CMS phase-1 stage-2 upgrade.

Simulated events of H ! ⌧⌧ , both via gluon fusion and vector boson fusion, have been used.

Unless specified, the term signal and background will refer to events coming from the samples

indicated in table 5.3. For signal samples, the corresponding GEN-SIM-RAW sample is also

used to retrieve the trigger information. The L1 ⌧ are required to be geometrically matched

(�R < 0.5) to an o✏ine ⌧ that passes the usual ⌧ analysis selections: pT > 20 GeV, |⌘| < 2.1,

o✏ine identification and finally, the o✏ine ⌧ must be geometrically matched (�R < 0.1) to a

generator level hadronic ⌧ (built from all the visible decay products of the ⌧ lepton). In partic-

ular, the last requirement ensures that fakes are removed from the o✏ine ⌧ collection, so that

the isolation requirement usually applied in the analysis can be dropped; in this way, a larger

part of the isolation energy spectra of the L1 candidate can be explored.

Determination of ⌧ isolation energy

The ⌧ isolation energy Eiso
t is defined as the di↵erence of the energy deposited in a region of

5 ⇥ 9 in the (i⌘, i�) plane around the ⌧ candidate (E5x9
T ) and the energy deposited in a region

of 2 ⇥ 5 or 3 ⇥ 5 dynamically assigned (see Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.32) around the trigger tower

that contains the center of the merged cluster (L1-⌧ region). The center of the isolation window

corresponds to the position of the seed of the cluster associated to the ⌧ . The position and

the width of the L1-⌧ region is assigned dynamically taking into account the relative position

of the two merged clusters and the shapes information of the cluster before the merging. All

energies are expressed in hardware values (ADC counts). The determination of isolation energy

is sketched in Fig. 5.31 and Fig. 5.32. A comparison of its distribution for signal and background

events is shown in figure 5.33.
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Figure 5.31: Determination of the isolation energy for two merged clusters which seeds have the same

i-⌘ value

Figure 5.32: Determination of the isolation energy for two merged clusters which seeds are shifted by 1

TT in the ⌘ direction
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Figure 5.33: Level-1 transverse energy distribution in the isolation region for the stage-2 upgrade ⌧

trigger for signal (blue dots) and background (green dots) events. The isolation is computed by summing

the energy in a 5 ⇥ 9 region in the (i-⌘; i-�) plane, after subtracting the energy assigned to the Level-1

stage-2 tau candidate. The distributions for both signal and background are normalised to unity.

The rejection of background is performed by applying a threshold on the isolation energy

value. In order to choose such a threshold, in a first approach, the isolation e�ciency on the

background is shown as a function of the signal isolation e�ciency for di↵erent values of the

isolation threshold. The corresponding plot is shown in Fig. 5.34.

Figure 5.34: The background isolation per-leg e�ciency is shown as a function of the signal isolation

e�ciency for di↵erent values of cuts over the transverse energy in the isolation region for Level-1 stage-

2 upgrade ⌧ candidate with ET > 20GeV. The red marker shows the working point for a cut on the

transverse energy in the isolation region less than 1GeV: for this working point, the Run 1 algorithm and

the upgrade stage-2 one present the same e�ciency.
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The ⌧ candidates have been considered isolated if the isolation energy was smaller than

1 GeV: such a value for the isolation threshold allows the two algorithms to have almost the

same signal e�ciency. This e�ciency working point is also used to derive the relative trigger

rate reduction as function of the L1-⌧ candidate threshold (see Fig. 5.35). In order to have a

fair comparison between the two algorithms, taking into account the di↵erent calibrations and

the di↵erent e�ciencies, a correspondence between the L1 threshold and the o✏ine pT yielding

a 50% L1 trigger e�ciency is obtained. This correspondence is established producing a series of

turn-on curves as function of the o✏ine pT made with various L1 thresholds, and considering

the correspondent value of the o✏ine pT found at the turn on point.

Figure 5.35: Level-1 ⌧ background reduction for L1 Et thresholds above 20 GeV. The background

reduction obtained with the stage-2 upgrade non-isolated trigger (black-dashed) are compared with those

obtained with the Run 1 algorithm (red) and with the stage-2 upgrade including the isolation (blue). The

isolation threshold used ( 1GeV) is the one that allows an e�ciency for the stage-2 upgrade algorithm

comparable to the one of the Run 1 algorithm. From a series of turn-on curves as function of the o✏ine

pT made with various L1 thresholds, a correspondence between the L1 threshold and the o✏ine pT yielding

a 50% L1 trigger e�ciency is obtained. The background reduction for various L1 ET thresholds above

20GeV is represented on the vertical axis. The 50% e�ciency o✏ine pT for the chosen L1 ET threshold

is shown on the x-axis.

It is possible to deduce from Fig. 5.35 that, using a very basic isolation technique, the

new stage-2 L1-⌧ algorithm reaches a further 30% background reduction with respect to the

one achieved by the Run 1 algorithm. The isolation implied, indeed, consists of a constant cut

applied on the energy found in the isolation region and it doesn’t take the e↵ects of the pile-up

into account. These results, together to the ones illustrated in the plots in Fig. 5.29 and 5.30

show that the new stage-2 L1-⌧ can be successfully used in a cross trigger or in a di-⌧ one.

At the same times it is possible to conclude that an inclusive SingleTau trigger is di�cult to

sustain, it should have a threshold of O(100 GeV) in order to have a rate of a few 10’s of kHz.
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Further improvements are anyway possible on the isolation side, and they are described in the

following.

5.8.1 Improvement of the isolation

Improvements of the isolation technique, carried out after I moved to the analysis, made the

performance of the new stage-2 L1-⌧ trigger algorithm even more remarkable. Modification

have been made in the determination of the isolation energy in order to made more easily its

implementation at a hardware stage. Moreover, correlations between the isolation energy and

the pile-up, as well as the pseudorapidity and the energy of the ⌧ candidate, were exploited to

achieve the best performance in terms of rate reduction, maintaining the signal e�ciency as high

as possible.

Determination of the ⌧ isolation energy

The ⌧ isolation energy Eiso
t is defined as the di↵erence of the energy deposited in a region of

5 ⇥ 9 in the (i⌘, i�) plane around the ⌧ candidate (E5x9
t ) and the ⌧ energy itself (E⌧

t ):

Eiso
t = E5x9

t � E⌧
t (5.6)

In the case of two merged clusters forming a ⌧ candidate, the position of the main cluster is used;

it has been explicitly checked that this choice does not a↵ect the isolation energy distribution,

and there is no need to move the isolation window center according to the relative position of

the merged clusters. The determination of the isolation energy is sketched in figure 5.36. A

comparison of its distribution for signal and background is shown in figure 5.37.

Figure 5.36: Determination of the isolation energy for non merged (left) and merged (right) clusters.
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Figure 5.37: Distribution of isolation energy for signal (red) and background (blue) events (Left).

Distribution of isolation energy with the number of active trigger tower, i.e. the pile up activity.

The isolation energy clearly depends on the amount of pile-up (PU) in the event, as it can be

seen in Fig. 5.37 (Right). For the same reason, a dependence from the ⌘ position of the cluster

is also present, as the pile-up energy density varies as function of ⌘. Finally, Eiso
T also depends

on the value of the ⌧ energy itself. This is due to the clustering algorithm not being able to

always collect the full energy deposited in the calorimeter; some towers where a small amount of

energy has been deposited are discarded by the clustering algorithm, and by construction this

leaked energy is summed up in the computation of E5x9
T . The isolation energy is therefore a

function of three variables:

Eiso
T = Eiso

T (PU, ⌘, E⌧
T ). (5.7)

As explained in Section 5.8.2, the PU variable is estimated from the number of central

active trigger tower, nTT . Therefore, expressing the previous formula as a function of trigger

quantities, we have:

Eiso
T = Eiso

T (nTT, i⌘, E⌧
T ) (5.8)

The rejection of the background is performed by applying a threshold on the isolation energy

value.

5.8.2 Pile-up estimator

The PU estimation is performed in a common way to the e/� algorithm: PU is evaluated by

counting the number of TT with |i⌘|  4 (the eight central |i⌘| rings) that have a transverse

energy ET > 0. The choice of the i⌘ range for this estimation is a trade-o↵ between the precision

in PU estimation and hardware resources constraints. A sketch of this procedure is shown in

figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.38: Schematic representation of the determination of the PU activity. Depending by the i⌘

of the reconstructed cluster, a window of width ±|⌘|  4 TT is opened (azure cells) and the number of

active TT (dark blue) inside this region is counted (nTT variable).

5.8.3 Energy threshold determination

A energy threshold that corresponds to a flat e�ciency with respect to nTT , i⌘ and E⌧
T is com-

puted. A binned approach is used: for each 3-dimensional (nTT, i⌘, E⌧
T ) bin the Eiso

T threshold

value is computed as the one corresponding to a fixed signal e�ciency in the bin. Di↵erent

choices of the signal e�ciency correspond to the determination of di↵erent isolation algorithm

working point (WP).

5.8.4 New L1-⌧ trigger performance with isolation

The following results are shown as an example for three e�ciency WP (70%, 80%, 90%) and

compared to the stage-1 algorithm results, i.e. with a modified Run 1 hardware; this setup will

be used until the end of 2015. One important di↵erence between the stage-1 and the Run 1

algorithm is the removal of the shape vetoes that were limiting the e�ciency. Performance in

the non-isolated case is also shown. The rate reduction as a function of the L1 E⌧
T threshold is

shown in figure 5.39. The target reduction is 10�4 corresponding to about 2.8 kHz at L1 output.

The corresponding energy threshold is about 73 GeV for the non-isolation case and respectively

42, 35 and 30 GeV for the 90%, 80% and 70% WPs. The threshold for the same rate reduction

is 45 GeV for the stage-1 algorithm.
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Figure 5.39: Relative rate reduction as a function of L1 E⌧
T . A 10�4 relative reduction corresponds to

about 2.8 kHz

The turn-on curves corresponding to these thresholds are shown in figure 5.40 separately for

barrel and endcaps. The turn-on curves for the same E⌧
T of 30 GeV are shown in figure 5.41. The

performance of the stage-2 is very satisfying. A sharp turn-on is obtained, and the behaviour

with respect to the isolation, which is a major handle to control the rate, is very clean. Indeed,

as can be seen in Fig. 5.40, tightening the isolation cut impacts the plateau e�ciency but does

not a↵ect the turn-on part. In Fig. 5.41 the Run 1 turn-on curves superimposed to several

stage-2 turn-on curves are shown. The envelope of the stage-2 turn-on curves clearly covers

those of stage-1, which points into the direction of implementing dynamical isolation working

points depending on the energy, i.e., relaxing the isolation criteria at high pT. This is rather

easy to achieve through the use of Look Up Tables in the hardware.
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Figure 5.40: Turn-on curves for the E⌧
T threshold corresponding to a 10�4 relative rate reduction

Figure 5.41: Turn-on curves for the same E⌧
T threshold of 30GeV

5.9 Plans for Commissioning

The LHC Run 2 started during the Spring 2015. During the first period of the data taking, an

upgraded version of the trigger architecture used during the Run 1 is responsible for the data

acquisition. In parallel with the data taking, the new stage-2 upgraded trigger architecture is

already running in shadow mode, in order to perform the commissioning of both the hardware

systems and the new algorithms developed for the phase-1 CMS trigger upgrade: within them,
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the new L1-⌧ trigger algorithm described in this Chapter. CMS will switch to the stage-2 trigger

system and use it in production mode during LHCs annual technical stop at the beginning of

2016.

5.10 Conclusions

To guarantee a successful physics program in Run 2, the CMS Trigger and Data acquisition

system has been consolidated. A key role to reach this goal is played by the L1 calorimeter

Trigger hardware and architecture. The CMS L1 trigger system could thus benefit from the

recent µTCA technology, allowing sophisticated algorithms to be deployed in order to identify

di↵erent physical objects with the highest possible e�ciency. The new L1 system is designed

to provide handles to keep the trigger rate under control in the harsh LHC Run 2 environment.

In this Chapter, a new algorithm completely dedicated to the identification of the ⌧ lepton has

been presented. This new algorithm relies on a finer granularity obtainable with the new µTCA

technology that allows the individual calorimeter trigger tower readouts to be exploited. The

core of the algorithm presented is based on a dynamical clustering algorithm shared together

with the new L1 e/� trigger. Substantial modifications with respect to the e/� algorithm are

introduced in order to take the di↵erent nature of the ⌧ lepton and its di↵erent interaction

with the CMS subdetectors into account. The cluster calibration procedure is also innovative,

emulating the one used in the CMS o✏ine reconstruction algorithms, e.g. the particle-flow. The

comparison between the new ⌧ trigger and the Run 1 algorithm has been studied. From this

comparison emerges the superiority of the new ⌧ trigger in terms of angular resolution allowing

similar energy resolution despite exploiting less trigger towers. Moreover, the performance in

terms of turn-on curves (e�ciency) are sensitively increased with respect to the Run 1 algorithm,

allowing a 100% plateau e�ciency (without isolation). Finally, a deep study on the isolation at

L1 has been presented, along with the handles put in place to mitigate the pile-up. The results

are impressive in terms of rate reduction and e�ciency. Moreover, the isolation algorithm is

flexible enough to guarantee the possibility to choose between di↵erent working points. The

algorithm as it is presented in this Chapter has already been implemented inside the o�cial

CMS software package. The impact of the new trigger on the main physics analysis is still being

assessed as the 2016 L1 trigger menus are not designed yet, but as an example, the thresholds

in di-⌧ triggers would become ⇠ 29 � 30 GeV instead of 46GeV in the Run 1.



Chapter 6
Matrix Element Method approach in the

H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h channel

The LHC Run 2 has begun in spring 2015 delivering pp collisions at 13 TeV centre-of-mass

energy. The instantaneous luminosity will reach 2 ⇥ 1034cm�2s�1 and, at the end of Run 2,

the total integrated luminosity is planned to reach ⇠ 300fb�1. A new era, characterized by

precision measurements of the Higgs sector, has just began. Among the priority of the LHC

physics program for Run 2: measurements of the coupling constants between the Higgs boson

and the SM particles, refined measures of the Higgs boson mass and width as well as the precise

characterization of the tensor structure of the trilinear coupling [68][69]. Deviations of the

coupling constants values with respect to those predicted by the SM could represent hints for

new physics. In addition, exclusive researches will be performed in order to prove the main

Higgs boson production modes, measuring in a precise way the various Higgs boson production

cross sections. In this context, the H ! ⌧⌧ represents an excellent testbed. In particular, the

VBF production mode will play, in the future, a leading role thanks to the distinctive topology

that characterize such events. Hence the idea to develop multivariate strategies, like MVAs or

matrix element method, to improve the e�ciency and purity of the selections focussing on VBF

topologies. The ME method relies on the computation of an event-by-event weight expressing the

probability that a set of observables are results from a particular process. Such a method allows

the full information of the event topology to be exploited thus improving the sensitivity of the

H ! ⌧⌧ analysis. Besides, the matrix element method has a direct connection with the theory

and alternate models can be easily tested. It is also likely that the matrix method in H ! ⌧⌧

could be exploited to test di↵erent theoretical hypothesis on the nature of the Higgs boson.

Indeed, the various parameters of the model, like the spin, C and P of the Higgs boson, could

be simultaneously tested. From these reasons, the idea to develop a matrix element approach

in the H ! ⌧⌧ search arose to light and has been preferred over other methods like boosted

decision trees (BDTs). During my thesis, as described in this chapter, the pioneering work to

177
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apply a matrix element method to the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis involves only the most sensitive decay

channel: H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h where the Higgs boson is produced through the VBF mechanism. The

evaluation of the matrix elements is performed at the leading order (LO) in the perturbation

theory. Already at this stage, the implementation of such calculations requires hand calculations

as well as powerful computing infrastructures.

6.1 The H ! ⌧⌧ analysis strategy

From the experimental point of view, the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis is very challenging because of the

complexity of the final state topology and because of the presence of many SM reducible and

irreducible SM backgrounds giving the same final state. Besides, the di↵erent ⌧ decay modes

and the presence of neutrinos in the final state represent a challenge to correctly reconstruct the

energy and momentum of the ⌧ leptons. The CMS Collaboration developed di↵erent strategies,

based on the PF algorithms, to reconstruct the ⌧ leptons e�ciently and reduce as much as pos-

sible the contamination from other physics objects, such as hadronic jets, electrons and muons

(see Section 3.4).

In addition to the large amount of the SM backgrounds, a further challenge in the H ! ⌧⌧

analysis originates from the resonant nature of its main irreducible background: the Drell-Yan

Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ process. Given the impossibility to measure directly the di-⌧ invariant mass because

of the presence of the neutrinos, the visible invariant mass has been firstly used to separate the

signal from the background. However, the presence of neutrinos in the decay chain as well as

the resolution on the tau momentum in the 1-prong+⇡0s channel, result in a broad distribution

of the visible di-⌧ invariant mass. The background and signal peaks are mixed up because of

the energy resolution: hence the challenge of the analysis.

In a second step, a special algorithm capable to estimate the di-⌧ invariant mass using a like-

lihood minimization approach (described in Section 3.4) has been introduced in the analysis

(SVfit mass). A search for the H ! ⌧⌧ in many decay channels (ee, µµ, e⌧h, µ⌧h and ⌧h⌧h) has

been performed by CMS exploiting a complex categorization of the events based on the number

of the jets in the event, the pT of the ⌧h and the boost in the transverse plane of the Higgs boson

candidate. The SVfit mass resolution varies from a decay mode to another and from category

to category in a range between 10% and 20%.

The signal extraction is obtained through a global maximum-likelihood fit to the SVfit dis-

tribution (more details can be found in Chapter 7) in all channels (except ee and µµ where a

multivariate analysis strategy is employed). The systematic uncertainties are treated as nui-

sance parameters that can vary in the fit according to their probability density functions. Using

this analysis approach, the CMS Collaboration found a 3.4 � evidence for the H ! ⌧⌧ decay
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[71]. The next goal during the LHC Run 2 will be to move towards a standalone discovery for

H ! ⌧⌧ , already obtained through the combined results of ATLAS and CMS [66], revealing the

nature of the Higgs boson and the fermion mass generation.

What is reported in the following is the first implementation of the Matrix Element method in

the H ! ⌧⌧ channel. The most sensitive category and decay channel, the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h
is considered. The Matrix Element Method, as it is developed in the present Chapter, is straight-

forwardly extensible to the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ ! e⌧h channel and, with some light changes in the

integration procedure, also to the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ ! ⌧h⌧h. The signal extraction is finally per-

formed in the same way as for the SVfit mass: a binned likelihood is built after that a global

maximum-likelihood fit has been performed on the matrix element weight distribution.

6.2 Introduction to the Matrix Element method

A new approach using the Matrix Element (ME) method is studied in the context of the search

for the Standard Model Higgs boson produced through Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) and decaying

into a ⌧ lepton pair in the CMS experiment. Historically, the most spectacular implementation

of this method was performed by the D0 Collaboration [125] [126], in the context of the measure-

ment of the top quark mass, even if the oldest application in the high energy physics I could find

is in the context of the search for the process e+e� ! Z ! 4` in the CELLO experiment [127].

In CMS, the ME method was successfully adopted in the search for the Higgs boson produced

in association with two top quarks and decaying into bb̄ (tt̄H(bb̄) [128]. The ME method in

the H ! ⌧⌧ channel implies a complicated multi-dimensional integration of the LO Feynman

amplitude both for the signal process H ! ⌧+⌧� and for the main backgrounds, the irreducible

Z ! ⌧+⌧�, in order to obtain an optimal separation between the signal and background hy-

potheses. The integral is evaluated numerically on an event-by-event basis, using the VEGAS

[116] adaptive numerical integration technology. A brief description of the VEGAS integration

program can be found in Section 6.3. The hard scattering amplitudes are also evaluated nu-

merically, using Madgraph. The transfer functions model the decays of the stable and unstable

particles produced by the main processes (i.e. H ! ⌧+⌧� or Z ! ⌧+⌧�). They also model

the detector resolution, in order to relate the set of measured quantities to the set of physical

observables involved in the ME integral. The transfer functions taking care of the di↵erent ⌧

decays are evaluated analytically, and it is one of the challenges of the present analysis. The ME

approach o↵ers several important advantages with respect to all other data analysis schemes

commonly used in high energy physics [129]:

• The ME method is universal can be applied to a wide variety of processes for which

theoretical models exist.

• The theoretical assumption on the model under study (matrix element, the mass and the
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spin of the resonance, the parton distribution function, etc.) are tested in the analysis in

the most e�cient way: a direct link is established between theory and event reconstruction

• There are no restriction to the assumption on the detector resolution functions (incorpo-

rated in the transfer functions): it is possible to use very detailed detector models.

• According to the Neyman-Pearson lemma [130], the likelihood ratio, built with the results

of the two integrals under the signal and background hypotheses, is the most powerful

discriminant. Therefore, in theory, the ME method achieves the best signal to background

separation

• Contrary to other multivariate analysis such MVA, the ME method does not need any

training and it can be applied to sample with a limited statistic.

The ME method present however some limitation:

• The ME computation, as pointed out in Section 6.3, is heavily CPU time consuming

• In addition in a context of a model-independent analysis the ME is not longer exploitable

because no model is available a priori (if e↵ective Lagrangian approach are not considered)

In this chapter a brief description of the global form of the integrand is provided, the various

elements are scrutinized starting with the scattering amplitude (Section 6.5) and the derivation

and validation of the transfer functions (Section 6.6). Then, the need of a change of variable

is explained in Section 6.7 and the corresponding Jacobian term derived. The final part of this

chapter is dedicated to the validation of the algorithm used to finally reconstruct the 4-vector

of the leptonic and hadronic ⌧s (Section 6.8).

6.3 VEGAS: An Adaptative Multi-dimensional Inte-

gration Program

Computing the ME weight requires to evaluate a complex multidimensional integral. For prac-

tical purpose, this task requires a huge amount of computing time if performed with traditional

Monte Carlo integration method. The computing time issue represents a big challenge in any

analysis designed to exploits the ME method. In particular, this drawback becomes more im-

portant in complex analyses like the search for the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h because of samples for

which the ME weight must be evaluated (in the case of the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h analysis this means

⇠ O(1Mevents) of events processed). For this reason, an adaptive multi-dimensional integration

method, VEGAS [116][117], has been chosen in order to speed up the integral convergence and

allows the computation of the weight for many processes, as required by the physics analysis (see

Chapter 7). Further improvements in the calculation speed result from the work on develop-

ments carried out on the analysis software itself that processes multiple events in parallel using
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the Message Passing Interface (MPI) technology [131]. Performing the analysis described in

this Chapter and in Chapter 7 was made possible thanks to the impressive performance reached

using a MPI technology in term of computing time. The maximum performance in that case are

achieved when just a single process is assigned to each CPU (or core in a multi-core machine).

In the case of the following analysis a single process is represented by an LHC event (real or

simulated).

6.3.1 The VEGAS algorithm in a nutshell

Given an integral of the form:

I =

Z

⌦
f(x)dnx (6.1)

where ⌦ defines the integration volume, VEGAS performs an estimation of I by computing f(x)

at N random points (called also VEGAS shots) xi and making a first estimation:

I ' S =
1

N

NX

i=1

f(xi)

⇢(xi)
, (6.2)

where ⇢(xi) represent the density with which the random points are chosen in ⌦. In addition,

also the estimation of the uncertainty associated to S is evaluated:

�2 =
1

N � 1

"
1

N

NX

i=1

✓
f(xi)

⇢(xi)

◆2

� S2

#
. (6.3)

In the same way VEGAS performs m estimates of S: {Sj}m
j=0 and its uncertainty {�j}m

j=0

providing a cumulative estimate S̄:

I ' S̄ = �̄2
mX

j=1

Sj

�2
j

, (6.4)

where 1
�̄2 =

Pm
j=1

1
�2

j
. The �2/dof is obtained as:

�2/dof =
1

m � 1

mX

j=1

�
Sj � S̄

�2

�2
j

(6.5)

and represents a test that quantifies how the di↵erent estimation Sj are consistent one with the

other. If the algorithm works properly the expected �2/dof should be close to 1 [117]. In the

simplest form of Monte Carlo integration, the random points are uniformly distributed (with

⇢(x) = const). In VEGAS, the density ⇢(x) is chosen such to minimize the �2
j at each iteration

j. In the first iteration the random number are uniformly distributed and the information gained

about f(x) is used to define a new density which reduces the �2
j in the next iteration, using

histograms of the densities projected on each variable direction. This procedure is repeated until

the last iteration m. Theoretically, �2
j is minimized when:

⇢(x) =
|f(x)|R

⌦ |f(x)|dnx
. (6.6)
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This means that the VEGAS shots are concentrated where the integrand is larger in magnitude.

In VEGAS this condition is approximated subdividing the integration volume in hypercubes and

filling each hypercube with the same number (in average) of shots. From iteration to iteration,

the sampling grid of the hypercube on each axis is adapted to concentrate hypercubes in the

regions where |f(x)| is larger. Eventually, VEGAS is able to concentrate the random shots in

an adaptive way with respect to the integrand and the corresponding uncertainty � decreases

as ⇠ 1p
N ·m [117].

6.3.2 Performance

The VEGAS parameters have been optimized in order to perform successfully the integration of

the ME weight for the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h analysis. In particular, as explained in more details in the

following of this Chapter, two matrix element hypotheses have been tested. For the signal, the

matrix element related to the VBF Higgs boson production has been considered while the matrix

element for the Drell-Yan (DY) processes has been used to test the background hypothesis. The

evaluation of the integration performance were obtained in term of �2/dof distribution as well as

in term of relative uncertainty on the integral value. Finally the distribution of the computing

time needed to perform the full integration procedure is shown. In our studies, the value of

m (number of iteration) is always fixed at 5. Thus, one of the most important parameter

to optimize is the number of VEGAS shots per event N needed to evaluate the ME integral

with an acceptable �2/dof (distributed around 1) without increase too much the computing

time per event. The distribution of the �2/dof obtained testing the VBF matrix element on

simulated VBF H ! ⌧⌧ events is shown in Fig. 6.1. It is possible to see how the tails of the

�2/dof distribution progressively reduce as N =1000, 10000, 50000 respectively. Since not much

improvements are noticed in the reduction of the tails in the �2/dof distribution passing from

N=10000 up to N=50000, it is decided to fix N=10000.
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�2/dof threshold fraction of events [%]

�2/dof < 10 99.76

�2/dof < 5 99.84

�2/dof < 2.5 94.8

�2/dof < 2.0 89.36

�2/dof < 1.5 77.14

Table 6.1: Percentage of events with a �2/dof smaller than a fixed threshold for N=10000.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of �2/dof for di↵erent values of N(=1000, 10000, 50000).

Fixing N=10000, in Tab. 6.1 are shown the percentage of events with a �2/dof smaller than

a fixed threshold.

With m = 5 and N = 10000 a scatter plot of the relative uncertainty on the integral value as

function of the �2/dof has been obtained both testing the VBF and DY matrix element and it

is shown in Fig. 6.2. It can be seen how the majority of the events present a �2/dof distributed

around 1 with a relative uncertainty on the integral values that is between 0.5% and 5%.
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Figure 6.2: Scatter plot of the relative uncertainty on the integral value �̄/S̄ (for m = 5 and N = 10000)

as function of the �2/dof obtained testing the signal (VBF H ! ⌧⌧) matrix element (Left) and the Drell-

Yan one (Right) on VBF H ! ⌧⌧ simulated events.

Finally, the distribution of the computing time per event is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Given to

the di↵erent complexity between VBF and DY matrix element, as explained more in detail in

the next Section of this Chapter, the time needed to perform a full integration is quite di↵erent:

in average ⇠ 33 s for the VBF ME and ⇠ 53 s for the DY ME.
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Figure 6.3: Computing time per event (for m = 5 and N = 10000) distribution obtained testing the

signal (VBF H ! ⌧⌧) matrix element (Left) and the Drell-Yan one (right) on VBF H ! ⌧⌧ simulated

events.

6.4 Computation of the Matrix Element weight

The ME method relies on the computation of a weight wi(y), which represents the probability

that an event, characterized by a set of observables y, is compatible with a process ⌦. The

process ⌦ would be for instance the signal from VBF-production of a Higgs decaying to ⌧
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leptons or the Drell-Yan background. The weight w⌦ is given by the expression:

w⌦(y) =
1

�⌦

X

p

Z
dxdxadxb

f(xa, Q)f(xb, Q)

xaxbs
�2(xaPa + xbPb �

X

pk

pk)|M⌦(x)|2W (y||x),

(6.7)

where s represents the energy in the center-of-mass of the pp collision, the factor �⌦ is fixed

by the condition
R

dyw⌦(y) = 1 and corresponds to the product of the cross-section of the

process ⌦ times the detector acceptance and the e�ciency of the analysis. Because of that

normalization condition, all the overall multiplicative factors in the integrand will be omitted

in the following developments, since they can be absorbed into �⌦. The summation is over the

possible permutations p. In the case of the VBF signal, the two final jets being in principle

indistinguishable, two permutations would have to be considered. Those permutations can also

be taken into account in the computation of the matrix element squared |M⌦(x)|2, if we assign

the quark q to the jet j and the quark q0 to the jet j0 and sum all the matrix elements over

the possible permutations of the quarks. This is the approach adopted in this analysis. The

f(x, Q) term is the probability density as taken from the parton distribution functions (PDF)

and W (y||x) is the product of all the transfer function.

The integration is performed over the Bjorken-fractions of the initial-state quarks xa and

xb and the phase-space spanned by the final states particles. For VBF H ! ⌧⌧ , dxadxbdx =

dxadxbdxqdxq0dx⌧dx⌧̄ , with

dxp =
d3~p

(2⇡)32Ep

The matrix element computed with MadGraph considers only the leading order (LO) diagrams

and thus a perfect balance in the transverse plane is expected. This is not the case in data,

where ISR, FSR and particles outside the detector acceptance or possible misreconstruction

cause an imbalance in the transverse plane. The 4-dimensional �2(xaPa+xbPb�
P

pk
pk) function

(expressing the total energy-momentum conservation) is thus replaced by the product of a 2-

dimensional �, allowing the conservation of the energy and enforcing the longitudinal component

of the momentum, and the transfer function on the Emiss
T .

�4 ! �2
⇣
Etot0 , P tot

z

⌘
· R(~̂⇢T |~P tot

T ) (6.8)

where the R(~̂⇢T |~P tot
T ) term plays the role of a transfer function on the MET, and will be

described in Section 6.6.4.

Therefore, we have to deal with a 14-dimensional integral. However, it is possible to reduce

its dimensionality, taking into account some kinematic constraints and the reconstruction per-

formance of the detector. Those dimensionality reductions will be described in the following

sections and enable ultimately to compute a 4(5)-dimensional integral.

In this Chapter, we focus on the case where one of the ⌧ decays into a muon or an electron

(leptonic ⌧), while the other ⌧ decays into hadrons (hadronic ⌧). In order to avoid double

subscripts and unnecessarily heavy notations, the hadronic ⌧ is assumed to be the positively
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charged ⌧ lepton (⌧̄ denotes its four-vector), while the leptonic ⌧ is assumed to be the negatively

charged ⌧ lepton (⌧ denotes its four-vector). The treatment of the cases where the two decay

modes are switched is of course the same, up to polarization e↵ects which are not taken into

account in the present version of the analysis.

6.5 Scattering amplitude

The amplitude squared |M⌦(x)|2 accounts for the VBF-production of the Higgs and its decay

into ⌧ leptons. Its computation is done using an implementation based on C code generated

with MadGraph. By default, it is averaged over spin states.

|M⌦(x)|2 =
X̄

r,r0,s,s0

|M(q(r)q0(r0) ! q(s)q0(s0)H(⌧ ⌧̄)|2

It is a function of xa, xb, q, q0, ⌧ and ⌧̄ . The matrix element computed with MadGraph

considers only the leading order (LO) diagrams and thus a perfect balance in the transverse

plane is expected. In order to determine the 4-momentum of the incoming partons, the following

procedure is applied. First, the total four-vector P = q + q0 + ⌧ + ⌧̄ , taking all the final-state

particles into account, is computed. Then a transverse boost �~PT is applied to all the four-

vectors. In such a way, the final particles four vectors are translated in a frame where the total

transverse momentum is zero. The fractions of the proton energy carried by the partons a and

b, labelled as xa,b, can then be determined via

xa,b =
P 0 ± |P 3|p

s

thanks to the two-dimensional �-function, which ensures then the conservation of energy and

longitudinal momentum between initial and final states. The incoming partons are assumed to

have no transverse momentum. The matrix element is then evaluated using the four-vectors

boosted in the transverse plane by the vector ~PT .

6.5.1 VBF matrix element

In the case of the VBF-production, the process can be generically represented as q1q2 ! q3q4H(H !
⌧�⌧+). The full matrix element can therefore be written as

f(xa, Q)f(xb, Q)|M(x)|2 =
X

q1q2q3q4

fq1(x1, Q)fq2(x2, Q)|M(q1q2 ! q3q4H, H ! ⌧�⌧+)|2(x)

where the qi run over the possible quark and anti-quark flavors. Assuming the four-flavour

scheme for the initial quarks (u, d, s, c), this leads to 48 processes and 168 matrix elements to

evaluate, including all the possible permutations. Since the couplings of the Z boson to up-type

and down-type quarks are di↵erent, as well as the coupling of the Z and of the W bosons with

the Higgs boson, some di↵erences are expected between the di↵erent processes.
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To evaluate the di↵erent matrix elements involved, a leading-order Monte Carlo sample has

been generated at parton level with MadGraph for the process pp ! jjH(H ! ⌧�⌧+), where

p and j stand for g, u, d, c, s and the associated anti-quarks. To model the response of the

VBF matrix elements to background events, a Monte Carlo sample has been generated with

MadGraph for the process pp ! jj⌧�⌧+, where p and j stand for g, u, d, c, s and the associated

anti-quarks. It does not include pure electroweak processes (like the VBF production of a Z

boson) since they are suppressed by a factor ↵2
EW /↵2

QCD with respect to the other processes.

In that case, the ⌧ pair is produced from a Z boson or an o↵-shell Z boson or photon �⇤. The

four-vectors of the particles at generator level are then used as inputs for the computation of

the matrix elements.

In what follows, the processes will be divided into three categories: the uu ! uuH-like,

the ud ! udH-like and the other processes. The uu ! uuH-like processes are the processes

which involve a single quark flavor and are associated to two Feynman diagrams, as visible in

Fig. 6.4. The ud ! udH-like processes are the processes for which the initial partons form a

weak isospin-doublet and are also associated to two Feynman diagrams, one with W and one

with Z boson. The other processes are associated to a single Feynman diagram, except for the

processes like uū ! dd̄H which have contributions from a VBF and from a VH diagram. The

flavor repartition of the initial partons associated to the process which do not interfere one with

each other is presented in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.4: Feynman diagrams of the processes uu ! uuH(H ! ⌧�⌧+) (1st line), ud ! udH,H !
⌧�⌧+ (2nd line), uū ! dd̄H,H ! ⌧�⌧+ (3rd line) and uc ! ucH,H ! ⌧�⌧+ (4th line).

For the computation of the matrix element, the following labelling is used:

• p1 is the four-vector of the incoming quark with ⌘ > 0

• p2 is the four-vector of the incoming quark with ⌘ < 0

• p3 is the four-vector of the outgoing quark with the highest ⌘
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Category of process Process Fraction of the VBF events

uu ! uuH-like uu ! uuH 5.4%

dd ! ddH 3.2%

qq ! qqH, q 6= u, d 0.7%

Total 9.3%

ud ! udH-like ud ! udH 35.7%

cs ! csH + ūd̄ ! ūd̄H

+c̄s̄ ! c̄s̄H
2.8%

Total 38.5%

Other processes uū ! dd̄H 8.5%

dd̄ ! uūH 5.6%

us ! dcH 5.4%

uc̄ ! ds̄H 4.3%

others 28.5%

Total 52.3%

Table 6.2: Repartition of the VBF events between the di↵erent classes of processes. For the other

processes, only the ones representing more than 3% of all the VBF production are detailed.

• p4 is the four-vector of the outgoing quark with the lowest ⌘

The matrix elements evaluation code has been generated with MadGraph such that the four-

vector 1 and 3 (respectively 2 and 4) given as inputs are connected by a fermion line in one

of the diagram involved in the process, as seen for example in the diagram uc ! ucH in

Fig. 6.4. The permutation where the pi’s are given as inputs in their natural order is referred

as a ”good” association. The permutation defined by switching p3 and p4, is referred to as a

”bad” association. The distributions of each individual process has then been checked to identify

the possible simplifications in the computation of the full matrix element (see Eq. 6.10). The

comparisons for some uu ! uuH-like processes are for instance presented in Fig. 6.5. It can

be seen that, as expected, the matrix elements for the processes uu ! uuH and cc ! ccH are

equal and that they are very close to the ones for the processes dd ! ddH and ss ! ssH1.

Those comparisons enabled to identify in the end five representative VBF matrix elements. The

distributions associated to those matrix elements are visible in Fig. 6.6.

1The pdfs weights are not included
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of the matrix element squared for uu ! uuH-like processes in the VBF (Left)

and the Drell-Yan sample (Right).

Figure 6.6: Distributions of the matrix element squared for some representative processes, in the VBF

(Left) and the Drell-Yan sample (Right). The distributions for the processes us ! dcH good and ud !
udH bad are almost superimposed.

As expected, for the process us ! dcH the good association yields a higher matrix element

than the bad association. Indeed, the bad association corresponds to the configuration where

the partons would go backwards (with respect to their initial direction) after the interaction.

This is not the case for the process ud ! udH because two Feynman diagrams are involved as

seen in Fig. 6.4. Therefore the configuration where the final u quark goes in the same direction

as the initial u quark gets a high matrix element because of the VBF diagram with Z bosons,
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while the configuration where the final u quark goes in the same direction as the initial d quark

gets a high matrix element because of the VBF diagram with W bosons.

To evaluate the full matrix element for the VBF production mode, all the contributions from

the di↵erent processes have in principle to be taken into account, weighted by the associated

PDF’s.

f(x1)f(x2)|MV BF (x)|2 =
X

q1,q2,q3,q4

fq1(x1)fq2(x2)|M(q1q2 ! q3q4H)|2

=
X

q

fq(x1)fq(x2)|M(qq ! qqH)|2

+
X

q1 6=q2

fq1(x1)fq2(x2)|M(q1q2 ! q3q4H)|2 (6.9)

=
X

uu!uuH�like processes

fq(x1)fq(x2)|M(qq ! qqH)|2

+
X

ud!udH�like processes

fq1(x1)fq2(x2)|M(q1q2 ! q3q4H)|2

+
X

other processes

fq1(x1)fq2(x2)|M(q1q2 ! q3q4H)|2

Note that for uu ! uuH-like processes, a single permutation of the four-vectors has to be

tested since there is a unique flavour participating to the interaction, whereas four permutations

have to be taken into account for the ud ! udH-like and the other processes. In the computation

of the full matrix element, this version is referred as the ”full” matrix element. The computation

is simplified as much as possible, taking into account the processes which have exactly the same

matrix element (like dd ! ddH and ss ! ssH for instance).

Based on the previous observations, a simplification of the full matrix element has been tested

and compared to the full version. In the simplified version, for each category (uu ! uuH-like,

ud ! udH-like and other processes), the matrix element of all the processes is assumed to

be equal to the matrix element of the representative process. For uu ! uuH-like processes,

the matrix element is assumed to be |M(uu ! uuH)|2. For ud ! udH-like processes, the

matrix element is assumed to be |M(ud ! udH)|2(good) for good associations and |M(ud !
udH)|2(bad) for bad associations. For the other processes, the matrix element is assumed to be

|M(us ! dcH)|2(good) for good associations and |M(us ! dcH)|2(bad) for bad associations.

The distributions of the full and of the simplified matrix element is presented in Fig. 6.7. As

expected, they are very similar. However, since the full matrix element requires the computation

of a lot of matrix elements, the simplified version turns out to be 10 times faster. For this reason,

the simplified version is adopted in the rest of this thesis.
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Figure 6.7: Distributions of the matrix element squared with the full evaluation and the simplified one,

in the VBF (Left) and the Drell-Yan sample (Right).

6.5.2 Drell-Yan + 2 partons matrix element

The main irreducible background to the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ search is represented by the Drell-

Yan production of two ⌧ leptons in association with two additional jets. It can be generically

represented as p1p2 ! p3p4Z/�⇤(Z/�⇤ ! ⌧�⌧+). The full matrix element can therefore be

written as:

f(xa, Q)f(xb, Q)|M(x)|2 =
X

p1p2p3p4

fp1(x1, Q)fp2(x2, Q)|M(p1p2 ! p3p4Z/�⇤(Z/�⇤ ! ⌧�⌧+))|2(x),

where the pi’s run over the possible quark and gluon flavors. Assuming no CKM mixing and

nine possible flavors for the initial partons (g, u, d, s, c and the associated anti-quarks) and

neglecting the pure electroweak processes (like the VBF production of a Z boson), this leads to

64 processes and 736 matrix elements to evaluate, including all the possible permutations. This

number can be reduced, like for the VBF matrix element computation. To evaluate the di↵erent

matrix elements involved, the same Monte Carlo samples as for the VBF matrix elements have

been used.

In the following sections, the processes will be divided into seven categories: the gg ! qq̄,

the qq̄ ! gg, the qg ! qg, the qq ! qq, the qq0 ! qq0, the qq̄ ! qq̄ and the qq̄ ! q0q̄0 processes.

The number of processes in each category and the number of Feynman diagrams per process

is indicated in Table 6.3. The repartition of the di↵erent categories in the Drell-Yan sample is

presented in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.8: Feynman diagrams of the process gg ! uūZ(Z ! ⌧�⌧+). The diagrams including a �⇤ are

not represented there.

By analogy with the evaluation of the VBF matrix element, the di↵erent possible permuta-

tions of the incoming and outgoing four-vectors are referred to as ”good” and ”bad” associations.

Based on a similar analysis as for the VBF matrix element, the di↵erent matrix elements for

the Drell-Yan + 2 partons process can be gathered into 11 categories:
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Category of process Number of processes Number of Feynman

diagrams per process

gg ! qq̄ 4 16

qq̄ ! gg 4 16

qg ! qg 8 16

qq ! qq 8 16

qq0 ! qq0 24 8

qq̄ ! qq̄ 4 16

qq̄ ! q0q̄0 12 8

Table 6.3: Repartition of the processes between the di↵erent categories and number of Feynman diagrams

per process.

Category of process Process Fraction of the Drell-Yan events

gg ! qq̄ Total 7.1%

qq̄ ! gg uū ! ggZ/�⇤ 3.3%

others 3.7%

Total 7.0%

qg ! qg ug ! ugZ/�⇤ 22.6%

dg ! dgZ/�⇤ 14.6%

cg ! cgZ/�⇤ 4.1%

sg ! sgZ/�⇤ 4.3%

ūg ! ūgZ/�⇤ 7.7%

d̄g ! d̄gZ/�⇤ 7.4%

c̄g ! c̄gZ/�⇤ 4.2%

s̄g ! s̄gZ/�⇤ 4.3%

Total 69.2%

qq ! qq Total 2.5%

qq0 ! qq0 Total 10.8%

qq̄ ! qq̄ Total 2.5%

qq̄0 ! qq̄0 Total 0.6%

Table 6.4: Repartition of the Drell-Yan events between the di↵erent categories of process. Only the

individual processes representing more than 3% of all the Drell-Yan events are detailed.
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• the gg ! qq̄ processes

• the qq̄ ! gg processes

• the qg ! qg processes

• the qq ! qq processes

• the qq0 ! qq0 processes for good associations

• the uc ! uc-like processes for bad associations, which gather the bad associations for the

processes uc ! ucZ/�⇤, ūc̄ ! ūc̄Z/�⇤, ds ! dsZ/�⇤ and d̄s̄ ! d̄s̄Z/�⇤ (and all the ones

obtained switching u $ c and d $ s)

• the ud ! ud-like processes for bad associations, which gather all the other bad associations

for the qq0 ! qq0 processes

• the qq̄ ! qq̄ processes for good associations

• the qq̄ ! qq̄ processes for bad associations

• the uū ! cc̄-like processes for good associations, which gather the good associations for

the processes uū ! cc̄Z/�⇤ and dd̄ ! ss̄Z/�⇤ (and all the ones obtained switching u $ c

and d $ s)

• the uū ! dd̄-like processes, which gather the good and bad associations for the processes

uū ! dd̄Z/�⇤ and dd̄ ! uūZ/�⇤ and the bad associations for uū ! cc̄Z/�⇤ and dd̄ !
ss̄Z/�⇤ (and all the ones obtained switching u $ c and d $ s)

Inside each category, the most represented process (based on the PDFs) has been chosen as the

representative process of the category. The distributions associated to those 11 representative

processes are presented in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Distributions of the matrix element squared for the 11 representative processes, in the VBF

(Left) and the Drell-Yan sample (Right).

A further simplification of the DY matrix element has been tested and compared to the

full complete evaluation: for each of the 11 categories, the matrix element of all the processes

is assumed to be equal to the matrix element of the representative process. As expected, the

distributions are very similar. However, the simplified version results to be 7 times faster than

the complete version since, the complete matrix element requires the evaluation of 92 matrix

elements.

6.6 Transfer functions

The transfer function W (y||x) relates the set of four-momenta x with the set of observables y.

In the case of the VBF-production of a Higgs boson decaying to ⌧ leptons, those observables

are:

• the energy Êj
2 and the direction ~̂ej of the two jets

• the three-momenta of the charged leptons ~̀̂ from leptonic ⌧ decays

• the three-momenta of the visible decay products ~̂⇡ from hadronic ⌧ decays (either into 1

prong, 1 prong + ⇡0’s or 3 prongs)

• the missing transverse energy ~̂Emiss
T

Given the performance of the reconstruction, based on the Particle Flow algorithm [96], and the

predominant role of the tracking and the electromagnetic calorimeter in the objects involved,

the following assumptions can be made:

2All the quantities like x̂ are measured quantities.
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• The direction of the quarks is assumed to be identical to that of the jets. In practice, the

angular resolution for the jets reconstructed with the Particle Flow algorithm is better

than 0.03 rad for pT > 20 GeV [96].

• The momentum of the leptons is perfectly measured, both in direction and in magnitude.

This assumption could be expressed mathematically by a Dirac delta of the form �(~̀̂� ~̀).

In addition the lepton mass is neglected.

• The momentum of the visible decay products of hadronic ⌧ ’s is perfectly measured, both

in direction and in magnitude. This assumption could be expressed mathematically by a

Dirac delta of the form �(~̂⇡ � ~⇡)

Given this assumption, the transfer function can be written as

W (y||x) = �(~̀̂� ~̀) · �(~̂⇡ � ~⇡) ·
Y

q

�(~̂ej � ~eq)Tq(Êj |Eq) · Tl(ˆ̀|⌧l) · Th(⇡̂|⌧h) · TET
(~̂⇢T |~PT ),

where Tl(ˆ̀|⌧l) is the probability density to measure the momentum the momentum of the charged

lepton ˆ̀ given the true momentum of the ⌧l. The Th(⇡̂|⌧h) transfer function relates the mo-

mentum of the ⌧h with the momentum of its visible decay products ⇡̂. The transfer function

Tq(Êj |Eq) relates the energy of the reconstructed jet with the energy of the associated quark.

The transfer function TET
compares the expected /ET to the measured /ET associated with the

point in phase space considered for the integration. Each piece will be developed in the following

sections.

The transfer functions, described in this Chapter, have been derived and validated using

Monte Carlo simulation. In particular, the transfer functions for the jets are modelled comparing

the four-vector of each reconstructed jet to the one of the corresponding quark at generator level.

For the ⌧ transfer function, the situation is more complicated because of the presence of real

neutrinos in the decay chain and the di↵erent decay channels. In addition, a proper validation of

their normalizations was needed. Finally, the transfer function for the missing transverse energy

is checked. This transfer function, as it is described further in this section, plays a central role

in the determination of the full matrix element score.

6.6.1 Jets

The transfer function for the jets is supposed to account for the experimental limits coming from

the jet reconstruction procedure in terms of energy response and resolution. The conditional

probability density that the observed jet energy (Êj) corresponds to the real parton energy (Eq)

is modelled via a Gaussian function that is parametrized as a function of the true parton energy:

Tq(Ê|E, ⌘) =
1

�(Eq)
p

2⇡
e
�(Ej�Eq)2

2�2(Eq) . (6.10)
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For this study, jets reconstructed with the Particle Flow algorithm were used and the proper jet

corrections (described in the Chaper 3.2) are applied: the L1 correction that takes care of the PU

mitigation, the L2 correction that aims to recover a relative jet response that is ⌘ independent

and a L3 correction whose purpose is to re-establish an absolute jet energy response close to

⇠ 1.0. The response and the resolution of the reconstructed jets have been studied as function

of the true parton energy and are shown in Fig. 6.10, Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12. Three di↵erent

parametrizations of the jet transfer function have been derived for three ⌘ bins: one bin covering

the barrel region (|⌘| < 1.5) and two bins covering the endcap region (up to |⌘| = 4.5). Above

|⌘| = 4.5 no Jet Energy Correction (JEC) are available. The endcap region is thus subdivided

in two ⌘-zone: the one extending within 1.5 < |⌘| < 3.0 and the other covering up to |⌘| = 4.5.

In addition, a minimal transverse momentum of 15 GeV has been required for the reconstructed

jets. In the purpose of this analysis, the jet transfer function parametrization is considered

independent on the parton’s flavour.
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Figure 6.10: Reconstructed jet energy as function of the generator parton energy (Left) and reconstructed

jet energy resolution as function of the generator parton energy for reconstructed jet |⌘| < 1.5 (Left).
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Figure 6.11: Reconstructed jet energy as function of the generator parton energy (Left) and reconstructed

jet energy resolution as function of the generator parton energy for reconstructed jet 1.5 < |⌘| < 3.0 (Left).
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Figure 6.12: Reconstructed jet energy as function of the generator parton energy (Left) and reconstructed

jet energy resolution as function of the generator parton energy for reconstructed jet |⌘| > 3.0 (Left).

The procedure adopted to derive the parametrization of the jet transfer function consists

in obtaining, for di↵erent true parton energy bins, the corresponding reconstructed jet energy

distribution that is then fitted with a Gaussian function in order to determine the associated

mean value and sigma. A �R < 0.5 matching criteria between the reconstructed jet and the

parton at generator level has been required. An example of such a fit is shown in Fig.6.13, where

the values of parton energy are considered in the range [200, 210] GeV .
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of the reconstructed Jet energy for a bin in true parton energy [200, 210] GeV .

The gaussian fit is also shown.

The response and the resolution are fitted respectively with a linear function of the form

< Ej >= m(⌘) · Eq + q(⌘) and with a more involved function �(E, ⌘)) = p1(⌘)
p

E � p2(⌘)E.

The values of the fit parameters are reported in Table 6.5.

The normalization term of the jet transfer function is such that the integral of the jet transfer

function over the observable quantity (the reconstructed jet energy) is equal to unity. Given the

Gaussian shape of Eq. 6.10, the normalization term is equal to 1
�(Eq)

p
2⇡

.
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⌘ m q p0 p1 p2

|⌘| < 1.5 1.02 ± 0.009 1.6 ± 0.2 - 1.52 ± 0.03 0.013 ± 0.003

1.5 < |⌘| < 2.5 0.981 ± 0.003 17.4 ± 0.4 - 2.4 ± 0.1 0.020 ± 0.005

⌘ > 2.5 0.975 ± 0.003 56.0 ± 1.7 31.6 ± 14.1 1.5 ± 1.23 0.08 ± 0.026

Table 6.5: Table summarizing the various coe�cients that parametrize the jet transfer function in the

three eta bins considered.

6.6.2 Hadronic ⌧

The variety of the ⌧ hadronic decay modes translates into a complicated signature for the final

state (the stable particles detectable give rise to a low-multiplicity jet). In order to validate the

⌧ transfer function, a Monte Carlo sample is generated with ⌧ pairs coming from Higgs boson

decays. Each ⌧ at generator level is associated with its daughters. The association procedure

is checked by plotting the distribution of the invariant mass of the final hadronic system (Fig.

6.14), also called ⌧ visible mass. For the 1-prong decay mode the ⌧ visible mass is that of the pion

and appears as peak in Fig. 6.14 at 139.6 MeV/c2. For the 3-prongs decay mode the invariant

mass of the hadronic system corresponds to the mass of the intermediate a1(1260) resonance.

As a matter of fact, because of the intrinsic decay width (⇠ 250 MeV/c2) the ⌧ visible mass

distribution is spread out. For what regards the 1-prong + ⇡0s decays, the invariant mass of the

final hadronic state has a more complex shape because of the coexistence of the two a1(1260)

and ⇢(770) intermediate resonances.
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Figure 6.14: Invariant mass distribution of the final hadronic system for all the ⌧ decay mode analyzed.
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1-prong ⌧h decay

In that case, the energy transfer function is given by:

Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) / d�

dE⇡
=

d|~⇡|
dE⇡

d�

d|~⇡| / E⇡

|~⇡|

Z
1

E⌧

|~⇡|2d⌦⇡

(2⇡)32E⇡

d3~⌫

(2⇡)32E⌫
�4(⌧ � ⇡ � ⌫)|M�(⌧ ! ⌫⇡)|2,

with: |M�(⌧ ! ⌫⇡)|2 the matrix-element corresponding to the 1-prong decay. The spin-averaged

matrix element is given by

1

2
⌃̄|M(⌧ ! ⇡⌫)|2 = G2

F |Vud|2m4
⌧f

2
⇡

✓
1 � m2

⇡

m2
⌧

◆
.

As expected, it is independent on the four-vectors. Therefore it is just an overall multiplicative

term and can be absorbed in the �⌦ of Eq. 6.7. From the energy-momentum conservation, we

then deduce that

cos ✓⌧⇡ =
2E⌧E⇡ � (m2

⌧ + m2
⇡)

2|~⌧ ||~⇡| (6.11)

After the integration, one finally gets,

Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) / 1

|~⌧ |E⌧
.

Requiring in addition the normalization condition:

E⌧Z

(m2
⇡/m2

⌧ )E⌧

dE⇡Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) = 1

leads to

Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) =
1

E⌧

⇣
1 � m2

⇡
m2

⌧

⌘ . (6.12)

Now, assuming that we perfectly measure the momentum of the pion, both in magnitude

and in direction, the overall transfer function for the hadronic ⌧ is given by

Th1(E⇡|E⌧ )�(~̂⇡ � ~⇡)
d3~⌧

(2⇡)32E⌧
/ �(~̂⇡ � ~⇡)

|~⌧ |2

E2
⌧

⇣
1 � m2

⇡
m2

⌧

⌘d|~⌧ |d cos ✓⌧⇡d�⌧⇡

We have to take the constraint on cos ✓⌧⇡ given by Eq. (6.11) into account. The measurement

of the momentum of the pion allows removing the integration over cos ✓⌧⇡, leading to

Th1(⇡|⌧)�(~̂⇡ � ~⇡)
d3~⌧

(2⇡)32E⌧
/ |~⌧ |2

E2
⌧

⇣
1 � m2

⇡
m2

⌧

⌘d|~⌧ |d�⌧⇡ ⌘ T̃h1(⇡̂|⌧)d|~⌧ |d�⌧⇡ (6.13)

Moreover, for a physical solution, we must have �1  cos ✓⌧⇡  1. This constraint leads to:

|s�|  |~⌧ |  s+ (6.14)
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with

s± =
(m2

⌧ + m2
⇡)|~⇡| ± E⇡(m2

⌧ � m2
⇡)

2m2
⇡

. (6.15)

In the ultra-relativistic regime Eq. (6.14) is equivalent to the natural constraint

E⇡  E⌧  m2
⌧

m2
⇡
E⇡ (6.16)

1-prong + ⇡0 and 3-prongs ⌧h decays

The case of a hadronic ⌧ decaying into 1-prong + ⇡0(s) and 3-prongs is in principle not as

straightforward. Indeed, since it involves hadronic resonances, a simple analytic computation is

not possible as was the case for the decay into 1-prong. The constraints given by Eq. 6.11 and

6.14 still remain valid.

Angular part

The two-body decay allows the cosine of the angle between the momentum vector of the ⌧ and

the momentum vector of the final hadronic system to be unambiguously expressed as a function

of the energy of the tau and of the pion:

cos ✓⌧⇡ =
2E⌧ Ê⇡ � (m2

⌧ + m2
⇡)

2|~⌧ ||~̂⇡|
(6.17)

This quantity plays a crucial role in the reconstruction of the hadronic ⌧ four-vector, as

explained in Section 6.6 and 6.7. For this reason it is important to cross-check that, at generator

level, the Eq. 6.17 is correct, and, in addition, that this expression is still valid for the hadronic

decay modes that involve intermediate resonances. This quantity has been evaluated directly as

the scalar product of the ⌧ and hadronic system directions and superimposed to the one evaluated

through the Eq. 6.17. The distribution of cos ✓⌧⇡ (where ⇡ stands for a generic hadronic system

among those taken into consideration in this analysis) are illustrated in Fig.6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Distribution for the cosinus of the angle between the ⌧ and the hadronic system evaluated

from the true information available at generator level (red histograms) and computed with the Eq. 6.17.

The validation has been performed for the 1-prong, 1-prong+⇡0(s) and 3-prong ⌧ decays.

Moreover, to better investigate the precision of the theoretical formulae, the scatter plot

between cos ✓⌧⇡ evaluated directly from the simulation and the one coming from Eq. 6.17 are

shown in Fig.6.16.
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Figure 6.16: On the y-axis is shown the cosine between the ⌧ and its corresponding hadronic system as

computed from Eq. 6.17, while on the x-axis is shown the value of the same cosine evaluated from the

MC truth.

As it can observed, the agreement between the cos ✓⌧⇡ (where ⇡ evaluated directly from the

MC and those obtained through Eq. 6.17) is very satisfying. Only a small number of events

do not lie on the diagonal. This is due to the very high numerical precision needed to compute

the cosine from a di↵erence between two quantities, the energy and the momentum, that are

very close to each other when the particle is in an ultra relativistic regime. Also, the good

agreement obtained using 1-prong+⇡0s and 3-prongs ⌧s is a confirmation that the 2-body decay

approximation works well in describing the decay angles of the hadronic ⌧ final products.

Energy transfer function

Unlike for the 1-prong case, the invariant mass of the visible decay products cannot be assumed

to be fixed but has to be defined as m2
⇡ = E2

⇡ � |~⇡|2.
Still, it is reasonable to assume that, for a fixed value of m2

⇡, the matrix element |M�(⌧ !
⌫⇡)|2 does not depend on any other kinematic quantity. Therefore, we expect a flat distribution

for the variable z = E⇡/E⌧ for z between m2
⇡

m2
⌧

and 1 (from Eq. 6.12). This is indeed what is

observed in Fig. 6.19 and in Fig. 6.20. Based on that, the transfer function for hadronic ⌧ ’s

decaying into 3 particles is assumed to be the same as 6.12, which leads again to the following
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transfer function:

Th3(⇡|⌧)�(~̂⇡ � ~⇡)
d3~⌧

(2⇡)32E⌧
/ |~⌧ |2

E2
⌧

d|~⌧ |d�⌧⇡ ⌘ T̃h3(⇡̂|⌧)d|~⌧ |d�⌧⇡ . (6.18)

As part of the validation of the hadronic transfer function, it is worth checking the boundaries

of the integral over ~⌧ . The inequality to be satisfied is the following (also reported in Eq. 6.14):

|t̂�|  |~⌧ |  t̂+ (6.19)

with

t̂± =
(m2

⌧ + m2
⇡)|~̂⇡| ± Ê⇡(m2

⌧ � m2
⇡)

2m2
⇡

(6.20)

In order to verify such quantities, scatter plots of |t�|
~⌧ and ~⌧

t+ have been obtained and shown

in Fig. 6.17. As expected, the points are all located within the unit square.
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Figure 6.17: Validation of the integral boundaries for the ⌧ hadronic decays.

For what regards the energy transfer function for an hadronic ⌧ , the situation is more

complex. Indeed, the 2-body decay approximation for 1-prong + ⇡0s and 3-prongs cases, as

already shown, doesn’t have an impact on the determination of the angle between the ⌧ and its
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decay products since the decay products are in general heavily boosted. Thus, Eq. 6.17 could

be adopted for all the hadronic ⌧ decay modes.

The distributions of z = Evis/E⌧ , the daughters energy (Evis < E⌧ always because of neutri-

nos) over the energy of the ⌧ , are a↵ected by the intermediate resonance mass and width. The

plot in Fig. 6.18 shows the fractional energy carried by the ⌧ visible daughter(s) normalized to

the mother ⌧ energy for di↵erent decay modes at the generator level. The theoretical deriva-

tion of such distributions is, in principle, feasible [75], but not trivial. The solution adopted in

the present analysis is to model the fraction of visible energy over the ⌧ energy (called z) as a

function of the visible mass, independently on the decay channel. This approach is justified by

the plots visible in Fig. 6.19 (respectively 6.20) for the 1-prong + ⇡0(s) (respectively 3-prongs)

where it can be seen that the transfer function can be modelled by a Heaviside distribution, the

turn-on point of that function being m2
vis/m2

⌧ .

Figure 6.18: z = Evis/E⌧ distribution for the di↵erent hadronic ⌧ decay modes.

Thus, the normalization factor is calculated in a straightforward way requiring the integration

over the z distribution to be equal to 1. In this way, it is possible to write the energy transfer

function for an hadronic ⌧ independently on its decay mode:

Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) =
1

1 � m2
vis

m2
⌧

·⇥(
m2

vis

m2
⌧

) (6.21)

In order to validate the analytical expression in Eq. 6.21, the z distribution obtained from

Monte Carlo is compared directly to the normalized function for di↵erent bins in visible ⌧ mass

as illustrated in Fig. 6.19 and 6.20. A good agreement between the function described in 6.21

and the simulation is found. The small disagreements appearing around the turn on point of

the Heaviside function with respect to what is obtained from the simulation is due to binning
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e↵ects. Indeed in order to have enough statistic, finite bins in the visible ⌧ mass have been

considered.

z
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Figure 6.19: z = Evis/E⌧ distribution and corresponding transfer function (continuous line) for the ⌧

decaying into 1-prong + ⇡0 in di↵erent visible ⌧ mass bins.
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Figure 6.20: z = Evis/E⌧ distribution and corresponding transfer function (continuous line) for the ⌧

decaying into 3-prongs in di↵erent visible ⌧ mass bins.

To definitely validate the hadronic ⌧ transfer function as reported in Eq. 6.21, a convolution

between the Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) and the visible ⌧ mass spectrum has been performed in order to recover

the inclusive z distribution shown in Fig. 6.18. The results of this check are illustrated separately
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for 1-prong + ⇡0 and 3-prong decay modes in Fig. 6.21 and in Fig. 6.22, respectively. The

inclusive z distribution obtained through the convolution of Th1(E⇡|E⌧ ) with the visible ⌧ mass

spectrum is compared directly to the one extracted from the Monte Carlo. It is possible to

conclude from this comparison the agreement is almost perfect, and thus the adoption of Eq.

6.21 to model the ⌧ hadronic tranfer function is justified.

Figure 6.21: Comparison between the z = Evis/E⌧ inclusive distribution obtained through the convolu-

tion of the ⌧ hadronic transfer function with the ⌧ visible mass spectrum (black dots) and the MC truth

(violet histogram) for the ⌧ decaying into 1-prong + ⇡0.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison between the z = Evis/E⌧ inclusive distribution obtained through the convolu-

tion of the ⌧ hadronic transfer function with the ⌧ visible mass spectrum (black dots) and the MC truth

(blue histogram) for the ⌧ decaying into 3-prong.

6.6.3 Leptonic ⌧

In the case of the leptonic decays of the ⌧ , the leptonic ⌧ transfer function is given by

Tl(`|⌧) / d3�

d3~̀
/ 1

E⌧

Z
1

(2⇡)32E`

d3~⌫

(2⇡)32E⌫

d3~̄⌫

(2⇡)32E⌫̄
�4(⌧ � `� ⌫ � ⌫̄)|M�(⌧ ! `⌫⌫̄)|2

with |M�(⌧ ! `⌫⌫̄)|2 the matrix-element corresponding to the leptonic decay. The spin-

averaged matrix element is given by

1

2
⌃̄|M(⌧ ! `⌫⌫̄)|2 = 64G2

F (⌫.`)(⌫̄.⌧).

One gets then:

Tl(`|⌧) / 1

E⌧E`

Z
d3~⌫

2E⌫

d3~̄⌫

2E⌫̄
(⌫.`)(⌫̄.⌧)�4(⌧ � `� ⌫ � ⌫̄)

A quite long calculation then leads to:

Tl(`|⌧) / 1

E⌧E`
[(`.⌧)(m2

⌧ + m2
` � 2l.⌧) + 2(l.⌧ � m2

` )(m
2
⌧ � `.⌧)] (6.22)

Moreover, the requirement that E⌫ and E⌫̄ are positive leads to the following constraints:

cos ✓⌧` �
2E⌧E` � m2

⌧ � m2
`

2|~⌧ ||~̀|
⌘ ↵ . (6.23)
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This constraint has to be taken into account in the integration. Indeed, since we must have

cos ✓⌧`  1, this puts a constraint over the integration range for |~⌧ |. The same kind of compu-

tation as for the hadronic case leads to the constraint: (with no definite value for t�, contrary

to the hadronic case).

t�  |~⌧ |  t+ , (6.24)

and

t± =
(m2

⌧ + m2
` )|~̀| ± E`(m2

⌧ � m2
` )

2m2
`

. (6.25)

Again, in the ultra-relativistic regime, Eq. (6.24) is equivalent to the constraint:

E`  E⌧  m2
⌧

m2
`

E` . (6.26)

The leptonic ⌧ transfer function is directly connected to the di↵erential decay width describ-

ing the ⌧ disintegration:

d3�

d3~̀
/ 1

E⌧ Êl

�
Q2(` · ⌧) + 2(Q · `)(Q · ⌧)

�
(6.27)

Where Q = `�⌧ . It is possible, therefore, to validate the leptonic transfer function equation

verifying the corresponding di↵erential decay width expression. The decay rate for the process

⌧ ! `⌫⌫̄ is function of two variables: the energy of the lepton in the final state and the cosine

of the angle between the lepton momentum and the ⌧ momentum one. The transfer function

cannot however be validated under the form presented in Eq. 6.27. Indeed, a very high precision

would be needed to take the distribution in cos ✓⌧` into account: the cosine is very close to 1

and a very high precision on the energy, momentum and mass estimation is required in order to

get the right value for cos ✓⌧`. Therefore the strategy adopted to validate the leptonic transfer

function consists in:

1. Validating the bidimensional distribution of Eq. 6.27 in the ⌧ center-of-mass frame (angles

are less boosted);

2. Validating the d�/dz distribution in the laboratory frame, where z = E`/E⌧ . To do so,

some calculations are needed to evaluate the theoretical formula to be compared to the z

distribution obtained from the MC. This calculation has been carried out in the context

of the collinear approximation and it is shown in the following.

As far as approach 1) is concerned, Eq. 6.27 in the ⌧ center-of-mass frame reduces to:

d�

d3`
/
h⇣

m2
⌧ + m2

` � 2m⌧ Ê`

⌘
+ 2m⌧

⇣
m⌧ � Ê`

⌘⇣
mtauÊ` � m`

`

⌘i
,

d�

d3`
/ ~⌧E⌧

h
3m2

⌧ � 4m⌧ Ê`

i
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It is thanks to the fact that the ⌧ leptonic transfer function is proportional to the ⌧ ! µ⌫(s)

di↵erential decay width that it is possible to easily check the behaviour of the 2D transfer function

at least in the ⌧ rest frame. As can be seen, it does not depend on cos✓⌧` and therefore the

correspondent angular part is expected to be flat. Considering the 2D distribution in Fig. 6.23,

where a comparison has been made between the d�/(dEd cos ✓) evaluated in the ⌧ rest frame

obtained by the theoretical equation (Fig. 6.23-Left) and the one obtained from the simulation

(Fig. 6.23-Right), it is clear that the angular dependence is flat, as expected. Moreover there

is a very good agreement between theoretical prediction and simulation, as can be seen in Fig.

6.23. The energy-profile of the distribution follows, in both the case, the expected behaviour for

a 3-body decay involving 2 neutrinos in the mother particle rest frame.
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Figure 6.23: 2D distribution for the leptonic decay width obtained using MC events (Left) and as it is

modelled by the theoretical formula of Eq. 6.27.

Practically, even though the transfer functions for the ⌧ decay could be evaluated in the ⌧

rest frame, it is more convenient to evaluate it in the laboratory frame, following the approach

2).
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Collinear approximation

Figure 6.24: Angular distributions for the leptonic ⌧ decay in the electron (Left) and muon (Right)

decay channels. The distributions are obtained from generator level in a VBF sample. cos ✓⌧ l min is

defined by Eq. (6.23).

As can be seen in Fig. 6.24, the direction of the charged lepton coming from the leptonic ⌧

decay is extremely close to the direction of the ⌧ . Therefore the angular transfer function could

be replaced by a � function, which enforces that the direction of the ⌧ lepton is directly given

by the measured direction of the charged lepton.

Tl✓(l|⌧) = �(~e⌧ � ~̂el) (6.28)

This o↵ers the advantage to remove two integration variables and the computation time required

for the MEM weight can then be considerably reduced. The only remaining part in the lepton

transfer function is therefore the energy transfer function.

For ml = 0, we have

d�

dl3
(⌧ ! l⌫⌫̄) /

✓
1 � |~⌧ |

E⌧
cos ✓⌧ l

◆✓
3m2

⌧ � 4ElE⌧

✓
1 � |~⌧ |

E⌧
cos ✓⌧ l

◆◆

= 3m2
⌧ � 4ElE⌧ +

✓
8El|~⌧ | � 3m2

⌧
|~⌧ |
E⌧

◆
cos ✓⌧ l � 4

El

E⌧
|~⌧ |2 cos2 ✓⌧ l

We have:

↵ ⌘ 2E⌧El � m2
⌧

2|~⌧ |El
 cos ✓⌧ l  1
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Therefore,

d�

dEl
/

1Z

↵

d(cos ✓⌧ l)E
2
l
d3�

dl3

= (1 � ↵)E2
l

✓
3m2

⌧ � 4ElE⌧ +
1

2

✓
8El|~⌧ | � 3m2

⌧
|~⌧ |
E⌧

◆
(1 + ↵)

�4

3

El

E⌧
|~⌧ |2(1 + ↵+ ↵2)

◆
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⌧ � 2El(E⌧ � |~⌧ |)
2El|~⌧ |

E2
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�
5 + 5z � 4z2

�
, (6.29)

with z = El/E⌧ . To normalize it we write it as:

TlE(l|⌧) =
↵(⌧)

E2
⌧

(1 � z)
�
5 + 5z � 4z2

�
.
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The normalization is then imposed from:

E⌧Z

0

dElTlE(l|⌧) =
↵(⌧)

E⌧

1Z

0

dz (1 � z)
�
5 + 5z � 4z2

�
= 3

↵(⌧)

E⌧
.

Therefore ↵(⌧) = E⌧/3 and we have:

TlE(l|⌧) =
1

3E⌧
(1 � z)

�
5 + 5z � 4z2

�
(6.30)

To summarize, in the collinear approximation, the overall transfer function for the leptonic

⌧ allows to discard the two angular variables, which only leaves the integration over the ⌧

momentum, resulting in:

TlE(`|⌧)�(~e⌧ � ~̂e`)�(~̀̂� ~̀)
d3~⌧

(2⇡)32E⌧
/ 1

3
(1 � z)

�
5 + 5z � 4z2

� |~⌧ |2

E2
⌧

d|~⌧ | ⌘ T̃l(`|⌧)d|~⌧ | (6.31)

Even if all the information related to the shape of the ⌧ leptonic transfer function are

included in the Eq. 6.22, it is worth to perform the calculation in order to obtain Eq. 6.30.

Indeed, Eq, 6.22 is written in a covariant form, coming directly from the application of the

Feynman diagrams rules, in other words it represents all our knowledge regarding the ⌧ leptonic

decays in the context of the SM condensed in one equation. The equation, as it is written in

its covariant form, it is not trivial to be validated. For this reason it was so important getting

Eq. 6.30 factorizing the angular and energetic part in order to validate it explicitly and get

rid of 2 integration variables. The first validation step is to prove that the expression found

theoretically, Eq. 6.30, reproduces the fractional energy distribution for leptonic ⌧ from the MC

sample. In Fig. 6.25 the plots obtained for the z distribution (z = E`/E⌧ ) when ` = µ and ` = e

are shown together with the theoretical shape. In this case, only a check of the z dependence is

performed, thus all the distributions are normalized to unity.
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Figure 6.25: Validation of the energy transfer function for the leptonic ⌧ . The z distribution obtained

from Eq 6.31 (black dots) is superimposed to the one obtained from the simulation.

An almost perfect agreement is found. A small mismatch between the theoretical formulation

and the simulation is present in the low z regime. The reason lies in the fact that, in the

theoretical computation, the assumption of m` = 0 has been adopted. This explains why the

di↵erence is more visible in the muonic decay mode. The result obtained is in agreement with

the one reported in [75]. The normalization coe�cient of Eq. 6.31 can be computed and it turns

out to be simply 1/3E⌧ .

To validate the transfer function including its normalization factor, the muon pT spectrum

for small bins of ⌧ pT is drawn. Then, the transfer function is plotted on top of it, taking into

account the bin-width in the normalization. Figures 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 show a good agreement

between the real and predicted spectrum, both in terms of shape and normalization.
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Figure 6.26: Validation of the energy transfer function for the leptonic ⌧ . The muon spectrum obtained

from Eq 6.31 (black dots) is superimposed to the one obtained from the simulation. The µ energy is

plotted in di↵erent E⌧ bins: 15 GeV (Left) and 35 (Right).
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Figure 6.27: Validation of the energy transfer function for the leptonic ⌧ . The muon spectrum obtained

from Eq 6.31 (black dots) is superimposed to the one obtained from the simulation. The µ energy is

plotted in di↵erent E⌧ bins: 70 GeV (Left) and 110 (Right).
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Figure 6.28: Validation of the energy transfer function for the leptonic ⌧ . The muon spectrum obtained

from Eq 6.31 (black dots) is superimposed to the one obtained from the simulation. The µ energy is

plotted in di↵erent E⌧ bins: 190 GeV (Left) and 265 (Right).

6.6.4 ~Emiss
T transfer function

So far, the TF that have been described had a direct correspondence with one of the integration

variable: energy of a quark or of a ⌧ . In that respect, the Emiss
T transfer function is peculiar

as it does not have a direct corresponding integration variable. As a matter of fact, its origin

lies in the �4 energy-momentum conservation, reduced in this case to the transverse momentum

conservation. The ~Emiss
T transfer function, nevertheless, plays a crucial role in the integrand

as there are several neutrinos in the final state resulting from the ⌧ leptons decays and it

quantifies the compatibility between the predicted Emiss
T and the measured one. The recoil

transfer function is parametrized in CMS by a two-dimensional Gaussian:

TET
(~̂⇢T |~PT ) =

1

2⇡
p

|V |
exp(�1

2
(~̂⇢T � ~PT )T V �1(~̂⇢T � ~PT )) (6.32)

where ~⇢T is defined as ~⇢T = ~Emiss
T +

P
l,⇡
~pT +

P
jets

~pT . It corresponds to the opposite of the recoil,

i.e. the transverse component of the vectorial sum of all the particles not clustered in jets or
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identified as leptons, but that are, of course, included in the ~Emiss
T computation. In other words,

it also corresponds to the overall boost of the jet+Higgs boson system. The ⇢T is then compared

with the simulated transverse boost of the jets+Higgs boson system. The ~PT =
P
⌧
~pT +

P
q
~pT

vector is the overall boost associated to the point in phase space considered for the integration.

If the jets and the visible part of the ⌧s were measured perfectly, the (⇢T � PT ) vector would

correspond to the di↵erence between the measured ~Emiss
T and the transverse component of the

momentum of all the neutrinos. Finally, V is the ~Emiss
T covariance matrix. V is a 2 ⇥ 2 matrix

and when it is diagonal it takes the form:

 
�2

ET
0

0 E2
T�

2
�

!

where �ET
is the resolution on the magnitude of the Emiss

T and �2
� is the resolution of the

Emiss
T along the � direction. A non-diagonal form (x-y) representation is used in the present

case.

The recoil transfer function is of capital importance in the full integral evaluation procedure.

It is up to this TF to regularise very boosted configurations. Indeed, in the numerical integra-

tion process, extremely boosted configurations can be picked-up. Due to the change of frame

described earlier, the total boost of the jets+Higgs boson system does not intervene in the ME

computation and such boosted configurations can therefore have large ME contribution. Such

boosted topologies however also result in large predicted Emiss
T that, in most of the cases, are

not compatible with the measured ~Emiss
T vector.

The validation of the ~Emiss
T transfer function thus proceeded in several step:

• cross-check the di↵erent parts of the expressions for ~̂⇢T and ~P tot
T vectors

• characterize the behaviour and the response of the transfer function

The validation of the reconstructed ~Emiss
T vector is carried out in the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ Monte

Carlo generated events at
p

s = 8TeV . In a first step, it is checked that the ~Emiss
T reconstructed

in these events behaves as expected. In these studies the particle flow ~Emiss
T has been used,

corrected for the Type-I correction. This correction is a propagation of the JEC to the missing

transverse energy. The Type-I correction replaces the vector sum of transverse momenta of

particles which can be clustered as jets with the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the

jets to which JEC is applied. As already done for the Jet transfer function study, the corrections

applied to the Jets are the full L1L2L3 chain.

~Emiss
T response and resolution

A convenient method to study the performance of the ~Emiss
T consists in decomposing the ~Emiss

T

vector on two orthogonal directions, for example the x and y directions. It is however even better

to decompose the MET on the axis parallel to the Higgs boson pT vector and the corresponding
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perpendicular axis. Indeed, the response of the detector to the recoil against the boson could

di↵er from the response to other particles, e.g. from jets. The decomposition of the recoMET-

GenMet on the two axes is presented in Fig. 6.29 where it can be seen that the response is

indeed slightly di↵erent. On the parallel axis, the mean value is 1 GeV and the resolution is

slightly worse than on the perpendicular direction. The results obtained are shown in Fig.6.29

and in Fig. 6.30.
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Figure 6.29: ~Emiss
T response plots. The di↵erence (recoMET - genTrueMET) is projected in the parallel

(Left) and perpendicular (Right) directions with respect to the Higgs ~pT .
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Figure 6.30: ~Emiss
T pull distribution plots. The di↵erence (recoMET - genTrueMET) is divided by the

�covMtx and projected in the parallel (Left) and perpendicular (Right) direction with respect to the Higgs

~pT .

The V covariance matrix can be used to compute the expected � for the two considered

directions. The pull distributions thus obtained are presented in Fig. 6.30 together with the

Gaussian fits and their parameters. The results are satisfying and match the expectations.
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Reconstruction of the neutrinos system

Now that the reconstructed Emiss
T has been checked, the predicted Emiss

T counterpart should be

studied as well. As alluded to earlier, for each shot within the numerical integration, the neutrino

momentum is deduced making the di↵erence between
P

vegas ~⌧ and (~⌧vis + ~µreco) (from here

after called reconstructed neutrinos). To evaluate whether this indirect neutrino reconstruction

is valid or not, the following check has been made in the same simulation as before. For this

check, since we are obviously not in the context of a numerical integration:
P

vegas ⌧ correspond

to the true ⌧ momenta taken at generator level; the distributions comparing the magnitude

of computed neutrino momentum and the true neutrino momentum is shown in Fig. 6.31. A

satisfying agreement can be observed. The small di↵erences in the shape are attributed to the

imperfect energy scale of the reconstructed visible tau energy.
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Figure 6.31: Inclusive distribution comparison between the transverse component of reconstructed neu-

trino system with respect to the MC-truth one.

~Emiss
T transfer function validation

Finally the transfer function shape validation proceeds through a scatter plot showing the weight

evaluated by the expression exp(�1
2(~̂⇢T � ~PT )T V �1(~̂⇢T � ~PT )) as function of the vectorial di↵er-

ence (~̂⇢T � ~P tot
T ) projected in the x and y direction. Obviously, from the formula, the maximum

value of the weight corresponds to (~̂⇢T � ~P tot
T ) = ~0. This means that when the global boost cho-

sen by Vegas corresponds to the measured one, the transfer function returns the higher possible

response, as can be seen in Fig. 6.32 that is simply showing a 2D-Gaussian function.
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Figure 6.32: Shape of the missing transverse energy transfer function with the X,Y values of the vectorial

di↵erence between ~̂⇢T � ~P tot
T . A 3D plot is shown (Left) with its projection of the z-axis (Right).

In order to directly determine the response of the ~Emiss
T transfer function to the reconstructed

⌧ vectors, a simulation has been performed scaling both the ⌧ vectors magnitude. In this way

it is possible to produce a 3-dimensional plot between the 2 independent scale factors applied

to the ⌧ vectors and the corresponding transfer function value. What emerges from Fig.6.33 is

that the maximum of the transfer function is positioned in correspondence of the true ⌧ vector

magnitude, as expected. In addition, a tau momentum 20% smaller than in reality results in

about 30% lower TF.

Figure 6.33: ~Emiss
T TF value as function of two scale factor applied on the magnitudes of the true ⌧

vectors momenta.

6.7 Integration over m2
⌧ ⌧̄

Given the narrow width of the Higgs boson, the numerical Monte Carlo integration would be

very much, if not completely, ine�cient. Indeed, if the momenta of the two ⌧ leptons were to be
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shot randomly, the probability that their invariant mass corresponds to the Higgs boson mass

within its width would be infinitesimal. As a result, a change of variable is introduced in the

following section to deal with the resonant spectrum in the di-⌧ invariant mass m⌧ ⌧̄ , constrained

by:

m2
⌧ ⌧̄ = (⌧ + ⌧̄)2 = 2m2

⌧ + 2(E⌧E⌧̄ � |~⌧ ||~̄⌧ | cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ ) (6.33)

where ✓⌧ ⌧̄ is the angle between between the two ⌧ lepton momenta. This change of variable

should account for the constraints associated to the transfer functions of the ⌧ leptons. As a

remainder, we assume here that the ⌧ decays leptonically and the ⌧̄ decays hadronically. The ⌧h⌧̄l
can of course be treated in the same way by exchanging the momenta of the two particles. We

treat all the hadronic decay modes, therefore T̃h(⇡|⌧̄) can be T̃h1(⇡|⌧̄), T̃h1+⇡0s(⇡|⌧̄) or T̃h3(⇡|⌧̄)
where ⇡ represents the sum of all the visible decay products from the hadronic ⌧̄ . Moreover, we

assume that the ⌧ and the charged lepton ` are collinear. At this stage, the integration variables

are therefore d|~⌧ |d|~̄⌧ |d�⌧̄⇡ and a possible change of variables would be d�⌧̄⇡ ! dm2
⌧ ⌧̄ . We have

to evaluate:

T̃l(`|⌧)T̃h(⇡|⌧̄)d|~⌧ |d|~̄⌧ |d�⌧̄⇡

= T̃l(`|⌧)T̃h(⇡|⌧̄)d|~⌧ |d|~̄⌧ |d�⌧̄⇡d cos ✓⌧̄⇡�

✓
cos ✓⌧̄⇡ � 2E⌧̄E⇡ � (m2

⌧ + m2
⇡)

2|~̄⌧ ||~⇡|

◆

and we have:

t�  |~⌧  |t+ and |s�|  |~̄⌧ |  s+,

with:

t± =
(m2

⌧ + m2
` )|~̀| ± E`(m2

⌧ � m2
` )

2m2
`

s± =
(m2

⌧ + m2
⇡)|~⇡| ± E⇡(m2

⌧ � m2
⇡)

2m2
⇡

.

Those constraints come from the condition �1  cos ✓⌧̄⇡  1 and �1  cos ✓⌧`  1. To

take the simultaneous constraints on cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ from Eq. (6.23) and on cos ✓⌧̄⇡ into account it

is convenient to introduce the change of variables d�⌧̄⇡ ! d(cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ ) ! dm2
⌧ ⌧̄ . For that, we

have to determine ~̄⌧ as a function of (|~̄⌧ |, cos ✓⌧̄⇡, cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ ). Let’s introduce a Cartesian system of

coordinates (~e⇡,~ex,~ey), with ~e⇡ the direction of ⇡, ~ex = 1
sin ✓⌧⇡

(~e⌧ � cos ✓⌧⇡~e⇡) and ~ey = ~e⇡ ^ ~ex.

In that frame represented in Fig. 6.34, ~̄⌧ is given by:

~̄⌧ = |~̄⌧ |(cos ✓⌧̄⇡~e⇡ + sin ✓⌧̄⇡ cos�⌧̄⇡~ex + sin ✓⌧̄⇡ sin�⌧̄⇡~ey)

.
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Figure 6.34: Cartesian coordinate system used to describe a ⌧l⌧̄h decay.

One gets then:

cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ = cos ✓⌧̄⇡ cos ✓⌧⇡ + sin ✓⌧̄⇡ cos�⌧̄⇡ sin ✓⌧⇡.

Therefore:

d�⌧̄⇡ =
1���@ cos ✓⌧⌧̄

@�⌧̄⇡

���
d(cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ ),

with:

@ cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄

@�⌧̄⇡
= � sin ✓⌧̄⇡ sin�⌧̄⇡ sin ✓⌧⇡.

Let’s now introduce another system of coordinates (non-Cartesian) (~e⇡,~e⌧ ,~ey) . We can then

write ~̄⌧ in that frame as:

~̄⌧ = |~̄⌧ |(↵~e⇡ + �~e⌧ + �~ey).

With that parametrization, � = ~e⌧̄ .~ey = sin ✓⌧̄⇡ sin�⌧̄⇡, one then gets:

1 = ↵2 + �2 + �2 + 2↵� cos ✓⌧⇡,

cos ✓⌧̄⇡ = ↵+ � cos ✓⌧⇡ , cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ = ↵ cos ✓⌧⇡ + �.

Therefore:

↵ =
cos ✓⌧̄⇡ � cos ✓⌧⇡ cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄

sin2 ✓⌧⇡
, � =

cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ � cos ✓⌧⇡ cos ✓⌧̄⇡

sin2 ✓⌧⇡
,

�2 = 1 � ↵2 � �2 � 2↵� cos ✓⌧⇡.

This system has a solution if and only if �2 = 1 � ↵2 � �2 � 2↵� cos ✓⌧⇡ � 0, with ↵ and
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� defined by the previous equations. However, this is not always guaranteed. Indeed, it has

been searched for a possible three-momentum ~̄⌧ , which fulfills at the same time constraints on

cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ and cos ✓⌧̄⇡ (which depend on |~̄⌧ |). In geometrical terms, this is equivalent to look for

the intersections of two cones which axes are given by ~e⌧ and ~e⇡ and which opening angles are

✓⌧ ⌧̄ and ✓⌧̄⇡. Now, the axes being fixed, it is possible that the opening angles are too small for

the cones to intersect. This would be the case for instance if the momentum |~̄⌧ | shot is too high,

because in that case ⌧̄ should be at the same time almost collinear with ⌧ and ⇡.

If the constraint �2 � 0 is fulfilled, it is possible to define

� = ±
p

1 � ↵2 � �2 � 2↵� cos ✓⌧⇡

The so-called ”boost” associated to the outgoing particles, defined by ~PT = ~⌧T + ~̄⌧T +~qT + ~q0
T , is

then computed for the two signs. The sign of � is consequently chosen as the one leading to the

smallest boost in magnitude. At leading order, all the outgoing particles are indeed expected to

be perfectly balanced in the transverse plane, having thus PT = 0. This procedure to determine

the sign of � has been proven to be very e�cient at generator level (see Fig. 6.35).

Figure 6.35: Distribution of �(MC) = ~e⌧̄ .~ey/ and PT (� > 0)�PT (� < 0) in leading-order Monte-Carlo

samples for VBF (Left) and DY+2 jets (Right). All the quantities have been evaluated using the kinematic

reconstruction detailed previously, fixing the integration variables at their generator-level values. A clear

correlation can be observed between the sign of � and the sign of PT (� > 0) � PT (� < 0).

The constraint �2 � 0 could in principle be translated on the integration range for one of the

integration variable but it may not be possible to do it analytically. Since the region �2 � 0 has

a non-zero measure in the phase-space, the following strategy has been first tested: if the choice

of the point in the phase space is such that the inequality is not fulfilled then this point has

a null contribution to the integral. However this solution turns out to be relatively ine�cient,

since when picking random values of |~⌧ | and |~̄⌧ |, most of the time the constraints on the angles
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are such that there is no intersection of the two cones of direction ~e⌧ and ~e⇡ with opening angles

✓⌧ ⌧̄ and ✓⌧̄⇡. Only for a very small region in the (|~⌧ |, |~̄⌧ |) space this constraint is fulfilled, as

shown in Fig. 6.36.

Figure 6.36: Region where �2 > 0 (colored region) for a single VBF event in the (|~⌧ |, |~̄⌧ |) space. The

red (black) line corresponds to the function |~⌧h| = f(|~⌧l|) determined from Eq. (6.33) using m⌧⌧̄ =125

GeV and the true value of cos ✓⌧⌧̄ (using cos ✓⌧⌧̄ = cos ✓`⇡).

Therefore, rather than a change of variables d|~̄⌧ |d cos ✓⌧̄⇡d�⌧̄⇡ ! d|~̄⌧ |d cos ✓⌧̄⇡dm2
⌧ ⌧̄ , the

change of variables d|~̄⌧ |d cos ✓⌧̄⇡d�⌧̄⇡ ! d cos ✓⌧̄⇡d cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄dm2
⌧ ⌧̄ is introduced. It has the fol-

lowing advantage: since the direction of the ⌧ leptons is close to the direction of their visible

decay products, cos ✓`⇡ gives a good estimator of cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ . In that case, it is possible to integrate

cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ in a small window around cos ✓`⇡ such that �2 � 0 in most of the integration domain.

To take all of the kinematically allowed configurations into account, the integration domain

should cover at least the whole region of phase-space for which �2 � 0. Although not solvable

analytically, this constraint could be tested prior to the integration process for di↵erent values of

the integration variables. We can therefore determine in advance what will be the region of the

phase space that will contribute to the integral and reduce the integration range consequently.

The advantages of the new change of variables is that this region is now more extended in the

(|~⌧ |, cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ ) space than previously in the (|~⌧ |, |~̄⌧ |) space and we know its approximate location

around cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ ⇡ cos ✓`⇡, as visible in Fig. 6.37.
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Figure 6.37: Region where �2 > 0 (colored region) for a single VBF event in the (|~⌧ |, cos ✓⌧⌧̄ ) space.

The black rectangle corresponds to the limits of the integration region, which is determined prior to the

integration. The lower limit for |~⌧ | takes into account t� from Eq. (6.24), which explains why the

rectangle does not cover the whole region �2 > 0.

The change of variables d|~̄⌧ |d cos ✓⌧̄⇡d�⌧̄⇡ ! d cos ✓⌧̄⇡d cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄dm2
⌧ ⌧̄ introduces the following

Jacobian term:

d|~̄⌧ |d�⌧̄⇡ =
1������

@m2
⌧⌧̄

@|~̄⌧ |
@ cos ✓⌧⌧̄

@|~̄⌧ |
@m2

⌧⌧̄
@�⌧̄⇡

@ cos ✓⌧⌧̄
@�⌧̄⇡

������

d cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄dm2
⌧ ⌧̄

with:

cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄
�
|~̄⌧ |, cos ✓⌧̄⇡,�⌧̄⇡

�
= cos ✓⌧̄⇡ cos ✓⌧⇡ + sin ✓⌧̄⇡ cos�⌧̄⇡ sin ✓⌧⇡

m2
⌧ ⌧̄

�
|~̄⌧ |, cos ✓⌧̄⇡,�⌧̄⇡

�
= 2m2

⌧ + 2
�
E⌧E⌧̄ � |~⌧ ||~̄⌧ | cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ (|~̄⌧ |, cos ✓⌧̄⇡,�⌧̄⇡)

�
.

One gets then:

@ cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄

@|~̄⌧ |
= 0,

@m2
⌧ ⌧̄

@|~̄⌧ |
= 2

✓
E⌧

|~̄⌧ |
E⌧̄

� |~⌧ | cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄

◆
,
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@ cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄

@�⌧̄⇡
= � sin ✓⌧̄⇡ sin�⌧̄⇡ sin ✓⌧⇡ = �� sin ✓⌧⇡.

We now have to determine |~̄⌧ | as a function of |~⌧ |, cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ and m2
⌧ ⌧̄ from Eq. (6.33). Defining

M2 = 1
2m2

⌧ ⌧̄ � m2
⌧ , we get

|~̄⌧ | =
M2|~⌧ | cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ + E⌧

q
(M2)2 � m2

⌧

�
m2

⌧ + |~⌧ |2 sin2 ✓⌧ ⌧̄
�

m2
⌧ + |~⌧ |2 sin2 ✓⌧ ⌧̄

(6.34)

with

|~⌧ |  m⌧ ⌧̄

| sin ✓⌧ ⌧̄ |

s
m2

⌧ ⌧̄

4m2
⌧

� 1 ⌘ u+ (6.35)

All the elements necessary to the evaluation of the integrand have therefore been determined

and the weight can then be computed using the numerical integration suite.

wi(y) /
Z X

p

f(xa, Q)f(xb, Q)

xaxbs
|M⌦(x)|2 · Tq(Êj |Eq, ⌘q)Eq · Tq(Êj0 |Eq0 , ⌘q0)Eq0

TET
(~̂⇢T |~PT ) · T̃l(`|⌧) · T̃h(⇡|⌧̄) 1���E⌧

|~̄⌧ |
E⌧̄

� |~⌧ | cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄

���

1

|� sin ✓⌧⇡|d|~⌧ |d cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄dm2
⌧ ⌧̄dEqdEq0

The integration over m2
⌧ ⌧̄ is removed by fixing its value. By default, it is chosen as the invariant

mass squared of the resonance involved in the process ⌦. Yet, it is possible that this value of m⌧ ⌧̄

does not lead to a region �2 � 0 compatible with the constraint on t�. This would correspond

to cases where this region lies to the left of t� in the (|~⌧ |, cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ )-plane and would indicate that

the visible decay products of the di-⌧ pair are not compatible with that value of m⌧ ⌧̄ . This

happens typically for some VBF events, when testing the Drell-Yan background hypothesis with

m⌧ ⌧̄ = 91GeV . This happens for some background events as well. In order to define a non-zero

value of both the signal and background weights for every event, the solution adopted consists in

increasing the integration interval in m⌧⌧ in the integration over the background matrix element.

The boundaries are, in that case, constrained by the visible di-⌧ invariant mass and an upper

limit of 180 GeV . The integration over the signal matrix element, instead, still concentrates in

a very narrow region around the Higgs mass value. The choise to adopt this solution was driven

by the fact that events coming from DY processes present a m⌧⌧ distribution that, because of

its tails, is spread out in a wide range. On the contrary, events coming from the decay of the

Higgs boson show a m⌧⌧ distribution peaked in a very narrow region around the Higgs boson

mass. The distribution of m⌧⌧ for DY and VBF events are illustrated in Fig. 6.38
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Figure 6.38: m⌧⌧ distribution for DY events (Left) and for VBF events (Right).

We are then left with a five-dimensional integration over d|~⌧ |d cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄dEqdEq0 . The integra-

tion boundaries on d|~⌧ |d cos ✓⌧ ⌧̄ are fixed according to the procedure described in the previous

sections, while the integration boundaries on the energy of the quarks are determined as the

95% confidence interval associated to the transfer function of the jets.

6.8 Validation of the ⌧ four-vectors kinematic recon-

struction

One of the main di�culties in the implementation of the ME method in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis

lies in the kinematic reconstruction of the ⌧ four-vectors from the physical quantities chosen to

parametrize the phase-space. The reconstruction procedure of the ⌧ four-vectors is described in

details in the Section 6.7 of this chapter. In order to check that all the ⌧ four-vector reconstruc-

tion procedure was implemented correctly, some physical quantities are plotted superimposed to

the Monte-Carlo truth. No integration is carried out to estimate the ⌧ four-vector reconstructed

by the ME algorithm but the input variable are fixed to the Monte Carlo truth as well. So

what is shown in Fig. 6.39, 6.41 and 6.43 is a consistency check that demonstrates that the

calculations put in place to reconstruct the ⌧ four-vectors are correct. Figures 6.40, 6.42 and

6.44 further illustrate the agreement achieved by the kinematic reconstruction in term of scatter

plots between the Monte Carlo simulation and the kinematic reconstruction for di↵erent physical

quantities. A linear fit has been also performed in order to quantify the degree of the correlation.

Incidentally, these plots also demonstrate the validity of the collinear approximation.
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Figure 6.39: pT distribution of the leptonic (Left) and hadronic (Right) ⌧ as it is reconstructed by the

ME algorithm (black dots) and superimposed to the MC truth (coloured histograms).

Figure 6.40: Scatter plot between the pT reconstructed by the ME algorithm and the MC truth for the

leptonic (Left) and hadronic (Right) ⌧ (black dots). A linear fit has been performed and superimposed to

the plot (red line) together with the fit parameters.
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Figure 6.41: ⌘ distribution of the leptonic (Left) and hadronic (Right) ⌧ as it is reconstructed by the

ME algorithm (black dots) and superimposed to the MC truth (coloured histograms).

Figure 6.42: Scatter plot between the ⌘ reconstructed by the ME algorithm and the MC truth for the

leptonic (Left) and hadronic (Right) ⌧ (black dots). A linear fit has been performed and superimposed to

the plot (red line) together with the fit parameters.
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Figure 6.43: � distribution of the leptonic (Left) and hadronic (Right) ⌧ as it is reconstructed by the

ME algorithm (black dots) and superimposed to the MC truth (coloured histograms).

Figure 6.44: Scatter plot between the � reconstructed by the ME algorithm and the MC truth for the

leptonic (Left) and hadronic (Right) ⌧ (black dots). A linear fit has been performed and superimposed to

the plot (red line) together with the fit parameters.
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6.8.1 Conclusion

Even if the concept of ME starts to be well known in particle physics, its actual implementation

can be tricky. Indeed, the kinematic constraints have to be put by hand, some changes of

variables can be needed, and the transfer functions should be carefully validated. In addition,

the work on the ME itself is quite specific. In particular, the calculations to perform in order

to reconstruct the four-vectors of the particles in the final state in function of the integration

variables depend on the specific process considered. The di�culty of this task varies from analysis

to analysis and strongly depends on the phase-space of the process considered. However, the

principle of MEM is universal and it can be applied to a large variety of analysis for which a

precise theoretical model is known a priori. In addition, a strong point in favour of the MEM

compared to other multivariate analysis approach, is that MEM does not require any training,

and thus does not su↵er from lack of statistic in rare processes or due to limitation in the number

of simulated events used to model the signal or backgrounds contributions in the analyses.



Chapter 7
Matrix Element Method in the

H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h channel

This Chapter is dedicated to the application of the Matrix Element Method described in Chapter

6 to the search for the SM Higgs boson decaying into a ⌧ -lepton pair in the µ⌧h final state. This is

the most sensitive channel thanks to the e�cient muon reconstruction and identification and high

branching ratio of the hadronic ⌧ decay (see Section 3.1.5 and 3.4). Since this work illustrates

the development of the MEM in the context of the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis for the very first time, more

details are provided on the intrinsic performance of the method itself, like its discrimination

power, tested on VBF H ! ⌧⌧ and Drell-Yan simulated events. A comparison with the already

existing SVfit mass approach (see Section 7.7.2) is also given, showing the superiority of the

MEM in reducing the background contamination for the same signal e�ciency. Finally, the

full analysis results for the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h channel are shown as they are obtained both

through the SVfit and MEM method, followed by a discussion on their interpretation. As a

foreword, the analysis strategy adopted by the CMS Collaboration in the search for the SM

Higgs boson decaying into a ⌧ pair is depicted in details. The search for the SM H ! ⌧⌧

has been performed in CMS covering all the six possible ⌧ decay mode combinations: ee, µµ,

eµ, e⌧h, µ⌧h, ⌧h⌧h. In this Chapter the pp collisions data recorded by CMS during the 2012 at
p

s = 8TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1 for the µ⌧h channel are used.

To exploit the di↵erent Higgs boson production mechanism, an exclusive event categorization

based on the number of reconstructed jets in the event, on the pT of the hadronic ⌧ and on

the pT of the di-⌧ system has been carried out in the standard analysis. This categorization is

preserved also in the case of MEM. Indeed, only the VBF categories exploit the MEM while all

the others are used to constrain the backgrounds yields and shapes. A description of the events

selection applied in the SM H ! ⌧⌧ analysis is given in Section 7.4 together with a detailed

definition of the categorization. The major backgrounds and their estimation are also described

in Section 7.5. The identification and the isolation criteria applied to the ⌧s are detailed. Even

232
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if this topic is already treated in a more general context in Chapter 3.4, it represents a powerful

handle to increase the purity of the selected ⌧ ’s and to reduce the fake rate coming from hadronic

jets, while preserving a reasonable selection e�ciency.

7.1 The SM H ! ⌧⌧ analysis in a nutshell

In this section, the main aspects of the published CMS H ! ⌧⌧ [71] legacy analysis are pre-

sented. A 3.4 sigma evidence is obtained. This analysis is used as benchmark to evaluate the

improvements brought by the application of the matrix element method to the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧

channel.

7.2 Samples and data/MC corrections

As explained in length in the previous chapters, the L1 selection represents the first step of any

analysis. It defines the physics content present in each event and the phase space available for

the physics analysis. A more detailed description of the CMS trigger used during the LHC Run

1 is illustrated in Section 2. In the context of the SM H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, di↵erent trigger paths

are used depending on the final state considered. In addition, the threshold imposed to each

triggered object has continuously evolved to match the LHC performance. The events that pass

the L1 and high level trigger are processed o✏ine. At the analysis level, the events are required

to have fired a specific HLT path, specific to the final state considered. The PF reconstruction

(see 3.1) is performed on the selected events. The jets seed the HPS algorithm that is able to

identify jets coming from ⌧ -lepton and determine the ⌧ decay mode in according to the Tab. 3.1.

The HLT bandwidth dedicated to the H ! ⌧⌧ search in the semileptonic channels is ⇠ 41 Hz,

representing ⇠ 41% of the bandwidth dedicated to the Higgs searches and about ⇠ 14% of the

total bandwidth available at HLT level for CMS. At the analysis level, a muon with with a

pT > 17(18) GeV and |⌘| < 2.1 and a PF ⌧ with pT > 20 GeV are required.

Dataset: The full reconstruction of the events that passed the HLT has been performed

taking into account the latest alignment and calibration of each CMS subdetectors. The data

thus processed at this stage constitutes the dataset available for the analysis. The SM H ! ⌧⌧

search has been performed over a total integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1, collected from pp

collisions at
p

s = 8TeV .

Simulated datasets: The simulated events are produced using di↵erent Monte Carlo gener-

ators, and they are used to evaluate the yields of the signal and of many of the SM backgrounds.

The signal samples are produced for each of the main Higgs boson production mechanism. For

the gluon-gluon fusion and the VBF, the POWHEG [132][133][134][135] Monte Carlo generator

is used, while for the Higgs production in association with a vector boson, the PYTHIA [136]
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generator is used. In addition, for each Higgs boson production mechanism, di↵erent simulated

samples are generated for each value of the Higgs boson mass in a range between 110 GeV and

145 GeV , in 5GeV steps. The Higgs boson production cross sections and branching ratios, with

their relative uncertainties, are calculated in Refs. [137][138][139]. As far as the background

simulated samples are concerned, the Z ! ``, (` = e, µ, ⌧), W + jets, tt̄ and di-boson processes

are simulated with MadGraph [140]. Single-top events are simulated using POWHEG. Exclusive

samples for Z ! `` and W + jets, binned in jet multiplicities, are produced in order to increase

the statistic in regions characterized by a high signal purity. All the simulated processes are

normalized to their NNLO production cross section, except the di-boson and single-top processes

that are normalized to their NLO cross sections. Madgraph and POWHEG are interfaced with

PYTHIA in order to simulate the parton shower and the fragmentation. To simulate the e↵ect

of the pile-up, pre-simulated min-bias events generated with PYTHIA are used. Randomly cho-

sen min-bias events are superimposed to the hard interaction before being processed through

the standard digitization and reconstruction chain. The ⌧ -lepton decays are modelled with the

TAUOLA [141] package, while the tau polarization e↵ect are simulated with the TAUSPINER

[142] framework.

Each event in each MC sample is thus reweighted by a factor wMC :

wMC =
� · L · "
Nproc

, (7.1)

where � is the corresponding process production cross section, L is the total integrated luminosity

recorded, " is the e�ciency of the possible event selection inserted in the analysis chain (described

in Section 7.4) and Nproc is the number of the MC generated events.

Embedded samples: The Drell-Yan Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ process constitutes the main irreducible

background in the SM H ! ⌧⌧ analysis. It is mandatory to simulate it in the most precise

way, since small variations of its shape can a↵ect the event yield in the signal region and the

data/Monte-Carlo agreement. The hadronic ⌧ decays are very well described by generators like

TAUOLA. To reduce the uncertainties related to the DY events with high jet multiplicities, a

data-driven method has been developed by the CMS collaboration to simulate Z ! ⌧⌧ events.

This method is called ”embedding” and consists in selecting Z ! µµ events from data and create

generated events with two ⌧ ’s whose four-vectors correspond to the four-momenta of the muons.

The decay of the ⌧ lepton is then simulated by TAUOLA. The events are then processed through

the full simulation chain of CMS before being embedded into the original Z� > µµ events, after

removal of the muons. This approach presents the advantage that the pile-up content, the jet

content and kinematics as well as the missing transverse energy are taken directly from data.

7.2.1 Analysis objects

Given the various ⌧ decay modes, di↵erent particles in the final state are expected. Depending

on the channel analysed (ee, µµ, eµ, e⌧h, µ⌧h, ⌧h⌧h) electrons, muons, ⌧h are reconstructed as
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explained in more details in the Chapter 3. The jet and /~ET reconstruction used in the H ! ⌧⌧

analysis have been described also in Chapter 3.

7.2.2 Corrections to the simulation

Even if a lot of e↵ort has been invested in developing the most accurate simulation, its predic-

tion present some limitations. In particular, it is possible to isolate two main source of possible

di↵erences with respect to a real pp collisions. The first one originates from the theoretical eval-

uation of the production di↵erential cross sections. Indeed, all the cross sections are evaluated

at given order in perturbation theory. This e↵ect could be negligible in some cases, when cor-

rections coming from higher orders in the perturbation expansion are smaller. However, in some

other cases, like in the pT distribution of the Higgs boson events produced through gluon-gluon

fusion, this e↵ect is more visible. The second source of possible disagreement between data and

simulation arises from the fact that it is almost impossible to predict the real amount of pile-up

interactions as well the precise calibration and alignment condition of each CMS subdetector

prior to the data-taking. Indeed, the number of pile-up interactions directly depends on the

machine conditions, and it is far to be a constant during the whole data-taking period. The MC

samples are produced well before the data taking, because of the huge computing time required.

In these conditions, the calibration of each of the CMS subdetector can change with time. In

the following the most important data/MC corrections applied to the simulation are listed along

what is described in [71].

Pile-up. It is observed that the distribution of the number of the pile-up interactions is

di↵erent in data and in simulation. Figure 7.1 shows the number of reconstructed primary

vertices per event in data and in the simulation.
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6.4. Corrections to the simulation 185
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Figure 6.1: Pile-up distributions for simulation before reweighting and data.

electron and a ⌧h), is given by the product of e�ciencies of each trigger object. The
correction is applied as a function of the transverse momentum of the object. The trigger
e�ciency corrections are applied to all simulated samples:

wtrig =
�data

�MC
=

�data(plep
T ) ⇥ �data(p⌧

T )

�MC(plep
T ) ⇥ �MC(p⌧

T )
(6.8)

The pT dependence of the trigger e�ciencies is modeled by the integral of a Crystal-
Ball function [183]:

F (PT ) =

Z PT

��
f(t) dt (6.9)

where the integrand is defined by:

f(t; �, n, m0, �, norm) =
norm

�(C + D)
·

8
<

:
e

�
�

t�m0�
2�

�2

if t�m0

� > ��

A ·
�
B � t�m0

�

��n
if t�m0

�  ��
(6.10)

with

A =

✓
n

|�|

◆n

· e� |�|2
2 , B =

n

|�| � |�|

C =
n

|�| · 1

n � 1
· e� |�|

2 , D =

r
⇡

2

✓
1 + erf

✓
|�|p

2

◆◆

and

erf(x) =
2

⇡

Z x

0

e�t2 dt. (6.11)

Figure 7.1: Distribution of the reconstructed primary vertices for data (black dots) and simulation (blue

line) before the pile-up reweighting.

In order to match the conditions in data, every event simulated with N in time pile-up

interactions is assigned a weight equal to the ratio between the probability of observing N in

data P (Ndata
PU ) and in the simulationP (NMC

PU ) (pile-up reweighting):

wPU =
P (Ndata

PU )

P (NMC
PU )

(7.2)

Trigger e�ciency. The trigger e�ciency is computed as function of the pT of the recon-

structed object (turn-on curves). The turn-on curves for each object (e, µ, ⌧h) are obtained both

with simulated events and with data using a tag-and-probe technique. Some di↵erences (always

smaller the 5%) are observed between data and simulation. Examples of the turn on mentioned

are provided for the µ and ⌧h, shown in Fig. 7.2 and in Fig. 7.3, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: Trigger “turn-on” curves measured in data and in simulation for the muon leg of
µ⌧h cross-trigger (IsoMu17 trigger path) as a function of the muon transverse momentum in
di↵erent detector geometrical regions. The e�ciency is fitted by the integral of a Crystal-Ball
function. From Ref. [184].

⌧h leg trigger e�ciency �(p⌧
T )

The e�ciency of the hadronic tau leg of the trigger is measured also with the Tag-
and-Probe technique using Z ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h events. The events are required to fire the
HLT IsoMu12 eta2p1 ETM20 trigger path. The events are selected with one tight
isolated muon and one hadronic decaying tau satisfying I⌧ < 1.5 GeV (see equation 4.3
from section 4.5) with a visible mass reconstructed in the window range [45 � 70 GeV].

Figure 7.2: Turn on curves measured in data and in simulation for the muon trigger as a function of

the reconstructed muon pT in the |⌘| < 0.8 region.
190 H ! ⌧⌧ analysis strategy
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Figure 6.4: Trigger “turn-on” curves measured in data and in simulation for the hadronic
tau leg of e⌧h and µ⌧h cross-trigger (LooseIsoPFTau20 trigger path) as a function of the ⌧
transverse momentum in the Barrel (left) and end-cap (right) regions. The e�ciency is measured
as described in the text and fitted by the integral of a Crystal-Ball function. From Ref. [185].

Fit parameters for 8 TeVMonte Carlo simulation

Trigger Path Region ↵ �

LooseIsoPFTau20 |⌘| < 1.5 9.0128010�4 4.8159210�7

|⌘| > 1.5 1.8114810�3 5.4433510�7

Table 6.8: The e�ciency of the ⌧h leg of the e⌧h and µ⌧h cross-trigger (used by the e⌧had and
µ⌧h channels) for the sum of all MSSM signal samples. The e�ciency at pT > 140 GeV for
barrel and pT > 60 GeV for end-cap are fitted with a second order polynomial.

6.4.3 ⌧h decay mode reweighting

The ⌧h decay modes are reconstructed using the “Hadron Plus Strip” algorithm as ex-
plained in section 6.3.1. Di↵erences in the reconstruction of each decay mode are observed
in data and in simulation, as can be seen in figure 6.6 for the baseline selection in the
µ⌧h channel. To account for this, six scale factors are derived: one for each decay mode
and for each region of the detector (barrel, end-cap). The results are summarized in
table 6.9. Simulated events are weighted by this data-to-Monte Carlo scale factors per
reconstructed ⌧h candidate that is matched to a genuine hadronic tau decay on generator
level in Monte Carlo simulated events (signal and background) and in the Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧
embedded samples.

The scaling is done such that the total yield of taus reconstructed in the sum of decay
modes Single hadron, Hadron plus one Strip, Hadron plus two Strips and Three Hadrons
is kept constant.

Figure 7.3: Turn on curves measured in data and in simulation for the ⌧h trigger as a function of the

reconstructed ⌧h pT in the barrel (Left) and endcap (Right) region.

In the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, a cross trigger is always applied. It means that at the trigger

level the presence of two objects is required, depending on the particular final state considered.

In a good approximation, the e�ciency to trigger these two objects can be considered as the

product of the e�ciency to trigger each one of the single object. As a result, a correction to the

simulation is applied, and in particular, for the semileptonic channels it takes the form:

wtrig =
"data

"MC
=
"data(p`

T )"data(p⌧h
T )

"MC(p`
T )"MC(p⌧h

T )
(7.3)

The pT dependence of the turn-on curves is modelled with a function proportional to the integral

of a double Crystal Ball function.
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The ⌧h decay mode reweighting. The ⌧h is reconstructed with the HPS algorithm (see

Section 3.4). It turns out that di↵erences in the fraction of the events reconstructed in each

particular decay mode are observed between the data and the simulation. In order to correct

the MC sample, six correction factors (one per decay mode and per barrel/endcap |⌘| region)

have been derived. It is important to stress the fact that the corrections are derived in a way

that guarantees the conservation of the total number of reconstructed ⌧h independently on the

decay mode.

Higgs boson pT reweighting in the gluon-gluon fusion process. The gluon-gluon

fusion, through a loop of heavy quark (mainly the top quark), is the dominant production

mechanism of the SM Higgs boson at the LHC. The di↵erential Higgs boson production cross

section versus ⌧ pT , d�H
dpT

(qT , mH , s) is a function of qT , the transverse momentum of the Higgs

boson, mH is the Higgs boson mass and and s, the energy squared in the pp collision centre-

of-mass. The quantity d�H
dpT

(qT , mH , s) represents the spectrum in transverse momentum of the

Higgs boson produced through gluon-gluon fusion. In the simulated signal sample used in the

H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, the d�H
dpT

(qT , mH , s) is evaluated at a fixed order in perturbation theory at next-

to-leading order (NLO). In general, this approach is justified when the magnitude of qT ⇠ mH

since, in this case, the perturbative series is controlled by ↵n
S , with ↵S(mH) < 1 and n � 1

[143][144]. However, in the small qT region, the perturbative expansion is spoilt by the presence

of logarithmic terms of the form / ↵n
Slogm(m2

H/q2
T ) with 1  m  2n � 1; due to multiple

soft-gluon emission to all orders in QCD perturbation theory. These terms, indeed, diverge

as qT ! 0. In order to obtain a reliable prediction for d�H
dpT

(qT , mH , s), a resummation to all

orders is needed [143][144]. The qT spectra evaluated at NLO, compared to the one obtained at

next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) resummation combined with the NLO fixed-order

calculation are illustrated in Fig. 7.4. It implies that a reweighting of the Higgs pT evaluated at

NLO is needed to match the distribution at NNLL+NLO. The importance of this reweighting

is due to the fact that, at the analysis level, the signal yield depends on the Higgs boson pT

because of the cuts on the transverse momenta.
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p
SF (top) ⇥ SF (anti � top) where the SF function is SF (x) = exp(a+bx). In table 6.13,

the values obtained for the parameters a and b are shown.

tt̄ event weight for 8 TeV data

Channel a b

All combined 0.156 -0.00137

lep+jets 0.159 -0.00141

di-lepton 0.148 -0.00129

Table 6.13: a and b coe�cients for the event weights applied to the tt̄ simulated events. From
Ref. [190].

6.4.13 Higgs boson pT -reweighting in gluon-gluon fusion process

As described in section 6.2.2, the Higgs boson transverse momentum is simulated using a
fixed-order Monte Carlo generator (powheg and pythia). In the gluon fusion process,
large logarithmic terms spoil the computation of the Higgs pT distribution for low values.
The e↵ects of the di↵erent orders in the development on the Higgs boson pT spectra are
shown in figure 6.12. At the analysis level, due to the kinematical acceptance cuts on the
transverse momenta, the signal yield will depend on the Higgs pT .

Figure 6.12: Higgs boson gluon fusion cross section di↵erential distributions as a function of
the transverse momentum from the HqT2 program at

p
s = 14 TeV and mH = 125 GeV. (left)

LO fixed-order computation (red dashed) and computation at LO with next-leading-logs NLL
corrections (solid black). (right) NLO fixed-order computation (red dashed) and computation at
NLO with NNLL corrections (solid black). From Ref. [191].

Therefore, a correction on the pT spectra is needed in order to take into account
the missing terms in the simulation. The signal events are reweighed to the Higgs pT

Figure 7.4: Higgs boson gluon-gluon fusion di↵erential cross section as a function of the Higgs boson

transverse momentum evaluated from the program HQT2 [143] at
p

s = 14TeV and mH = 125GeV . LO

fixed-order computation (red-dashed) and NLL (next-to-leading logarithmic resummation)+LO computa-

tion (solid black) (Left). NLO fixed-order computation (red-dashed) and NNLL (next-to-next-to-leading

logarithmic resummation)+LO computation (solid black) (Right). From Ref. [143]

Other corrections Other corrections are applied to MC sample: ⌧h energy scale (see also

3.4.2), jet energy scale (see also 3.2), b-tag e�ciency and mis-tagging rate, lepton identification

and isolation e�ciencies, /~ET recoil corrections (see Sec. 3.3) and ⌧h pT reweighting in the

W+jets events. A detailed treatment of these corrections can be found in Ref. [145].

7.3 Statistical interpretation of the results

In this Section. the statistical procedure used to interpret the results in the SM H ! ⌧⌧ search

is detailed. The signal extraction is performed through a binned maximum likelihood fit to the

SVfit mass distribution (or on the matrix element likelihood ratio, as explained in subsection

7.7.2). The fit is performed simultaneously in all the categories and in all the channels analysed.

Likelihood model: The fit is performed both under the signal + background hypothesis

(H1) and under the background only hypothesis (H0). In what follows, the attention is given

to the case where SVfit is used as the fitted variable, but the same concepts are still valid also

in the case the MEM likelihood ratio distribution is used. The statistical approach adopted by

the LHC experiments is called modified CLs method [146]. It is based on a profile likelihood

ratio as it is recommended by the LHC Higgs Combination Group [147] [148]. The results of

an observation is an array of data yields in each bin of all the mass distribution entering in the

combined fit. The expected number of events in the ith bin is:

⌫i(µ, ~✓) = µ · si(~✓) + bi(~✓), (7.4)
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where si and bi represents the signal and background yields, respectively. These yields depend

on a set of nuisance parameters: ~✓. Typically, nuisance parameters are associated to systematic

uncertainties. The signal strength modifier, µ, is a free parameter of the fit. It is free to rescale

the signal event yield by a factor common to all the Higgs boson production mechanisms. The

H1 hypothesis correspond to a value of µ = 1, while H0 corresponds to µ = 0. Thus, the

probability to observe n events under the assumption µ · si(~✓) + bi(~✓) is given by the product

of the probabilities to observe ni events in each bin. In each bin, such a probability follows a

Poissonian distribution. It is possible to write the likelihood function:

L
⇣
n|µ · si(~✓) + bi(~✓)

⌘
=
Y

i

µ · si(~✓) + bi(~✓)

ni!
e�[µ·si(~✓)+bi(~✓)]

Y

j

⇢
⇣
✓j |✓̂j

⌘
. (7.5)

In Eq. 7.5, the values ✓j represent the parameters assigned to each systematic. The term

⇢
⇣
✓j |✓̂j

⌘
is a probability density function. It represents the probability that the true value of

the nuisance parameter jth is equal to ✓j given the best estimate ✓̂j . The best estimate is often

obtained by auxiliary measurements. The nuisance parameters ~✓ are thus included in the fit as

constrained parameters, and their values are estimated by the fit simultaneously with µ. Their

possible values are however constrained by the measured uncertainties on the systematics. So.

de facto, each ✓j can vary within a confidence interval. The nuisance parameters can be grouped

into two main classes: the yield and the shape uncertainties.

Yield uncertainties: These uncertainties a↵ect the event yield estimation of any process

considered in the analysis (signal or backgrounds) and, depending on the origin of the uncertain-

ties, the ⇢(✓)s of the corresponding nuisance parameters are usually modelled with two di↵erent

types of probability density functions (a log-normal or Gamma distribution). The uncertain-

ties related to the determination of the various normalizations are modelled with a log-normal

distribution of the type:

⇢(✓) =
1p

2 ln
exp � ln (✓/✓̂)

2

2(ln)2
1

✓
, (7.6)

where  = 1 + " and " represents the relative scale of the uncertainties. Some examples of this

uncertainties are the cross section uncertainties, the identification and isolation e�ciencies, the

extrapolation factors used to estimate the backgrounds contributions, etc. The treatment of the

nuisance parameters is complicated by the fact that many processes, channels or categories can

be a↵ected by the same nuisance parameter. In that case, the uncertainties associated to that

nuisance parameter are considered to be fully correlated or anti-correlated.

The second type of yield uncertainty comes from auxiliary measurements; typically, the

events counted in a side-band region used to constrain the event yield in the signal region and

it has a statistical origin. For this reason, they are modelled by a Gamma distribution:

⇢(n) =
1

↵

(n↵)N

N !
exp (�n/↵), (7.7)
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where N is the number of events in the control region used to extrapolate the number of events

in the signal region n = ↵N . It is possible that the parameter ↵ is a↵ected also by the first type

of yield uncertainties described above.

Shape uncertainties: The nuisance parameters that are sensitive to the scale of a variable

correlated with SVfit (or to the variable used to be fitted) lead to shape template uncertainty.

An example of such systematic is provided by the ⌧ energy scale (see also 3.4.2). They are

taken into account by using a vertical template morphing technique. For each shape nuisance,

the templates (histograms) corresponding to ±1 standard deviations are generated by scaling

down (or up) the given nuisance. They are associated to the values � = +1 (up) and � = �1

(down). The parameter � is added in the likelihood model in order to interpolate between the

nominal template (� = 0) and the two deviated templates. The e↵ect of all the shape nuisances

is additive.

Test statistic

In order to test the compatibility between the result of an experiment and the H0 or H1 hy-

pothesis, we can build the test statistic qµ from the profile likelihood ratio:

�(µ) =
L(µ, ~̂✓µ)

L(µ̂, ~̂✓)
(7.8)

with µ̂ and ~̂✓ are values maximizing L(µ, ~✓µ), µ the tested signal strength, and ~̂✓µ the set of

nuisance parameter maximizing L(µ, ~✓µ) for each fixed value of µ. In addition, the constraint

0  µ̂  µ is enforced in order to ensure the physical meaning of the results. The test statistic

qµ is then defined as:

qµ = �2 ln�(µ) =

8
>>><

>>>:

�2 ln L(µ,~✓µ)

L(0,~̄ 0✓)
if µ̂ < 0

�2 ln L(µ,~✓µ)

L(µ̂,~̄ 0✓)
if 0  µ̂  µ

0 if µ < µ̂

By construction, qµ � 0. It is a measure of the incompatibility between data and the (µ · s + b)

hypothesis. The higher it is, the less data is compatible with the hypothesis on µ.

Limit setting procedure

In order to establish confidence levels on µ, the probability density functions f(qµ|µ · s + b) as a

function of µ, or sampling distribution of qµ is used. It is computed for the H0 and H1 hypotheses

using the distribution of the test statistic qtoy
µ computed using a set of pseudo-datasets generated

for the corresponding hypothesis. The p-value is then defined as the probability of observing

data of equal or greater incompatibility with the predictions of the given hypothesis. It can
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be evaluated under the signal plus background hypothesis (pµ) and under the background only

hypothesis (1 � pb) given the actual observed value of the test statistic qobs
µ :

pµ =

Z inf

qobs
µ

f(qµ|µ)dqµ (7.9)

1 � pb =

Z inf

qobs
µ

f(qµ|0)dqµ (7.10)

In order to set limits on the cross section, we can use the frequentist CLs+b method, where

the confidence level is defined as CLs+b = 1� pµ. If CLs+b > 0.95 the cross section arising from

the signal strength µ is excluded at 95% confidence level. In the case where the signal yield

is very small compared to the background one, CLs+b becomes very small due to a negative

background fluctuation, which could lead to an exclusion of a value at 95% C.L. not originated

by the absence of signal. The alternative approach used is then the CLs method, defined as:

CLs =
pµ

1 � pb
=

CLs+b

CLb
(7.11)

The CLs method is more conservative than CLs+b. As CLb = 1 � pb < 1 it will reject less µ

hypothesis (CLs < CLs+b). It is also more robust against background fluctuations. The signal

strength modifier µ is said to be excluded at a confidence level 1 � ↵, if CLs is equal to ↵. The

sensitivity of the experiment is reported by the median expected exclusion limit on µ under the

background only hypothesis, µ95
exp, together with the intervals where µ95

obs is expected to lie in

the 68% (1�) and 95% (2�) of the cases.

Significance and p-value

Observation can be found to be incompatible with the background only hypothesis due to an

excess of data. In order to establish a discovery, we have to rule out the null hypothesis. The

test statistic used to measure the deviation to the background only hypothesis is q0:

q0 =

8
<

:
�2 ln L(0,~✓0)

L(µ̂,~̄✓)
if µ̂ � 0

0 if µ̂ < 0

In the case where µ̂ < 0, the test statistic is zero as this case happens when the background

fluctuates negatively, and the aim is not to characterize data deficits but to discover signal.

Large values of q0 will be found in the case of large deviations from the H0 hypothesis. In order

to quantify this deviation, we introduce the p-value defined as:

p0 =

Z inf

qobs
0

f(q0|µ = 0)dq0, (7.12)

where qobs
0 is the observed value of q0 in data and f(q0|µ = 0)dq0 the pdf of q0 given the

background only hypothesis. The p0 is the probability that the excess is due to a fluctuation of
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Significance (Z) p-value (p0)

1� 1.586 · 10�1

2� 2.228 · 10�2

3� 1.350 · 10�3

4� 3.167 · 10�5

5� 2.867 · 10�7

6� 9.866 · 10�10

7� 1.280 · 10�12

Table 7.1: Correspondance between the significance and the p-value.

the background only hypothesis. In high energy physics, the significance of p0 is often reported

in the form of a Gaussian probability Z = ��1(1�p0), where � is the inverse cumulative function

of the normal distribution (��1 =
p

2erf(2x � 1) with x 2 [0, 1]). By convention, an evidence is

claimed when Z > 3� and a discovery when Z > 5�. The relation between p0 and Z for some

typical values is displayed in Tab. 7.1.

7.4 Events selection

7.4.1 Baseline event selection

The baseline di-⌧ selection selects one signal candidate per event. It ensures that all the selected

events pass quality criteria and suppresses the reducible background. The objects used to apply

the pre-selection are those described in Section 7.2.1. Some of the inclusive selections are common

to all channels considered in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis while some other selections depend on the

particular final state considered. As in this Chapter, I focus on the semileptonic µ⌧h channel, I

will describe only the selection related to this channel. The events containing a reconstructed

µ⌧h pair are selected requiring the following criteria:

Inclusive selections common to all decay channels:

• The primary vertex has to pass the quality criteria described in Section 3.1.2;

• The lepton and the ⌧h are required to be of opposite charge;

• If several pairs pass the previous criteria, the one with the highest scalar sum of the muon

and ⌧h momenta, pT (`) + pT (⌧h), is chosen as the signal candidate;

• In order to reduce the W+jets background, the transverse mass of the lepton (e or µ) and
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the missing transverse energy, defined as:

mT (`, /~ET ) =
q

2p`
T

/ET (1 � cos��) (7.13)

is required to be smaller than 30GeV . For simulated events, the MVA-based recoil cor-

rected missing transverse energy is applied (see Section 3.3 for more details);

• Additionally to the second electron or muon veto, another lepton veto is applied in both

channels requiring the selected events to contain no additional loosely identified ⌧ ’s, elec-

trons or muons.

• To suppress the tt̄ background a veto on b-tagged jets with a pT > 20 GeV is applied.

Inclusive selections specific to the µ⌧h channel:

• The event has to be triggered by any of the µ⌧h trigger paths [71];

• One muon passing the tight working point identification criteria (see Section 3.1.5), match-

ing the HLT muon filter object of the corresponding trigger path by �R = 0.5, is required.

It should fulfill pT (µ) > 20 GeV and |⌘(µ)| < 2.1, and pass the isolation cut Irel < 0.1

(see Section 3.1.5);

• One hadronically decaying ⌧ lepton passing the I⌧ < 1.5 GeV of the isolation criteria

described in 3.4.2, and matching the HLT ⌧ filter object of the corresponding trigger path

by �R = 0.5 is required. It should be such that pT (⌧) > 30 GeV and |⌘(⌧)| < 2.1. It is

also required to pass the Tight working point of the MVA-based anti-muon discriminator

and the Loose working point of the cut-based anti-electron discriminator in order to reduce

the e ! ⌧h and µ ! ⌧h fake rates, respectively;

• The event is vetoed if it contains a second muon with pT (µ) > 15 GeV and |⌘(µ)| < 2.4

passing the passing the Loose working point identification criteria and passing the isolation

cut Irel < 0.3. This requirement is used to further suppress the Z/�⇤ ! µµ background.

7.4.2 Categorization

In order to increase the sensitivity of the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, the events are split into mutually

exclusive categories. The gain is maximized when the events are sorted in categories with very

di↵erent signal over background ratio since:

Sp
B

<

s✓
S1p
B1

◆2

+

✓
S2p
B2

◆2

+ ... +

✓
Snp
Bn

◆2

(7.14)

where S = S1 + S2 + ... + Sn and B = B1 + B2 + ... + Bn. The categories are defined depending

on the number of the energetic jets reconstructed in the event, on the pT of the hadronic ⌧ and
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on the pT of the reconstructed di-⌧ system. In Fig. 7.5, a sketch summarizing the categories

defined for the µ⌧h channel is shown. In this Section, a detailed description of the categories

involved in the µ⌧h channel is provided. More details concerning the other channels considered

in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis can be found in Ref. [71].

12 6 Event categories

high-pT
τh  high-pT

τh 
boosted

low-pT
τh low-pT

τh 

tight 
VBF tag

(2012 only)

high-pT
τh 

loose
VBF tag 

pT
τh > 45 GeV

low-pT
µ low-pT

µ 

tight 
VBF tag

(2012 only)

high-pT
µ high-pT

µ 
loose

VBF tag
pT

µ > 35 GeV

low-pT
llow-pT

l

high-pT
lhigh-pT

l

2-jetpT
l > 35 GeV

boosted VBF tag highly 
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Figure 4: Event categories for the LL0 channels. The p��
T variable is the transverse momen-

tum of the Higgs boson candidate. In the definition of the VBF-tagged categories, |��jj| is the
difference in pseudorapidity between the two highest-pT jets, and mjj their invariant mass. In
the µµ and ee channels, events with two or more jets are not required to fulfil any additional
VBF tagging criteria. For the analysis of the 7 TeV e�h and µ�h data, the loose and tight VBF-
tagged categories are merged into a single VBF-tagged category. In the e�h channel, the Emiss

T
is required to be larger than 30 GeV in the 1-jet category. Therefore, the high-p�h

T category is
not used and is accordingly crossed out. The term “baseline” refers to the baseline selection
described in section 4.

Figure 7.5: Categories defined in the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h search.

VBF categories

The VBF categories are aimed to exploit the Higgs boson produced through the vector boson

fusion mechanism. This production mode has a well defined topology, as described in 1.5.1. In

the events belonging to the VBF categories, at least two energetic jets, i.e. with a pT > 30 GeV ,

are required in the event. In addition, two exclusive subcategories are defined depending on the

requirements on the di-jet invariant mass (mjj) and on the di↵erence of the jet pseudorapidity

�⌘jj between the two leading jets in the events. The VBF-Tight category is thus defined

requiring mjj > 700 GeV and |�⌘jj | > 4.0 with an additional requirement on p⌧⌧
T > 100 GeV

for the di-⌧ system and a veto on additional jets: no jet with a pT larger than 20 GeV should

be present in the region delimited by the two highest-pT jets. The VBF-Loose category is

characterized by looser requirements: mjj > 400 GeV and |�⌘jj | > 3.5; the events already

entered in the VBF-Tight category are not considered in the VBF-Loose one. All the events

that do not enter in any of the VBF categories are classified into the 1-Jet and 0-Jet categories.

1-Jet categories

The 1-Jet categories are designed to exploit the Higgs boson production through the gluon-gluon

fusion mechanism and recover the events produced through the VBF mechanism having one of

the two energetic jets outside the detector acceptance. As the Higgs boson is produced with a

transverse boost (⇠ 80 GeV), there is often a recoiling jet. Therefore, at least one energetic jet

(pT > 30 GeV ) is required to be reconstructed in the event. Three di↵erent subcategories are

defined depending on the pT of the hadronic ⌧ : in the 1-Jet-Low category 30GeV < pT (⌧h) <
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45 GeV is required, while the 1-Jet-High category is defined by pT (⌧h) > 45 GeV . Finally, in the

1-Jet-High-Boosted category it is required in addition that p⌧⌧
T > 100 GeV for the di-⌧ system.

0-Jet categories

The 0-Jet categories include the majority of events and are mainly used to constrain the back-

ground shapes and normalizations in the final fit procedure (see Section 7.7.3) and to estimate

the energy scales. There are two 0-Jet subcategories: the 0-Jet-Low category that includes all

the events where no energetic jet has been reconstructed and 30 GeV < pT (⌧h) < 45 GeV , while

the 0-Jet-High category is defined as collection of the events with no energetic jet reconstructed

in the event despite a hadronic ⌧ with pT > 45 GeV .

7.5 Background estimation

The main background in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis are estimated using data-driven techniques. The

major background sources for the µ⌧h channel come from Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ Drell-Yan production

QCD multi-jets events, W+jet production, di-boson production (WW , WZ and ZZ), single-

t and tt̄ production. In addition, events coming from Drell-Yan production of Z/�⇤ ! µµ

and Z/�⇤ ! ee contribute to the main background in H ! ⌧⌧ ! e⌧h/ee/µµ channels. The

background contributions are, as much as possible, evaluated through data-driven techniques. In

the following, I concentrate on the description of the main background sources and evaluations in

the µ⌧h channel. More details about the estimation of all the others backgrounds that dominate

in other channels but the µ⌧h can be find in Ref. [71].

7.5.1 Irreducible Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧

The Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ Drell-Yan (DY) production represents the main irreducible background to the

SM H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, because of the resonant nature of the process and because it gives rise to

genuine ⌧ -leptons in the final state. For these reasons, it is of capital importance to estimate

the shape and the normalization of this background in the most accurate way.

Shape

The mass shape of events coming from DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ is estimated from the embedded technique

described in Section. 7.2. The baseline selection listed in Section 7.4 and the full set of the data

to simulation corrections described in Section 7.2 are applied to the DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ embedded

events. The normalization of this background has been obtained using DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ simulated

events.
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Normalization

in order to extract the proper normalization factors in each of the categories considered, an

extrapolation factor "Emb,cat
Z!⌧⌧ from the baseline to the category selection is applied. This extrap-

olation factor has been estimated thanks to relationship:

"Emb,cat
Z!⌧⌧ =

NEmb,cat
Z!⌧⌧

NEmb,inc
Z!⌧⌧

. (7.15)

The quantities NEmb,inc
Z!⌧⌧ and NEmb,cat

Z!⌧⌧ represent, respectively, the number of events in the em-

bedded sample that pass the baseline selection (without the mT cut) and the number of events

that satisfy in addition the specific category selection. Thus,the normalization factor in a given

category is given by:

N cat
Z!⌧⌧ = NMC,inc

Z!⌧⌧ ⇥ "Emb,cat
Z!⌧⌧ , (7.16)

where NMC,inc
Z!⌧⌧ is the normalization taken from Monte-Carlo simulation with the baseline selec-

tion (without the mT cut).

7.5.2 Irreducible W+jets

The W + jets background is a major background in the semileptonic channels. Indeed, a real

lepton comes from the W decay while a jet can fake the hadronic ⌧ .

Shape

The invariant mass shape is modelled using Monte Carlo simulation in each category. In the

particular case of the VBF categories, some selection criteria have been relaxed in order to

obtain smoother distributions [71].

Normalization

The normalization of the W +jets background has been carried out using data-driven techniques.

A data control region enriched in W + jets events has been defined requiring mT (`, /~ET ) >

70 GeV . In particular, for the VBF category, a cut mT (`, /~ET ) < 120 GeV has been also applied

in order to reduce the contamination in the W + jets enriched region by non-W + jets events

populating the tails of the mT distribution. The other source of background are estimated

through Monte-Carlo simulation and then subtracted:

NW+jets = rW ⇥
⇥
NData � NMC

Z!⌧⌧ � NMC
Z!`` � NMC

tt̄ � NMC
V V

⇤mT >70
(7.17)

where the extrapolation factor is estimated by the ratio between the number of simulated events

found in a mT < 30 GeV region (same as the signal) and in mT > 70 GeV sideband region:

rW =
NMC,mT <30

W+jets

NMC,mT >70
W+jets

. (7.18)
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In Fig. 7.6 the distribution of the transverse mass mT (`, /~ET ) for each background and signal

processes can be observed. 15
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Figure 6: Observed and predicted mT distribution in the 8 TeV µ�h analysis after the baseline
selection but before applying the mT < 30 GeV requirement, illustrated as a dotted vertical
line. The dashed line delimits the high-mT control region that is used to normalize the yield of
the W + jets contribution in the analysis as described in the text. The yields predicted for the
various background contributions correspond to the result of the final fit presented in Section 9.
The electroweak background contribution includes events from W + jets, diboson, and single-
top-quark production. The “bkg. uncertainty” band represents the combined statistical and
systematic uncertainty in the background yield in each bin. The bottom inset shows the ratio
of the observed and predicted numbers of events. The expected contribution from a SM Higgs
signal is negligible.

using a tt-enriched control sample, extracted by requiring b-tagged jets in the final state. The
systematic uncertainty in the yield includes, among others, the systematic uncertainty in the
b-tagging efficiency, which ranges from 1.5% to 7.4% depending on the b-tagged jet pT [30].
Furthermore, it is affected by systematic uncertainties in the jet energy scale, the Emiss

T scale,
and the background yields in the control sample. Figure 7 shows a good agreement between
the observed and predicted distributions for the number of jets after the baseline selection in
the 8 TeV eµ analysis, in particular for events with three or more jets, for which the tt process
dominates.

QCD multijet events, in which one jet is misidentified as a �h and another as an `, constitute
another important source of background in the `�h channels. In the 0-jet and 1-jet low-p�h

T cat-
egories that have a high event yield, the QCD multijet background yield is obtained using a
control sample where the ` and the �h are required to have the same charge. In this control
sample, the QCD multijet yield is obtained by subtracting from the data the contribution of the
Drell–Yan, tt, and W + jets processes, estimated as explained above. The expected contribution
of the QCD multijet background in the opposite-charge signal sample is then derived by rescal-

Figure 7.6: Transverse mass distribution (mT ) for all background and signal contribution. The two

vertical lines represent the limits of the signal enriched and W + jets enriched regions.

7.5.3 The QCD multi-jets events

The QCD multi-jet represents another major background because of its huge production cross

section at the LHC (⇠ 10 mb). In these events, the reconstructed lepton is originated from

an heavy flavour decay or a misidentified jet, while the ⌧h comes from a misidentified jet. The

contribution of this background is estimated using data-driven techniques by counting the events

present in a control region enriched in QCD multi-jet events.

Shape

The reconstructed di-⌧ shape is obtained from events that contain a muon and a hadronic ⌧ ’s

with the same charge (SS events). In addition, since the QCD processes are often accompanied

by soft radiation, the lepton is required to be anti-isolated. The other background processes are

estimated through Monte-Carlo simulation and then subtracted. A special treatment is deserved

to the VBF categories. Indeed, due to the lack of statistic in these categories, in order to obtain a
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smooth template for the QCD multi-jet shape, the selection criteria have been relaxed, requiring

pT (jet) > 20 GeV , mjj > 200 GeV and |�⌘jj | > 2.0 in addition with a central jet veto.

Normalization

The normalization factor for this background is obtained from data, considering SS events in a

QCD-enriched control region, after the subtraction of all the others background estimated using

Monte-Carlo simulation (except for the W +jets that is estimated with data-driven techniques):

NQCD = rOS/SS ⇥
h
NData � NMC

Z!⌧⌧ � NMC
Z!`` � NMC

tt̄ � NMC
V V � NData�driven

W+jets

iSS
(7.19)

The extrapolation factor rOS/SS is obtained as the ratio of OS over SS anti-isolated events

(reversed lepton isolation + relaxed ⌧ isolation) in a QCD-enriched control region:

rOS/SS =
NData,OS,AntiIso

QCD

NData,SS,AntiIso
QCD

= 1.06. (7.20)

7.5.4 tt̄ production

The t-quark decays into a b-quark and a vector boson W . Subsequently, the vector boson can,

in turn, decay (W ! `⌫`) with a lepton in the final state. Therefore, depending on the lepton

flavour coming from the W decay, the tt̄ production can give rise to a true µ⌧ pair or, one of

the jets originating by the b-quark can fake an hadronic ⌧ while the lepton coming from the

other W is not-reconstructed or outside the detector acceptance. This source of background is

modelled by Monte-Carlo simulations. In the VBF categories, the shape is taken from events

with VBF relaxed selections. The tt̄ contribution is normalized to its cross section evaluated at

NNLO. An e�cient way to reduce this background consists in applying a b-tagged jet veto in

all the categories.

7.5.5 Di-boson and single-t

This source of background, in the semileptonic channels and, in particular, in the µ⌧ one, is

very small. This background is modelled with Monte Carlo simulations and its invariant mass

shape in the VBF categories is estimated from data relaxing the VBF selections.

7.6 Systematic uncertainties

The simultaneous adjustment of the shape and normalization of the simulated signal and back-

ground m⌧⌧ distributions in all the categories and channels allows the estimation of the com-

patibility between the data and the H0 or H1 hypotheses (see Section 7.3). The systematic

uncertainties detailed in this Section are used to define the probability density functions ⇢(✓̂|✓)
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of the associated nuisance parameters considered in the maximum likelihood fit. It is possible

to classify the systematic uncertainties into two main classes: the uncertainties coming from

the theory, a↵ecting, in particular, the estimation of the signal production cross sections and

those related to the experiment. In this section the main systematic uncertainties considered in

the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis are listed, and their values are summarized in Tab 7.2. It is beyond the

scope of this Chapter to provide a exhaustive dissertation of all the systematics present in such

a sophisticated analysis. For more detailed information it is possible to make reference to [119],

[145] and [71].

7.6.1 Theoretical uncertainties

The theoretical systematics are related to the uncertainties on the theoretical calculation of

the signal production cross section. They have several origins: uncertainties on the parton

distribution function (PDF), strong coupling (↵S), the renormalization and factorization scales.

In addition, the uncertainties on the simulation of the parton showering, of the hadronization and

of the underlying events are included in this class of systematics. In particular, the normalization

uncertainty on the signal yield in the VBF categories is estimated to be ⇠ 4% [137]. the

systematics on the computation of the gluon-gluon fusion cross section ranges from 10% up to

40% depending on the category considered. Uncertainties on the parton distribution function

are estimated to be around 8%.

7.6.2 Experimental uncertainties

The experimental systematics are further subdivided into two subclasses depending on whether

they impact the shape of the m⌧⌧ distribution of the simulated processes or their normalization.

Shape uncertainties

In this subclass are included the systematics on the ⌧h energy scale (3%) (see Section 3.4), the

electron energy scale (1%), the jet energy scale (strongly dependent on the ⌘ and pT of the jets,

but ranging between 3% and 20% over among the di↵erent categories considered in the analysis).

Finally, the /ET scale (2%-8% depending on the category considered) is included in this subclass

of systematics uncertainties.

Normalization uncertainties

The experimental uncertainties on the normalization of the main irreducible background, the

DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ , after the baseline selection are estimated to be about 3%. In addition, the ex-

trapolation factors used to estimate the DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ contribution in the di↵erent categories

are estimated with a systematic that is dominated by the statistical uncertainties and range from

2% up to 14% depending on the category considered. The evaluation of the normalization for
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the W +jets background has been derived directly from data, considering the high-mT sideband

region. In addition, an uncertainty on the extrapolation factor is also present. Practically, the

main contribution in this systematic uncertainty is the limited statistics of the sample used to

derive the extrapolation factors.

The W + jets normalization overall systematics ranges between 10% and 25%. As far as the

QCD multi-jet background is concerned, there are two sources of systematics: the first is re-

lated to the limited statistics of the QCD-enriched control sample and the second one arises

from the errors on the estimation of the extrapolation factors. For the QCD multi-jet normal-

ization the total uncertainties range from 6% up to 35%. The other minor systematic uncer-

tainties a↵ecting the estimation of the other background normalizations are listed in Tab. 7.2.

In the following of this chapter, the H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h is performed using two di↵erent analysis

approaches: the standard one, that aims to reproduce the results already obtained in the CMS

published analysis in the µ⌧h channel [71], and the upgraded one, in which the MEM developed

in Chapter 6 is used in the VBF categories. The baseline selection and categorization, the back-

grounds estimation and the systematic uncertainties are considered the same in the two analysis

approaches.

7.7 Performance and results of the MEM in the VBF

H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h search

The MEM approach consists in building an event-by-event discriminant that is proportional

to the probability that a particular observed event has been produced by a given process for

which a theoretical model is known a priori. In the context of the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h
search, as detailed in Chapter 6, the theoretical model assumed is the SM, and the events are

tested against two particular hypotheses: the signal one (VBF H ! ⌧⌧) and the background

one (Drell-Yan (DY) Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧). This choice is justified by the fact that in the µ⌧h channel

the event rate expected for the Drell-Yan process dominates the rate expected for all the other

SM backgrounds. Thus, for each event, the integrations over the phase-space of the final state

particles, the Bjorken fraction of the incoming partons and over the matrix element squared

of the tested processes, have been performed for both the signal and background hypotheses.

The notation for the weights wi, with i = V BF, DY , represents the final values obtained, for

each event, from the full integration when the matrix element for the VBF or DY processes

are respectively tested. As explained in Section 7.7.1 in more details, the final discrimination

variable results in a simple function of wV BF and wDY . The weight wi have first been obtained

for the VBF (blue) and DY (red) simulated events and are illustrated in Fig.7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 for

the di↵erent reconstructed ⌧ decay modes, while the inclusive distributions are shown in Fig.

7.10. On the left plots, the matrix element tested is the VBF one, while on the right plots, the

DY matrix element is considered. Since the wi can take values that di↵er by several order of
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Incertitude 0-Jet 1-Jet VBF

e Id + trigger ±2% ±2% ±2%

µ Id + trigger ±2% ±2% ±2%

⌧h Id + trigger ±8% ±8% ±8%

⌧h energy scale ±3% ±3% ±3%

e energy scale ±1% ±1% ±1%

jets energy scale ⌥3 � 15% ±1 � 6% ±5 � 20%

/ET energy scale ⌥2 � 7% ±2 � 7% ±5 � 8%

Lint ±4.2% ±4.2% ±4.2%

b-jets e�ciency ⌥2% ⌥2 � 3% ⌥3%

b-jets fake ⌥2% ⌥2% ⌥2 � 3%

DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ norm. ±3% ±3% ±3%

"Emb,cat
Z!⌧⌧ ±0 � 5% ±3 � 5% ±10 � 13%

W + jets norm. ±20 � 27% ±10 � 33% ±12 � 30%

QCD norm. ±6 � 32% ±9 � 30% ±19 � 35%

tt̄ norm. ±10% ±10% ±12 � 33%

di-boson norm. ±15 � 30% ±15 � 30% ±15 � 100%

ZLµ ! ⌧h norm. ±30% ±30% ±30%

ZLe ! ⌧h norm. ±20% ±36% ±22%

ZJjet ! ⌧h norm. ±20% ±20% ±40%

PDF - ±2 � 8% ±2 � 8%

µr/µf (gg ! H) - ±10% ±30%

µr/µf (qq ! H) - ±4% ±4%

µr/µf (qq ! V H) - ±4% ±4%

UE + PS - ±4% ±4%

Table 7.2: Theoretical and experimental systematics uncertainties. The symbol ⌥ means that the sys-

tematic considered is anti-correlated with respect to the other categories.
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magnitude, the quantity considered in the plots is �log(wi).

Figure 7.7: Distribution of the �log(wV BF ) (Left) and �log(wDY ) (Right) obtained for the VBF

H ! ⌧⌧ (blue histograms) and for the DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ Monte-Carlo simulated events. Only events with

the ⌧h decaying 1-prong are considered.

Figure 7.8: Distribution of the �log(wV BF ) (Left) and �log(wDY ) (Right) obtained for the VBF

H ! ⌧⌧ (blue histograms) and for the DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ Monte-Carlo simulated events. Only events with

the ⌧h decaying 1-prong+⇡0s are considered.
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Figure 7.9: Distribution of the �log(wV BF ) (Left) and �log(wDY ) (Right) obtained for the VBF

H ! ⌧⌧ (blue histograms) and for the DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ Monte-Carlo simulated events. Only events with

the ⌧h decaying 3-prongs are considered.

Figure 7.10: Distribution of the �log(wV BF ) (Left) and �log(wDY ) (Right) obtained for the VBF

H ! ⌧⌧ (blue histograms) and for the DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ Monte-Carlo simulated events. All the hadronic ⌧

decay modes are considered.

It is worth pointing out that a discrimination between the signal and background events is

already clear at this stage of the analysis. In particular, it is interesting to note the di↵erent

orders of magnitude between the weights evaluated under the two di↵erent hypotheses. For

example, the VBF events, under the VBF matrix element hypothesis, show a �log(wV BF )

distribution that peaks at a value that is ⇠ 2 orders of magnitude greater than the peak value

of the same �log(wV BF ) distribution for DY events (see Fig. 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 and 7.9, left plots).

In addition, the distribution of �log(wV BF ) for DY events presents a longer tail in the high

�log(wV BF ) region with respect to the �log(wV BF ) distribution for the VBF events. This can

be interpreted as the fact that topologies very far from the VBF one (central jets, lower pT of the

leptons in the final states, small di-jet invariant mass, etc.) take a penalty when they are required

to be compatible with events produced by the VBF process. Analogous considerations hold for
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the �log(wDY ) distributions (see Fig. 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 and 7.9, right plots). The only di↵erence

in that case is that the ”order” of the distribution with respect to the x-axis is inverted: the

�log(wDY ) distribution for DY events is shifted towards higher values with respect the one for

VBF events. This can be understood since in that case the events are required to be compatible

with events produced by the DY process, so VBF events take a lower �log(wDY ) score. A final

remark regarding plots in Figs. 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 and 7.9: it is possible to notice that the absolute

mean value of the �log(wV BF ) distribution for VBF events is ⇠ 4 order of magnitude lower

with respect to the �log(wDY ) distribution for DY events. Also this feature has a physical

explanation and it is related to the ratio between the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ production cross section

and the one of DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ .

7.7.1 Likelihood ratio

As mentioned above, starting from the wi obtained for the two signal and background hypotheses,

it is possible to build a variable that is proportional to the probability that a particular event is

generated by one of the two processes. This variable is the likelihood ratio and it is chosen to

be defined (among its possible definitions) as:

L =
wV BF

wV BF + k · wDY
(7.21)
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Figure 7.11: Likelihood ratio distribution for VBF H ! ⌧⌧ simulated events (blue) and DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧

simulated events (red) for ⌧ ’s decays 1-prong (Up-Left), 1-prong+⇡0’s (Up-Right) and 3-prongs (Down-

Center).

This variable combines the information coming from the two distinct integrations discussed

in the previous Section. It gives information not only about how a particular event is VBF-like

but also how it is not-DY-like. The distributions for the likelihood ratio have been obtained for

the di↵erent ⌧ decay modes, as shown in Fig. 7.11. The inclusive likelihood ratio distribution

is illustrated in Fig. 7.12. The factor k that appears in Eq. 7.21, should in principle be equal

to the ratio between the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ and DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ production cross sections, �V BF
�DY

,

evaluated in the analysis acceptance. Since, it has been observed that the value of the constant

k, with k 6= 0, does not change the signal to background discrimination, the value of k is chosen

such that the likelihood ratio distribution for signal events and the one for background events

cross each other at a value of L ⇠ 0.5.
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Figure 7.12: Likelihood ratio distribution for VBF H ! ⌧⌧ simulated events (blue) and DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧

simulated events (red) for ⌧ ’s decaying 1-prong, 1-prong+⇡0’s and 3-prongs.

The distributions in Fig. 7.12 show an impressive discrimination between VBF and DY

events.

7.7.2 Comparison with previous methods (svFit)

The likelihood ratio defined in Eq. 7.21 and illustrated of Fig. 7.12 is able to discriminate

events with a VBF topology from events that are produced through the DY process. In order

to quantify the discrimination power of Eq. 7.21 with respect to the one achieved using the

SVfit mass, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves have been studied. The ROC

curves are obtained plotting the background reduction, i.e. the complementary probability to

select a DY event, versus the signal e�ciency, i.e. the probability to select a signal event. The

discrimination of the MEM likelihood ratio is expected to be greater with respect to the one

achieved by SVfit, since in the case of MEM, the whole event topology, included the information

on the jets, is exploited. In order to carry out a fair comparison between MEM and SVfit,

the events are required to pass the same baseline selections, as described in Section 7.4, with

additional requirements in order to concentrate on the events that present a VBF-like topology.

Indeed, the MEM, as developed in Chapter 6, is supposed to discriminate signal of a VBF

produced Higgs boson decaying into a ⌧ pair from the SM backgrounds (in particular from DY

events), but it is not thought to exploit the other Higgs boson production mechanisms. For this

reason, two further selections have been considered on top of the baseline one:
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• VBF very loose category: two jets with a pT > 30 GeV are required with �⌘jj > 1.5

and a di-jet invariant mass mjj > 150 GeV ;

• VBF loose category: This category is defined to exactly match the VBF categories

defined in the standard H ! ⌧⌧ analysis as detailed in Section 7.5 (two jets with a

pT > 30 GeV are required with a �⌘jj > 3.5 and a di-jet invariant mass mjj > 500 GeV ).

The signal and background e�ciencies have been evaluated as the fraction of events passing a

cut on the MEM likelihood ratio (NMEM ) or on the SVfit (NSV fit) with respect to the total

number of events considered (NTOT ):

" =
NMEM(SV fit)

NTOT
(7.22)

Given the sharpness of the MEM L distributions around 0 and 1, the ROC curves have been

obtained using an unbinned procedure in order to avoid undesired binning e↵ects. For what

regards the e�ciency estimation with the MEM L, no further requirements, such as a quality

criteria on the �2/dof of the wV BF or wDy integrals, are required. The events for which one

of the two integral computations had not converged are considered as lost, and thus, they are

included in the denominator of the signal e�ciency computation (Eq. 7.22) and considered as a

source of ine�ciency. The events that present both wV BF = 0 and wDY = 0, have been assigned

a likelihood ratio value of zero and are considered as lost. On the contrary, the events that

present only one of the two wi = 0 are kept. The number of the events in the denominator of

Eq. 7.22, NTOT , is exactly the same for the two ROC curves. The SVfit ROC curves are obtained

varying the threshold of the di-⌧ invariant mass (SVfit mass). The ROC curves obtained for

the VBF very loose selections are illustrated in Fig. 7.13, while the ones obtained for the VBF

loose selection are shown in Fig. 7.14.
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Figure 7.13: ROC curves obtained cutting on the SVfit variable (red) and on the MEM L one for the

VBF very loose selection criteria.
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Figure 7.14: ROC curves obtained cutting on SVfit (red) and on the MEM L for the VBF loose selection

criteria.

Applying both the VBF selections, it is possible to notice a small signal ine�ciency (. 5%)in

the very high signal e�ciency region for the MEM L ROC curves. After an investigation on
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these events, it emerged that all of them present a null value for both the wV BF and wDY

weights. However, the region between 90% and 100% is not a region of interest in the H ! ⌧⌧

analysis since the DY background is way too high. It is possible to infer, instead, how the

background rate drastically decreases in almost all the regions of the signal e�ciency using the

MEM L discriminator, compared to the background rate reduction observed using SVfit. This

behaviour is even more pronounced when only the VBF very loose criteria is applied. This is

because the MEM approach is able to exploit the full event information and recognize if an

event is compatible with a VBF topology, while the SVfit method exploits only the information

regarding the ⌧ decay products and the observed missing transverse energy and needs to rely on

event categories to target the VBF process. In the region of interest, where the signal e�ciency

is ⇠ 40% for the VBF loose selection, the MEM achieves a background rejection greater than

four times the one reached by the SVfit analysis (see Fig. 7.14).

Signal extraction

The signal extraction in the published H ! ⌧⌧ analysis [71] is performed through a binned

maximum likelihood fit on the SVfit mass distribution in all the categories and in all the channels

analysed, and the same approach is followed here. In general, once a discriminating variable, such

as SVfit or the MEM L, is identified, it is possible to perform the signal extraction in di↵erent

ways. Indeed, it is possible to select and count the events that pass an optimized cut on the

discriminating variable or, as it is done in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, to fit the shape of its distribution.

In order to carry out the signal extraction using the MEM L variable, in a first approach, it has

been chosen to keep the same signal extraction as the one used in existing H ! ⌧⌧ analysis,

i.e. to fit the MEM L distribution. In addition, in order to make a fair comparison of the

results obtained using the two methods, the same event categorization, detailed in Section 7.5,

has been kept. This choice is, most probably, non optimal for the MEM approach. Indeed, the

categorization adopted in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis makes use of some variables, like the number

of the energetic jets in the event, their invariant mass and pseudorapidity, that are naturally

exploited in the MEM computation of the likelihood ratio, and so, there is, in principle, no

need to cut the events with a �⌘jj < 3.5 or a mjj < 500 GeV ; it should be, indeed, up to the

MEM L to assign to them a small probability to be originated by a VBF process. In addition,

given the limited statistic available in the VBF categories, as they are defined in Section 7.5,

it is not possible to perform the maximum likelihood fit to the VBF categories only. In that

case, the backgrounds yields and shapes are poorly constrained and the fit shows di�culties to

converge. For this reason, an hybrid approach has been chosen, and it has been decided to use

the 0-jet and 1-jet categories to constraint the background. In these categories, the fit is still

performed on the SVfit distributions. Instead, for the VBF categories, the fit is performed on

the MEM L distribution. The results are then given in terms of combined 95% CL exclusion

limits and significance for all the categories in the µ⌧h analysis. It is possible, a posteriori, to

extract information about the improvement achieved by using the MEM L in the VBF only
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categories, as it is described in Section 7.7.4. Before performing the maximum likelihood fit,

it is important to check, in each category, the agreement data/Monte-Carlo, in order to check

if the backgrounds have been modelled properly. The so-called prefit plots are shown in Fig.

7.15, 7.16, 7.17, 7.18, 7.19, 7.20 and 7.21, both for the standard SVfit and for the upgraded

SVfit+MEM analyses, while the estimation of the event yields for each background and signal

process as well as for the data are collected in Tab. 7.3 and 7.4. In principle, the prefit plots

obtained with the two analysis strategies should be identical. However, since the 0-jet and 1-jets

categories are defined required an anti-VBF cut, a possible migration of events from the VBF

categories that present problem with the integral convergence in the wi estimation can occur.
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Figure 7.15: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 0-jet-Low category.
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Figure 7.16: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 0-jet-High category.
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Figure 7.17: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 1-jet-Low category.
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Figure 7.18: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 1-jet-High category.
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Figure 7.19: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 1-jet-High-Boosted category.
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Figure 7.20: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit analysis (Left) and of

the MEM L for the SVfit+MEM (Right) analysis for the VBF-Loose category.
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Figure 7.21: Prefit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit analysis (Left) and of

the MEM L for the SVfit+MEM (Right) analysis for the VBF-Tight category.

Overall, a very satisfactory agreement is achieved in all prefit plots. In particular, the good

agreement found in the 0-jet categories, where the contribution of the Higgs boson signal is

negligible compared to the one of the SM backgrounds, means that the various background

estimations, carried out as described in Section 7.5, model the real background shapes and

yields observed in data in a proper way.
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Categories - SVfit analysis

process 0-Jet-Low 0-Jet-High 1-Jet-Low 1-Jet-High 1-Jet-High VBF-Loose VBF-Tight

ggH 87.2803 69.6778 38.1375 31.5425 12.2295 1.12533 0.321448

qqH 0.805452 0.698748 6.36694 4.5556 3.11194 3.57303 2.13364

WH 0.140404 0.219677 0.998601 0.808492 0.713038 0.0118255 0

ZH 0.0773951 0.121092 0.550459 0.445665 0.393048 0.00651859 0

ZTT 34552.6 4195.75 6100.23 2059.96 1086.97 49.5093 10.6038

QCD 3043.98 417.87 964.131 337.123 17.3306 11.435 0.468394

W 2166.99 1191.65 1452.74 622.552 137.501 22.2504 3.08037

ZJ 78.0996 33.5201 129.008 44.9581 9.15696 0.306139 0

ZL 709.814 237.303 103.195 56.6016 4.5143 0.614786 0.01853

TT 3.98023 6.00157 101.561 62.8972 35.9772 2.06044 0.513359

VV 56.413 57.4561 105.789 52.5401 45.6388 0.874773 0.239408

observed 40213 5772 9023 3146 1252 71 20

Table 7.3: Event yields for all the simulated background and signal processes and for the data obtained

in the SVfit analysis.

Categories - SVfit + MEM analysis

process 0-Jet-Low 0-Jet-High 1-Jet-Low 1-Jet-High 1-Jet-High VBF-Loose VBF-Tight

ggH 87.3037 69.6778 38.1375 31.5897 12.3017 1.10311 0.302962

qqH 0.805452 0.698748 6.40756 4.58149 3.17559 3.50161 2.0681

WH 0.138838 0.219677 0.998674 0.808752 0.717454 0.0118255 0

ZH 0.0765318 0.121092 0.550499 0.445808 0.395482 0.00651859 0

ZTT 34552.8 4195.47 6101.11 2060.22 1087.34 43.9891 9.54933

QCD 3044.07 417.87 944.104 329.231 17.5208 8.58809 0.369191

W 2166.98 1191.65 1412.61 607.379 126.965 19.5029 2.17005

ZJ 78.0996 33.5201 129.008 44.9581 9.15696 0.306139 0

ZL 709.814 237.303 103.195 56.6016 4.5143 0.614786 0.01853

TT 3.98023 6.00157 172.24 86.1704 54.2543 1.7033 0.513359

VV 56.413 57.4561 105.871 52.707 45.7259 0.716217 0.239408

observed 40213 5772 9023 3147 1254 71 18

Table 7.4: Event yields for all the simulated backgrounds and signal processes and for the data obtained

in the SVfit + MEM analysis.
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7.7.3 Results and conclusion

In the maximum likelihood fit, the nuisance parameters are free to move around their estimated

best value in a range determined by the experimental uncertainties, independently in each cate-

gory. The global fit over all the categories is designed to find the values for the nuisance param-

eters that provide the best agreement with the data. For this reason, the background shapes

and yields are allowed to be slightly modified while the fit is performed. The data/Monte-Carlo

agreement after the fit is visible in the postfit plots illustrated in Fig. 7.22, 7.23, 7.24, 7.25, 7.26,

7.27 and 7.28.
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Figure 7.22: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 0-jet-Low category.
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Figure 7.23: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 0-jet-High category.
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Figure 7.24: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 1-jet-Low category.
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Figure 7.25: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 1-jet-High category.
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Figure 7.26: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and SVfit+MEM

(Right) analysis for the 1-jet-High-Boosted category.
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Figure 7.27: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and the Likelihood

ratio distribution for the SVfit+MEM (Right) analysis for the VBF-Loose category. Below the invariant

mass distribution the agreement between data and MC simulation is illustrated.
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Figure 7.28: Postfit plots of the SVfit invariant mass distribution for the SVfit (Left) and the Likelihood

ratio distribution for the SVfit+MEM (Right) analysis for the VBF-Tight category. Below the invariant

mass distribution the agreement between data and MC simulation is illustrated.
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Figure 7.29: Postfit plots of the Likelihood ratio distribution zoomed in the high purity signal region for

the SVfit+MEM analysis. The distribution are illustrated for the VBF-Loose (Left) and the VBF-Tight

(Right) categories.

Figure 7.29 illustrates the bin content in the high purity signal region of the distribution

shown in Fig. 7.28 (Right) and Fig. 7.27 (Left). The binning adopted in the histograms

related to the Likelihood ratio distributions has been chosen in order to provide an almost equal

number of entries in each bin. An excess of events is present in the last bin of the Likelihood ratio

distribution in the VBF-Loose category can be noticed. This excess is even more remarkable in

the VBF-Tight category. Due to lucky statistical fluctuation, the number of observed events,

both in VBF-Loose and VBF-Tight categories, exceeds the number of events expected in the

hypothesis of the signal (SM H ! ⌧⌧) plus the SM backgrounds. As it is shown in Tab. 7.8, the

signal strength modifier (µ) is expected to be greater than 1. In Tab. 7.5, the event content of

the last and second-to-last bins are shown for each considered component of the SM background,

for the total amount of the SM background with its uncertainties, for the expected SM H ! ⌧⌧

signal and for the observed data, both for the VBF-Loose and VBF-Tight categories. The pulls

distributions after the fit have been compared in the two analysis approaches and shown in Fig.

7.30 and 7.31. As it is possible o notice, the pulls values associated to the most important

nuisance parameter are in agreement among the two analysis strategies.
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VBF-Loose VBF-Tight

process 2nd-to-last bin last bin 2nd-to-last bin last bin

DY 3.45 0.66 0.17 0.36

QCD 0.65 0.20 0.00 0.10

EWK 3.43 0.77 0.14 0.72

tt̄ 0.19 0.02 0.04 0.05

Total Background 7.07 ± 0.83 1.66 ± 0.30 0.34 ± 0.09 1.22 ± 0.39

SM (H ! ⌧⌧) Signal 1.53 1.63 0.34 1.70

Observed 7 5 2 5

Table 7.5: Postfit event yields in the two last bin in the high purity signal region in the Likelihood ratio

distribution for all the simulated backgrounds and signal processes and for the data obtained in the SVfit

+ MEM analysis for both the VBF categories.
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Figure 7.30: Pulls on the nuisance parameters for the µ⌧h channel for the SVfit analysis.
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Figure 7.31: Pulls on the nuisance parameters for the µ⌧h channel for the SVfit + MEM analysis.

Limits and significance

The results of the fit are finally given in terms of the expected 95% CL exclusion limits, signifi-

cances and p-values for di↵erent values of the Higgs boson mass mH hypotheses in a range from

110 GeV to 145 GeV . Since the Higgs boson has been already discovered and its mass has been

measured with a small uncertainty (a fraction of percent), the whole H ! ⌧⌧ analysis has been

optimized to search for a SM model Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV . For this reason, one
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expects that the analysis sensitivity is optimal around of mH = 125GeV . The limits have been

calculated for both the SVfit and SVfit+MEM analysis and are illustrated in Fig. 7.32. The

exclusion limits set an upper value on the possibility to exclude a signal coming from an Higgs

boson produced with a cross section lower than or equal to �/�SM . The lower the exclusion

limit is, the better the analysis sensitivity. The values of the 95% CL exclusion limits for each

mH are summarized in the Tab. 7.6 for the SVfit analysis and in Tab. 7.7 for the SVfit+MEM

one.
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Figure 7.32: Expected and observed 95% CL exclusion limits on the �/�SM value for di↵erent values

of the Higgs boson mass mH for the µ⌧h channel. The �SM represents the Higgs boson production cross

section. The limits are obtained for both the SVfit (Left) and SVfit + MEM (Right) analyses approaches.

The red curves represents the mean value of the expected limit, while the yellow bands represent the 65%

uncertainties region and the green bands the 95% uncertainties region.

From Fig. 7.32 it is already possible to appreciate the improvement on the value of the

expected 95% CL exclusion limits brought by the introduction of the MEM approach in the

H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h search. This improvement is quantified and reported in the summary table 7.9.

The observed limits in Fig. 7.32 are in agreement with the presence of an excess of events.

The concept of statistical significance is formally introduced in the context of hypothesis

testing [149][150]. In the case of the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, these hypotheses are:

• H0: the observed distributions in data is generated by the SM background processes only;

• H1: the observed distributions in data is generated by the SM background processes plus

the SM Higgs boson;

The statistical significance, as mentioned in Sec. 7.3, is strictly related to the p-value that

quantifies the probability that the observed deviation from the H0 hypothesis is due to a statisti-
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95% C.L. Exclusion Limits - SVfit

mH �2� �1� Median +1� +2� Obs.

110 GeV 5.86 · 10�1 8.07 · 10�1 1.17 1.72 2.44 2.61

115 GeV 5.68 · 10�1 7.72 · 10�1 1.11 1.61 2.28 2.45

120 GeV 5.12 · 10�1 6.98 · 10�1 1.00 1.46 2.05 2.13

125 GeV 5.03 · 10�1 6.81 · 10�1 0.97 1.41 1.97 1.96

130 GeV 5.44 · 10�1 7.39 · 10�1 1.06 1.54 2.15 2.11

135 GeV 6.09 · 10�1 8.23 · 10�1 1.18 1.70 2.35 2.19

140 GeV 7.16 · 10�1 9.68 · 10�1 1.38 1.99 2.78 2.35

145 GeV 9.33 · 10�1 1.26 1.79 2.58 3.57 2.71

Table 7.6: Values of the expected and observed 95% CL exclusion limits on �/�SM for di↵erent values

of the Higgs boson mass mH . The � represents the Higgs boson production cross section obtained for the

SVfit analysis approach. The values of the 65% (1�) and 95% (2�) lower and upper limit are listed.

95% C.L. Exclusion Limits - SVfit+MEM

mH �2� �1� Median +1� +2� Obs.

110 GeV 5.91 · 10�1 8.10 · 10�1 1.17 1.70 2.40 2.92

115 GeV 5.56 · 10�1 7.55 · 10�1 1.08 1.57 2.21 2.70

120 GeV 5.00 · 10�1 6.77 · 10�1 0.97 1.41 1.97 2.34

125 GeV 4.77 · 10�1 6.47 · 10�1 0.93 1.34 1.88 2.16

130 GeV 5.16 · 10�1 7.03 · 10�1 1.00 1.46 2.05 2.34

135 GeV 5.56 · 10�1 7.55 · 10�1 1.08 1.57 2.19 2.50

140 GeV 6.55 · 10�1 8.88 · 10�1 1.27 1.84 2.57 2.79

145 GeV 8.94 · 10�1 1.21 1.73 2.50 3.48 3.55

Table 7.7: Values of the expected and observed 95% CL exclusion limits on �/�SM for di↵erent values

of the Higgs boson mass mH . The � represents the Higgs boson production cross section obtained for the

SVfit + MEM analysis approach. The values of the 65% (1�) and 95% (2�) lower and upper limit are

listed.
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cal fluctuation in the observed data under the background only hypothesis. The significance and

p-value quantify the presence of an excess and their distribution are obtained from the combined

fit both for the SVfit and SVfit+MEM analysis as illustrated in Fig. 7.33 and 7.34 respectively.

A value of significance equal to S = 2.14 at mH = 125 GeV is expected in the SVfit analysis

while a value of S = 2.31 at mH = 125GeV is expected in the SVfit+MEM analysis.
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Figure 7.33: Expected significance computed for di↵erent values of the Higgs boson mass mH . The

significance is obtained for both the SVfit (Left) and SVfit + MEM (Right) analyses approaches.

The observed significance, in both the analysis, is higher than the expected one (see Fig.

7.27, 7.28 and 7.29), because the event excess is slightly above the expectation for the SM

H ! ⌧⌧ plus SM background hypothesis. For the SVfit + MEM case, the observed significance

exceed the 3� (3.12� at mH = 125 GeV) leading to an evidence of the decay process H ! ⌧⌧

in the sole µ⌧h channel. Another way to quantify the observed excess is through the p-value

distribution shown in Fig. 7.34.
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SVfit SVfit + MEM

Observed µ at mH = 125 GeV 1.08+47%
�43% 1.29+40%

�36%

Table 7.8: Signal strength modifier (µ) obtained for the SVfit and SVfit + MEM analysis for a value of

mH = 125GeV.
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Figure 7.34: Expected p-value computed for di↵erent values of the Higgs boson mass mH . The p-value

is obtained for both the SVfit (Left) and SVfit + MEM (Right) analysis approaches.

As can be concluded from the exclusion limits, significance and p-value results obtained

for the two di↵erent analysis approaches, the MEM brings a substantial improvements to the

analysis sensitivity. The improvement brought by the MEM approach in the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ !
µ⌧h channel in the full category combination is summarized in Tab. 7.10. Instead, in Tab. 7.8,

the signal strength modifier has been listed both for the SVfit and the SVfit + MEM analysis,

evaluated at a value of mH = 125GeV.

Both the signal strength modifiers are compatible with 1.0, i.e., with the SM H ! ⌧⌧

hypothesis.

Signal injection test

In order to check the consistency of the results shown in the previous section, and search for

eventual bias in the limit extraction procedure, a test has been made replacing the data by

the sum of the SM background and Higgs boson signal simulated through the Monte-Carlo.

This procedure, called also signal injection test, aims at obtaining a distribution for the signal

strength modifier µ as function of the di↵erent values of the Higgs boson mass from the global

fit in all the categories (see Section 7.3). In this test, the mass of the injected Higgs boson signal
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H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h - all categories - mH = 125GeV

SVfit SVfit+MEM SVfit+MEM improvement

95% CL excl. lim. 0.973 0.926 4.8%

Significance 2.14 2.58 20.6%

Table 7.9: Summary of the expected 95% CL exclusion limits and significance for mH = 125GeV

obtained for the di↵erent analysis approaches and the relative improvement brought by the SVfit + MEM

analysis with respect to the SVfit one.

is mH = 125 GeV . The distribution of the µ parameter is expected to be compatible with 1.

Indeed, the injected signal is the SM higgs boson with mH = 125. Indeed, it is like an artificial

data distribution made by the background plus signal events is tested against the background

plus signal hypothesis (H1). The distribution of the µ values are compared through the plots

shown in Fig. 7.35 for the two di↵erent analysis approaches.
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Figure 7.35: Observed signal strength µ obtained after the signal injection for SVfit (Left) and SVfit +

MEM (Right) analysis approached.

As it is possible to deduce from Fig. 7.35, the values for the µ in the signal injection test

are both compatible with 1 and the error band is reduced in the SVfit + MEM case.

7.7.4 Sensitivity estimate in VBF categories

As already mentioned in Section 7.7.2, it is possible to estimate the sensitivity of the analysis

in the sole VBF categories, as well as the improvements brought by the introduction of the

MEM approach in these two last categories. If the VBF-Loose and VBF-Tight categories do
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not have enough statistics to properly constrain the backgrounds yields and shapes (indeed, the

observed number of events in the two categories is ⇠ 70 and ⇠ 20, respectively) the other 5

categories (0-Jets-Low/High and 1-Jet-Low/High/HighBoosted) have enough statistics to do it.

In addition, in these five categories, the SVfit mass distribution is used as variable to be fitted

for both analysis approaches. Hence, it is possible to evaluate the absolute improvement on the

expected 95% CL exclusion limits and the significance brought by the VBF categories for the

two analysis approaches. Then, from these, it is possible to quantify the relative gain of the

MEM approach with respect to the SVfit one from the ratio of the absolute di↵erence between

the limits obtained with all the categories and those obtained from the high statistics categories

only. The same concepts apply in the evaluation of the expected significance improvements.

The expected 95% CL exclusion limits and significance are shown for the SVfit analysis in Fig.

7.36.
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Figure 7.36: Expected 95% CL exclusion limits (Left) and significance (Right) as function of the Higgs

boson mass hypothesis mH = 125 GeV obtained from the simultaneous fit to the 0-Jets-Low/High and

1-Jet-Low/High/HighBoosted categories only.

Comparing the exclusion limits and significance shown in Fig. 7.36 and those illustrated in

Fig 7.32 and 7.33, it is possible to summarize the results in the following table 7.10:
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H ! ⌧⌧ ! µ⌧h - all categories - mH = 125GeV

SVfit SVfit+MEM SVfit+MEM improvement

Significance 2.14 2.31 7.9%

H ! ⌧⌧µ⌧h - 0-Jets + 1-Jet categories - mH = 125GeV

Significance 1.51 1.51 -

H ! ⌧⌧µ⌧h - VBF-Loose + VBF-Tight - mH = 125GeV

Significance � = 0.63 � = 0.80 27.0%

Table 7.10: Summary of the expected 95% CL exclusion limits and significance for mH = 125 GeV

obtained for the di↵erent analysis approaches and the relative improvement brought by the SVfit + MEM

analysis with respect to the SVfit one. The values � indicates the absolute di↵erence between the limit

(significance) obtained using only the 0-Jet and 1-Jet categories and the limit (significance) obtained with

the inclusion of all the seven categories.

The improvements brought by using the MEM appear even more impressive if it is considered

that the standard analysis (SVfit) would need 45% more integrated luminosity to reach the same

performance as the SVFit+MEM analysis.

7.8 Conclusions and perspective

The Matrix Element Method (MEM) has been developed in the context of the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ !
µ⌧h analysis and detailed in the Chapter 6. Making use of the full event kinematic information,

a large separation power between the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ signal and the main irreducible background

(DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧) has been found observing the MEM likelihood ratio distribution. The MEM

method itself has been compared to the SVfit algorithm, applied so far in the CMS H ! ⌧⌧

analysis, and it shows a superiority of a factor 4-10 (depending on the signal e�ciency working

point) in the background rejection. The MEM has been applied for the first time in the H ! ⌧⌧

analysis, in the two VBF categories. In the high statistics categories used to constrain the

background yields, given the small presence of VBF events, the SVfit variable is still used since

the MEM has been developed appositely to discriminate signal events produced through VBF

mechanism. The results have been obtained through a maximum likelihood fit to all the analysis

categories, and show a global overall improvement in the analysis expected significance of ⇠ 8%

for a mH = 125 GeV , while, in the sole VBF categories, it reaches ⇠ 30%. Given the results

obtained in this first application of the MEM to the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis, new developments are

already taken in consideration to further improve the performance of the method. The MEM

as it is applied in the µ⌧h channel can be easily improved to treat also the e⌧h decay mode. In

addition, with some calculation on the integral dimensionality reduction, it is possible to apply

easily the method to ee, µµ and ⌧h⌧h channels. Dedicated VBF categories defined with much
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looser cuts then one used in the SVfit analysis can be defined in order to optimally exploits

the MEM capability to recognize events produced through the VBF mechanism. In addition,

development on the method itself are envisaged, like the possibility to introduce also the matrix

element for the W + jets background. It implies introducing new transfer function for the

jets faking ⌧ ’s. Finally, in a larger prospective, an interesting development is represented by

the possibility to exploit the ⌧ polarization in the MEM. Such improvements would provide

additional handle to reduce the Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ background, for instance in the case of a ME for

gluon-gluon fusion that could not exploit the jet topologies. One could foresee an application

in the context of CP measurements as well. To conclude, during the LHC Run 2 the analyses

will certainly concentrate more on the exclusive Higgs boson production mechanisms, and in

this context, the MEM approach in the VBF H ! ⌧⌧ will play a leading role, improving the

sensitivity of the channel that already sets the tightest constraints on the VBF process as it

clearly illustrated in Fig. 7.37.
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Figure 7.37: Constraints on the signal strength (µ) for the VBF-VH and ggF-tt Higgs boson production

modes obtained through the analysis of the 5 main Higgs boson decay channels. The yellow cross indicate

the value for µ’s for the SM Higgs bosos [151].



Conclusion

This thesis work has been carried out in a very exiting period in the history of particle physics.

The Higgs boson had been searched for for several decades, and was finally discovered on the

4th July 2012 with a mass close to the 125 GeV/c2. In this context, I started my work as a

member of the CMS collaboration a few months after the elusive particle was discovered through

its bosonic decay channels. The coupling between the Higgs boson and the vector bosons of the

Standard Model, proved the electroweak spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism, hypoth-

esized in 1964 by the independent works of Robert Brout, François Englert, Peter Higgs, Carl

Richard Hagen, Gerald Guralnik et Thomas Kibble. This discovery was made possible thanks

to the most advanced technologies developed in the field of accelerator and particle detector

physics, that lead to the design, construction and operation of the Large Hadron Collider and

its experiments, in particular ATLAS and CMS. This remarkable discovery led to the awarding

of the Nobel Prize to Peter Higgs and François Englert, in 2013.

However, at that time, there was no evidence for the coupling between the Higgs boson and

the leptons. The mechanism allowing the fermions to acquire mass was not proven. In this con-

text, given the mass of the discovered Higgs boson, the best way to probe the Yukawa couplings

relied on the search for the Higgs boson decaying into a ⌧ -lepton pair. This search was already

started when I begun my thesis, and the main goal at that time was to increase the sensitivity

of the analysis in order to maximally exploit the proton-proton collision data provided by the

LHC. Given the variety of the ⌧ lepton decay modes and, in particular, the major challenge

in reconstructing the ⌧ hadronic decays, it turn out that H ! ⌧⌧ ! `⌧h represent the most

sensitive decay channels. In these channels, one ⌧ decays into a lepton, either an electron or

a muon, e�ciently identified and reconstructed by CMS with an optimal resolution, and the

other ⌧ decays into hadron, increasing the analysis acceptance thanks to the large branching

fraction charactering this decay modes. A non-negligible amount of the ⌧ ’s energy is carried by

the undetectable neutrinos. The LHC environment, with a mean value of 21 hard proton-proton

interaction and a bunch crossing of 50 ns, together with the hardware recording limitation of the

online trigger system (L1), lead to impose high transverse momentum thresholds to the online
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lepton selections, leading to a loss of ⇠ 57% of the possible signal events. Thus the idea to

conceive a new trigger capable to select leptons with relaxed transverse momentum selections

in order to recover a fraction of the events that, otherwise, would be lost. To keep the trigger

rate under control, the new trigger was designed to make use of the missing transverse energy to

further filter the events. I gave my personal contribution in the evaluation of the performance

of such a trigger and, in particular, in the aspects related to the characterization of the missing

transverse energy computed at L1. After the application of the selection based on the missing

transverse energy threshold, the ⇠ 47% of the predicted H ! ⌧⌧ events have been recovered for

the µ⌧h channel. Unfortunately, this trigger was introduced late in the data taking and it lead

to an improvement of ⇠ 2% on the final exclusion limits for the search of the SM Higgs boson

decaying into a ⌧ -lepton pair.

However, the overall improvement given by the introduction of the soft-lepton trigger in the

H ! ⌧⌧ analysis was diluted into the inclusive analysis and was judged small (⇠ 2%). In addi-

tion, in the perspective of the LHC Run 2, started in Spring 2015, there were other challenges

that limited the applicability of the approach consisting in controlling the rate trough the MET.

Indeed, during the Run 2, the instantaneous luminosity of the machine will constantly increase

up to 2 ⇥ 1034cm�2s�1 and the energy in the center-of-mass of the proton-proton collisions

has been already increased up to 13TeV . In this context, for a given trigger algorithm and a

given threshold, the trigger rate will be increased by a factor 6. In such extreme environment,

lowering the threshold on the lepton selection can translate into the impossibility to maintain

a sustainable event rate. For these reasons, during the first LHC long shutdown, it has been

decided to face the problem from another perspective in order to preserve and even improve

the physics program based on ⌧ leptons acting at the trigger level. Indeed, the CMS data and

acquisition system has been upgraded. The new trigger architecture was designed adopting the

recent µ�TCA technology allowing the granularity of each trigger tower to be exploited at L1.

My personal contribution in this project consisted in the design of a completely new ⌧ trigger

algorithm for the CMS stage 2 upgrade. This algorithm makes use of a dynamical clustering

technique, developed for the upgraded e/� algorithm. The main challenge in the design of

such ⌧ trigger came from the variety of the ⌧ hadronic decay modes and the di↵erent particles

present in the final state. In order to design the best possible algorithm able to account for

the di↵erent cluster shapes originating from the variety of the ⌧ decays, a deep study on the ⌧

energy depositions in the CMS calorimeters has been carried out on the 2012 data. In addition,

a dedicated energy calibration of the ⌧ candidate, that treats separately the electromagnetic

and hadronic part of the clusters energy, has been carried out. The isolation procedure has

been also conceived in a dynamical way, as the clustering procedure. The possibility to perform

an online pile up subtraction has been exploited in order to further control the trigger rate.

The performance of the algorithm emulated in the 2012 data in terms of energy and angular

resolutions are impressive. Indeed, the new algorithm provides the same energy resolution as
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the previous ones but with the usage of the ⇠ 10% of the trigger towers. For what regards the

angular resolution, an improvement of a factor 4 has been achieved thanks to the finer granu-

larity accessible in the new system. The trigger threshold adopted on the di-⌧ trigger, used in

the H ! ⌧⌧ ! ⌧h⌧h analysis, can be lowered down to 29 GeV , compared to 45GeV adopted

with the previous system, increasing the acceptance of the analysis by ⇠ 25%. One of the strong

points of the new trigger algorithm is its flexibility. Indeed, its large dynamical range in term

of signal e�ciency for a sustainable trigger rate, allows for the usage of multiple working points

suited for di↵erent possible analysis.

In the last period of my thesis, finally, I concentrated my studies on the possibility to fur-

ther increase the sensitivity in the H ! ⌧⌧ search acting at the final step of the analysis: the

signal extraction procedure. In this thesis the search for the Higgs boson decaying into ⌧ lepton

pairs with the Matrix Element Method is presented. This work represents the first application

of the Matrix Element Method in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis. I first focused on the development

of the Matrix Element Method targeting the characterization of the Higgs boson events pro-

duced through the vector boson fusion mechanism, with the Higgs boson decaying into the di-⌧

semileptonic channels. It is, indeed, the most sensitive channels in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis. More-

over, the topology of the VBF production mechanism is well suited to multivariate analysis

technique such as the Matrix Element Method, thanks to the relevant informations brought, not

only by the di-⌧ system, but also by the kinematic of the high energy jets in the event. The

main challenge in the H ! ⌧⌧ analysis is to distinguish the Higgs boson resonant peak in the

di-⌧ invariant mass distribution from the one generated by events arising from DY Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧

events, representing the main irreducible background of the analysis. Thus, the Matrix Element

Method is used to test the hypothesis that an event has been generated by a Higgs boson or

by a DY process, assigning a probability value to each event considered. The results obtained

for the µ⌧h channels have been compared to those obtained in the CMS analysis. In particular,

a direct comparison in term of signal to background separation power obtained through the

Matrix Element Method and the di-⌧ invariant mass reconstruction method used so far in CMS,

the SVfit algorithm, has been carried out using Monte Carlo simulated events. For a given sig-

nal e�ciency, the background rejection using the Matrix Element Method can be improved by

an order of magnitude. The application of the Matrix Element Method increased the inclusive

analysis sensitivity in the µ⌧h channel of ⇠ 8% in term of expected significance and, considering

the sole VBF categories, this improvement reaches ⇠ 27%. The Matrix Element Method can be

further extended in order to consider other ⌧ decay modes, in particular the e⌧h, ⌧h⌧h, ee and

µµ final state and to target other production mechanism, e.g. the gluon-gluon fusion process.

Moreover, other matrix element related to other background processes other then the Drell-Yan

can be considered.

Recently, the combination of the results obtained by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations in
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the search for the SM Higgs boson decaying into a ⌧ -lepton pair, lead to an observation of such

a process with a significance greater than 5�. However, no standalone observation, by none of

the two collaborations, has been claimed yet. In this context, the Matrix Element Method can

play a leading role in CMS and, looking even farther, it can contribute during the LHC Run

2 to a precise measurement either of the Yukawa coupling between the Higgs boson and the ⌧

lepton and of a characterization of the exclusive Higgs boson production mechanisms.
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